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Israel’s Holocaust and the Politics of Nationhood

The ghost of the Holocaust is ever present in Israel, in the lives and nightmares of
the survivors, and in the absence of the victims. In this compelling and disturbing
analysis, Idith Zertal, a leading member of the new generation of revisionist
historians in Israel, deals with the ways Israel has appropriated and used the
memory of the Holocaust in order to define and legitimize its existence and
politics. Drawing on a wide range of sources, many of them new, the author
exposes the pivotal role of the Holocaust in Israel’s public sphere, in its project of
nation-building, its politics of power, and in its perception of the conflict with the
Palestinians and military occupation of their territories. Zertal argues that the
centrality of the Holocaust in Israeli life has led to a culture of death and victim-
hood which permeates Israeli society, its rituals, and its self-image. This is an
important and penetrating book which offers an entirely new perspective on
Israel, its history, and the construction of national identity.

ID ITH ZERTAL was for many years a cultural and political journalist and essayist
in Israel. She is now teaching history and cultural studies at the Interdisciplinary
Center, Herzliya and at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Her previous pub-
lications include From Catastrophe to Power (1998) and The Lords of the Land (in
Hebrew: 2004).
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Introduction

‘‘From . . . remorselessly accumulating cemeteries,’’ writes Benedict

Anderson at the closure of his book Imagined Communities, ‘‘the nation’s

biography snatches exemplary suicides, poignant martyrdoms, assassin-

ations , exec utions, wars and holocaus ts. B ut to serve the narrative pur-

pose, these violent deaths must be remembered/forgotten as ‘our own’.’’1

These words reverberate deep within the present book, which deals with

the way the Israeli-Zionist nation’s biography in the course of the twen-

tieth century gathered its catastrophes, wars, and victims, embraced

them, remembered and forgot them, told their stories in its own way,

endowed themwith meaning, bequeathed them to its children, shaped its

own image through them, viewing itself in them as if it were all these. This

is a book about Israeli nation-ness and nationalism, about death in its

national public sphere, and the fatal connection between them: about the

memory of death and culture of death and the politics of death in the

service of the nation. To the same degree, it is a book about collective

memory, about memory as an agent of culture, shaping consciousness

and identity and shaped by them in a constant reciprocal process;2 about

the way in which Israel’s collective memory of death and trauma was

created and produced, and how it has been processed, coded, and put to

use in Israel’s public space, particularly in the half-century which has

lapsed since the destruction of European Jewry.

1 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of
Nationalism, London and New York 1983, p. 206.

2 In the past few decades the question of collective memory has become a central issue in the
work and discourse of historians and cultural scholars. A list of books and articles on
memory published since Maurice Halbwachs’s La mé moire collective (1950–1968) and
particularly since its publication in English (1980), encompasses thousands of items,
which cannot be listed here. On the multi-cultural discourse on collective memory, see
Kerwin Lee Klein, ‘‘On the Emergence of Memory in Historical Discourse,’’
Representations , 69, Winter 2000, pp. 127–150. The article, which analyses the develop-
ment of research on memory and its relation to history, society, and culture, opens with the
words: ‘‘Welcome to the memory industry.’’
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To paraphrase Tolstoy, one could say that if prosperous and happy

communities are all alike, every unhappy community is unhappy in its

own way and each of its offspring is branded with the mark of that

unhappiness. Victories and great achievements require neither explication

nor sophisticated interpretative structures; self-explanatory, they speak for

themselves. By contrast, the more devastating the national debacles and

defeats and the more victims they claim, the more they are subject to

processes of social taming and domestication, and produce complex

edifices of memory and interpretation to enable their reception and

comprehension and to overcome them. Thus, they shed one form and

take on another form to become tales of empowerment, rituals of initi-

ation, and displays of transcendence.

An essential stage in the formation and shaping of a national community

is its perception as trauma-community, a ‘‘victim-community,’’ and the

creation of a pantheon to its dead martyrs, in whose images the nation’s

sons and daughters see the reflection of their ideal selves. Through the

constitution of a martyrology specific to that community, namely, the

community becoming a remembering collective that recollects and

recounts itself through the unifying memory of catastrophes, suffering,

and victimization, binding its members together by instilling in them a

sense of common mission and destiny, a shared sense of nationhood is

created and the nation is crystallized.These ordeals can yield an embracing

sense of redemption and transcendence, when the shared moments of

destruction are recounted and replicated by the victim-community

through rituals of testimony and identification until those moments lose

their historical substance, are enshrouded in sanctity, and become a

model of heroic endeavor, a myth of rebirth.

‘‘Victimization,’’ wrote Martin Jaffee in his article on the victim-

community and the Holocaust ritual, ‘‘is easily thematized in memory and

story as a moment of victory. That is, when transformed by the religious

imagination into myth, the experience of victimization can confer a kind

of holiness and power upon the victim.’’ In stories constructed around

disaster and destruction, ‘‘the victim is always both victim and victor,

always destroyed but always reborn in a form that overcomes the victim-

izer.’’ The chief beneficiary of that empowerment, says Jaffee, is the

community, which perceives itself as the historical witness to the degrad-

ation of the victim and his subsequent transcendence, as the historical

body whose very existence preserves and relives the moment of degrad-

ation and transfiguration.

By telling and retelling the story of the victim, the community of victimization not
only memorializes the victim and stands in solidarity with the victim’s fate; it also

2 Israel’s Holocaust and the Politics of Nationhood



shares in the victim’s triumph and transformation, bringing into its history the
power of its myth, andmapping onto its own political and social reality the mythic
plot through which it comes to self-understanding as a community of suffering.3

Death is never a closed matter. Like history, or as history, the dead do

not belong solely to the past; they are a vital and active part of the present.4

They belong to the present and play a part therein as long as they are

recalled and spoken of by the living, who project their own lives on to the

dead and draw their own lessons from their death. The living ‘‘exhume the

dead,’’ summoning them to a second life by giving meaning to their lives

and death, a meaning that they themselves did not understand, as the

French Revolution’s historian, Jules Michelet, wrote.5 Yet these dead are

not the sum total of the dead, nor are they a random selection of them – just

as history is not the sum total – or a random selection – of all the events that

have occurred since the dawn of time. They are only those who have been

chosen at various times by the living and transformed into historic dead or

historic events, agents of meaning in the national sphere.

The Holocaust and its millions of dead have been ever-present in Israel

from the day of its establishment and the link between the two events

remains indissoluble. The Holocaust has always been present in Israel’s

speech and silences; in the lives and nightmares of hundreds of thousands

of survivors who have settled in Israel, and in the crying absence of the

victims; in legislation, orations, ceremonies, courtrooms, schools, in the

press, poetry, gravestone inscriptions, monuments, memorial books.

Through a dialectical process of appropriation and exclusion, remember-

ing and forgetting, Israeli society has defined itself in relation to the

Holocaust: it regarded itself as both the heir to the victims and their

accuser, atoning for their sins and redeeming their death. The metaphor-

ical bestow al of Israe li citizensh ip on the 6 m illion murde red Jews in the

early days of statehood, 6 an d the ir sym bolic ingat hering into the Israeli

3 Martin S. Jaffee, ‘‘The Victim-Community in Myth and History: Holocaust Ritual, the
Question of Palestine and the Rhetoric of Christian Witness,’’ Journal of Ecumenical
Studies, 28, Spring 1991, pp. 230–231.

4 An interesting claim, from a slightly different perspective, can be found in Lior Barshack’s
analysis of the way in which a constant production of death is crucial to the constitution of
any political sphere. See Lior Barshack, ‘‘Death and the Political,’’ Free Associations, 47,
2001, pp. 435–462.

5 Jules Michelet, ‘‘Histoire du xix siè cle,’’ in Oeuvres complè tes, Paris 1982, vol. XXI, p. 268;
Roland Barthes (ed.), Michelet par lui-même, Bourges 1954, p. 92; both are cited in Hayden
White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe, Baltimore
1973, pp. 158–159.

6 As early as 1950 it was proposed to the Prime Minister that symbolic citizenship be
bestowed on Holocaust victims within the framework of the law. The proposal was
examined by legal experts who recommended that it be accepted. It was extensively
discussed but not implemented, yet the idea of granting retroactive citizenship was
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body politic, reflected that historical, material, political, psychological,

and metaphysical presence in the Israeli collectivity.

According to circumstances of time and place, the Holocaust victims

were brought to life again and again and became a central function in

Israeli political deliberation, particularly in the context of the Israeli–Arab

conflict, and especially at moments of cr isis and conflagration, namely, in

wartime. There has not been a war in Israel, from 1948 till the present

ongoing outburst of violence which began in October 2000, that has not

been perceived, defined, and conceptualized in terms of theHolocaust. This

move, which initially, more than half a century ago, was goal-restricted and

relatively purposeful, aimed at constructing Israeli power and consciousness

of power out of the total Jewish powerlessness, became in due course, as the

Israeli historical situation was further removed in time and circumstances

from the Holocaust, a rather devalued cliché. Auschwitz – as the embodi-

ment of the total, ultim ate e vil – was, and still is, summoned up for military

and security issues and political dilemmas which Israeli society has refused

to confront, resolve, and pay the price for, thus transmuting Israel into an

ahistorical and apolitical twilight zone, where Auschwitz is not a past event

but a threatening present and a constant option.

By means of Auschwitz – which has become over the years Israel’s main

reference in its relations with a world defined repeatedly as anti-Semitic

and forever hostile – Israel rendered itself immune to criticism, and imper-

vious to a rational dialogue with the world around her. Furthermore, while

insisting, and rightly so, on the unique nature of the Holocaust in an

epoch of genocide and vast-scale human catastrophes,7 Israel, because of

its wholesale and out-of-context use of the Holocaust, became a prime

example of devaluation of the meaning and enormity of the Holocaust.

The investigation into the presence of the Holocaust and its dead in

Israe li discour se, which consti tutes the m ain par t of this book , is flanke d –

as is the short Zionist century8 – by two other dead individuals, who,

unl ike the anony mous mass of the Holoca ust vict ims, are the most

celebrated and renowned dead in the annals of Israeli Zionism, particu-

larly because of the special ci rcumstan ces of their death. The book opens

compatible with Ben-Gurion’s decision at the time to claim reparations from Germany
and his assertion that the State of Israel had the moral right to demand restitution from
Germany on behalf of the victims.

7 ‘‘It could be that in our century of genocide and mass criminality . . .  the extermination of
the Jews of Europe is perceived by many as the ultimate standard of evil, against which all
degrees of evil may be measured,’’ writes the historian of the Holocaust Saul Friedländer
in his book, Nazi Germany and the Jews, Vol. I: The Years of Persecution 1933–1939,
New York 1997, p. 1.

8 I have borrowed the term from the subtitle of Eric Hobsbawm’s book,Age of Extremes: The
Short Twentieth Century, 1914–1991, London 1994.
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with the death in battl e of Yosef Trump el dor on the coun try’s no rthern

borde r on 1 March 1920, an eve nt wh ich marked the dra matic initiat ion

of the vio lent confl ict over Palestine . It end s with the assassin ation of

Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin by an Israeli Jew, on 4 November 1995.

Both traum atic eve nts – wh ich still reve rberate, eac h in its own way and

with its own degree of intensity, in Israel’s public space – and their para-

digmatic victims, are interpreted in this book not only within the context

of the concept of collective memory and its link to nation-building

project, but also in their relation – direct (in the case of the Rabin assassin-

ation) or oblique (in the case of Trumpeldor) – to the way in which, over

the years, the political resource of theHolocaust has been instrumentalized

and used in Israel.

The first chapter is a kind of platform for the paradigmatic assumptions

examined in the rest of the book.Through three formative historical events

in Jewish and Zionist history of the previous century – the battle of Tel-Hai

and the death of Trumpeldor (1920), the ghetto uprisings (1943), and the

Exodus affair (1947) – this chapter examines the discrepancy between the

historical dimension of the events and the national memory molded upon

them and the way in which historical defeats were transmuted into para-

gons of triumph and models of identification for a mobilized and combat-

ive nation. The mythical and processed story of Tel-Hai and its hero’s

death served as both a model of identification for the young Jewish ghetto

fighters, and – together withMassada’s myth – as the diametrical opposite

to and reprehension of the death of the Jewish masses during the

Holocaust. The two other events examined in the chapter testify to the

onset of the process of selective appropriation of the Holocaust and its

victims by the Zionist collective in the pre-state period.

The second chapter is devoted to the complex and multi-faceted con-

struct of Holocaust remembering and forgetting in Israel’s first decade of

statehood. While Israeli society nationalized the memory of the

Holocaust – through leaders and spokesmen who had not been ‘‘there’’ –

and organized it, within its hegemonic public space, into a ritualized,

didactic memory, bearing a national lesson in accord with its vision, it

excluded the direct bearers of this memory – some quarter of a million

Holocaust survivors who had immigrated to Israel, and altered the coun-

try’s human landscape. Concurrently, alternative, subversive memories

of the disaster9 were formulated in other sites of the Israeli sphere. Among

9 On individual and communal commemoration of the Holocaust in the first years of
statehood, see Judith Baumel, ‘‘‘In Everlasting Memory’: Individual and Communal
Holocaust Commemoration in Israel,’’ in Robert Wistrich and David Ohana (eds.), The
Shaping of Israeli Identity: Myth, Memory and Trauma, London 1995, pp. 146–170.
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these sites, on which the chapter dwells, were Israeli courtrooms, where

Holocaust survivors were placed on trial in the fifties and early sixties.

These Jews, defined as ‘‘collaborators’’ with the Nazis in the extermina-

tion of their brethren, were charged under the Nazis and Nazi

Coll aborators (Pun ishmen t) Law 1950. Me mories of everyda y facts of

devastation and the routine of horror were recorded in those courtrooms

through the defendants’ and witnesses’ testimonies, and the inhuman,

utterly exceptional dilemmas of behaviour faced by ordinary people were

raised. This was a memory, which the ‘‘new and pure’’ Israel10 did not

want and even nowadays rejects.

The t hird chapte r, earlier v ersi ons o f w hi ch we re p u bl is he d in t he

journals Representations11 and Th eory a nd Criticism, 12 investigates the

wa ys in which the organized, specific Holocaust discourse formulated

at the t ri al of Adolf Eichmann (1961) affected the civilian and military

Israeli e lites and l eadership and their perception of the crisis of

May–June 1967. It also raises the question of t he nature of the

‘‘Holocaust anxiety’’ which has swept Israel before the war and has

been part of the complex of considerations leading eventually to the

decision to launch a ‘‘pre-emptive attack’’ to prevent a new Holocaust.

Finally, this chapter deals with the ways the Holocaust discourse

shaped the perception of the swift military victory and intensified

the sanctifying process of the territories captured by Israel during

the war.

Ben-Gurion’s last great national project, the trial of Adolf Eichmann,

the only Nazi to be charged under the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators

(Punishment) Law after a series of Jewish survivors, was one of the

most constitutive events in the annals of the state, and contributed to

the shaping of the Holocaust memory in western culture. On the other

hand, the trial inaugurated an era of critical, secular examination of the

numinous event of theHolocaust, and the conduct of human beings, both

perp etrato rs and vict ims, in the ext reme situatio ns it generat ed. The

thinker who, to a large extent, launched this new discussion and formu-

lated its first concepts was Hannah Arendt, the German-Jewish political

phil osopher , wh o wrot e a series of artic les on the trial in the New Yorker ,

later published in book form as Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the

10 This term was used by the then Attorney General, Haim Cohen, later to become judge in
Israel’s Supreme Court, in the context of the Grunewald–Kastner trial, which is dis-
cussed in chapters 1 and 2. Quoted by Yehiam Weitz, Ha‘ish She‘nirtzah Paamayim:
Hayav, Mishpato U‘moto shel Dr. Israel Kastner (The Man Who Was Murdered Twice: The
Life, Trial and Death of Dr. Israel Kastner), Jerusalem 1995, p. 102.

11 Representations, 69, Winter 2000, pp. 96–126.
12 Theory and Criticism, 15, Winter 2000, pp. 19–38 (Hebrew).
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Banality of Evil (1963).13 The articles and the book sparked off immedi-

ate intense controversy, and the debate raged throughout the sixties – and

is still ongoing, though the tone has changed – with the author at the

center of the storm. Both Jews and non-Jews took part in that controversy,

particularly in the United States and Europe, and less so in Israel, for

reasons which are debated in chapter 4. One of the most acrid documents

in this polemic was a letter from the renowned Kabbala scholar Gershom

Scholem to Arendt, accusing her of lacking ‘‘love of Israel’’ and of hatred

of Zionism, a charge which clung to her for years. Arendt’s penetrating

reply was never published in Hebrew,14 although Scholem had assured

her that his letter would be published, in whatever forum and language,

together with her reply. The fourth chapter is thus devoted to the stormy

confrontation between these two formidable figures on the event of the

Holocaust, on the trial, and the way in which Israel conducted it. It also

draws an intellectual and personal portrait of Arendt, and proposes

thereby alternative options (other than the Jewish-Israeli) for Jewish

identity in the twentieth century and for the conduct of independently

minded, autonomous dissenters, in ‘‘dark times’’ of national unity/

unanimity, and mass hysteria. To a large degree, the present book is a

homage to Hannah Arendt, whose voice has been silenced in Israel for

many years, and whose writings are indispensable for deciphering the

twentieth century and the understanding of Israel.

The fifth and last chapter examines the evolvement of Holocaust dis-

course in Israel from an additional angle and in two central contexts: the

building of Israel’s military strength and justification of its use, and the

borders of the land. The assimilation of the organized Holocaust memory

into the time-honored Zionist polemic concerning the ideal and longed-

for borders of the Jewish state, and the representation of Israel’s inter-

national border – particularly since the 1967 war and the widespread

Jewish settlement in the occupied territories – in terms of the Holocaust,

have contributed to the expansion and justification of Israeli occupation

of a land inhabited by another people. They also practically usurped the

course of development of the State of Israel, expropriating it from its

political and historical dimensions; and, at the end of the process which

increasingly appears to mark the end of the Zionist century, have led to

the assassination of an Israeli prime minister who had been trying to

terminate the occupation and withdraw to agreed political borders.

13 The book appeared in Hebrew translation some forty years later, in 2000.
14 It exists now, inmy translation intoHebrew, in the original version ofmy book, published

in 2002 under the title Ha’umah Ve’hamavet, Historia Zikaron Politika (Death and the
Nation: History Memory Politics).
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The English version of this book is being published in the summer of

2005, almost ten years after the assassination of Prime Minister Rabin,

and in the midst of a bloody political storm in Israel, caused by yet

another dramatic effort to put an end, at least partially, to Israeli occupa-

tion and to disengage from some of the occupied territories. These are

dark times for Israel. The ten bad years which have elapsed since Rabin’s

assassination, with which the book concludes, cast a gloomy light on the

(wishful) statement of the assassin’s judge that ‘‘the murder did not

achieve its aim [and] has even created momentary rapprochement.’’15

They also offer tragic, almost daily evidence of the impact of the active

presence of Holocaust images on the lives and death of Israelis and of

their neighbors, and on the perceptions of their lives and their deaths. As

in the past, events of the present day would appear to demonstrate how

the process of sanctification – which is itself a form of devaluation – of the

Holocaust, coupled with the concept of holiness of the land, and the

harnessing of the living to this two-fold theology, have converted

a haven, a home and a homeland into a temple and an everlasting altar.

15 Edmond Levi, The State of Israel v. Yigal ben Shlomo Amir, Severe Criminal File (SCF)
(Tel Aviv and Jaffa) 498/95, Sentences, p. 5.
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1 The sacrificed and the sanctified

Where memory and national identity meet, there is a grave, there lies

death. The killing fields of national ethnic conflicts, the graves of the

fallen, are the building blocks of which modern nations are made, out

of which the fabric of national sentiment grows. The moment of death

for one’s country, consecrated and rendered a moment of salvation,

along with the unending ritual return to that moment and to its

living-dead victim, fuse together the community of death, the national

victim-community.1 In this community, the living appropriate the dead,

immortalize them, assign meaning to their deaths as they, the living, see

fit, and thereby create the ‘‘common city,’’ constituted, according to Jules

Michelet,2 out of the dead and the living, in which the dead serve as the

highest authority for the deeds of the living. Ancient graves thus generate

processes that create fresh graves. Old death is both the motive and the

seal of approval for new death in the service of the nation, and death with

death shall hold communion. Defeat in battles, those all too effective

wholesale manufacturers of death on the altar of the nation, are a vital

component in the creation of national identity, and their stories are

threaded through national sagas from end to end, becoming in the pro-

cess tales of triumph and valor, held up for the instruction of the nation’s

children-soldiers-victims, who learn from these images and imaginings to

want to die.3

The tales of three constitutive Zionist defeats are the subject of the

present chapter. The battle of Tel-Hai, the ghetto uprisings, and the

Exodus affair – which occurred, respectively, in 1920, 1943, and 1947 –

were transformed soon after they had occurred or even while they were

still taking place, into mythological tales of heroism and winning

1 Jaffee, ‘‘The Victim-Community,’’ pp. 230–231.
2 Jules Michelet, ‘‘Histoire du xix siècle,’’ in Oeuvres complètes, Paris 1982, vol. XXI, p. 268;

Roland Barthes (ed.), Michelet par lui-même, Bourges 1954, p. 92, quoted in White,
Metahistory.

3 For an interesting and influential discussion of the component of death in modern
nationalism, see Anderson, Imagined Communities (especially the two last chapters).
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narratives. In these three cases, which differ markedly in scale, substance,

and the long-term meanings assigned to them, the defeats were trans-

muted into tales of victory, although meticulous scrutiny of each event

unearths no victory in any of them, definitely not in the immediate,

concrete context. The fighters of the northern outpost of Tel-Hai were

defeated, six of them were killed, and the site was abandoned; from the

very outset, the ghetto uprisings had no chance whatsoever of achieving

victory, and the Warsaw ghetto uprising, the most large-scale and dra-

matic among them, actually ended in an act of collective suicide by the

surviving rebels. Moreover, ‘‘in terms of saving Jewish souls,’’ as the

Zionist poet laureate, Nathan Alterman, later put it,4 the uprisings con-

tributed nothing, and in fact endangered the lives of the other inhabitants

of the ghetto; the passengers on the Exodus, most of them Holocaust

survivors, who, in accordance with the proclaimed goals of the Zionist

project, were to be brought clandestinely to Palestine, not only failed to

reach shore, but were forced to return to Germany after a long and

miserable journey, and arrived in Israel months, or even years, later. All

three cases ended either in tragedy or in great chagrin. How is it then that

they were changed into what Liddell Hart called ‘‘magnificent defeats’’?

How were they released from their historical bonds, from the materiality

of their factual details, to be elevated to the rank of formative events which

shape a new ethos and a new type of man?

Seven days after the Zionist-Jewish defeat at Tel-Hai and the death

of its hero, Yosef Trumpeldor, in battle there, the Zionist-Revisionist

leader, Zeev Jabotinsky, published a eulogy for the brave of the hour in the

daily Ha’ar etz. In this text he cited Trumpeldor’s dying words as quoted

by the doctor who treated him. ‘‘These were the last words of Yosef

Trumpeldor as he witnessed his friends’ grief at the enormous sacrifice,’’

Jabotinsky wrote:

‘‘it’s nothing! It’s good to die for our country’’ . . . ‘‘it’s nothing.’’ A profound
concept, sublime logic and an all-encompassing philosophy are buried in these
two words. Events are as nothing when the will prevails. The bitter brings forth
sweetness, so long as the will lives on. The will is a living mound (tel hai), and as for
all the rest – sacrifices, defeats, humiliations – ‘‘it’s nothing!’’

In a quasi-ritual, quasi-biblical requiem for the heroes slain in battle,

Jabotinsky alluded to David’s lament for Saul and Jonathan, rendering

the biblical lament as a blessing, ‘‘Ye mountains of Galilee, Tel-Hai and

4 Dan Laor (ed.), Nathan Alterman Al Shtei Ha’drakhim, Dapim min Ha’pinkas (Nathan
Alterman’s Two Paths, Pages from a Notebook), Tel Aviv 1989, pp. 13–20.
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Kfar Giladi, Chamara and Metula, let there be dew and let there also be

rain upon you. ‘It’s nothing!’ Ours you have been, ours you shall be.’’5

According to his biographer, Jabotinsky’s intent, in his farewell to his

revered hero, who was already firing the imaginations of his contempor-

aries, was to portray the whole of Trumpeldor’s life and thought through

the recurrent theme, epitomized in the phrase ‘‘It’s nothing.’’6 This was

held to mean that what was to be considered as most important was man’s

spirit and will – neither the facts, of and in themselves, nor the events, nor

the ‘‘incidents’’, but the meaning that man’s vision and will read into

them, the way in which human beings act upon them, and what they

extract from them. It followed, then, that the decisive factor was not the

specific, contingent death of Trumpeldor, but the way in which his death

was interpreted by those left behind, the memory of the dead as con-

structed and re-constructed by the living, and, finally, the manner in

which this memory is deployed by the living to their own ends.

In this article, which was one of Jabotinsky’s few public references to the

Tel-Hai battle, written when the shock of the tragedy was still fresh in

people’s minds, one can already discern Jabotinsky’s critical view of the

event itself, if only from the way he devalued the importance of its details.

Elsewhere, in a private letter he wrote over a decade later, he was much

more explicit. ‘‘The real murderers’’ of Trumpeldor and his comrades

killed at Tel-Hai, he wrote, were those ‘‘irresponsible’’ people from the

leadership of the Jewish community (‘‘Yishuv’’) who, at the time, rejected

his opinion that there was no realistic chance of protecting the isolated

Jewish settlements in northern Upper Galilee, and that consequently all the

settlers should be moved back to the center of the country.7 In an article

published at the same time that this letter had been written, Jabotinsky

openly denounced the Zionist leadership and the heads of the labor move-

ment for their high-flown rhetoric and their failure to take action, which

had, he had said, combined to cause the tragedy of Tel-Hai.

In the five days between the sixth and the eleventh of the month of Adar it was
incumbent on these people – and they had the necessary time to act – to do one of two
things: either to send in reinforcements or to order Trumpeldor and his comrades to
evacuate the besieged area. If they did neither and instead left a handful of young men
and women alone, on a tiny farm, surrounded by several thousand well-armed
Bedouin, then surely someone is guilty of this terrible folly. Who is guilty?8

5 Zeev Jabotinsky, ‘‘Tel Hai,’’ Ha’aretz, 8 March 1920.
6 Shmuel Katz, Jabo, Biografia shel Zeev Jabotinsky, vol. I ( Jabo, a Biography of Zeev
Jabotinsky, vol. I), Tel Aviv 1993, p. 369 and chapter 48 in full.

7 Jabotinsky’s letter to Leona Karpi, 24 February 1931, Ha’Umah, 11 December 1964,
pp. 492–493, Jabotinsky Institute 21/2–1, quoted in Katz, Jabo, p. 369.

8 Ibid., p. 368.
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However, Jabotinsky’s prolonged silence, prior to that article, about

the details and development of the actual events, and his devaluation, in

his early eulogy, of the actual historical occurrences, had already paved

the way for the great silence which, for years, was to cloak the historical

event of Tel-Hai, in direct contrast to the great myth constructed around

the battle. ‘‘It’s nothing,’’ Jabotinsky wrote in the refrain-like conclusion

of his eulogy. ‘‘It’s nothing,’’ he repeated, as if to say that what had

transpired was indeed unimportant, unlike the descriptive and interpret-

ative construction that would, in the future, be erected on the vestiges of

the event. ‘‘Ours you have been, ours you shall be,’’ he declared, addres-

sing the mountains and Jewish settlements of Galilee. But these words

also functioned to register full ownership of the story and the memory of

the event. Rather than the dead Trumpeldor himself, the theme of

Jabotinsky’s eulogy was in fact his own early reflections on the remember-

ing subject: on the ‘‘prevailing will,’’ which is the motivating force of

memory and consciousness, the will that chooses and selects – in keeping

with the times, and shifts in the political climate – what is to be preserved

and become an ever-living past, extant and active within the present, an

eternal living mound, a ‘tel hai ’.

Jabotinsky was a European intellectual, the cultural product of the turn

of the twentieth century, who had spent three years at the University of

Rome studying Roman law, history, and philosophy. In later years he

would write on this experience, saying that ‘‘If I have a spiritual mother-

land, it is Italy rather than Russia . . . my attitude to the issues of nation,

country, and society was formed in those years under Italian influence.’’9

As a student in Rome he was apparently aware of the ongoing debate

during the first decades of the century among Italian philosophers, most

prominently represented by Benedetto Croce, concerning the meaning of

history and of historiography. Yet even if he was not directly familiar with

Croce’s work (which is rather unlikely, since they were both students of

the thinker and professor of law, Antonio Labriolla, though several years

apart) his comments on Trumpeldor were steeped in the Crocean (and

Kantian) conception of ‘‘the eternal ghost of the thing in itself,’’ as

opposed to the history we know, which is ‘‘all the history we need . . .  at

every moment.’’10 Indeed, in his words one could detect Jabotinsky’s own

insight into the way in which people ‘‘know’’ their world, or, in this case,

9 Katz, Jabo, pp. 27–28.
10 Croce wrote this in a 1912 article, which later appeared, in an amended version, in his

book on the theory and history of historiography, published in Italian in 1927. Quoted in
Carlo Ginzburg, ‘‘Just One Witness,’’ in Saul Friedländer (ed.), Probing the Limits of
Representation: Nazism and the ‘‘Final Solution,’’ Cambridge, MA, and London 1992,
p. 95.
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their past; into how they commemorate and appropriate people and

events from the past (‘‘ours you shall be’’); into the way past events are

handed down from generation to generation and how each community

organizes its past in keeping with its needs, self-image, and visions:

muffling and erasing the troubling chapters on the one hand, while, on

the other hand, amplifying and glorifying those aspects of the past which

bolster the community’s stand and serve its purposes.

The testimonies of those who survived the battle of Tel-Hai are the

immediate and, to this day, the principal source for our knowledge of the

events of 1 March 1920 (11th Adar, 5680 according to the Hebrew

calendar).11 The first testimonies were recorded immediately and pub-

lished in issues 29, 30, and 31 of Kuntress, the periodical of the labor party

of the time, Achdut Ha’avoda, in March and April. In the final analysis,

these initial testimonies tell a sad, confused story, the gist of which is a

series of misunderstandings and miscalculations, involving a small and

isolated group of young Jewish settlers living at the northern frontier of

Palestine, without adequate means of defense, embroiled in unnecessary

combat with a group of Arab residents of the area. The documentation

shows that the battle could have been avoided; that following its out-

break, it could have been better handled, and that by the end of the day,

there were six Jewish dead.12 Among them was Yosef Trumpeldor,

regarded as the commander of the place because of his seniority in years

and his extensive combat experience, who, even before his death in battle,

had been hailed as a hero of the 1905 Russian–Japanese War, where he

lost an arm. Three days later, on 4 March, following the hasty burial of the

six dead in two common graves – one for the men and one for the two

women killed – and following their retreat to the south, the survivors of

Tel-Hai reached another Jewish settlement and told their story.

The report spread throughout the country by varied and swift routes,

and by the time it had been recorded in writing and published, at the end

of the week, and far from the northern frontier, its meaning had already

been extracted from its historicity and secularity, and had taken on sacred

11 The most complete and detailed documentation and analysis of the Tel-Hai affair can be
found in the pioneering work by the historian-journalist Nakdimon Rogel, Tel Hai: Hazit
Bli Oref (Tel Hai: Front without Hinterland ), Tel Aviv 1979. In 1994 Rogel published an
additional book, a collection of documents on the affair, the ultimate source for any
discussion of Tel-Hai. See Nakdimon Rogel, Parashat Tel Hai: Teudot Le’haganat
Ha’galil Ha’elyon Be’taraf (The Tel Hai Affair: Documents on the Defence of Upper Galilee
in 1921), Jerusalem 1994.

12 In contrast to many other battles, in which the Jewish-Zionist reports made no reference
to the number of enemy dead, in the case of Tel-Hai the first reports already contained
estimates of the number of Arab casualties. Harzfeld Report, Labor Archives, 134-IV,
File 1a, quoted in Rogel, Documents, p. 282.
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connotations.13 The chain of events in northern Galilee leading up to the

battle, the pathetic role played by the political leadership of the Jewish

community, along with other circumstances, contributed to the immedi-

ate sanctification of the abortive battle. Added to that was the rather

unique personality of Trumpeldor, different from the other settlers at

Tel-Hai and fascinating precisely because of his ‘‘exceptionality,’’ who

was not supposed to be in Tel-Hai that day, but instead on his way back to

Russia to recruit more settlers. The enigmatic figure of Trumpeldor, his

coincidental, fatal encounter with the final battle of his life, and his last

words, as reported by his doctor, alone sufficed to generate a process of

sanctification. The question of whether Trumpeldor did in fact utter

these words, a historical fact based on the testimony of two witnesses

only, Dr. George Gerry and Abraham Harzfeld, is accordingly irrelevant,

though it is of interest.

Trumpeldor did not die immediately, but lingered on till later that

night, several hours after his injury, on the way from Tel-Hai to Kfar

Giladi, as his comrades were carrying him. When he was asked, in the

course of the retreat, how he felt, Trumpeldor said, so both witnesses later

reported, ‘‘It’s nothing, it is good to die for our country.’’14 Trumpeldor’s

supposed last words underwent several minor revisions. Furthermore,

the language he was speaking stays to this day unknown. Did he use his

broken Hebrew – or, more precisely, could he have even formed a

sentence such as that ascribed to him, in a language in which he was far

from being fluent? Or did he fall back on his native language, Russian, or

recite Horace’s lines in Latin? And if he had indeed spoken his stilted

Hebrew, how could Dr. Gerry, an American, two weeks in the country

and previously unacquainted with Trumpeldor, have understood him?

According to other testimonies, in the hours when he lay wounded,

Trumpeldor begged in Russian to have his wounds bandaged. One can

thus presume that he mumbled at length in his native language while he

was still conscious. None of these words were recorded or engraved on

13 In his immediate report, conveyed on the day of the battle and the following day, Harzfeld
already used the term kedoshim (holy ones). ‘‘We grope in the dark – where are our holy
ones . . .  I remained behind to bring down the dead, to collect everything possible for
departure and it was decided that we must go up, all of us, but first we must transfer the
holy ones and whatever was possible,’’ quoted in Rogel, Documents, p. 278.

14 Dr. Gerry’s first testimony was published in Kuntress, 29, 12 March 1920. In the first
version it was claimed that Trumpeldor said, ‘‘It is worth dying for our country.’’ This was
later amended to ‘‘It is good . . . ’’ An anonymous article in Ha’aretz, which preceded
Kuntress by four days, reported that Pinhas Shneourson had also heard Trumpeldor say, a
moment before his death, in answer to the question ‘‘How are you?’’ ‘‘It is good to die for
our country.’’ See Rogel, Documents, p. 278. For Harzfeld’s evidence see ibid., pp. 434,
440–443.
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the memory of coming generations, and they were lost for ever. They were

probably superfluous. Yet, the decisive historical ‘‘fact’’ is not the sen-

tence itself, whether uttered or not, but rather the swift absorption of the

words ascribed to Trumpeldor, without query as to their ‘‘authenticity,’’

at this first, formative stage of the construction of the Hebrew nation in

Palestine, and the transformation of these words into the symbol and

slogan of a critical period in the history of Zionism.

Frontier and center

The events and moves that preceded the battle of Tel-Hai contributed to

the construction of the tragedy and its aura of inevitability, and paved the

way for its transformation into a founding myth and a sacred national

symbol. Many months before the battle, the four Jewish settlements in the

area were exposed to the local inhabitants’ hostility. This hostility was

part of a larger struggle over the area, whose political status had been in

dispute since the end of World War I. The British had evacuated their

forces in 1919, under a provisional accord with France, pending final

delineation of the northern border of Palestine, while the French fought

for control of the area – which had become a veritable no-man’s-land –

against the indigenous Arab population, who apparently received orders

from Damascus. The question of whether to maintain a Jewish presence

in northern Galilee in those times of insecurity and confusion or tem-

porarily to evacuate the area in order to avoid loss of life was debated for

months among the frontier settlers themselves and among the institutions

of the Jewish Zionist community. In both circles, there were those who

had called for evacuation for the sake of saving lives. The settlers, how-

ever, decided to resist at all costs, and repeatedly petitioned the newly

established Jewish institutions, asking for both human and weapon

reinforcements.15

On 12 December 1919, Tel-Hai suffered its first casualty when one of

its members was killed by a stray bullet, while working in the field. At the

end of that month, a short while after having arrived in Palestine from

Russia, Yosef Trumpeldor went north. Other volunteers went with him.

Beginning in January 1920, Galilee was gradually abandoned. Chamara

was deserted and destroyed by fire. In mid-January, the Metula settlers

too began to leave their homes. In early February another young volun-

teer, Aaron Sher, was killed in Tel-Hai’s field. Trumpeldor and his

comrades dispatched increasingly urgent appeals for help to the

15 All these appeals – letters, reports, cables, and personal testimonies to the authorities –
are fully documented. See Rogel, Documents.
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authorities. Most of them were published immediately in Kuntress. Thus,

the drama was overt and publicly known, and while it was actually

unfolding, it became the shared experience of a considerable proportion

of the small, emerging Jewish community in Palestine. In these pre-battle

appeals, Trumpeldor was already laying the foundations and providing

the stuff of the myth that was to evolve around the battle. ‘‘A new

generation, a generation of free Jews of Eretz Israel, stand at the frontier,

prepared to sacrifice their lives for this frontier,’’ he wrote two days after

the second death at Tel-Hai. ‘‘And there, in the land’s interior, they are

endlessly negotiating whether to approve the budget or not, in other

words whether or not to aid the defenders of the homeland.’’16 This

primal text, written on the eve of battle, thus established the infrastruc-

ture for the conceptual dichotomy, destined to nourish the symbol-

making process later applied to the battle: between the new Jew and the

old Jew; the new, emergent ‘‘Eretz Israel’’ and the Diaspora spirit in the

country’s hinterland; the heroic, free frontier, willing and ready to lay

down its life, and the self-preserving, hesitant center, ever vacillating and

conducting pragmatic, mercantile reckonings.17 Discernible here on

another level was the classic conflict between all that is symbolized by

the border – whether physical and external or psychological and concep-

tual – and by the perpetual reassessment, defiance and border-crossing,

versus the secure, conservative center, continually reproducing its cen-

trality, and the nowhereness embodied in the center which is conse-

quently threatened by everything the border represents. Thus, it was

not only a specific group of people who were fighting for their lives at

Tel-Hai; the very concept of the ‘‘new Jew’’ that was at stake, a concept

that by virtue of being such, amounted to more than the sum total of its

members’ qualities, and which – while it was taking shape in Palestine –

was already hanging in the balance.

At the meeting of the Provisional Council of the Jews of Palestine, held

on 24 February 1920, in order to address ‘‘the situation in Upper

Galilee,’’ the debate summed up the two basic, conflicting standpoints

in the community regarding the future of the northern Galilee frontier:

short- versus long-term considerations; withdrawal versus entrenchment;

the fate of the particular group of people at Tel-Hai versus the overall idea

of the rebirth of the people of Israel in the land of Israel. The roles played

16 Yosef Trumpeldor to Defence Committee, 9 February 1920, quoted in Rogel,
Documents, pp. 216–218.

17 Pinhas Shneourson of Ha’shomer complained that not one of the ‘‘great men’’ had
troubled to visit Galilee. ‘‘The ‘activists’ sat at home on their political dais at the
Council of Delegates.’’ Quoted in Rogel, Documents, p. 256.
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by the various speakers at the meeting are of particular interest, since they

subverted the self-evident division, later to become so stereotypical,

between ‘‘right’’ and ‘‘left,’’ extremists and realists, in the Zionist political

sphere. Zeev Jabotinsky, the leader of the Zionist Revisionist movement

and a guest at the meeting, referred specifically to the young people living

in Galilee and to their foreseeable fate, claiming that everything should be

done, including abandonment of the sites, to prevent the sacrifice of their

lives. He called on his colleagues ‘‘to tell the young defenders the bitter

truth,’’ and to bring them back to the center of the country. He asked the

supposedly pragmatic labor movement leaders, David Ben-Gurion, Berl

Katznelson, and Yitzhak Tabenkin, to ‘‘tell the comrades: come back

from there and build up what exists here.’’18 And just as Jabotinsky placed

the specific case and its singular circumstances, Ben-Gurion, already the

advocate of the great principle overriding the specific historical case,

argued that the issue was the Zionist question as a whole, the very status

of Zionism in Palestine and the world at large, rather than the specific

question of Tel-Hai. ‘‘If we flee the robbers there, then by the same token

we will soon have to leave not only Upper Galilee but also the whole of

Palestine,’’ Ben-Gurion said.19 ‘‘For us there are no frontiers . . . if we fall

there – we fall all the way down to the desert,’’ said Tabenkin.20 And Berl

Katznelson spoke about rationality and sentiment, defeat and victory, the

possible and the impossible, the practicality of the moment versus long-

term practicality.

Every strategy can easily provide advance proof of defeat and it is hard to
guarantee victory . . . we are facing an age-old argument here, an argument
which cannot be decided by rational claims. There is a practicality that conducts
the reckoning in advance – to leave – and there is another practicality that insists
on staying till the very last moment, when it may come to pass that the impossible
becomes possible.21

Tel-Hai thus became a symbol before a battle had ever taken place there;

it was charged with heavy symbolism or bound up with the self-realizing

expectation that it would one day become a symbol: of retreat or

entrenchment; of surrender or combat. Tel-Hai was perceived not simply

as a tiny outpost in the north of Palestine; it became the entire Jewish

community in the homeland, the very idea of settling and conquering the

land, the soul of the new ‘‘Eretz Israel.’’

The Provisional Council decided to reinforce Tel-Hai and Kfar Giladi.

Yet help came all too late. The process of mythologization, however,

18 Minutes of the tenth session of the Provisional Council of the Jews of Palestine,
24 February 1920. Quoted in Rogel, Documents, pp. 238–252.

19 Ibid., pp. 244–245. 20 Ibid., p. 246. 21 Ibid., p. 257.
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followed fast in the wake of the disastrous battle.22 What was it, then, in

the Tel-Hai event itself, that invited a mythic story – which is not,

according to Ernst Cassirer, a representation concealing some mystery

or latent truth, but rather a self-contained form of interpretation

of reality.23 Was it the specific historical and political conjuncture – the

post-World War I period of consolidation of political borders and

regional power structures, concurrently with the onset of the large-scale

third wave of Jewish immigration to Palestine (the Third Aliyah) which

had become a decisive factor in the formation of a Jewish entity in that

land? Was it this specific regional and local reality that had required the

creation of a different set of images than those of the actual event that

precluded reception, and processing of defeat and retreat, and demanded

instead the formulation of a winning and rallying narrative? Was it the

searing sense of failure in what had been the first ‘‘trial by fire’’ the Jewish

settlement project had faced, as well as the fear of total collapse of the very

concept of settling the frontier in order to enhance territorial expansion

and conquest of the land? Did it stem from an inordinate awareness of

weakness precisely due to the presence of Zionism’s most experienced

war hero at Tel-Hai? Was the myth-making process somehow affected by

the feelings of guilt harbored by the procrastinating, ‘‘diasporic’’ leader-

ship that had dispatched the best of the ‘‘new generation’’ to their futile

and foreseen sacrifice? Was it the prior anticipation of sacrifice that

accelerated its sanctification? Was it the awe of death?

All these, I would suggest, lay at the basis of the process of symboliza-

tion and sublimation of the battle of Tel-Hai, a process set in motion the

very instant that word of the defeat had reached the heart of the country.

The pragmatic function of myth, Cassirer says in his Essay on Man, is to

promote social solidarity as well as solidarity with nature as a whole in

times of social crises. Mythical thought, he writes, is especially concerned

to deny and negate the fact of death and to affirm the unbroken unity and

continuity of life.24 The mythical dimension bestowed on the historical

event of Tel-Hai was indeed intended not only to shape the history

Zionism ‘‘needed’’ at that given moment, and to repress a defeat which

22 On the mythization of Tel-Hai, the evolvement of the myth, and the collective memory of
the battle, see Yael Zerubavel’s work, first in articles and later in her book. Inter alia: Yael
Zerubavel, ‘‘The Politics of Interpretation: Tel-Hai in Israel’s Collective Memory,’’
Association for Jewish Studies Review, 16 (1–2), 1992, pp. 133–160; Yael Zerubavel,
‘‘New Beginnings, Old Past: The Collective Memory of Pioneering in Israeli Culture,’’
in Laurence J. Silberstein (ed.), New Perspectives on Israeli History: The Early Years of the
State, New York 1991; Yael Zerubavel, Recovered Roots, Collective Memory and the Making
of Israeli National Tradition, Chicago 1995.

23 Ernst Cassirer, Essay on Man, New Haven 1944, p. 84. 24 Ibid.
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it was unable to confront at such a formative stage; the interpretation

assigned that event was not only designed to atone for the perceived sins

of the Zionist leaders, to heal the fissure, to compensate for weakness and

downfall, or to conceal the sacrifice and make sense of death. It is my

contention that it should be perceived as bearing a far-reaching purpose,

that is, the obliteration of the experience of death altogether, by suspend-

ing the victims over and above their historic death and transforming them

into symbolic ‘‘dead,’’ eternally living, an immortal ‘‘living tel’’ ( tel hai), as

Jabotinsky phrased it; the living dead integrated in death into the unend-

ing cycle of life and nature.

Symbolic suspension of death is vital to the existence of a nascent

society, fighting for its territory and inculcating in its sons the ethos of

the might and of living on one’s sword, a course of ‘‘hopeless’’ battles

fought so that ‘‘it may come to pass that the impossible becomes pos-

sible.’’25 The promise of eternal life for the young men and women who

fell in battle for the homeland; their sanctification in memorial rituals and

the worship of the dead were what George Mosse defined as the creation

of a new civil religion in the nation-state of the early twentieth century.26

They also served as an instrument for mobilization and preservation of a

martial, conquering society, and were intended to compensate for the

repressed feelings of guilt generated by the ‘‘murder’’ of the sons; con-

tinual, self-aware ‘‘murder’’ which sanctified and at the same time justi-

fied itself in and through the permanent state of conflict and combat.

‘‘They are fallen, and we will yet lay flowers, evergreen wreaths and

flowers of eternal spring,’’ wrote the socialist leader Nachman Sirkin of

those who died in Tel-Hai.27 A mere ten days after the event, the farmer-

writer, Moshe Smilansky, foresaw, while putting it in motion, the process

of the immortalization of the dead, their introduction into the calendar,

into the life and memory cycles of the young Jewish collective in Palestine,

and formulated an outline of sorts for the new secular liturgy which was to

sprout and stem from the graves of the living-dead of Tel-Hai. ‘‘Each

year,’’ he wrote,

on the 11th of Adar, teachers and students from all the corners of free Palestine
will flock to the tip of Upper Galilee, to Tel-Hai and Kfar Giladi. And there, at the
foot of the holy graves, the tale will be told in a trembling voice: here is the place
where the hallowed ones bowed down and fell; it was here where a tiny, isolated
handful of men and women had held out for two and a half months, on their
sacred watch. With renewed strength, anointed with the dew of holiness, of

25 Berl Katzmelson at the Provisional Council, quoted in Rogel, Documents, p. 257.
26 George Mosse, The Fallen Soldiers: Reshaping the Memory of the World Wars, Oxford 1990.
27 Nahman Syrkin, ‘‘The Defence of Life,’’ Kuntress, 30, 19 March 1920.
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resurrection, of faith and valor, the teachers and their students will return to their
books at school and to their planted rows in the field with pride in their hearts: we
are the sons of holy fathers.28

Death , terr itory, and me mory

The actual day on which the battle took place, and the site where it

occurred, coalesced into what Pierre Nora calls ‘‘a realm of memory’’

( lieu de mé moire), a signifier of the twilight zone between the age of

memory and the age of history, of the transition from a totem history to

a critical history.29 Following the resettlement of Tel-Hai and Kfar

Giladi, at the end of that same year, the site of the hurried burial of

the six people killed at Tel-Hai indeed became a ‘‘hallowed place.’’ In

the course of the first year, the site had become the central locus for the

formulation of tokens of worship and of heroism and force, of the social

and national longings attributed by Zionism to the ill-starred battle. ‘‘But

a single year has passed – and already, on the graves . . .  there have

sprouted the wondrous buds of a national myth,’’ wrote the editorialist

of the labor movement organ on the anniversary of the battle.30

Contemporary texts regarding Tel-Hai attest to meta-mythical con-

sciousness, to the fact that the people marking out the horizons of the

Zionist Jewish collective were not only well aware that a national myth

was being woven around that battle, but – being people of profound

historical vision who, while making history, also reflected on it, docu-

mented it, and took care to represent it in keeping with their views – were

the main contributors, out of an ideological standpoint and out of pol-

itical motives, to the formulation and shaping of the myth.

Very soon, even before the sculptor Avraham Melnikov erected his

roaring lion at the site (in 1934), the first ‘‘memorial to the fallen’’ in

Palestine, the graves of those killed at Tel-Hai became the model for

future cemeteries and memorial sites of those who had died defending the

homeland. It is noteworthy that the consolidation of a commemorative

place at Tel-Hai paralleled the great European movement of commem-

oration of the millions of soldiers killed in battle in World War I.

European nation-states that had fought the war and had lost huge cohorts

of their young men were preoccupied in the post-war years with

28 Moshe Smilansky, ‘‘A Holy Place,’’ Ha’aretz, 14 March 1920.
29 See Pierre Nora’s theoretical introduction to the monumental collective study he headed

on France’s national memory, which he entitledLes lieux de mémoire, vol. I:LaRépublique,
Paris 1984.

30 Moshe Glickson, ‘‘The Day of Commemoration,’’ Ha’poel Ha’tzair, 28 March 1921.
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organizing such commemorative projects. These projects, on a national

and local level, which had been born spontaneously and by force of

overwhelming popular will, and also resulted from national legislation

and action directed from above, were designed to create a social and

political channel for the private grief and pain of the families and friends

of the fallen sons and fathers, and to share in the mourning. They were

intended to give meaning to death for the sake of one’s country, to justify

the sacrifice, and by this means also to set the national ethos and interests

above the personal life of each individual.31

However, in addition to the eternal life and everlasting memory granted

to those who died for the homeland, their deaths also purchased a living

space, a national territory, as it were, and forged the sacred national

trinity of death, territory, and memory. Berl Katznelson’s In Memo riam

to the fallen of Tel-Hai, which served as the secular funeral prayer for

dead defenders of the country up to the declaration of statehood – and

even later in some circles – described ‘‘the men of toil and peace, who

walked behind the plowshare and risked their lives’’ for the ‘‘usurped

lands’’ of the people of Israel. This is an example representative of the

kind of defensive apologetics by means of which – from the onset of the

Zionist conquest of the land and consistently afterwards – Zionist dis-

course cloaked the settlement of and struggle for the territorial expanse.32

According to the Zionist narrative, history had always begun the moment

that Jewish settlers faced attack by Arab marauders; according to this

story this moment was not preceded by Jewish settlement in a country

inhabited by Arabs, nor by eviction or other kinds of dispossession of the

local population. ‘‘Tranquil people, cultivating their land in their own

country, are suddenly attacked by bandits. What are we to do here in our

land?’’: thus Ben-Gurion described the situation on the eve of the battle at

Tel-Hai.33 Yitzhak Lufban, a little-known yet influential thinker of the

labor movement, wrote on the anniversary of the battle: ‘‘We do not wish

to be bridegrooms of blood. We are not a people of heroes and knights. It

is ‘good to die’ for the homeland rather than for a foreign land, but even

better to live for the homeland.’’34

Interestingly enough, he wrote these words at a stage when Palestinian

Zionism had just begun developing worship of strength, heroism, and

31 For the case of France, see, Antoine Prost, ‘‘Les monuments aux morts,’’ in Nora (ed.),
Les lieux de mémoire, pp. 195–225.

32 On the defensive ethos in Zionism see Anita Shapira,Land and Labor: The Zionist Resort to
Force 1881–1948 (trans, William Templer), Stanford 1992, chapters 3, 4, and 5.

33 Ben-Gurion at a session of the Provisional Council, 24 February 1920, quoted in Rogel,
Documents, p. 244.

34 Yitzhak Lufban, ‘‘Tel Hai Day,’’ Ha’poel Ha’tzair, 28 March 1921.
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sacred death. The very use of the phrase ‘‘bridegrooms of blood’’ even if in

a derogative sense and in explicit rejection, in the context of the first major

battle with another people over the same territory and over national

borders, gives one pause to consider the cognitive dissonance, of which

the writer was half aware, between word and deed; between a radiant,

knightly death for the homeland – which became a basic tenet after the

battle of Tel-Hai and was maintained as such, as the Zionist collective

took root at the expense of the indigenous population – and the principle

of ‘‘living for the homeland,’’ which remained a dead letter.

The story of Tel-Hai as related with its dimension of the ‘‘few against

many,’’ of weak, innocent farmers facing hordes of Arab attackers fitted in

aptly with the defensive rhetoric employed by Zionism. Few were aware

of the questions which need always be asked when examining a history, in

the sense of a given chain of events and their causes; questions such as the

starting point for ‘‘reading’’ the history of Jewish–Arab relations in

Palestine; was it, as Zionism has claimed, the moment when Jewish

settlers, ‘‘well-meaning men of peace’’ (Berl Katznelson), were suddenly

attacked by a horde of Arab ‘‘bandits’’ (Ben-Gurion), or did it start in fact

earlier, with the Zionist Jewish penetration – which was by virtue of

circumstances, invasive, forceful, and conquering, certainly from the

standpoint of the country’s local population – of areas inhabited by

Arabs for generations? The Jewish writer Yosef Haim Brenner, who by

1913, had come to abhor the dissonance between the practical reality of

the Zionist penetration and its accompanying rhetoric, spoke out against

the false sentimental idealization with which Zionism imbued its deeds.

The Arabs, Brenner wrote, had been

de facto masters of the land, and we intentionally come to infiltrate them . . . there
is already, must inevitably be – and shall be – hatred between us. They are stronger
than we are in all respects . . . but we, the children of Israel, have long been
accustomed to living as weaklings among the powerful . . . cursed be the soft and
loving! . . . first of all – no sentimentality or idealization!35

Let there be no mistake. Brenner was not calling for an end to the

conquest of the land by force, but was repelled by the fact that this act

was accompanied by double-talk, by defensive, apologetic rhetoric. It was

not the deed itself that he had wished to abominate but the combination

of an act of forceful penetration of the land and timidity and excessive

moral scruples ‘‘which have no basis in the deepest of man’s instincts.’’

This moralistic apologetic stand was coined as ‘‘immoral’’ by him.

35 Y. H. B. (Brenner), Revivim, 3–4, 1913, p. 165.
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The join of blood and land, that sustained worship of the farmer-soldier

killed at his watch in defense of his homeland, and which constituted

fertile ground for the growth of national myths in early twentieth-century

Europe, was established at Tel-Hai. On the surface, Tel-Hai may have

been characterized as a defensive myth;36 its deeper message, however,

was one of force and conquest, namely that a land is acquired, and

its borders expanded and legitimized, by the blood of warriors. The

blood of those killed at Tel-Hai simultaneously sanctified and procured

the mountains of Galilee. ‘‘With their blood they purchased and

bequeathed to us the mountains of the Galilee,’’ read an article written

on the first anniversary of their death.37 Over thirty years later, the author

of the constitutive text of the defensive myth of Zionism, History of the

Hagan ah, wrote explicitly, in his piece on Tel-Hai, that ‘‘a spot where

Hebrew warriors spilt their blood will never be forsaken by its builders

and defenders.’’38

This ‘‘marriage of blood,’’ then, which was despicable according to

Zionist codes, not only safeguarded and sublimated the given territory; it

was delegated symbolic power to expand that territory, to push further

both the frontier and the enemies beyond it. For years it was claimed that

the northern border of Palestine, as it had eventually been drawn, incorp-

orated large areas of disputed territory by virtue of the ‘‘heroic battle’’ of

Tel-Hai. To the various functions and purposes of the myth of Tel-Hai

was added yet another, immediate territorial function: the yearned-for

borders of the national home are drawn as a result of hopeless heroic

battles. Thus the History of the Hagan ah claimed in conclusion that the

battle for Tel-Hai had become ‘‘a sublime and edifying folk legend.’’ Yet

in addition to this comment, the writer added that the memory of Tel-Hai

‘‘will stay in the people’s hearts for generations,’’ and that Israel’s children

and warriors would learn from the heroic battle, and would ‘‘draw upon it

till the end of time.’’39

Initiation into Israeli-ness

Collective memory is a social reality, a political, cultural product that

takes shape within the system of social, political variables, and interests of

a given community. Transmitted and inculcated, as it is, within distinct

36 This is how a leading historian like Anita Shapira depicts it. See Shapira, Land and Labor.
37 Glickson, ‘‘The Day of Commemoration.’’
38 Ben-Zion Dinur (chief ed.), Sefer Toldot Ha’haganah (History of the Haganah), vol. II, part

2, Tel Aviv 1964, p. 877.
39 Ibid., vol. I, part 2, p. 585.
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social groups, it is also, according to Maurice Halbwachs,40 subject

to mutations in the degree to which its appropriateness is subject to

mutations as times, and with them political structures and climates,

change. The territorial expanses conquered by Israel in 1967, with their

abundance of old graves and ‘‘holy places’’ of another type, linked to

a new Judaism and to a new Zionism, altered the place and meaning of

Tel-Hai. From a prominent shrine of memory and pilgrimage, it became

a forsaken, half-forgotten, marginal tourist site. However, in the pre-state

period and in the first decades of statehood, Tel-Hai and its one-armed

hero were ever-present in the public sphere. Their primacy, their associa-

tion with the historically charged year of 1920, endowed them with

a vitality which extended far beyond the event itself. Consequently,

Tel-Hai and Trumpeldor endured longer than other, equally momentous

events and ‘‘heroic battles’’ that had dropped out of the canon of living

national memory.41 From the early twenties onwards, schools, settle-

ments, organizations and institutions, streets and cemeteries, and chil-

dren as well were named after Yosef Trumpeldor. The 11th of Adar was

marked in schools and youth movements as the day of the newfound

physical heroism of the Jews of Palestine; heroism typically distinct from

the conduct of Diaspora Jews and directly linked to the myth of the

ancient heroism of Massada and Yodfat.42 Children and adolescents

made annual pilgrimages to the graves in northern Galilee, and memor-

ized the ‘‘undying’’ words of Trumpeldor, in a compulsory, inevitable

odyssey of initiation into their Israeli-ness. Lyrics, children’s books, text-

book chapters, pageants, and plays were written about Trumpeldor, and

the word of Tel-Hai was spread by all the media channels of the times, not

only locally but throughout the Jewish world as well.43 Both the left and

right wings of the Zionist movement appropriated the incident and

turned it into an educational symbol, each in keeping with its ideology

and its political vision at that particular point in time. The Tel-Hai event

was cited in almost every ideological and political struggle which split the

40 See Halbwachs, Collective Memory.
41 See, for example, the bitter fight for Hulda during the Arab uprising of 1929, which

ended in yet another Jewish defeat and retreat, and was connected by blood to the battle
of Tel-Hai, since Ephraim Chizik, who was killed there, was the brother of Sarah Chizik,
killed at Tel-Hai.

42 Zerubavel, Recovered Roots, pp. 68–70, 210–211.
43 See letters of Yehuda Kopilevitz and Yitzhak Kanievsky (who was injured in Tel-Hai) to

He’halutz members in Constantinople, March, April 1920, which include descriptions
of the battle and the death of ‘the great eagle’ Trumpeldor, and encourage them to
immigrate and to ‘start working’; see also P. Lipovsky,Yosef Trumpeldor, Ishiyuto, Hayav,
Peulotav (Yosef Trumpeldor, his Personality, Life and Deeds), Kovno 1924, Jerusalem 1947
(revised expanded edn.).
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Zionist movement and the Zionist collective in the thirties and forties;

and as the chasm between the Revisionist and the labor movements

widened from the thirties on, the positions adopted by the founding fathers

of these movements on the battle’s eve were not forgotten.44 Tel-Hai was

an ever-visible presence for every man and woman in Palestine, though not

necessarily in the manner anticipated by Brenner when he wrote, on the

first anniversary of the death of Trumpeldor and his comrades: ‘‘Have we

all heard the echo of the exalted and murmured call of the one-armed hero:

‘It is good to die for our country?’ Good indeed! Blessed is he who dies in

such awareness – with Tel-Hai before his eyes.’’45

Theory of death

Twenty-three years after Tel-Hai, in the process of instant appropriation

and nationalization of the uprisings in the Jewish ghettos in Nazi-

occupied Poland, and in the effort to gain Zionist custody of these acts

of heroism, that old ‘‘folk tale’’ of Tel-Hai was not forgotten. Yet only few

pondered in awe and humility, alluding to Brenner’s words, ‘‘from which

soil did their bloody struggle emerge? What was their reality, what voice

cried out from within them? Tel-Hai lay in some vague, unrelated dis-

tance . . .  Eretz Israel hovered in some remote, blue skies. Tel-Hai was

not there right before their eyes. Perhaps nothing was.’’46 In contrast,

Ben-Gurion instantly and publicly drew the affirmative, binding connec-

tion between the two, between Tel-Hai and the Warsaw ghetto, between

combatant Zionism in Palestine and the Jewish uprising in Poland. At the

annual commemorative ceremony, held at Tel-Hai in 1943, Ben-Gurion

conveyed the news of the uprising which had just been received from

Poland (the ceremony was held after the first uprising of January 1943,

which preceded the major uprising of 19 April): ‘‘They have learned the

lore of the new death decreed to us by the defenders of Tel-Hai and Sejera

– heroic death,’’ he said.47 This single sentence in fact embodied the

ambivalence with which the community in Palestine and, later, the

Jewish state related to the ghetto uprisings, as well as the whole spectrum

of Jewish armed struggle during the Holocaust: appropriation and exclu-

sion, deference and arrogance. On the one hand, Ben-Gurion perceived

the Jewish heroism in the ghettos as inspired by the lessons the rebels had

learned from heroic Palestinian Zionism, while on the other hand he

44 See, inter alia, Yael Zerubavel, ‘‘Tel Hai in Israel’s Collective Memory.’’
45 Kuntress, 72, 5th Adar Bet 1921.
46 Yaakov Eshed, ‘‘The War of the Jews,’’ Mi’bifnim, June 1943.
47 Ben-Gurion, ‘‘The Tel-Hai Behest,’’ in Ba’maarakha (In the Battle), Tel Aviv 1957, C, 11

Adar 1943, pp. 119–121.
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retained the disdainful division between ‘‘us’’ and ‘‘them,’’ Eretz Israel,

and the Diaspora. ‘‘They’’ had finally learned what ‘‘we’’ had known for a

long time – how to die.

This Zionist ‘‘theory of death’’48 was projected from afar on to the

unprecedented circumstances of both existence and annihilation in the

ghettos and the death camps, of which people in Palestine could not have

had the slightest understanding. And indeed Berl Katznelson admitted

that there was an unbridgeable mental and emotional abyss between the

people of Eretz Israel and the dying Diaspora. The young, he wrote, could

read about ‘‘the attacks and the Arabs or about Trumpeldor . . .  as some-

thing actually concerning him,’’ but as for the present ordeal of the Jews of

the Diaspora, ‘‘the matter is so deeply foreign to us . . .  we cannot live the

Jewish suffering of the ghetto.’’49 The norm was established: the death of

the vast majority of the Jewish people, who according to Zionist percep-

tions, went to their death in passive submission, was an ‘‘unsightly’’ death

or a death ‘‘which is in no way beautiful,’’ as was written in a major text

titled Theor y of Dea th. In contrast, the death of the rebels who ‘‘took a

stand on the walls’’ was a ‘‘beautiful death,’’ through which they achieved

‘‘life everlasting.’’50 And the commander of the Haganah admitted that

‘‘it was of this kind of stand that we were thinking when we discussed the

danger of an invasion of Eretz Israel.’’51 The ghetto fighters were thus

retrospectively ‘‘conscripted’’ into the Haganah’s fighting unit, the

Palmach, set apart from their brethren in the Diaspora and described as

true sons of combatant Zionism. ‘‘We fought here and they fought there,’’

said the Palmach commander Yitzhak Sadeh,52 creating an imaginary

equation between the circumstances of the war ‘‘here’’ and ‘‘there,’’

thereby trivializing the Jewish condition in Nazi-occupied Europe.

48 Yitzhak Lufban, ‘‘Theory of Death,’’ Ha’poel Ha’tzair, 20 May 1943.
49 Berl Katznelson, ‘‘The Common Jewish Destiny as an Educational Element,’’ 6 June

1944, in Ketavim (Collected Writings), vol. XII, Tel Aviv 1950, pp. 219, 222–223.
50 ‘‘Beautiful death’’ in Greek thought was the exchange of the finite (eschaton) for the

infinite (telos), the infinite life resulting from death by choice, the death which liberates
from death. ‘‘Death in order not to die,’’ as Jean-François Lyotard writes, is the meaning
the Athenians gave to the concept of ‘‘beautiful death.’’ This concept became a corner-
stone in the development of the national idea. Those who die for the sake of a goal greater
than themselves, for the sake of the homeland, of an ideal, of the state, of the nation, gain
a perpetual name, eternal life. Death in the Holocaust, or ‘‘Auschwitz,’’ according to
Lyotard, was ‘‘the forbiddance of the beautiful death,’’ that is to say, an ‘‘ugly death’’; see
Jean-François Lyotard, The Differend: Phrases in Dispute, Minneapolis 1988, pp. 99–101;
and Jean Pierre Vernant, Mortals and Immortals, Princeton 1991, pp. 50–75.

51 Eliyahu Golomb, Histadrut Executive Committee, 7 May 1943, Haganah Archives,
Golomb, File 52.

52 Sadeh’s remarks were quoted by Surika Braverman in her testimony, in Sefer Ruzhka
(Ruzhka’s Book), Tel Aviv 1988, p. 245.
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In purely military terms, the Warsaw ghetto uprising was not a major

operation. It made no contribution towards shortening the war or van-

quishing Nazism. It did not save Jewish lives and made no real difference

to the process of systematic murder of the Jews of Europe. Several

hundred53 young Jews in the ghetto, at the core of what had formerly

been the heart of European Jewry, took up arms and fought back against

the Nazi murderers of their people. They held out for about one month,

kept a relatively large German force occupied, and caused some damage

to troops and equipment. In the end, the ghetto was burned to the ground

and turned into a pile of rubble. Most of the Jewish fighters were killed

during the battle. Those who survived till the last day of the uprising,

including the commander, Mordechai Anielewicz, died in the command

bunker of the ŽOB (Jewish Fighting Organization) at 18 Miła Street;

some shot themselves and others died when gas was pumped in by the

Germans. A mere handful of people escaped the ghetto on the last day,

after learning of the deaths of their commander and their comrades, and

reached the Aryan side of Warsaw through the sewer pipes. Defeat and

death prevailed. And yet, the uprising was a huge, enormously portentous

event; its significance, first and foremost for the Jews, but also for the

Germans, the Poles, and the entire free world, far exceeded its actual

military dimensions. For this was the most extensive and important

Jewish military endeavor, and the first mass rebellion in any of the

occupied countries, in fact the largest direct rebellion in the annals of

Nazi dominion. Moreover, those who launched this great uprising were

the weakest, the most persecuted, tortured, and annihilated of the Nazis’

victims.

The honor of the remnants

News of the Jewish uprising in Warsaw spread fast throughout the world.

The rebellion captured the imagination because it was an utterly excep-

tional event within the range of responses to Nazi ruthlesness and mur-

derousness. It also captured the imagination because it was an event that

could be told, narrated, organized in meaningful words. At the height of

a cataclysmic occurrence such as the systematic annihilation of millions

of human beings, which existing means of cognition and narration were

not only incapable of measuring and relating, but also had themselves

been crushed and destroyed in its course, as Jean-François Lyotard

53 There are various estimates by survivors of the uprising, such as Antek Zuckerman, Israel
Gutman, and Marek Edelman, which range from 220 fighters (Edelman) to 500
(Zuckerman).
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wrote,54 one particular event stood out. And this event restored to

human history its pre-Holocaust concepts, while, at the same time,

permitting conceptualization of a humane, comprehensible, meaningful

future, by creating a possible human frame of reference, remembrance,

and consciousness. A group of people, a mere handful, with distinct faces

and histories, each bearing a name – Yurek Vilner and Marek Edelman,

Mordechai Anielewicz and Mira Pocherer, Tivia Lubetkin and Tzipora

Lerer, Frumka and Hancha Plotnitzka, and Antek Zuckerman – took up

meager arms and hurled themselves at the unprecedented murderous

might of the Germans, creating an irreversible break in the chain of

events generated by the Germans during the war. At a time and place

where it seemed that all human concepts were lost forever, they reestab-

lished those concepts. At a time and place when it appeared impossible to

rebel, they did so. And at a time and place where no right of free choice

was granted to a single individual out of the many millions marked for

death,55 these few made their own choice – even if it was merely choice of

the manner and time of their deaths. By their acts, the impossible and

inconceivable became both possible and conceivable. The uprising was

also an event which allowed a kind of two-fold mental move through

time, from an out-of-human-time present, to both a familiar past and a

reasonable future. From this stemmed the exceptional power of their

story and its extensive dissemination.

Berl Katznelson’s comments on the uprising which ‘‘rendered’’ the

ghetto inhabitants closer to ‘‘us,’’ to ‘‘our concepts,’’ and ‘‘enabled us to

find a certain formula and to adhere to it’’56 were not only a Zionist

statement implying that the Jewish ghetto fighter was closer to the idea

of Tel-Hai, but also an indication of the limits of the human capacity for

absorption and conception of a historical event such as the mass murder

of the Jews. However, in addition to the commensurability and humanity

of the Jewish uprising, which rendered it easy to remember, verbalize, and

narrate amidst the complex of events which could not be told, this upris-

ing – as a realization of Zionist values, as a ‘‘beautiful’’ and worthy death

for the homeland – was the history which Zionism ‘‘needed’’ at that

54 Lyotard, The Differend, p. 56. See also the post-war remarks of one of the Warsaw ghetto
fighters: ‘‘I can find no words to express what I feel. The word has been damaged, has lost
its value. The same words were used before the war, at its beginning and in its course.
And we are obliged to have recourse to the same words now, after it is all over.’’ Tzivia
Lubetkin, ‘‘The Sorrow of the Meeting,’’ Yemei Kilion Va’mered (Days of Destruction and
Rebellion), Tel Aviv 1979 (unnumbered page).

55 The death of ‘‘Auschwitz,’’ death in the Holocaust, is a death without alternative, without
the possibility of choice, in contrast to other types of death which are ‘‘death rather than
be enslaved . . . , rather than be defeated . . . ’’ See Lyotard, The Differend, pp. 100–101.

56 Berl Katznelson, ‘‘The Common Jewish Destiny,’’ in Collected Writings, vol. XII, p. 223.
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moment, and consequently this event – namely, the uprising as a Zionist

act – became Zionism’s ‘‘official’’ history.

The first word of the uprising reached Palestine through Radio

London, via news agencies and Zionist agents stationed on the outskirts

of the occupied continent. It was also conveyed in the form of a cablegram

dispatched to Palestine which read, ‘‘Those members of the movement

who are still alive, continue to fight for the honor of the remnants of Israel

in Poland.’’ The news caused a storm of emotion in Palestine, but the

momentous happenings in the ghetto were colored exclusively by the

Zionist perspective. The fighters had rebelled ‘‘by force of this home-

land,’’ declared Yitzhak Tabenkin at a May Day workers’ rally in Haifa, in

1943. And Zalman Rubashov, later to become Israel’s President, said:

‘‘the flame of rebellion has been ignited in the ghettos in the name of Eretz

Israel.’’57

Death fo r the hom eland

There were several reasons why Palestinian Zionism needed to view the

ghetto uprisings as Zionist acts: the first and most pressing was that the

Zionist collective in Palestine had not lived up to the demands it made of

others in the face of the Jewish catastrophe. In contrast to its self-image, it

did not risk its all, as did the Polish disciples of the Zionist movement, in

order to try and save its fellow Jews from destruction, albeit its ability to

do so was strictly limited. It never deviated from the sphere of realism,

and calculated what was possible and even what was advantageous and

expedient.58 Despite their rhetoric of lament for Diaspora Jewry, the Jews

of Palestine, which was a strategic area for the Allied armies, lived rou-

tinely and rather prosperously during those years, particularly after the

Nazi threat to the region was lifted at the battle of El Alamein. Not a single

emissary from Palestine reached the ghettos of Poland in the war years.

57 Yitzhak Tabenkin, Haifa, 1 May 1943, Kibbutz Ha’meuhad Archives; Shazar
(Rubashov), ‘‘From Victim to Fighter,’’ Tav Shin Gimmel, Tel Aviv 1944, quoted in
Hatzar Ha’matara, Jerusalem 1975, p. 304.

58 Even Ben-Gurion’s official biographer, Shabtai Tevet, admits that all his life, and
particularly in times of crisis, Ben-Gurion acted in the light of utilitarian consideration
believing that effort should be invested only in what appeared attainable and not in
abortive and fruitless endeavors. And since Ben-Gurion considered the rescue efforts
on the part of the Yishuv, which inevitably were aimed at the few and could not
fundamentally alter the scope of extermination and the fate of the people, to be hopeless,
he avoided them. On the other hand, when attempts were made to transfer money from
Palestine to the Jews of Europe, Ben-Gurion took steps to ensure that it would be known
‘‘there’’ that the money and assistance came from Eretz Israel, so as to enhance Zionism’s
reputation. See Shabtai Tevet, Kinat David, Ha’karka Ha’boer (David’s Zeal, The Burning
Ground), Tel Aviv 1987, pp. 443–449.
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‘‘Our war is here [in Eretz Israel] and not in Radom,’’ Yitzhak Tabenkin

explained in early 1943.59 Ben-Gurion’s wording differed only slightly:

‘‘While the burning, urgent issue is rescue,’’ he told the secretariat of the

Mapai party, ‘‘[and while] matters are urgent in Rumania and Bulgaria . . .
internal action [in the party] is top priority . . . party work may be the only

route to rescue.’’60

These rebels, raised on the Zionist ‘‘theory of death’’ and model of

‘‘beautiful death’’ more than atoning for the fact that their parents and

families – that is, the mass of Diaspora Jews – had gone to their deaths

‘‘like sheep to the slaughter,’’ were perceived by the Zionists of Palestine,

however unconsciously, as atoning for their own feeble action. What is

more, the Jewish community in Palestine had even nursed the a priori

expectation that their disciples in the Diaspora would prove their worth,

vindicate their Zionist education, and rebel, even if their rebellion was

doomed – and all this so that their death would be ‘‘beautiful,’’ a

Massada-like death, a worthy Zionist death. Near the end of 1942, before

the uprisings began, while ceremonies were being held in Palestine in

mourning and solidarity for those annihilated in the Diaspora, a socialist

youth movement held a ceremony of this kind at Hanukka – the feast

commemorating the heroism of the Maccabees – on top of Mount

Massada, ‘‘the mountain which bears witness to the last heroism of the

desperate,’’ thus incorporating both the Maccabees and Massada into its

symbol system, transmitting to the Diaspora the message of the ‘‘beautiful

death’’ of desperate heroes.61 A periodical aimed at young people inter-

preted the acts of the rebels as ‘‘a need to resurrect Massada – the symbol

of Israel’s heroism throughout the generations.’’62

In order to glorify the rebels’ ‘‘Zionist’’ heroism and prove the exist-

ence of a new, Zionist Jew in the Diaspora, it was first necessary to effect

a total conceptual and existential split between the rebels and the rest of

the Jewish people who had not taken up arms. It was as if to say that the

rebels had not emerged from within this people, had not been raised

on its traditions; as if it were not in protest against the outrage to and

murder of this very people that they had risen up and died. The split was

created by two complementary means: first, by cloaking the rebels in

the mantle of Zionism and transforming them into Palmach fighters,

accidentally snared in the spheres of Diaspora; and, conversely, by

59 Yitzhak Tabenkin, Kibbbut Ha’meuhad Council, January 1943, Kibbutz Ha’meuhad
Archives.

60 Ben-Gurion to the Mapai Secretariat, 22 February 1944, Labor Party Archives, 24/44.
61 Yitzhak Kafkafi, 1943, in Yitzhak Kafkafi (ed.), Shnot Mahanot Ha’olim, B (Mahanot

Ha’olim Years, B), Tel Aviv 1985, p. 332.
62 Ba’ma’aleh, 26 March 1943.
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rejecting the conduct of the Jewish masses and their elderly leaders, the

heads of the Judenrat, for failing to stand up and rebel, branding those

masses, as the poet Nathan Alterman later wrote, as ‘‘a dark and

beseeching knot of deceived and blinded masses . . . led to their death,

clinging on with the last vestiges of strength but losing, in the course of

this struggle for survival, just as the murderers had plotted, their human-

ity and the last remnants of human dignity and pride.’’63

The voices judging and denouncing the conduct of Europe’s Jews,

and praising the uprising, were the rule. Those humble enough to have

contemplated the reasons which had moved the rebels to their desper-

ate, heroic deeds, their sense of doom on the eve of the uprising and in its

course, and the question of ‘‘their reality, the voice crying out from

within them’’64 were rather rare. These few individuals within the

Zionist collective who questioned the right of those who had not been

‘‘there’’ to pronounce sentence on those who were, were usually people

whose positions had brought them into contact with European Jewry.

These people had an intimate knowledge of their ways of life and

customs, and, hence, did not negate them as an abstract concept, in

the way that Zionist ideology did, which thus derived its own justifica-

tion from this total, conceptual rejection. ‘‘We can learn a great deal

from it [the Diaspora]. Numerous values have now been created there,’’

said the director of the Jewish Agency’s Immigration Department, at the

46th Histadrut Council. By what right, he asked, do we claim leadership

of the nation? ‘‘Because we are enjoying wartime prosperity and were

saved by a miracle from the huge cataclysm? Do they not surpass us

in terms of their spiritual and public powers?’’65 And Yosef Sprinzak,

later to become the first Speaker of Israel’s parliament, pleaded in

defense of both the rebels and the Judenräte: ‘‘Who is the greater in

this chapter of history? We or Frumka? Frumka is the greater,’’ Sprinzak

said.66 Earlier he had warned against a Zionist search for scapegoats in

the person of the leaders of the Jewish Councils. ‘‘We had no interest in

Czerniakow either,’’ he said, ‘‘until he committed suicide, and many

63 Nathan Alterman, ‘‘The Uprising and its Times,’’ Davar, 1954, quoted in Nathan
Alterman, Ha’tur Ha’shevii (The Seventh Column), B, Tel Aviv 1975, pp. 409–420.

64 Eshed, ‘‘The War of the Jews.’’
65 Eliyahu Dobkin at the 46th Histadrut Council, 26 May 1942, Vol. 41; Venya Pomerantz,

a Yishuv emissary to Constantinople, said at the Mapai Central Committee in August
1943: ‘‘We can learn a great deal from them (the Diaspora), many values have been
created there now.’’ Labor Party Archives, 23/43.

66 Frumka Plotnitzka, one of the central figures in the pioneering Zionist movement in
Poland, refused an offer to leave Poland with the aid of a non-Jewish agent, and to flee to
Palestine to bring living testimony of the extermination, and was subsequently killed in
the rebellion at Bendin.
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refrained from eulogizing him, but as it turns out, he should be added

to the list of Israel’s saints.’’67 Even a Haganah leader, a prominent

formulator of the ethos of power and with it the heroic image of

Palestine youth, was, for a brief moment, appalled at the arrogant

attitude towards Diaspora Jews which he had encountered among his

disciples. Early in 1943 he posed them the rhetorical question, ‘‘Have

the Hebrew youth of this country [who consider themselves the heirs of

the Maccabees] withstood any tests which are comparable to those

thrust upon Jewish youth in the Diaspora?’’68

Another reason for the process of ‘‘Zionization’’ of the ghetto uprisings,

which was set in motion in Palestine, was the need to incorporate the

ghetto resistance into the chain of Israel’s heroic battles for its homeland

and the ‘‘Zionist’’ wars, so as to render the Jews of the Diaspora both

worthy of being part of the struggle for a Jewish state, to lend the Zionist

fight a global dimension and construe it as a life-and-death struggle, and

to establish an uncontestable link between the fate of European Jewry in

the war years, and the right to a Jewish state in Palestine after the war.

Speaking to the Elected Assembly in October 1943, Ben-Gurion stressed

this direct link between the fighting in the ghettos and the relentless

struggle for ‘‘a right to a homeland,’’ the right to existence, and the right

to self-defense. A labor journal claimed that establishment of a ‘‘Hebrew

homeland’’ was one of the ghetto rebels’ goals, along with ‘‘revenge for the

spilt blood of Israel’’ and creation of a new Massada. This kind of

discourse eventually led to the Israeli perception that the constitution of

the Jewish state was an atonement and compensation of sorts, however

partial and belated, for the annihilation of the Jewish people, and to the

view that the very existence of this state endowed the death of millions

with meaning.

‘‘The human profile of the Jews of Poland and the Jews deported from

there was obliterated,’’ said Yitzhak Greenbaum, Chairman of the Yishuv

Rescue Committee, who had previously been the leader of that same

Polish Jewish community.69 The expunging of the humanity of

European Jews, those who had failed to mount an armed rebellion and to

launch physical resistance to the Nazis, and their normative, intentional

severance from the minority who rebelled; the immediate appropriation

of the fighters by the Zionist collective, which ‘‘hushed up’’ or ‘‘obscured’’

67 Yosef Sprinzak at the Mapai Secretariat, 15 December 1943, Labor Party Archives, 24/
43; Sprinzak at the Histadrut Executive Committee, 11 February 1943, Labor Archives,
5/30.

68 Israel Galili’s speech to ‘‘Ha’noar Ha’oved,’’ early 1943, Pinkas Avodah (Working
Diary), 1943.

69 Yitzhak Greenbaum’s remarks are cited in Moznayim, 16, p. 250.
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the existence of non-Zionist elements within the rebel groups; the obfus-

cation and concealment of the ghetto fighters’ sense that the world, their

far-away homeland included, had abandoned them; the reluctance to

detect, or the attempt to muffle the expressions of doubts, despair,

depression, the cry of pain, and the death-wish of the rebels in so hopeless

a situation; and the consequent suppression of the group suicide of the

last survivors besieged in the bunker at Mila 18 – all these were compon-

ents of the project of nationalization of the ghetto uprisings and the armed

struggle of the agonized Jews facing the extermination. Such, as well,

were the guidelines for organizing the Zionist, national memory of the

uprisings, and for shaping of the narrative of the uprising as a winning

narrative.

The uprisings and their stories

Most of the surviving rebels objected to the distinction drawn in Palestine

between the fighters and the rest of the Jews. They were reluctant to

cooperate in their elevation above the masses. Moreover, they refused to

comply with the – allbeit belated – efforts to save them; efforts initiated in

Palestine after the Zionist leadership panicked at the possibility of ‘‘an

overriding psychosis’’ of suicide among the rebels, of death ‘‘to the very

last man.’’ There was fear that Zionist encouragement for the uprisings

could cause ‘‘harm by expediting the end,’’ and thus frenzied attempts

were launched to get them out of occupied Europe.70 ‘‘I have a respon-

sibility to my brothers. I can help them. I will not leave them. I have lived

with them and I will die with them,’’ said Frumka Plotnitzka to the non-

Jewish agent dispatched from Slovakia in July 1943 to smuggle her out of

Bendin. And Hayka Klinger, who reached Palestine in March 1944, gave

the Secretariat of the Histadrut Executive Committee a lesson in the

crucial, structural bond between an avant-garde group and the rest of

the people. ‘‘Without a people, a people’s avant-garde is of no value,’’ she

said. ‘‘If rescue it is, then the entire people must be rescued. If it is to

be annihilation – the avant-garde too shall be annihilated . . . the move-

ment took the only right path that it could have taken, though it was a

terrible and tragic one: where an entire people dies, its avant-garde must

die with it.’’71

70 Melekh Neustadt demanded that the surviving fighters be rescued, even against their will,
by means of ‘‘an order from each movement in this country to its members there that it is
forbidden for them to stay.’’ Neustadt at the Mapai Secretariat, 15 December 1943,
Labor Party Archives, 24/43.

71 Hayka Klinger at the Histadrut Executive Committee, 15 March 1944, Labor Archives,
6/71; Yoman Ba’ghetto (Diary of the Ghetto), Tel Aviv and Ha’ogen 1959, p. 95.
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The actual motives behind the belated, few, and selective rescue

attempts had connotations to which some strongly objected at the time.

Beyond the immediate, instinctive wish to save the young elite of the

Diaspora, the Zionists’ consideration was that they might lose this won-

drous youth, this constructive force, and that the tale of their ‘‘Zionist’’

heroism might die along with them. Once the Warsaw ghetto uprising had

played its part, and proven the soundness of the Zionist revolution, the

Zionist leadership viewed the subsequent uprisings in other ghettos, as

well as escape to the forests to join the partisans, as an act of ‘‘forgetting

Zion,’’ a kind of betrayal of the overriding principle of the homeland. ‘‘We

received a command at Zaglembie not to organize any more defense

[uprisings],’’ Hayka Klinger reported in March 1944, ‘‘as those who

were still alive were vital to the Yishuv, so they could relate the history

of the [rebel] movement and what happened at its end.’’ She and her

friends, she said, could not accept such a position. ‘‘We felt we should not

live by virtue of our Warsaw comrades . . .  there is nothing to justify why

we rather than anyone else should save ourselves.’’72 Indeed, some of the

Zionist emissaries in Constantinople, who for years had borne the brunt

of liaison with the agonizing Diaspora, admitted to the surviving rebels

that the people of the Yishuv regarded them, first and foremost, as

‘‘a precious asset to the nation and the movement, who can at least tell

us everything they endured.’’73

The meaning of the nationalization of the ghetto uprisings was the

nationalization of the narrative of the uprisings as well as the expunging

of its incompatible, non-Zionist components. Early on, while the insur-

rection was actually taking place, it was convenient to believe in Palestine,

that it was solely borne by the young people of the Zionist youth move-

ments. This glossed over and ignored the fact that the rebel groups

encompassed the entire spectrum of Jewish political parties; that the

Warsaw ghetto uprising was led by a group which did in fact include

representatives of the Zionists, but also members of the anti-Zionist Bund

as well as Communists, and that the Jewish Fighting Organization –

Ž ydowska Organizacja Bojowa (Ž OB) – received material and moral

support from both community leaders and institutions and represen-

tatives of the openly non-Zionist American-Jewish Joint Distribution

Committee (the Joint), without which it could not have operated.

The most striking case of silencing and obscuring was that of Marek

Edelman, one of the leaders of the Warsaw rebellion, a Bund member at

72 Hayka Klinger, at the Histadrut Executive Committee, 15 March 1944.
73 Eliyahu Stern, ‘‘The Links between the Constantinople Delegation and Polish Jewry,’’

Yalkut Moreshet, 39, May 1985, p. 150.
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the time and subsequently a Polish socialist. Edelman persistently refused

to view the establishment of the State of Israel as the belated ‘‘meaning’’ of

the Holocaust. According to him, the Holocaust could have no meaning,

ever, either in Israel or elsewhere. Consequently, his narrative of the

uprising was silenced and his role was played down. His book, The

Ghetto Fighting, published in Warsaw in 1945 by the Bund, was translated

into Hebrew only fifty-six years later, in 2001, and after persistent effort

on the part of a handful of scholars, who refused to accept the Israeli-

national narrative of the uprisings as their sole narrative. Within the

flourishing commemoration industry that developed in Israel around

the rebellion and its heroes, there was no room for Edelman and his

other story. It was not the history that the young Jewish collective in

Palestine/Israel needed, and Edelman himself was not a dead and docile

hero to be kneaded into shape according to the political demands of the

times. On the contrary, he was alive and kicking and recalcitrant, all of

which made him highly troublesome and inconvenient material for the

creation of a compensating, healing myth of Zionist heroism. Moreover,

and perhaps above all, he was not a Zionist. Even after the war, he viewed

Poland as his homeland and went on living there, partly, he said, because

it was the place where his friends had died and his people been felled, and

where hundreds of thousands of its sons and daughters were buried in

the ground. Edelman, who was second in command to Mordechai

Anielewicz, representing the Bund, and was the commander of the

‘‘brush-makers’ section’’ during the fighting, the man whom the resistant

Tzivia Lubetkin described as unfamiliar with fear, and whom Antek

Zuckerman, also second in command of the resistance organization,

called ‘‘a man of noble soul,’’ protested at the collective suicide of

Anielewicz and his comrades at Mila 18. ‘‘Never,’’ he said. ‘‘They should

never have done it, even though it was a very good symbol. You don’t

sacrifice a life for a symbol,’’ he told the Polish journalist, Hanna Krall.74

After the war he consistently refused to adapt himself to the project of

mythologizing and ‘‘Zionizing’’ of the rebels and the uprising, and took no

part in it. From the very first moment, he did not choose the right words

in order to become the official spokesman of the uprising, Hanna Krall

wrote in irony. He said to some representatives of political parties who

came to hear his report on the uprising, that it had been possible, in the

twenty days of rebellion, ‘‘to have killed more Germans and to have saved

more of our people,’’ but that the rebels had not been properly trained

and were not able to conduct a proper battle. Besides, Edelman said, ‘‘the

74 Hanna Krall, Shielding the Flame: An Intimate Conversation with Dr. Marek Edelman
(trans. Joanna Stasinka and Lawrence Weschler), New York 1986, p. 6.
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Germans also knew how to fight.’’ Those who heard him speak nodded

and noted, ‘‘he is not a normal man. He is a human wreck.’’ So, wrote

Krall in her book about Edelman,

from the very beginning he was no good at talking about it, because he was unable
to scream. He was no good as a hero, because he lacked grandiloquence. What
bad luck. The one, the only one, who’d survived was no good as a hero. Having
understood that, he tactfully lapsed into silence. He was silent for quite a long
time, for thirty years in fact, and when he finally spoke, it immediately became
clear that it would have been better for everybody if he had simply never broken
his silence.75

For when Edelman spoke, the uprising, as he related it, sounded different

than before. ‘‘Can you even call that an uprising?’’ he asked. ‘‘All it was

about finally, was that we not just let them slaughter us when our turn

came. It was only a choice as to the manner of dying.’’ After all, he said,

‘‘humanity had agreed that dying with arms was more beautiful than

without arms. Therefore we followed this consensus.’’76

The ultimate means of resistance

Edelman did not fit the role of hero, just as his fellow rebels did not fit the

bronze and stone monuments erected in their memory in Warsaw and in

Israel, the figures of tall, upright, fair and handsome men and women,

with grenades clutched in one hand and a rifle in the other. ‘‘None of

them had ever looked like this,’’ Edelman said. ‘‘They didn’t have rifles,

cartridge pouches or maps; besides, they were dark and dirty. But in the

monument they look the way they were ideally supposed to. On the

monument, everything is bright and beautiful.’’77 Moreover, Edelman’s

account of Anielewicz, which had given a more human picture, did not

fully match the legendary image depicted in Israel by his disciples and

friends, an image so badly needed by the Zionist-Israeli discourse of the

first decades of statehood. Edelman’s Anielewicz broke down and was

never again the same person after he first witnessed an Aktsiya (Ger.:

Aktion, operation of deportation) at the Umschlagplatz (Tranfer Point),

and who had been chosen to command the combat organization and the

uprising because he was a ‘‘talented guy, well-read, full of energy,’’ but

75 Ibid., pp. 14–15. 76 Ibid., p. 10.
77 Ibid., p. 77. In Alterman’s conversations with Abba Kovner after publication of the

poem ‘‘The Day of Memory and the Rebels’’ in 1954, Kovner too admitted that he
had reservations regarding Nathan Rapaport’s Warsaw ghetto memorial monument,
that he found it discordant and repellent because it was irrelevant, belonging to a differ-
ent realm.’’ Laor (ed.), Nathan Alterman’s Two Paths, p. 23.
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also because ‘‘he very much wanted to be a commander, so we chose him.

He was a little childlike in this ambition.’’78

Edelman did not fit the role of hero, just as he was not suited for the role

of entrepeneur of the commemoration of the uprising as a singular act

severing the continuum of Jewish history in the Diaspora – a role which

some of his fellow ghetto fighters who reached Israel took upon them-

selves. Edelman did not commit suicide after the war, as did his comrades

Mordechai Tennenbojm-Tamarof, Franja Beatos and others, who had

refused to go on living in a world in which such a human catastrophe had

been possible. He stayed alive, but the role of hero and bearer of the torch

of rebellion as a heroic and dignified leap out of an environment of

submission and self-degradation79 did not suit him. He himself sank

into a deep depression after the war, and depressed heroes who refuse

to emerge from under the covers are problematic heroes, certainly as far

as ideological missions are concerned. Later he became a renowned

cardiologist, a life-saving humanist, capable of transforming inevitable

death – he, who had been familiar with appalling forms of death during

the war – into a tolerable event, ‘‘so that they won’t know, won’t suffer,

won’t fear, won’t be humiliated.’’80 No, he was not suited to the roles of

hero or myth-bearer because his sole reproach against the head of the

Judenrat in Warsaw, Adam Czerniakow, was that he turned his suicide,

78 In response to Edelman’s remarks on Anielewicz in an interview in a Polish periodical,
published in full in Ha’aretz (27 April 1976, translated from the German version pub-
lished in Die Zeit), the historian and ghetto survivor Israel Gutman wrote, under the
heading ‘‘Misrepresentations about the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising,’’ that Edelman had not
added to knowledge nor revealed new truths but a ‘‘mixture of groundless ponderings and
surprising distortions.’’ Gutman goes on to link Edelman’s remarks to his non-Zionism.
‘‘What impels a man of his stature, who has faced the test, to do this? There is no way of
knowing. Why did Marek Edelman remain in Poland as a doctor when almost all his
Jewish political colleagues and people close to him personally – left?’’ Ha’aretz, 21 May
1976. In the context of the sublimation of the image of Anielewicz in Israel as part of the
nationalized story of the ghetto uprisings, it is of particular interest to examine the
memorial site at kibbutz Yad Mordechai (named after Anielewicz before World War II
ended), with its semiotic reversal. The mighty figure of Anielewicz, as sculpted by Nathan
Rapaport, a symbol of power, heroism, and independence, represents the Holocaust and
destruction, while the bullet-pocked water tower, listing to one side, represents the
victory of the local fighters in the 1948 war. Moreover, contrary to the chronological
order of events, the site is constructed so that it appears to the visitor that Anielewicz’s
statue, representing the earlier event, grows out of the derstroyed water tower, represent-
ing the later event.

79 In a conversation with Alterman, a week after publication of the column ‘‘Memorial Day
and the Rebels,’’ Abba Kovner too said that while disagreeing on principle with
Alterman, when he had read, shortly after arriving in Eretz Israel, an article claiming
that a handful of rebels had erased the shame of that period from the nation, he found
this very disturbing. Laor (ed.), Nathan Alterman’s Two Paths, p. 21.

80 Edelman was also one of the leaders of ‘‘Solidarity.’’ Krall, Shielding the Flame, pp. 9–10.
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his death, into ‘‘his own private business,’’ and died in silence at a time

when ‘‘one should die with a bang.’’81 He was not suited for the role

because, just as he considered Czerniakow a hero, he considered the

uprising an unexceptional act, the direct outcome of Czerniakow’s valiant

attempts to save his community, an additional step in the spectrum of

Jewish response to the systematic Nazi murder machine and the effort to

preserve humanity, demonstrated by the Jewish masses in their ‘‘passive’’

resistance to the dehumanization forced upon them. His and his friends’

uprising was for him

the logical sequence of four years of resistance on the part of a population
incarcerated in inhuman conditions, a humiliated, degraded population, which
was treated . . . as sub-human. In spite of these dramatic circumstances, the
inmates of the ghetto organized their lives, as best they could, according to the
highest of European values. While the criminal occupying regime denied them
their right to education, culture, knowledge, life, in other words – to a dignified
death, they established clandestine universities, schools, welfare institutions and
newspapers. These acts, that generated resistance to whatever threatened the
right to a dignified life, culminated in rebellion. The rebellion was the ultimate
means of resistance in the face of the inhuman conditions of life and death, the
ultimate way to fight barbarism and maintain human dignity.82

Shielding the Flame, which tells the story of the uprising as viewed by

Marek Edelman, was translated into many languages immediately after

its publication in 1977, and was adapted for the stage. In Israel, however,

the book could not find a public, established publisher. A small, privately

owned press, Adam Publishers, finally brought out the Hebrew version in

1981. Edelman’s arguments and comments in this book regarding the

Warsaw ghetto uprising were verified post factum in Antek Zuckerman’s

book, Those Seven Years.83 However, Edelman is still considered by most

Holocaust scholars in Israel as a questionable witness.84

Different kinds of death

The evolution of the annual Israeli ‘‘Holocaust and Heroism Memorial

Day’’ and the form it had taken on in the 1950s were inevitably connected

81 Ibid., p. 9.
82 So he wrote in the introduction to the French translation of his book, quoted inL’Express.
83 Antek Zuckerman, Sheva Ha’shanim Ha’hen (Those Seven Years) no place and date,

pp. 194–195.
84 The editorial note ‘‘Marek Edelman’s remarks reflect his personal opinion only, for which

he alone is responsible,’’ accompanying an interview with Edelman by a Polish writer, in
a special issue of an academic journal issued for the 50th anniversary of the uprising,
published by the Lochamei Ha’getaot (Ghetto Fighters) Institution – the only one of its
kind in the issue – is but one example. Edut, 9 April 1993, p. 10.
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to the question of whether the rebellion was a sequel or a break; a

corollary of Jewish life and Jewish resistance in the Diaspora or an excep-

tional moment of ‘‘Zionist’’ transcendence in the midst of the degrading

existence in exile; a defeat or a victory. True to his convictions, Edelman

regarded the war and the uprising as an irreparable defeat, and stayed on

to mourn – in his own way – the destruction of his people at the very places

where it had occurred (‘‘People kept asking me, ‘Do you want to look at

those walls again, those empty streets?’ And I knew that yes, indeed, I had

to come back here and look at them’’).85 In contrast, the founders of the

new Israel – supported by the remnants of the rebels who immigrated

after the war, settled, built homes, museums, memorial sites, reconstruc-

tions, and other assorted replacements for what had been, in order to

gather and preserve the memory of their agony and their heroism –

refused to add the national day of Holocaust commemoration to the

traditional cycle of Jewish ritual days, denoting historical tragedies and

cataclysms. From the moment in April 1951 when it was first proposed in

the Knesset that a ‘‘Holocaust and Ghetto Uprisings’’ day be declared,86

until the 1959 Holocaust and Heroism Commemoration Day law was

passed, the main purpose was to extol the heroism of the fighters and

rebels who had taken up arms, as opposed to, and at the expense of, all the

other forms of Jewish resistance and survival. As such, the day was

inserted into the national calendar of the nascent Israeli state between

Passover, the festival of freedom, and Independence Day, thus emplot-

ting ‘‘the entire story of Israel’s national rebirth, drawing on a potent

combination of religious and national mythologies,’’ as James Young put

it. It was a tale of deliverance ritually performed in a repetitive way,

a period of the year commencing, according to Young, ‘‘with God’s

deliverance of the Jews and concluding with the Jews’ deliverance

of themselves in Israel,’’ passing through and doubled by the Jews’

attempted deliverance of themselves in Warsaw.87 Initially, this com-

memorative day was two-faced, Janus-like, and both faces were exclusi-

vely Zionist in their meanings and functions. On the one hand, it was

meant to remind Jews in Israel and the Diaspora of the fate awaiting those

who failed to choose the Zionist path. On the other, it was intended to

emphasize the direct causal link between the uprising, regardless of its

85 Krall, Shielding the Flame, p. 82.
86 On the formulation of Holocaust and Heroism Day and its historical and political

implications see James E. Young, ‘‘When a Day Remembers: A Performative History
of Yom Ha’shoah,’’ History and Memory, 2 (2), Winter 1990, pp. 54–75; James E. Young,
The Texture of Memory, Holocaust Memorials and Meaning, New Haven 1993,
pp. 263–281.

87 Young, The Texture of Memory, p. 269.
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price,88 against the oppressive Diaspora existence, that is, between physi-

cal heroism and taking up arms and the establishment of a Jewish state in

Israel, a modern secular salvation, as it were, and a triumph over the

history of the Diaspora.

On Commemoration Day of the year 1954 (30 April; 27 of Nissan

according to the Hebrew calendar), the most respected Israeli poet of the

time, Nathan Alterman, published his poem, ‘‘Memorial Day and the

Rebels,’’89 in the daily Da var. Speaking for the fighters and rebels,

although he was not one of them Alterman wrote: ‘‘We are part of the

great nation / Part of its dignity and valor and the sound of its bitter

weeping / . . . Those who fell, weapon in hand, may not accept the barrier /

Between them and the death of communities and the heroes who

headed them and interceded for them.’’90 The true symbol of the

Commemoration Day, he wrote, ‘‘is not the glorious barricade in flames /

Nor the image of the young man and woman who rose up to triumph or to

die / As in the immortal pictures of revolts which burn and are never

extinguished.’’91 These words proposed, much in line with Edelman, a

stark antithesis to the lofty ideological structure which Zionism had set up

over the uprising – a structure which set apart the few heroes who rebelled

from the rest of the people – and called for erasure of the unequivocal,

ideological, arrogant segregation of the phenomenon of rebellion from

the existential reality of life and death of Diaspora Jewry.

The sweeping counter-reaction to the poem, its almost unanimous

denunciation, echoed by representatives of the rebels as well, was deeply

significant, making the event of the poem’s publication all the more

momentous. This denunciation testified to the assimilation of the surviv-

ing ghetto fighters into hegemonic Zionist discourse and the view of the

uprising as a transcendent Zionist act. It also bore witness to the coercive,

engulfing ideologic pressure exerted over newcomers by the prevailing

88 ‘‘The uprising closed in on the entire ghetto and imposed total annihilation while, on the
other hand, even the camps left some remnant of hope in the hearts of those transported
there,’’ wrote Nathan Alterman in his diaries in April–June 1954, at the time of the public
controversy around ‘‘Memorial Day and the Rebels.’’ He went on to write: ‘‘The uprising
was not – and was not intended to be – a shield for the Jews, neither in the clandestine
underground movement period nor during the open uprising. In the period of secret
preparations, the organization focused only on guarding its own members . . . while it was
engaged (by necessity) in this task, Jews all around were being executed . . . the fighters
who waged the rebellion were also the main survivors. The people, on whom the rebellion
was imposed, all perished therein.’’ Laor (ed.), Nathan Alterman’s Two Paths, pp. 22, 18,
respectively.

89 The poem also appears in Alterman, The Seventh Column, B, pp. 407–408.
90 Alterman, ‘‘Memorial Day and the Rebels,’’ in Laor (ed.), Nathan Alterman’s Two

Paths, p. 407.
91 Ibid.
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Israeli discourse of the first years of statehood. Yet, the very intensity of

the reactions to Alterman’s poem attested also to the width of the already

irreparable, and ever-expanding fissure in the dividing wall which

Zionism had erected between the ‘‘rebellion and heroism’’ and the

‘‘Holocaust.’’

Alterman’s poem triggered so intense an emotional response and such

extreme reactions because it had been written by Alterman, who was

widely regarded as Ben-Gurion’s poetic alter-ego; because his poetry

and particularly his major poem ‘‘Paupers’ Joy’’ were viewed as the

‘‘epopee of the generation’’; and finally, because the poem emanated

from that same exclusive, divisive, haughty Zionism, from within

the hard core of the new pioneering project. In the poem itself, and

in the articles he published in response to his critics, Alterman argued

that the Holocaust period ‘‘burns down the dividing wall that we erect

between the heroism of those who fell in armed rebellion and other kinds

of heroism; between the deaths of the rebels and the deaths of the

communities.’’92 He denounced the stereotypical divide, promoted

through ‘‘speeches, political rhetoric, literature and sculptures,’’ between

‘‘the heroism, the dignity, the light, the justice, the honesty, the national

genius and the emotional strength,’’ on one side, and ‘‘the catastrophe,

the darkness, the blindness, the narrow-mindedness, hard-heartedness,

and the complicity,’’ on the other. He criticized the shallow and stereo-

typical interpretation of the concept of rebellion; the clichés obscuring the

complexity and weight of the act; the verbal banalization that made the

rebellion seem so natural and obvious, thereby deeply wronging ‘‘the soul

of the era and the truth of the rebels themselves.’’93 He added that all the

phrases employed by a sovereign state could in any way apply to the

Holocaust and the uprisings, ‘‘without the awareness that the annihilation

and the rebellion shatter all the frameworks of these concepts like a huge,

heavy uncontainable tangle.’’94

A fascinating debate about history and history telling followed the

publication of Alterman’s poem. His critics claimed,95 each in their

own words, and yet almost in unison, when all was said and done, that

his poems were liable to place the souls of the younger generation at risk,

and that Jewish history, as he viewed and interpreted it, was not the

history that Zionism and the State of Israel needed ‘‘now,’’ after independ-

ence had been achieved. ‘‘The gravest problem of all,’’ it was argued, ‘‘is

92 Alterman, ‘‘The Uprising and its Times,’’ in The Seventh Column, B, p. 416.
93 Ibid., p. 415. 94 Ibid., p. 412.
95 On Alterman’s poems and essays and reactions to them, see Dan Laor, ‘‘Afterword,’’

in Laor (ed.), Nathan Alterman’s Two Paths, pp. 114–148.
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what lesson this generation will learn.’’96 One critic asked: ‘‘why was this

poem written, for what purpose and whom does it serve, [and] who will

avenge the insult to symbols?’’97 Another echoed in asking: ‘‘is it not the

duty of a people whose sons are led to the slaughter, generation after

generation, to hold up as an example to the generations to come, which

will yet face arduous trials, manifestations of active heroism?’’98

Alterman’s poem and the scathing reactions it elicited were not pub-

lished in a political vacuum. The controversy raged at a time when the

trial of a certain Malkiel Grunewald for libel, which commenced in the

Jerusalem District Court on 1 January 1954, was being transformed by

the defense counsel into the indictment of Dr. Israel (Rejo) Kastner, one

of the leaders of Hungarian Jewry, for having collaborated with the Nazis,

and, by the domino effect, into an indictment against the Jewish leader-

ship during the Holocaust, an indictement against the political leadership

of the Zionist collective at the time, the leadership that was still in

power in Israel.99 One cannot, therefore, read Alterman’s texts but

within the context of the trial and the questions it raised. But like the

Grunewald–Kastner trial itself, these texts did not only relate to historical

issues concerning the conduct of Jews during the Holocaust; they were

part of the struggle for power and political dominance between the

various Israeli parties in the 1950s, for whom the Holocaust and its

memory were major resources, inexhaustible reservoirs of images, argu-

ments, and assertions.

Alterman was identified with the ruling party and its historic leader,

Ben-Gurion. Unlike his critics, who came mostly from the left – parties

most identified with the ghetto fighters and the partisans – Mapai and its

leadership had no rebel heroes to flaunt, and, conversely, were identified

with the Jewish political establishment in the Diaspora, with such people

as Kastner, who were involved, by virtue of their standing and positions,

in ‘‘collaboration’’ with the Nazis. Now, in the Jerusalem courtroom, at a

trial initiated by the Attorney General, that is, the state, the leaders of

Mapai, Israel’s leadership, found themselves as defendants rather than

accusers, entangled in a historical, political, and legal trap, with no

96 Moshe Carmel, in response to Alterman, quoted in Alterman, ‘‘On ‘The Lesson for the
Generation,’’’ in Alterman, The Seventh Column, B, p. 434; ‘‘A Generation on the Verge
of the Abyss,’’ La’merhav, 6 July 1955.

97 David Cnaani, ‘‘Like a Shining Light,’’ Al Ha’mishmar, 14 May 1954. Alterman’s
response, ‘‘The Uprising and its Times,’’ in Alterman, The Seventh Column, B,
pp. 409–420.

98 Tuvia Buzhikovsky, ‘‘The Rebels, the Leaders and the Poet,’’ Masa, 27 May 1954.
99 See chapter 2 of this book; see also Weitz, The Man who was Murdered Twice, particularly

chapters 3 and 4.
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prospect of extricating themselves. Alterman’s poem was thus and above

all perceived as a political defense of Kastner, and through him also of the

ruling party, Mapai. This it indeed was, but it was also much more than

that.100

Alterman’s remarks constituted one of the earliest and most significant

discussions of Jewish collaboration with the perpetrators. Using almost

identical words as Hannah Arendt after the Eichmann trial,101 Alterman

wrote with regard to the responsibility of the Judenräte that ‘‘the agree-

ment to dispatch Jews [to deportation] is one of the murkiest episodes in

this dark period.’’102 But at the same time, Alterman objected to casting

the entire responsibility on the Judenräte while exonerating all other

Jewish elements, ‘‘including the rebels,’’ and to self-divestment of respons-

ibility, since, as far as he was concerned, that would be ‘‘a sin against

historical truth and unloading of historical responsibility.’’ Alterman

regarded the phenomenon of the Judenräte as the ‘‘terrible fruit’’ of

Jewish history. The blind annals of the nation, the blindness of its leaders

and its masses had led to a situation where, indirectly or directly, the

leaders, the masses, and the Zionist collective, as well as the rebels, in

practice consented to this phenomenon. It was not merely morally repre-

hensible to blame the Judenräte alone, argued Alterman. It was also ‘‘an

act of contempt for and banalization of history.’’103

Florid phrases and clichés are the greatest enemies of the aspiration for

knowledge, said Alterman. Jewish history, he wrote, could not be altered,

and should be learned as it was, with its positive and its darker aspects.

Those concerned about the lesson and the moral which the nation should

draw from those events should object vehemently to the trivialization of

history, or to its disregard by force of slogans and phraseology.104 ‘‘It is to

be doubted,’’ Alterman wrote, ‘‘that the consciousness of the new Jew,

particularly a Jew living in his own land today, truly needs such extreme

means of proving that self-defense is preferable to surrender, to the point

where it is necessary to apply deliberate methods of illuminating and

obscuring of the history of the Jews in the last generation.’’ The new,

young Israeli, said Alterman, needs ‘‘an accurate and alert sense of Jewish

100 After the verdict in the Kastner case, at a meeting of the Mapai Secretariat to discuss the
party’s response to the verdict, the party Secretary reported that he had met with
Alterman, who told him that ‘‘he was now occupied in writing an answer’’ to Kastner’s
attackers on the left (mainly Ahdut Ha’avoda) ‘‘and that it would be the longest column
he had ever written.’’ Labor Party Archives, 24/55.

101 See Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil, New York
1963, p. 117. ‘‘To a Jew this role of the Jewish leaders in the destruction of their own
people is undoubtedly the darkest chapter of the whole dark story,’’ Arendt wrote.

102 Laor (ed.), Nathan Alterman’s Two Paths, p. 105.
103 Ibid., p. 105. 104 Ibid.
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history as it was,’’ as much as he needs the symbol of the ghetto rebellion.

For, he wrote, Jewish history, ‘‘is as it is, not otherwise,’’ and it needs no

manipulations through ‘‘illuminating and obscuring.’’ Moreover,

Alterman wrote, Jewish history ‘‘has its reasons and justifications for

being as it is, not otherwise,’’ and consequently, ‘‘we have no right to

rob it of its dignity and its heroism, even when it bears no arms and does

not man the barricades.’’105

Packages on a quay

Deliberate methods of ‘‘illuminating and obscuring’’ were applied to the

Exodus affair while it was still ongoing in the summer of 1947, and more

pronouncedly after it ended, when it instantly found a place in the saga of

suffering and heroism in the years of rift and reconnection between

Holocaust and Jewish independence. When compared to the two events

discussed above, which also differ significantly from each other, the Exodus

affair seems a minor and marginal event, rather belonging, in substance

and dimensions, or in the memory structure constructed around it, to a

different category. Nevertheless, while it was taking place, it reverberated

throughout the entire western world, preoccupied heads of state, and had

fateful implications for future statehood. More important, the protagonists

themselves associated this event with the previous ones, and some of them

perceived themselves as successors to the settlers of Tel-Hai and the ghetto

fighters.106 The historical event in itself, to the extent that such a complex

and problematic definition is at all possible, was appropriated to serve a

purpose beyond it; subjected to the same principles of manipulation and

instrumentalization by the Zionist leadership, and depicted in a gloriously

winning narrative – much like the other two events – and from these aspects

is relevant to the model proposed in this chapter. The Exodus affair was

undoubtedly triumphal in terms of the immediate political effects that

Zionism achieved through it on the eve of statehood. Its human and

moral meaning, the role of the Zionist leadership in the saga of the 4,500

Jewish refugee passengers, who were buffeted for months between land

and shore and even sent back to Germany, have been expunged from the

winning ‘‘tale’’ constructed around the affair.

The British indeed deserved the denunciation uttered by the French-

Jewish statesman, Léon Blum, himself a Buchenwald survivor, in his daily

105 Alterman, ‘‘The Uprising and its Times,’’ in The Seventh Column, B, p. 419.
106 See, for example, Mordechai Rozman’s Order of the Day to members of Ha’shomer

Ha’tzair aboard the ship, in Dror Levi and Israel Rosentzweig (eds.), Sefer Ha’shomer
Ha’tzair (Ha’shomer Ha’tzair Book), B, Merhavia 1961 (unnumbered page).
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Le Populaire, when the Exodus refugees were deported back to Germany

aboard British vessels from the small port in southern France where they

had been anchored for nearly a month. ‘‘The Exodus passengers are not

packages to be passed from hand to hand by indifferent porters and

unloaded on some quay or other,’’ Blum wrote. ‘‘They are human beings,

free human beings.’’107 In no less a fashion, however, his remarks were

relevant for the Zionist leadership which transformed the Exodus and its

wretched passengers into a symbol and an instrument – directed both

towards the world at large, and towards the Zionist camp – embodying

the ultimate struggle for a Jewish state. The refugees aboard the ship, most

of them survivors of the Nazi death camps, have thus become a sort of

captives of this struggle. Was this an indispensable sacrifice? Again, it was

Alterman who shuffled the cards. Ten days after Léon Blum wrote his

diatribe, Alterman, having read of the death of an infant aboard one of the

deportation boats en route to Hamburg, wrote: ‘‘A nation is allowed to

conscript them [the refugee babies] for duty / Only if its heart truly believes /

That it will be worthy of looking them in the eye / And justifying itself.’’108

The whole affair only lasted about three months, but it had repercussions

for several years. Some 4,500 Jewish survivors, were smuggled across bor-

ders from Displaced Persons camps in Germany, to the south of France,

and embarked for Palestine, on 11 July 1947, aboard the Presid ent W arfield,

a vessel purchased by the organization in charge of Zionist clandestine

immigration (Mossad Le’aliyah Beth). Yet from the moment of its dawn

departure from the small French port of Port de Bouc, there was nothing

secret about its journey. British warships and planes accompanied the ship,

and the whole sailing was a demonstration, a journey of political protest,

designed to break the British blockade of Palestine in full view of the world,

while the UN committee investigating the Palestine issue (UNSCOP) was

still busy on site, carrying out its mandate. At sea, the ship was demonstra-

tively renamed Ex odus 1947, and this name caught on and became code-

name for the entire affair. Just off the shore of Palestine the British captured

the ship, after a battle between unequal forces, a battle of the type deliber-

ately engineered by the Mossad on its vessels for the world to see, for which

purpose Holocaust survivors were the most effective troops.109

Three refugees were killed and dozens were wounded in the violent

clashes. Instead of sending the refugees to detention camps in Cyprus, as

107 Le Populaire, 26 August 1947.
108 Nathan Alterman, ‘‘The Nation and its Emissary,’’ Davar, 5 September 1947, repro-

duced in The Seventh Column, A, p. 87.
109 For an elaboration on this see, Idith Zertal, From Catastrophe to Power: Holocaust

Survivors and the Emergence of Israel, Berkeley 1998, especially chapter 4 (‘‘Visibility
and Resistance’’).
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they had done since August 1946, the British adopted a new policy in this

case and returned the refugees to their port of origin, so that that country

would pay the price for its complicity in the Zionist endeavor. The

socialist-headed French government rejected the British demand to

force the Jewish refugees to descend on French shore, while the refugees

themselves, encouraged by Zionist agents aboard the ships, refused to do

so. The three British naval vessels with their passengers on board waited

off the shores of France for nearly a month and none of the parties

budged. The whole affair received worldwide press coverage, thus ful-

filling the task that Ben-Gurion had assigned to Holocaust survivors in

the project of organized clandestine immigration.110 At the end of the

month, the British sent the refugees back to Germany.

While the Exodus drama was taking place at sea and off the shores of

France, evoking international sympathy for the Zionist cause, the Irgun

(ETZEL, the secessionist National Military Organization, headed by

Menachem Begin) hanged two British sergeants in reprisal for the execu-

tion of three of its members, thus arousing a wave of hostility for the Jewish

resistance movement in Palestine. The clash between the two dramas,

which indeed undermined the enormous impact of the Ex od us affair,

exposed, among other things, Ben-Gurion’s functional and expedient

attitude towards the Exodus refugees. For the sake of his resolute internal

struggle against the secessionist terrorists – whom he called ‘‘a gang of

hooligans . . .  worse than the Nazis’’111 – Ben-Gurion elevated the Exodus

refugees even higher than the ghetto rebels, ‘‘because they [the rebels]

had no choice, but these Jews [aboard the Exodus] had a choice.’’112

He described their journey as an unparalleled ‘‘epopee of Jewish war in

our times.’’ In line with this conviction, Ben-Gurion accused the Irgun of

inflicting irreparable harm through their terrorist actions on the focal point

of the Zionist struggle – the Exodus – by ‘‘handing [the British Foreign

Minister] Bevin a gift that the whole of his fleet and his entire anti-Semitic

establishment could not have brought him.’’ He also blamed Begin’s men

for ‘‘making the world forget the great tragic struggle of the Exodus’’ and

removing ‘‘from the agenda’’ ‘‘four thousand five hundred Jews like none

before them, who have sanctified the name of Israel.’’113

However, while making these statements at various political forums,

and denoting the clandestine immigration movement ‘‘the most tragic

110 Ibid., pp. 139, 157–160, 229–235, and more.
111 ‘‘It [the Irgun] displayed Nazi conduct in our midst,’’ said Ben-Gurion at the Histadrut

Executive, referring to the hanging of the two sergeants, 6 August 1947, Labor Archives.
112 Ben-Gurion, ibid.
113 Ben-Gurion, ibid., and at the Mapai Council, 8 August 1947, Labor Party Archives.
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and sublime spectacle in the Zionist struggle of our times,’’ an ‘‘enor-

mous, awesomely great spectacle,’’114 Ben-Gurion himself had already

removed these Jewish refugee heroes, once they had completed their role,

‘‘from the agenda,’’ and had decided on a new scale of priorities. In his

new agenda, clandestine immigration and the Holocaust survivors for-

feited their importance in the hierarchy of the Zionist struggle, and were

replaced by ‘‘security issues and the establishment of a Jewish armed force

[on which] our entire future, both immediate and distant, depends, and

according to which we must devise all Zionist strategy, both externally

and internally.’’115

When Haim Weizmann in London, aided by Léon Blum in Paris,

attempted to prevent the deportation of the Exodus refugees to

Germany, and tried, against the odds, to find an agreed, provisional,

and more humane solution for them on French soil or in some other

European country, so as to spare them the nightmare of returning to

Germany, Ben-Gurion intervened to prevent him. The pretext was that

any intervention by Weizmann, who no longer held an official role in the

Zionist leadership, was undesirable, ineffective, and even dangerous, as it

would encourage a new ‘‘devils’ dance in London of all places,’’ and a

‘‘slander and an incitement campaign [conducted] by the propaganda

machine of the Foreign Office against the clandestine immigration and

the Zionist movement.’’116 Moreover, when the Zionist leadership

learned that members of the British government were also trying to

improvise a solution to the affair and had even appealed to the Danish

government to permit thousands of refugees from the deportation vessels

to disembark in Denmark, the Jewish Agency Executive cabled the

Danish Prime Minister, demanding that his country emulate the

French approach and refrain from forcing the refugees to alight anywhere

other than their destination of choice, namely, Palestine.117

These moves by Ben-Gurion and the Jewish Agency Executive, which

eventually frustrated any attempt to prevent the refugees from being

returned to Germany, were carried out at the time when Zionist leaders,

including Ben-Gurion himself, were attending a meeting of the Zionist

Executive in Zurich. There they lauded the awe-inspiring immigration

project and the valor of the refugees, while attacking ‘‘the cruel folly of the

114 Ben-Gurion at a reception for the veterans of the First Zionist Congress, 17 August
1947, In the Battle, E, pp. 213–215.

115 Ben-Gurion at a meeting of the Zionist Executive, Zurich, 26 August 1947 (Session 3),
Central Zionist Archives, S5/320.

116 Ben-Gurion to the Jewish Agency Executive in London, Geneva, 7 September 1947,
Central Zionist Archives, S25/2630.

117 Jewish Agency Executive to Danish Premier, Zurich, Central Zionist Archives.
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White Paper government, who have banished these victims of the Nazis

from the shores of the homeland, and forcibly returned them to the land

of the Nazis.’’118 The Holocaust survivors aboard the Exodus, who for

over two years, since the war ended, had been wandering from camp to

camp, passed from hand to hand, and ‘‘unload[ed] on some quay or

other,’’ as Léon Blum had phrased it, were now Zionism’s trump card,

and the greater their suffering, the greater their political and media

effectiveness. Not only did the Zionist leadership make no effort to

spare the refugees the apalling return to Germany; it actually took distinct

steps towards preventing any solution other than Germany.119

A blind encounter

More than any event of those years, it was the plight of the Exodus and the

tribulations of its passengers that exemplified the ‘‘blind encounter’’

which is the subtext of Alterman’s poem, ‘‘Michael’s Page.’’120 It

describes a ‘‘night of disembarkation,’’ during which Holocaust survivors

are borne on the backs of young natives to the shores of the homeland in

the dead of night. This encounter of bearers and burdens involved close

physical contact, but was totally devoid of concrete eye contact and

recognition. The darkness in Alterman’s poem was not just the darkness

of ‘‘nights of disembarkation’’ when the native sons brought Holocaust

survivors to land from boats anchored offshore. This darkness also sym-

bolizes the blindness of this encounter, the absence of a gaze, Zionist lack

of recognition, and acknowledgment of the Holocaust survivors as indi-

vidual human beings, which made their political use, both then and later,

not just possible but so highly effective.121

Were the Exodus passengers indeed ‘‘free human beings,’’ capable of

deciding their own fate, as Léon Blum believed? Had they ‘‘had a choice,’’

as Ben-Gurion claimed when comparing them to the ghetto fighters, who

had no such choice? Most of them would appear to have passed the test

implied by these questions very well, according to Zionist criteria. When

the French government offered them the option of disembarking in

French territorial waters, and being granted refuge, the great majority

rejected the generous offer. Only a few dozen, most of them ill, did.

During their forced landing in Germany, the refugees refused to comply

118 From Ben-Gurion’s closing remarks at the Zionist Executive meeting, Zurich,
2 September 1947, Central Zionist Archives.

119 On this aspect of the Exodus affair, see Zertal, From Catastrophe to Power, pp. 245–254.
120 Nathan Alterman, Ir Ha’yona (City of the Dove), Tel Aviv 1972, pp. 25–27.
121 For a wider discussion, see Zertal, From Catastrophe to Power, pp. 52–58, 67–79,

135–138, 239–258.
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silently and obediently, and opted for resistance. A few months earlier they

had been rounded up hastily from Displaced Persons camps in Germany

by Mossad agents without any prior training. Composed of a random

assortment of people, not necessarily the Zionist ‘‘right stuff ’’ – just a

handful were members of Zionist movements – many even registered for

immigration to other countries. A mixed population including the old, the

disabled, pregnant women, and children, they certainly displayed true

heroism, and ‘‘appropriate Zionist conduct’’ in the course of their pro-

tracted and harrowing journey, and deserved all the praise heaped on them.

However, they were not free masters of their fates. From the moment at the

end of June 1947 that they were loaded on to the trucks and trains that

conveyed them from Germany to the south of France, and on to the ship

that would take them to Palestine, they entrusted their lives and their

meagre possessions to the Zionist agents. Moreover, the ground had

collapsed under these people’s feet in the course of the war, their families

had been murdered, and their lives utterly destroyed. Two years after the

war ended they were still incarcerated in camps in Germany, living behind

barbed wire. Such a history does not necessarily create ‘‘free human

beings.’’ The Zionist emissaries and the Jewish homeland became now

the whole world to them, not because they were free to choose – most of the

countries of the world were barred to them – but because they had no other

choices. Meir Yaari, the leader of the leftist Ha’shomer Ha’tzair movement

in Palestine, a prominent representative of the most rigid sector of pioneer-

ing Zionist voluntarism, admitted after a tour of Europe in 1946, that

‘‘there is no more voluntarism in the Diaspora. There is only one way

left . . . they haven’t come to us of their own free will, and they won’t turn

their backs on us on a whim or in a passing mood.’’122

Some of the Exodus refugees, particularly the youth movement mem-

bers, were indeed prepared for any trial and any sacrifice they might face

when they boarded the vessel, ‘‘the battleship of the Jewish people’s war

for its existence.’’ They viewed the ‘‘forbidden’’ voyage to Palestine as a

continuation, by other means, of the armed struggle of the partisans and

the ghetto fighters.123 But the great majority of passengers on board had

neither been prepared nor had prepared themselves for the voyage’s

unfolding hardships, which were forced upon them or took them by

surprise – a fact which actually accentuates the endurance they displayed,

their quiet, modest heroism. However, neither the heroism of the Exodus

122 Meir Yaari at the Ha’shomer Ha’tzair Council, October 1946, in Be’derekh Aruka (The
Long Road), Merhavia 1947, p. 288.

123 Rozman’s Order of the Day to Ha’shomer Ha’tzair members, Levi and Rosentzweig
(eds.), Sefer Ha’shomer Ha’tzair.
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refugees nor the earlier heroism of the people of Tel-Hai, nor the valor of

the ghetto fighters, are the theme of our discussion, but rather the uses to

which they were put, during and after the actual events, by people who

had not undergone similar trials, either observing them from afar, or

activating and interpreting them from an approximate point, devising

the stories to fit their own needs.

While the Exod us passengers were still in Germany, writer and journal-

ist, Bracha Habas, closely associated with the Zionist leadership, began

collecting testimonies of Mossad agents for a book about the journey of

the Exodus. The book appeared less than two years later, before the last of

the Exodus passengers had been brought back to Israel, under the title The

Ship that Won. It was a saga of Zionist heroism and victory of the right

kind. The book was followed by a long list of publications of triumph

devoted to the affair. In the meantime on the ground, the date of arrival of

the Exodus, the battle conducted on its deck, and the refugees’ resistance

to their transfer to deportation vessels, had all been orchestrated to

coincide with the presence in Palestine of the UNSCOP. The events

were witnessed in person by several committee members who, through

no coincidence, were brought to the site. Thus, as soon as the commit-

tee submitted its recommendations for the partition of Palestine on

1 September 1947, the Exod us refugees were ‘‘removed from the agenda’’

at one fell swoop. Tragically enough it happened at the very time they

were being sent back to Germany. The Zionist struggle shifted from the

high seas to the UN. When one of the Zionist agents who had accom-

panied the refugees on their voyages returned and told Ben-Gurion of

their ‘‘manifestations of Jewish heroism,’’ and ‘‘their struggle for the

honor of Israel,’’ Ben-Gurion responded impatiently, ‘‘It’s over, finished.

This is the past. Now there is a future.’’124 The hour of the refugees

deported back to Germany had indeed passed, and they were well aware

of it. ‘‘Yesterday there were crying front-page headlines about us,’’ one of

them wrote, ‘‘and today they’re silent and we’re forgotten as if there had

never been an Exod us . . .  we are no longer a sensation.’’125

A nation-building project requires not only memory but also forgetting.

Both remembrance and forgetting are a field of cultural negotiations in

which different stories compete for territory, for voice, and for a place in

history.126 The dialectical relations between memory and forgetfulness,

124 Elhanan Vinhotzker (Yishai), quoted in Michael Bar-Zohar, Ben-Gurion, B, Tel Aviv
1977, p. 656.

125 Yitzchok Perlov, The People of Exodus, Tel Aviv n.d., p. 294.
126 See Marita Sturken, Tangled Memories: The Vietman War, The Aids Epidemic, and the

Politics of Remembering, Berkeley 1997, and in particular the foreword. See also Ernest
Renan’s classical piece, ‘‘What is a Nation?,’’ included in every reader on nationalism.
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between ‘‘illuminating and obscuring’’ of specific historical chapters for

varying periods of time – which unfailingly stem from the decisions and

acts of the elites writing that history – are a function of the goals of a given

collective, and of the balance of power between the various groups mak-

ing up that collective. The objects of the political Zionist clandestine

immigration project – the Holocaust survivors – completed their assigned

role, in practice, in the autumn of 1947, when combatant Zionism shifted

its effort to the UN, and several months later to Palestine itself, where the

decisive war for the territory was beginning. And they, the Holocaust

survivors, had neither say nor representation, then or for many years after,

in Israel’s public space because they lacked political power. They were the

silent and ‘‘anonymous ma ’apilim [immigrants]’’ of Zionism, who faith-

fully played the role that others wrote for them. The intentional and

organized visibility of the events of which they were protagonists, orche-

strated media-events such as the Exodus, did not redeem them from their

anonymity, and did not grant them individual faces or stories. And when

the fateful 1948 war broke out, orders were transmitted from Palestine to

Europe to send over only young men ‘‘capable of bearing arms.’’127 A few

of the Exod us refugees, who had been previously returned forcibly to

Germany, actually made it back to Palestine in time to ‘‘bear arms’’ and

go to war. ‘‘Driven, unloaded, called up by name / And by evening they

were descending the slopes.’’ Some fell in battle, and remained nameless

for ever, ‘‘blinded in their darkness.’’128 These words were written not by

a ‘‘new historian’’ but by the most highly admired poet of the day.

127 Ben-Gurion, Yoman Ha’milhama (War Diary), A, Tel Aviv 1983, 18 March 1948,
p. 302; see also message Ben-Gurion and Galili dispatched to Europe, namely:
‘‘Immigration which is not entirely aimed – from beginning to end – at our wartime
needs, is not beneficial.’’

128 Alterman, ‘‘Before Day Breaks,’’ in City of the Dove, pp. 97–98.
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2 Memory without rememberers

The survivor of a man-made catastrophe is one of the signifiers and

definers of the twentieth century, the icon of an era of mass horrors. A

survivor or survivant is one who has lived through and beyond; beyond the

threshold, beyond the border of life, who went on living after an event

which was meant to end his life, after the annihilation of a mass of human

beings, of whom he was part. In this sense, the survivor is a remnant from

another world, someone whowas at the core of the catastrophe, and came

back, but left a very significant part of himself behind. The survivor or

survivant is alive therefore, vivant in his own specific relation to both the

dead and the living; he maintains an intense relationship – defined by an

extreme situation and an ultimate trial – with the dead, as well as with

ordinary, living human beings, from whom he is set apart because of his

bond with the dead and with that event which the dead, unlike him, did

not survive.1

Survivorship, survival, being a remnant, are extreme situations, whose

rarity and improbability define them. Life after a catastrophe is consid-

ered an act of grace, a gift, but this grace is two-edged, very often it is

poisoned, and sometimes it can turn into a curse. Survivors bear a kind of

a lifelong guilt, a guilt both self-imposed and imposed by others, because

of the very fact that they have survived; the very quality of survivorship is

their offense, the offense of having lived on in a place and time in which

they were supposed to be dead. Only dying – that is, joining all the other

dead, however late in the day – can absolve them of that guilt. Some are

racked by guilt for not having done enough to save the others, or to

comfort the dead and render their last hours more endurable. ‘‘[More

realistic] is self-accusation, or the accusation of having failed in terms of

human solidarity,’’ wrote the Auschwitz survivor and its mythical witness

Primo Levi.

1 Alain Brossat, ‘‘La place du survivant. Une approche arendtienne,’’ Revue d’histoire de la
Shoah, 164, September 1998, pp. 79–80.
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Few survivors feel guilty about having deliberately damaged, robbed, or beaten a
companion . . .  By contrast, however, almost everybody feels guilty of having
omitted to offer help. The presence at your side of a weaker – or less cunning, or
older, or too young – companion, hounding you with his demands for help or with
his simple presence, in itself an entreaty, is a constant in the life of the Lager. The
demand for solidarity, for a human word, advice, even just a listening ear, was
permanent and universal but rarely satisfied. 2

The survi vors are cond emn ed to carry foreve r the weig ht of memory of

the disaster they trans versed an d the memory of those wh o were not

fortun ate enoug h to survi ve. Thus, in a way, the survivor is alw ays the

‘‘last one left,’’ the ‘‘rem nant,’’ whose life is prescr ibed by the imposs ible

task of exi sting on behal f of oth ers (the dead ) among the ord inary living,

and of bearing the stamp of his mission of speakin g out on behal f of the

dead , repres enting them an d attest ing to their agony and des truction.

The survi vor’s consti tuent chara cterist ics which rel ate him to othe r sur-

vivors do not stem solely from his passage into deat h and out of deat h, but

also from the dramatic and unique fact that he is a rare being, who has

lived beyond pro bability. Sur vivors of great catas trophe s are uni ted also

by somet hing beyo nd the int ensity of the suffering they experi enced: they

are m arked out by their impo ssible, intoler able isolation, poised as they

are betwee n the world of the dead wh o perishe d in the catas trophe , who

vastly outnu mber the survi vors, and the worl d of the ordinary livi ng, who

are also immeas urably more numero us than the survi vors. By def inition,

survi vors are a tiny m inority, living on the edge, on the brink of the abyss

sepa rating ordinary ind ividua ls from the dead masses annihilat ed by the

catas trophe. The borde rline sit uation, between the dead and the living,

and of deat h within life that the survivor endure d, the situati on whic h

lends ‘‘meanin g’’ to his life and ordains it, 3 also consume s and des troys

any form of m eaning. ‘‘Anyone who has been tortured remain s tortu red,’’

wrote Jewish phil osopher Jean Amé ry wh o, more than thirty years after

his liberation from Auschwitz, committed suicide. ‘‘Anyone who has

suffered torture never again will be able to be at ease in the world; the

abomination of the annihilation is never extinguished. Faith in humanity,

already cracked by the first slap in the face, then demolished by torture, is

never acquired again.’’4

2 Primo Levi, The Drowned and the Saved (from Italian: Raymond Rosenthal), New York
1988, p. 78.

3 Brossat, ‘‘La place du survivant,’’ p. 80.
4 Jean Améry, At the Mind’s Limits: Contemplations by a Survivor on Auschwitz and its
Realities, Bloomington, IN, 1980, p. 3, also quoted in Levi, The Drowned and the Saved,
p. 25.
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The inmat es of the conce ntrat ion and extermi nation camps, even if

the y happen ed to keep alive , wrote Hanna h Arend t, were more effec tively

cut off from the world of the living than if they had died. Terro r there

enf orced oblivion . David Rous set, survi vor of the camps and on e of the

firs t witn esses to testify to the Nazi uni verse of extermi nation , called his

book Les jo urs de notre mort , in which he desc ribed the very perman ence of

the process of dying its elf, a cond itio n in whic h both death and life were

obstru cted equ ally effective ly. 5 ‘‘Death is not somet hing that we slip ped

past, as it were, that we brus hed against, from which we were

res cued . . .  We lived it. We are not survi vors b ut gho sts . . .  It is an
unbe lievable fact, unsha reable and inc onceivable . . .  an d yet we had
this experi ence of deat h,’’ wrote Buc henwal d survi vor Jorge Semprun .6

The deat h of ‘‘the dro wned,’’ as Primo Levi called the m, ‘‘had begun

before that of their bod y. Weeks and months before b eing snu ffed out,

the y had alread y lost the ability to obser ve, to remembe r, to compare and

expr ess themselve s.’’7

We, who are dying here in the face of the world’s indifference, an indifference as
chilly as the ice of the North Pole, we who have been forgotten by the living, feel
the need to leave something behind for the generations to come – if not complete
records then at least fragments and remnants; what we thought, what we felt, we
the living dead, what we thought and what we wanted.

The se word s were written by Jewis h inmat es of Ausc hwitz, wh o were

app arently planni ng to pro duce an anthology entit led Auschwi tz.

On the graves where we lie, covered with earth while still alive, on our graves the
world dances its devil’s dance and its dancing feet muffle our groans and our cries
for help. When we have suffocated, we will be taken out of our graves, we will be
here no longer, only our ashes will be scattered to the seven seas . . .  some will no
doubt emerge from here alive, but not Jews! What will they have to say about our
lives, what do they know of our tribulations . . .  they will have no desire to
rummage in the dustbin of memory and to restore to life the pale shadows with
dead eyes . . . no, we ourselves must tell our story . . . words scribbled on the
gallows before death, when the rope has been looped around the neck; the hang-
man is patient and he has time, he toys with his victim . . . we will exploit the
moment when the hangman is busy swilling his drink, we will use the hanging tree
as a writing desk, we will write down what we have to say and to relate.8

5 David Rousset, Les jours de notre mort, Paris, 1947; see Hannah Arendt, The Origins of
Totalitarianism, New York (1951) 1972, p. 443.

6 Jorge Semprun, L’é criture ou la vie, Paris 1995, p. 121.
7 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, p. 84.
8 This text was quoted by the thenMinister of Education and Culture, Ben-Zion Dinur, in
his speech in theKnesset during the first reading of theHolocaust andHeroismLaw –Yad
Vashem, 1953. Knesset Minutes, Vol. 14, Session 227, 12 May 1953, p. 1311. I have not
succeeded in locating the text itself or the exact source.
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The past belongs to the dead

Whereas the dead, or the living-dead, tried to speak out, mainly mediated

by the living, many of the survivors remained silent. This was yet another

characteristic of the survivors’ condition: the inability to convey their

experiences, to utter the unutterable, of death within life. ‘‘Torture,’’

wrote Jean Améry,

whereby the other turns us into a body, obliterates the contradiction inherent in
death and allows us to experience our own death . . . The pain was what it was.
Beyond that fact there is nothing to say. The qualities of feeling are as incompar-
able as they are inexpressible. They mark the borderline of the ability to share
something with others by means of language.9

The survivor’s condition is also distinguished by his own inability to

comprehend what happened to him and to find any meaning in his

experience. ‘‘Have we – we who have returned – been able to understand

and make others understand our experience?’’ asked Primo Levi.10 To all

this was added the survivor’s feeling that if he tried to put his experiences

into words and to relate his story, ordinary living people would not only

fail to believe him, but would be unable or unwilling to listen. Because

what the survivors had to tell about their own living death, and the death

of their comrades, was not just testimony to the physical and psycho-

logical experiences endured by survivors of some local, contained disaster

of conceivable scope which had claimed a handful of victims, known,

identifiable, and remembered by name. It was evidence of something

entirely different and utterly new to the world; testimony to human

inhumanity, to radical, absolute evil as a pure human fact; evidence that

‘‘everything is possible,’’ that the ‘‘impossible was made possible,’’ as

Hannah Arendt wrote in her seminal work on totalitarianism.11 Many

survivors relate that, while still imprisoned in the Nazi camps, and while

clinging to any faint prospect of life, above all in order to return to the land

of the living and bear witness, it was clear to them that nobody out there

was awaiting their testimony or wanted to hear it.12

The testimony of the survivors was unacceptable because it was so

disquieting and disintegrating the known reality, and because, on return-

ing, the survivor could not but shatter the deceptively normal façade of

human existence by virtue of existing and having survived. He had

nothing to offer but testimony to the dark, barbaric side of that same

9 Améry, At the Mind’s Limits, p. 3. 10 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, p. 36.
11 Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism, p. 459.
12 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, p. 12.
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nor mal life, of civi lized existence , of the valu es and ideals of se emingly

enligh tened modern soci ety. What the survi vors of the camps of totali tar-

ian regi mes witn essed and kne w, no human bei ng should eve r see or

know , in the sense Han nah Arend t was referring to when she said that

‘‘This oug ht not to have hap pened . . .  This should not have hap pened .

Some thing hap pened the re, to wh ich we cannot reco ncile ourselve s.’’ 13

The Nazi camp survi vor, the refore, is a witn ess to somet hing entirely

new, hith erto unkn own to mankin d; somethin g we cann ot grasp, ‘‘a

phen omenon that neve rtheless confro nts us with its overpow ering reality

and breaks do wn all stand ards we know .’’14 The survivor exper ienced on

his own flesh an d gained knowledge of the modus operand i not on ly of the

corps e-manu facturin g factori es of the Nazis – and of others then and

sin ce – but also of the ‘‘labor atories wh ere chang es in human nature are

tested’’ wh ich these camps were , and theref ore their shamefuln ess is not

just the conce rn of their form er inmates and those who contro lled the

‘‘labor atories’’; it is the conce rn of all human bei ngs.15 In this res pect, the

camp survi vor should have been regarded as a holy vessel, to be cheris hed

and liste ned to attent ively because of his rarity, because he was a uni que

huma n species , an d because he was the beare r of new, unpre cedented

know ledge abou t the worl d an d mankin d. But, converse ly, that same

survi vor was living, breat hing proof of the impo ssibilit y of testify ing on

the eve nts he had survived. The to tal reality of Ausc hwitz 16 was obli-

ter ated by the very imposs ibility of speakin g abou t it an d describi ng

it. ‘‘It’ s no t for nothi ng tha t Ausc hwitz is call ed the ‘extermi nation

camp’ . . .  Milli ons of huma n bei ngs were extermi nated there. Many of

the m eans to prove the crim e or its quant ity were also extermi nated,’’17

wrot e the Frenc h philos opher Jean-F ranç ois Lyotard . Elsew here he

said: ‘‘With Ausc hwitz som ething new has happened in history (w hich

can on ly be a sign and no t a fact) , which is that the facts, the te stimonies

which bore the traces of here’s and now’s, the documents which indicated

the sense or senses of the facts, and the names, finally the possibility of

various kinds of phrases whose conjunction makes reality, all this has

been destroyed as much as possible.’’18

Moreover, the unique survivordom essence of the survivors impaired

their quality as witnesses, as they themselves, or some of them, have

affirmed, since they had not reached the ultimate end of Auschwitzian

13 Hannah Arendt, Essays in Understanding, 1930–1954, ed. Jerome Kohn, New York
1994, p. 14.

14 Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism, p. 459. 15 Ibid., p. 458.
16 ‘‘Auschwitz is the most real of realities,’’ writes Lyotard, The Differend, p. 58.
17 Ibid., p. 56. 18 Ibid., p. 57.
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reality, the gas chambe rs, the place from which nobody ret urned. ‘‘The

destru ction b rought to an end, the job compl eted, was not told by anyon e,

just as no one ever returned to desc ribe his own death, ’’ wrote Primo

Levi. 19 An d he ad ded: ‘‘T here is an addit ional flaw in an y te stimony : the

witn esses, by definition , are survi vors , and all of the m benefi ted, in one

sense or another , from so me privileg e . . .  nob ody related the f ate of the
ordinary prisoner, since he had no mater ial prospect of survi val . . .  the
Mussul mans remained mute.’’20 The true witn esses to Ausc hwitz,

accord ing to this argume nt, are those wh o are gon e, those cons ume d in

the fla mes or the gas of Au schwitz . ‘‘We, the survi vors, are not the true

witn esses. This is an uncomfo rtable no tion of which I have beco me

consci ous lit tle by little,’’ wrote Primo Levi. ‘‘We survivors are not on ly

an exi guous but also an an omalou s minority: we are tho se who by their

prevaric ations or abi lities or good luck did not touc h bottom. Tho se who

did so, those wh o saw the Gorgo n, have not ret urned to te ll about it, or

have returned m ute.’’21 And Elie Wiese l said: ‘‘Those who did not

undergo the experience will never know , those wh o experi enced it will

never speak; neither trul y no r compl etely. The past bel ongs to the

dead .’’22

This mutene ss, this inabilit y to talk abou t Au schwitz , was supp osed to

be breache d by the State of Israel. That was one of the roles it was

assigne d an d the justifi cation for its establi shment – to give the survivors

a voice , to create a spac e and an echo- chamber for the ir lives and their

stories . Accord ing to Lyotard , the State of Israe l was suppos ed to provide

the verba l and legal fram ework for the survi vors’ cry for h elp and for their

claims and charge s.

The shades of those to whom had been refused not only life but also the expression
of the wrong done them by the Final Solution continue to wander in their
indeterminacy. By forming the State of Israel, the survivors transformed the
wrong into damages and the differend 23 into litigation. By beginning to speak in

19 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, p. 82.
20 Primo Levi, Conversazioni e interviste, Turin 1997: quoted in Giorgio Agamben, Ce qui

reste d’Auschwitz , Paris 1999, p. 40.
21 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, pp. 63–64.
22 See W. Sofsky, L’organisation de la terreur, Paris 1995, p. 20, quoted in Agamben, Ce qui

reste, p. 40. See also Adi Ophir, Lashon La‘Ra (Language of Evil ), Tel Aviv 2001,
pp. 348–350 [Hebrew].

23 A ‘‘differend’’ is the unbridgeable gap between different genres and heterogeneous frames
of reference which causes one of the parties to the conflict to lack the means of citing
arguments in order to prevail in the dispute; that party, therefore, becomes the victim.
Lyotard also says that ‘‘to be a victim means not to be able to prove that one has been
done an injustice.’’
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the common idiom of public international law and of authorized politics, they put
an end to the silence to which they had been condemned, 24

wrot e Lyot ard.

This chapter will exami ne the process of tra nsformat ion of wrong int o

dam ages an d of the unspeaka ble into litigati on, withi n the fram ework of

the assim ilation and absorpti on of the Holocaus t survi vors int o the state-

and nation -building project in the f irst decade of Israel’s stat ehood. The

anal ysis will be cond ucted mainly thro ugh an examina tion of the legal and

judi cial dime nsion whic h was par t and parcel of the enco unter bet ween

the survi vors an d Israe li soci ety, an d sc rutiny of the cons tructio n of

Israe l’s offic ial m emory of the Holoca ust an d the way in wh ich the law

and the legal syst em, and offic ial Israeli memory in the cont ext of the

Hol ocaust an d its survivors , functi oned for purposes of the consti tution

and self-definition of the new Israeli nation. I will start by examining the

Nazi s and Nazi Collabo rators (Pun ishmen t) Law 1950, and h ow it was

presented and elucidated, in contrast to its sub-text and the real object-

ives of its legislation and enactment. Within this framework I will also

examine the practical application of the law, at whom it was and was not

directed, and what the distinctions drawn by Israel’s prosecuting author-

ities can tell us about Israeli society which undertook this judicial role.

This will lead to the question of the possibility and the right to ‘‘bring’’

theHolocaust to court – who can, and who is entitled to judge – and of the

judgeability of such an enormous historical event. Within this context,

the chapter concludes with a reexamination of what is known as theKastner

affair, which stirred up a political storm during the 1950s.

From infamy to purge

The legislative assembly and the courtroom are among the major public

sites where politics are formulated and practiced: politics in the sense of

management of public and community affairs, the affairs of the polis, and

in the sense of an open and constant exchange of plural, conflicting

political and social ideas. There, as in other sites of the public sphere, a

community creates for itself a network of discourse and action among its

members, recounts its history and itself, and constitutes and legislates

itself as a political subject. Israel’s legislature and courts, particularly in

the first decade of statehood, were also the main stage on which society

confronted the memory of the Holocaust and its gruesome specter.

24 Lyotard, The Differend, p. 56.
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Through these institutions and other agents of discourse, the Israeli

political and cultural establishment tried to establish a new, revolution-

ary-messianic profile of Israel and ‘‘Israeli-ness’’ by erasing or making

selective use of the previous historical Jewish background and recent past.

Historical leaps are possible, asserted Israel’s first Prime Minister

David Ben-Gurion. He was responding to Hebrew University philoso-

pher Nathan Rottenstreich, who had argued that the distant past alone

could not sustain a nation, that it would be left with a shallow past, or

none at all, if the recent past were stripped away. ‘‘The establishment of

the Jewish state was a leap over centuries,’’ Ben-Gurion wrote, ‘‘and the

War of Independence brought us nearer the days of Joshua . . . and our

young people nearer . . . [his] feats than all the speeches delivered at

Zionist congresses. ‘The recent past,’ sadly, does not exist, because [its]

Jewry . . . have been annihilated,’’ Ben-Gurion said. He was thus trying to

erase not only the century before Israel’s establishment, but the entire

period of the Jewish Diaspora. ‘‘The distant past is closer than the recent

past of two thousand years,’’ he wrote.25

Israel, like any other state, remembered the past according to its

national myths, ideals, and current political needs, claims James Young

in his study of Holocaust memory.26 The act of remembering, that is, of

redeeming the victims and the survivors from oblivion and from vanishing

altogether from the annals of history, was directed, as always, at the

remembering subject: a subject who defined itself through the objects of

remembering. Memory itself – preserved, restored, and codified – was

Israel’s main ideology, a virtual civil religion, its most effective political

and greatest ‘‘natural’’ resource. ‘‘At times ambivalent, at times shrill, the

official approach to Holocaust memory in Israel has long been torn

between the simultaneous need to remember and to forget,’’ wrote

Young,

between the early founders’ enormous state-building task and the reasons why
such a state was necessary, between the survivors’ memory of victims and the
fighters’ memory of resistance. On the one hand, early statists like David Ben-
Gurion regarded the Holocaust as the ultimate fruit of Jewish life in exile; as such
it represented a diaspora that deserved not only to be destroyed but also forgotten.
On the other hand, the state also recognized its perverse debt to the Holocaust: it
had, after all, seemed to prove the Zionist dictum that without a state and the
power to defend themselves, Jews in exile would always be vulnerable to just this
kind of destruction. As a result, the early leaders found little reason to recall the
Holocaust beyond its direct link to the new state.27

25 Ben-Gurion to Rottenstreich, 9 January 1957, Hazut, 3, 1957.
26 Young, The Texture of Memory, p. 210. 27 Ibid., p. 211.
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L ike Borges’ s ‘first ’ Chine se empero r ( The Wa ll and the Books ), wh o

ord ered the erection of the Great Wa ll of Chi na and the burni ng of all

book s prior to his reign so that ‘‘histor y begi n with him . . . [and] abol ish
[the ] one single m emory [of] his mother’s infamy, ’’ 28 so the founde rs of

the new Israel strove to begi n history anew. By deletin g the sha me of their

mot hers and fathe rs, the sham e of Jews, the disgrace of the Jew ish

Dias pora, the y believ ed they were inaugura ting a new era, an d reinv ent-

ing them selves int o a new world. Howe ver, the drive to delete became

also a drive to pres erve and exploit the sha me as a cons tant reproac h and

warn ing in order to bolst er a societ y that was ‘‘ingathe ring its exiles’’ and

in the throe s of conso lidation. The deletion pro ject evolve d eventu ally

int o a purge.

For this was one of the objecti ves of the Nazi s and Nazi Collab orators

(Pun ishmen t) Law 1950 passed in the second year of statehoo d. The

Knes set debate on the law , wh ich arou sed little atte ntion, was the first

publ ic recko ning of the Holocaus t and es sentially an intern al Israe li affai r.

As refl ected by the rema rks of the Ministe r of Justice wh o tabled the bill, it

was , from the ou tset, a m atter between Israe li society and the survi vors , or

among the survivors the mselves – no t an issue betw een the survi vors or

the ir repres entative (the stat e) on the one hand, and the perp etrator s of

the Final Solu tion, the Nazi s and Nazi Ger many. It was certainly not the

voi ce of the survivors that was sought , no r their singul ar testim ony, nor

the ir spe cial, unpre cedented know ledge of man kind; no r the trans forma-

tion of wrong into damages and the unspeakabl e into litigatio n against the

Nazi murde rers in accord ance with intern ational law. The law was passed

to provide the Jewish state with m eans to bring to just ice a han dful of

‘‘collabora tors’’ from amids t the Jew ish survi vors themse lves.

‘‘Anyo ne familiar with the pro blems [of the survi vors],’’ sa id Minis ter

of Justice Pinha s Rosen, ‘‘k nows how p ainful for the m [are] the m utual

sus picion and recrimina tion that, to this day, hover ove r some of Israel’s

immig rants who were liberated from camps an d ghet tos; in some cases,

perh aps – beca use they have not been given an opportun ity to prove their

inn ocenc e before an authori zed court. ’’ 29 The law thus was not aimed at

bringing to trial in Israel Nazi war criminals or their Ukrainian, Latvian,

Estonian, French, or other henchmen. ‘‘It may be assumed,’’ theMinister

acknowledged, ‘‘that Nazis guilty of offences under this law will not dare

28 Jorge Luis Borges, Labyrinths, Selected Stories and Other Writings, London, 1970,
pp. 221–222.

29 KnessetMinutes, Session 131, 27March 1950, p. 1148. See alsoHanna Yablonka, ‘‘The
Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law: An Additional Aspect of the Question
of Israelis, Survivors and the Holocaust,’’ Katedra, 82, 1996, pp. 135–152 [Hebrew].
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to come to Israel.’’ The law, he elaborated, ‘‘also applies to those who

carried out the Nazis’ orders and, unfortunately, we cannot be sure that

some of them are not among us, although the number is undoubtedly

small. But even if they number no more than . . . the righteous men

sought in vain in Sodom, even if only a few crimes are concerned, the

law is justified.’’30

The State of Israel, more so than any other, had no choice but to

introduce into its legal code a law against the Nazis and Nazi crimes,

even if it was only symbolic. Following the post-war Nuremberg Charter

and Nuremberg trials, which established new principles in international

criminal law, various European countries that had suffered under the

Nazi dictatorship set up special tribunals to prosecute Nazis who had

not been brought before the Nuremberg courts. Elsewhere Nazis and

their accomplices were being tried by ordinary courts under the criminal

code, or by military tribunals.31 Israel, which had proclaimed and made

itself home to hundreds of thousands of survivors and refugees after

World War II; which saw itself as the historical, material, moral, and

legal heir of the murdered millions,32 whom it defined post factum (and

unverifiably) as potential Zionists, retroactive future citizens of a State of

Israel that did not exist at the time of their death33 – this state could not

permit itself to stand aside. In addition, the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators

(Punishment) Law was perceived as the ‘‘natural’’ sequel to the Crime of

Genoci de (Preven tion and Punishm ent) Law 1950 wh ich was then at an

advanced stage of legislation. This law, however, looked to the future with

the purpose of precluding Nazi-type crimes, whereas the proposed new

law was directed ‘‘at the past,’’ at ‘‘a specific historical period that began

with Hitler’s rise to power and ended with his downfall,’’34 at pursuing

and punishing the perpetrators of crimes committed before its

enactment.

The bill and the accompanying debate were propped by a whole frame

of rhetoric designed to project it as a law for the survivors, as if in response

to their own demands and desire to disgorge Jewish collaborators who

30 Pinhas Rosen, Knesset Minutes, Session 131, p. 1148 (my italics). 31 Ibid., p. 1147.
32 For example ‘‘We, Israel, are the heirs,’’ said Ben-Zion Dinur, Knesset Member and

professor of history, and shortly after Minister of Education and Culture, in a debate on
the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law, Knesset Minutes, Session 131,
p. 1159.

33 As early as 1950, and in order to promote the commemoration of the Holocaust, it was
proposed to Ben-Gurion that the state bestow symbolic Israeli citizenship on the dead
Holocaust victims. The draft ‘‘Law for Commemoration of theHolocaust andHeroism –
Yad Vashem, 1953’’, which is discussed below, contained a provision for the bestowal of
commemorative Israeli citizenship on all those who perished in the Holocaust.

34 Rosen, Knesset Minutes, Session 131, p. 1147.
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had persecuted them in ghettos and camps at the Nazi behest. Thus, the

Minister of Justice emphasized that ‘‘the proposed law may contribute to

clearing the air among the survivors.’’35 True, police stations all over

the country registered complaints of ‘‘Nazi collaboration’’ against immi-

grant survivors, emanating either from ‘‘other immigrants’’ or from

‘‘the General Security Service, which passed on information to Police

Headquarters on . . . former collaborators.’’ As the documentation shows,

most of the complaints did come from survivors themselves.36 The police

were under some pressure from survivors – a few dozen all in all – who

demanded justice and action against ‘‘collaborators.’’ According to this

quasi-official narrative, the ‘‘predicament’’ of the survivors is therefore

what expedited the legislative process. The Justice and Police Ministries

joined forces to draft an appropriate law based on the complaints of a

handful (out ofmore than a quarter of amillion) of survivors against other

survivors. Thus, a law was promulgated against ‘‘war criminals’’ and the

perpetrators of ‘‘crimes against humanity,’’37 which, in practice, targeted

Jews, themselves Holocaust victims.

The fact that the Minister of Justice had invoked the ‘‘righteous men

sought in vain in Sodom’’ in justifying the law38 to the Knesset indicates

his awareness of the moral dilemma posed by the legislation of so pivotal

and drastic a law to clarify several cases of dubious, even despicable,

behavior of Jews in ghettos or camps under a savage, evil Nazi regime.

Unease was also evident in the proceedings of the Knesset Sub-

Committee on the Law. The committee which convened thrice wrestled

with such issues as the scope of the law (was it restricted to crimes

committed against Jews? To crimes perpetrated by Nazis?); the distinc-

tion between Nazis and ‘‘collaborators’’; the types of punishment etc.

Knesset members argued that the law was not adequately defined, that a

clear division was needed between Nazis and ‘‘collaborators’’. Their

comments make it abundantly clear that the committee was well aware

that the law was aimed solely at Jews. ‘‘In practice,’’ said Zerah

Wahrhaftig of the Religious-national party,

35 Ibid., p. 1148.
36 National Police HQ Archive, quoted in Yablonka, ‘‘The Nazis and Nazi Collaborators

(Punishment) Law,’’ pp. 139–140.
37 There has been little written historical research on The Nazis and Nazi Collaborators

(Punishment) Law and its various manifestations in the courts. What has appeared has
largely accepted unquestionably the official narrative, which explains the law as stem-
ming from the needs of the survivors. See Yablonka, ‘‘The Nazis and Nazi Collaborators
(Punishment) Law,’’ pp. 139–140.

38 Rosen, Knesset Minutes, Session 131, p. 1148.
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the law relates to collaborators although, theoretically, it also relates to Nazis. But
Nazis won’t be coming here so fast. Collaboration, in most cases, was not
voluntary but the result of coercion. One can’t argue that collaborators and
Nazis be [given] the same punishment. They can’t all be lumped together.
There are people . . . who did not hand people over [to others] nor help to do
so, and [they] can’t be charged with crimes against humanity . . . If there is no
provision for collaboration, many such people will slip through our fingers . . .
I do not advise mixing in Nazis and collaborators. I suggest a division, and . . . a
new scale for collaborators, by degree of offense.39

The Justice Ministry representatives who attended all the meetings

claimed that, for legislative purposes, it was difficult to distinguish between

Nazis and collaborators. ‘‘If a Nazi in a concentration camp beat inmates,

and a Jewish kapo in the same camp did the same – how can we create a

provision for each of them?’’ asked the Justice Ministry representative.

‘‘The Nazi was a murderer and the Jew was forced to act as he did,’’

Wahrhaftig retorted.40 The formulation was not altered. Justice Ministry

officials were in a hurry and urged the legislators to finish the job, to accept

the text as proposed by the government, and to vote it through theKnesset.

The plenum debate, too, illustrated the law’s complexity and proble-

matics. To sidestep the universally acknowledged difficulty of retroactiv-

ity and extra-territoriality of the proposed law, Knesset member Aryeh

Sheftel, a survivor of the Vilna ghetto, said that he regarded Nazi crimes

‘‘as if . . . carried out on Israeli territory.’’41 These passionate words,

however well intended, contained the germ of what was later to become

the ubiquitous use of the Holocaust in Israeli discourse and politics. The

implication was that Jews carried the Holocaust or a potential holocaust

within them wherever they went, even to Israel – the site of the total

revolution in the Jewish condition. The verbal translocation of Nazi

crimes from their historical setting to a symbolic site (Israel), their very

reproduction and duplication in the act of speech, in themselves already

depreciated them, even if unintentionally, and marked the start of a long

process of banalization. Yet in the same breath the speaker claimed also

the reverse, namely that Israeli or any criminal law was an inadequate

instrument to judge Nazi crimes and atrocities because they ‘‘exceeded

the bounds of norma l conce pts and eve n . . .  of known criminal an oma-

lies.’’ Had Hitler, Himmler, and Goebbels been tried under Israel’s

criminal laws, Sheftel added, ‘‘they would not have been executed, but

merely sentenced to life imprisonment.’’42

39 The Sub-Committee on the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law 1950,
23 May 1950, Minutes No. a/2.

40 Ibid. 41 Aryeh Sheftel, Knesset Minutes, Session 131, p. 1149. 42 Ibid.
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Buried memory

The law aimed high and at the mighty, but was wielded against the lowly

and the trivial. What was intended, as Minister of Justice proclaimed to

the Knesset, to be ‘‘the expression of the revolution which has taken place

in the political condition of the Jewish people,’’ and designated as a

memorial to the dead and an instrument to bring the past to reckoning

(‘‘we will neither forget nor forgive’’), for whose sake Israeli legislators

deliberately departed from the norms of criminal law, was essentially

designed to bring to justice and punish the most marginal perpetrators.

Petty ‘‘kapos,’’ concentration camp block supervisors who were them-

selves victims of the Nazis, were the true targets of the law, and they were

convicted before they were even charged. ‘‘Inmates of this type,’’ police

documents claimed, ‘‘who enjoyed greater privileges and were appointed

block supervisors or kapos, had been recruited from the worst human

material.’’43

While the social predicament of survivors who found themselves shar-

ing a new country with former petty tormentors may well have added

impetus for devising that law, it seems unlikely that this alone would have

set into motion so grave and complex a legislative process. Israel had just

emerged from a bloody battle for survival (the first Israeli–Arab war of

1948) in which it had lost thousands of young men and women; it was

preoccupied with the awesome task of national reconstruction and state-

building; it was also largely indifferent and blind to the survivors of that

far-away catastrophe, people who moved like ghosts in their midst,44 ‘‘the

absent presentees.’’45How, then, to explain the fact that this society, which

negated every aspect of Jewish conduct during the Holocaust (apart from

43 Yosef Gorsky, Special Section, Criminal Investigation Division of the Police to the
Ministry of Justice, Police HQ files, quoted in Yablonka, ‘‘The Nazis and Nazi
Collaborators (Punishment) Law,’’ p. 140.

44 ‘‘We all knew that people from that world were among us,’’ wrote Nathan Alterman some
ten years later, during the Eichmann trial. ‘‘We knew that there were men and women
from that world among us, but it would seem that only in the course of this terrible and
awesome trial, as the witnesses from there went on mounting the witness box, those
separate entities of alien and anonymous people whom we have passed by countless
times, blended together in our consciousness until we were suddenly and clearly aware
that these entities are not only a mass of individuals but a fundamental and forceful
essence whose nature and image and horrific memories which are beyond life and nature,
are an indelible part of the nature and image of the people to which we belong.’’ See
Nathan Alterman, ‘‘The Face,’’ Davar, 9 June 1961.

45 This is the opposite of the term ‘‘present absentees’’ applied in relation to the hundreds of
thousands of Arab inhabitants of the country, who were expelled or fled their homes,
leaving behind all their properties, and whose shadows also filled the country, like the
shadows of the survivors.
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isolated cases of armed resis tance) , sudde nly pro ved so sensi tive to the

emotio nal needs of a handful of survivors who regard ed several of their

fellow victims as coll aborators ? Why did it hasten to conc iliate the acc u-

sers and bring the ir brethre n to justice for purport ed ‘‘war crimes’’ and

‘‘crimes against huma nity’’?

‘‘The law is not enacted only for practical purposes,’’ said Knesset

Member Yosef Lamm, who was soon to sit on the bench in several of

the trials, but ‘‘as a teaching device and cultural document. I don’t want

people in 50–60 years’ time to go looking for the text of Section 214 [on

the murder of Jews]. This is a unique law which I believe should be

studied in every country, and they should know what it refers to.’’46

Underlying the legislation, I would suggest, was also the very elementary

need for vengeance and, through it, release from the horror and guilt;

vengeance which, since it could not be directed at the master perpetra-

tors, and which in any case could not bring relief and bestow some peace

of mind, was deflected inward, at the victims themselves. ‘‘What is the

meaning of all these drastic provisions [of the law]?’’47 asked Supreme

Court Justice Shneour ZalmanHeshinwhile presiding at the appeal of the

kapo Yaakov Honigman against the District Court’s prison sentence:

‘‘There can be only one answer . . . The stipulated punishments . . .
were not, in the main, meant to reform the offender or deter potential

offenders, but – as the law’s name suggests – to take revenge on Israel’s

enemies.’’48

Above all, however, as the early trials demonstrated, the lawwasmeant to

appease society’s disgust at ‘‘Jewish conduct’’ during the Holocaust. Israel

introduced an anomaly into its legal code not in order to confront

Nazism, not in order ‘‘to clear us of the shame of infamous Germany,’’ as

Knesset member Rabbi Mordechai Nurock, himself a survivor, claimed,49

but to purge the new and ‘‘pure’’ state50 of Jewish shame. Its main

purpose was to ‘‘clear the air among the survivor immigrants . . . punish

46 Yosef Lamm, the Sub-Committee on the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment)
Law 1950, 23 May 1950, Minutes No. a/2.

47 By ‘‘drastic provisions’’ Justice Heshin was referring to the deviations from the accepted
criminal code inserted into the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law such as
the authority to retry individuals who had already been tried for the same crime, the
abolition of the time limitation on crimes, the non-eligibility for pardon ofminor offenses,
the deviation from the rules of evidence, and, of course, the retroactivity and extra-
territoriality of the law.

48 Yaakov Honigman v. Attorney General, Criminal Appeal No. 52/22, Legal Verdicts,
Vol. 7, 1953, pp. 303–304 (my italics).

49 Mordechai Nurock, Knesset Minutes, Session 131, p. 1148.
50 This term was used to describe the young state by the then Attorney General, Haim

Cohen in reference to the Kastner affair. Quoted in Weitz, The Man Who Was Murdered
Twice, p. 102.
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[Jewish] criminals,’’ and exonerate ‘‘the innocent,’’ as the Minister of

Justice solemnly declared, ‘‘and let our home be pure.’’51 Thus young

Israeli society, which faced up to the unprecedented reality of the

Holocaust and survivors only by hallowing sporadic resistance or roundly

condemning Jewish conduct, sought to purify and be purified, to cast out

the Holocaust’s malignant specter. To this end, it sacrificed on the court-

room altar, a site of higher moral authority and of secular sanctity, the

pettiest, most forsaken of Nazi ‘‘accomplices.’’ Jews who had not been in

Nazi-occupied Europe brought to justice Jews who had been, ostensibly

in the name of other Jews ‘‘from there,’’ and conducted trials that, in every

sense of the word, were purges.

During the 1950s and the early 1960s some forty trials were held under

that law. The indictments, evidence and verdicts – whether in direct

simple language or dry legal terminology, or inarticulate, halting survivor

testimony – presented a picture of everyday human ravages of the

Holocaust. They exposed the routine regime of terror, oppression, and

abuse in the ghettos and camps, where inmates’ human character and

moral stamina were obliterated long before their bodies were consumed,

and brought to light the existential and moral hell created by the Nazis,

the monstrous upside-down world which had transformed persecuted

into persecutors, victims into reluctant wrongdoers and accomplices in

their own oppression. These harrowing, perplexing memories never

made it into Israel’s official national memory of the Holocaust.

All those brought to trial under that law (with one minor exception)

until the 1961 trial of Adolf Eichmann, were Jewish citizens, new immi-

grants, miserable, pathetic individuals, themselves Holocaust survivors

who, on arrival in Israel, were recognized, sometimes by chance, by other

survivors and reported to the police. Israel’s legal system had tried them

according to the same law under which it would prosecute a decade later

senior SS officer Adolf Eichmann, a Nazi who had played a central role in

the logistic system of the German dictatorship, the main transporter of

European Jewry to the death camps. The irony is that the law, which fitted

Eichmann’s and his likes’ crimes – if any law could be said to fit these

crimes’ enormity and scope52 – was not aimed at them. Indeed, practi-

cally speaking, the law should have been called the Law for Punishment of

Minor Collaborators of the Nazis. Although the court proceedings

51 Pinhas Rosen, Knesset Minutes, Session 131, pp. 1147–1148 (my italics).
52 ‘‘The Nazi crimes, it seems to me, explode the limits of the law; and that is precisely what

constitutes their monstrousness. For these crimes, no punishment is severe enough,’’
wrote Hannah Arendt to Karl Jaspers on 17 August 1946. See Lotte Kohler and Hans
Saner (eds.), Hannah Arendt Karl Jaspers: Correspondence, 1926–1969, New York 1992,
letter 43, p. 54.
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against Eichmann turned into an unprecedented, national educational

project and a milestone in the Holocaust discourse in western culture, his

capture in Argentina and trial in Jerusalem had certainly not been antici-

pated, nor was it what the lawmakers had had inmind. As far as Israel was

concerned, the Eichmann trial was a quasi-miracle, the outcome of a later

Israeli political and historical development, unimaginable at the time the

Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law was passed.

Just howmind-boggling the law’s application was in the decade after its

enactment is demonstrated by the fact that not one of the defendants tried

under the law was charged with or found guilty of directly or indirectly

causing the death of a single person. Several of the indictments and trials

sank to cruelly absurd depths, as in the case of Elsa Trank, tried in the Tel

Aviv District Court in August 1950.53 Her story deserves to be told in

detail, like those of other trials, because it embodied Holocaust memory,

it was in itself a memory of the Holocaust, but even more so because it

illustrates Israel’s role-inversion in prosecuting Holocaust victims for

whom the Jewish state was supposed to have been a haven. Elsa Trank

was charged with ‘‘war crimes,’’ ‘‘crimes against humanity,’’ and other

offenses committed while she was in charge of Block 7 in the women’s

camp at Auschwitz-Birkenau in the second half of 1944. She was accused

of beating and inflicting injury and pain on numerous female block

inmates (‘‘a war crime’’), of forcing 800–1,000 inmates to kneel for

hours at a time, detaining them at length before and after the daily roll

calls, withholding aid from those who fainted due to beatings (‘‘crimes

against humanity’’), and other minor offenses.

At the time of her trial, Elsa Trank was twenty-six years old, that is,

accused of crimes committed when she was eighteen. Moreover, accord-

ing to transcripts, as block supervisor – a role imposed on her while she

herself was ‘‘detained and persecuted’’ – Trank attempted to maintain

order and discipline, to assemble the women for roll call as the Germans

ordered, and to supervise the fair distribution of food. In so doing, she hit

several women ‘‘with her hands’’ and forced recalcitrant prisoners to

kneel, a common camp punishment also before her arrival. In general,

and irrespective of Trank’s conduct, the testimony of the women who

suffered at her hands draws a harrowing picture of living conditions in the

camp. The matter-of-fact style of the verdict, which recapitulates the

evidence, intensifies the horror:

When the women arrived in the camp they were first taken to the washrooms.
There clothes and all personal items were confiscated, and after washing, each

53 Verdicts E (District Courts), S.C. [Severe Criminal(Files)], 2/52, pp. 142–152.
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was allotted a single dress. Their hair was shorn and numbers tattooed on their
arms. From there, they were taken to the various camps where there were large
wooden huts known as ‘‘blocks,’’ about 800–1,000 women per block. They slept
on wooden bunks, 8 to 12 women on each, in appallingly crowded conditions.
Discipline was harsh. Before daybreak, a whistle sounded to rouse the inmates of
all the blocks and a roll call was held outside of each one. The roll calls lasted for
hours. First the prisoner in charge of the block counted the inmates, then the
camp commander checked . . . followed by aGerman inspector or other Germans
who also made a count. No hour was fixed for the German inspection . . . and
throughout, the prisoners were forbidden to break rank or relieve themselves in
the latrines across the road . . . Anyone going for a drink of water was liable to be
shot byGerman guards. At that early hour the prisoners . . . suffered from the cold
and tried to huddle together for warmth. Because food rations were meager,
[they] were weak and found it hard to stand for hours . . . Yet they were forbidden
tomove . . . If one prisoner wentmissing, all the prisoners from all the blocks were
forced to stand there until the missing individual was located and collective
punishment meted out against the inmates of [that] block . . . There was roll
call in the afternoon, too, before the order . . . to disperse to the huts . . .
Prisoners slept on their bunks with only a few blankets for all the women on
each bunk. Foodwas distributed soon after roll call. A dark liquid . . . called either
tea or coffee, a minute bread ration and a fixed amount of liquid known as
soup . . . In the camp, it was every [individual] for oneself, and everyone tried . . .
to improve their condition. Anyone able to obtain more bread or food did so.
Sometimes, women tried to receive double rations, and each inmate or group of
inmates . . . tried to secure as many blankets as possible. Quarrels and disruption
over . . . rations and . . . blankets were common. The role of the prisoner in charge
of the block was to restore order andmaintain discipline . . . to assemble [inmates]
for roll call, and to supervise the fair distribution of rations.54

The loss of reason, the collapse of known, familiar frameworks of life

and of meaning, the arbitrary nature of camp procedure, the exposure to

the cold and other hardships, systematic starvation, brutality, and daily

persecution turned the women of Block 7 at Auschwitz-Birkenau into

wretched ‘‘she-wolves,’’ debilitated, frozen, famished, sick, and violent,

mustering their last remaining resources to survive. ‘‘We have heard

evidence that the women were not caring towards their sisters or even

mothers,’’ declared the judges.55 Young Elsa Trank was one such prisoner.

The Tel Aviv District Court established that ‘‘while herself imprisoned as

a persecuted individual,’’ Elsa Trank

sometimes hit several prisoners for not climbing down from their bunks and
leaving the hut quickly enough when the morning roll-call whistle sounded, for
shifting about during roll call, for huddling together for warmth or trying to break
rank to relieve themselves or drink water. In one case, a prisoner was beaten for

54 Ibid., p. 146. 55 Ibid., p. 151.
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wrapping a blanket around herself . . . during roll call. Other prisoners were
beaten for trying to snatch food from one another. The defendant hit them with
her bare [open] hands . . . slapping them on the face or the fleshy part of the arm,
or with a clenched fist, usually aimed at the head or face . . . or the back and
shoulder.

The court was pondering whether these actions constituted ‘‘war

crimes’’ and ‘‘crimes against humanity.’’ A war crime, the court asserted,

‘‘refers to . . . the murder of a civilian population of an occupied country

or within an occupied country, their oppression and deportation for . . .
forced labor or any other purpose.’’ The judges went on to state that it had

been proven ‘‘to their satisfaction’’ that the defendant’s misdeeds ‘‘do not

constitute ‘war crimes’ in the sense of Section 1 of the law, although each

single blow could constitute an offense.’’56 As for the charge of ‘‘crimes

against humanity,’’ the court stated that even if some of the defendant’s

actions ‘‘could be deemed inhuman in the ordinary sense, they did not,

under the given circumstances, compare in gravity to the acts that the

legislator had intended to include in the definition of ‘crimes against

humanity’.’’ The court further determined that ‘‘the acts proven to have

been committed by the defendant’’ were committed against and inflicted

on several individuals as individuals, ‘‘rather than against a collective as

such.’’ Moreover, these acts were not committed ‘‘in premeditation, but

mainly out of a desire to maintain order.’’ The court found Elsa Trank

guilty of assault and battery, yet it also accepted the defense argument

that, in several instances, ‘‘the defendant had acted to avert consequences

more severe than those of her assault.’’ Noting that the defendant had

been imprisoned under much worse conditions since 1942 (prior to being

appointed as supervisor), that she had suffered greatly, and that ‘‘it has

not been proved by any of her actions that [she] identified with the

Germans,’’ the judges sentenced Elsa Trank to two years’ imprisonment

from the date of her arrest. The sentence was not arbitrary. It was exactly

two years since her arrest; Elsa Trank was released that same day.

Elsa Trank’s trial and the attitude of the judges, like most of the

‘‘collaboration’’ trials, attested to misgivings about the law as interpreted

by the state prosecution in pressing suit. The courts not only acted with

circumspection in trying Holocaust survivors, but took open issue with

the phrasing of several sections of the law and the cases presented under

it. Quite a few of the trials ended in acquittals. In others, the judges made

do with convictions on lesser charges and with brief, almost nominal,

prison sentences that were generally concurrent with pre-trial detention

periods.

56 Ibid., p. 148.
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Collapse of the psyche

The following are several brief excerpts from Primo Levi’s extensive

discussion, in The Drowned and the Saved, of the phenomenon of victims’

collaboration with their Nazi persecutors, and the various roles played by

prisoners in the Nazi extermination system:

The concurrent guilt on the part of individual big and small collaborators . . . is
always difficult to evaluate. It is a judgment that we would like to entrust only to
those who found themselves in similar circumstances and had the opportunity to
test for themselves what it means to act in a state of coercion . . . The condition of
the offended does not exclude culpability, which is often objectively serious, but
I know of no human tribunal to which one could delegate the judgment. If it were
up to me, if I were forced to judge, I would lightheartedly absolve all those whose
concurrence in the guilt was minimal, and for whom coercion was of the highest
degree. Around us, prisoners without rank, swarmed low-ranking functionaries,
a picturesque fauna . . . In general, they were poor devils like ourselves, who
worked full time like everyone else but who for an extra half-liter of soup were
willing to carry out . . . ‘‘tertiary’’ functions: innocuous, sometimes useful, often
invented out of the whole cloth. They were rarely violent, but they tended to
develop a typically corporate mentality and energetically defended their ‘‘job’’
against anyone from below or above who might covet it. Their privilege, which at
any rate entailed supplementary hardships and efforts, gained them very little and
did not spare them from the discipline and suffering of everyone else; their hope
for life was substantially the same as that of the unprivileged.57

And Levi added:

The prisoners of the Lagers, hundreds of thousands of persons of all social classes,
fromalmost all the countries of Europe, represented an average, unselected sample of
humanity. Even if one did notwant to take into account the infernal environment into
which they had been abruptly flung, it is illogical to demand – and rhetorical and false
to maintain – that they all and always followed the behavior expected of saints and
stoic philosophers. In reality, in the vast majority of cases, their behavior was rigidly
preordained. In the space of a few weeks or months the deprivation to which they
were subjected led them to a condition of pure survival, a daily struggle against
hunger, cold, fatigue and blows in which the room for choices (especially moral
choices) was reduced to zero. Among these, very few survived the test.58

On the Sonderkommando, whose task it was to remove corpses from

the gas chambers, Levi wrote (which is also appropriate for survivors who

played lesser roles in the Nazi system):

I believe that no one is authorized to judge them, not those who lived through the
experience of the Lager and even less those who did not. I would invite anyone

57 Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, pp. 44–45. 58 Ibid., pp. 49–50.
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who dares pass judgment to carry out upon himself, with sincerity, a conceptual
experiment. Let him imagine, if he can, that he has lived for months or years in a
ghetto, tormented by chronic hunger, fatigue, promiscuity and humiliation; that
he has seen die around him, one by one, his beloved; that he is cut off from the
world, unable to receive or transmit news; that, finally, he is loaded onto a train,
eighty or a hundred persons to a boxcar; that he travels into the unknown, blindly,
for sleepless days and nights; and that he is at last flung inside the walls of an
indecipherable inferno. Here he is given survival, one offers to him, nay, he is
forced to take upon himself a cruel undefined role . . . No one can know how
much his soul will hold, how much can it endure before it collapses.59

The worst case of abuse of Jews by Jews heard in an Israeli court was

that of Yehezkel Anigster.60 But even here, the court was cautious. The

judges were divided on several issues, and criticized both the formulation

and application of the law. Yehezkel Anigster had beenChief Kapo in two

labor camps, Graeditz and Fauelbruck, in Upper Silesia in 1943–1944.

Numerous witnesses from both camps described him as a thickset, red-

necked man in boots and leather jacket, who used a rubber-coated wire

club to beat anyone who crossed his path. He was charged on five counts:

one ‘‘war crime,’’ one ‘‘crime against humanity,’’ and three counts of

‘‘grave . . . and deliberate bodily harm . . . to a persecuted individual.’’

As in the case of Elsa Trank and other defendants, the court testimony

revealed the extreme, devastating hardships of camp life: total detach-

ment from the world, starvation, cold, hard labor, daily long marches

from the camp to the workplace and back, beatings, utter exhaustion, and

gradual physical deterioration to the point of death. Life was solitary,

poor, nasty, brutish, and short, to quote Thomas Hobbes. ‘‘Food por-

tions distributed to prisoners have led to starvation . . . these living

conditions, denial of liberty, forced labor . . . few sleeping hours, poor

nutrition . . . did debilitate the inmates’ physical and moral strength and

created an alarming death rate,’’ said the court.61

In keeping with the Germans’ monstrous principle of delegating

authority to victims so as to both save on human resources and avoid

future accountability, the inmates themselves were responsible for main-

taining camp routine. The Germans entered the camps only rarely.

Responsible to the Germans for the ‘‘proper’’ management of each

camp was one of the prisoners, ‘‘the Jewish elder.’’ Beneath him were a

number of functionaries such as the ‘‘camp steward,’’ ‘‘camp gendarme,’’

‘‘room attendants,’’ ‘‘chief laborers,’’ heads of labor groups, who were

59 Ibid., p. 59.
60 Verdicts E (District Courts), S.C., 9/51, pp. 152–180. The name of the defendant

appears there in several versions, sometimes Anigster and sometimes Ingster.
61 Ibid.
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known as kapos. All reported directly to the ‘‘Jewish elder.’’ The kapos

delivered the prisoners to work, supervised them there, and brought them

back; they were in charge of food distribution and sleeping hours. The

officials were ‘‘privileged’’ inmates, exempt from labor and enjoying

larger food rations and other benefits. This multi-layered system of

persecutors and persecuted, of brutes and righteous, played havoc with

the concepts of good and evil, of decency and villainy.

The camp’s objective was to exploit, for the Nazi system’s purpose, the

body and labor capacity of both inmates and functionaries prior to their

killing. However, within the Nazi system, with its distorted boundaries,

Anigster – and others in similar positions – enjoyed, for a brief moment,

various privileges and benefits. True, as evidence portrays him, Anigster

became a persecutor, a particularly sadistic one. ‘‘I spent three years in the

camps and never encountered a kapo who behaved as badly . . . towards
Jews,’’ said one witness. ‘‘The defendant was one of the worst of the

kapos,’’ said another. ‘‘I can see his murder machine before my eyes,’’

said a third. ‘‘I was in 19 camps and the worst hell was when I was working

for the defendant . . . On the day that he and 25 kapos . . . were sent away
from the camp, people danced with joy,’’ related another. ‘‘He used to

lash with his club at the weak and the fainting . . . he severely beat any

prisoner whose posture he didn’t like.’’

As soon as he saw someone hurrying or shoving his way into the line, he clouted
him with his club, on the head or the face or any other part of the body. If a
prisoner happened to be caught red-handed trying to get in line a second time for
another plate of soup, this would enrage him and his rubber club would rise and
fall on the defendant.

‘‘He used to hit us like aman hitting his enemy . . . he would beat us for no

reason.’’ ‘‘He beat innocent people and caused harm indiscriminately,

and [people] because they were so weak . . . living on hope of liberation

became demoralized and died.’’62 Yet, Anigster was also, or primarily, a

victim, a persecuted Nazi camp detainee.

All the early Holocaust trials underscored the range of choices and

decisions available to prisoners who fulfilled the role of ‘‘accomplices,’’

and the extent to which they were coerced. Were the only alternatives to

serve the Nazis or face death, to subjugate fellow prisoners or face

punitive action? Could a Jewish prisoner refuse a task and stay alive?

Did prisoners accept supervisory positions in order to help, rather than

persecute, their comrades? Did they accept dubious positions to forestall

potentially worse situation? In Anigster’s case, prosecution witnesses, in

62 Ibid., pp. 157–159.
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describing the defendant’s sadism, said there was no external pressure for

the defendant’s beatings, since in most cases the Germans were not

present. Moreover, several witnesses claimed that no prisoner was forced

to accept the position of kapo or Chief Kapo, and that ‘‘there were some

who refused and were not punished.’’63 The law, too, briefly addressed

these issues: Section 10 stipulated that a persecuted individual who

committed or refrained from committing an act which constituted an

offense under the law would be absolved of criminal responsibility if he

had acted in order to save himself from immediate mortal danger, and if

he had committed the act ‘‘with the intention of preventing graver con-

sequences than those caused by the act or the failure to act, thereby

preventing these consequences in practice.’’64 But the legal definitions

were too fluid and open to interpretation. The domain of prisoners’

responsibility and choices was never clearly delineated.

Nazis and collaborators

In the Anigster trial as well, the court showed more wisdom and restraint

than did the prosecution. It accepted the prosecution’s evidence almost

entirely, and unanimously found Anigster guilty of grave assault and

battery in many instances. As regards the ‘‘war crime,’’ however, the

judges declared that the defendant had indeed committed acts that fell

within the definition of a war crime, but since the defendant and his

victims were members ‘‘of the same persecuted people,’’ he was acquitted

of this graver charge. On the ‘‘crime against humanity,’’ however, the

judges were divided. Two of them, in a majority decision, stated that

‘‘even an individual who is himself persecuted and incarcerated in the

same camp as his victims, is capable, legally speaking, of a crime against

humanity if he has committed the inhuman acts described above towards

his fellow prisoners.’’ In contrast to a war criminal, the judges added, an

individual who perpetrates a crime against humanity is not necessarily

one who identifies with the persecuting regime and its vicious intentions.

‘‘By carrying out these inhuman deeds the defendant allowed himself to

become the instrument of the barbarousNazi regime in its satanic scheme

to annihilate the Jewish people, and since he carried out these deeds

during the Nazi regi me and in an enemy coun try, he cons equen tly perp e-

trated a crime against humanity,’’ they said.

63 Ibid., p. 158.
64 Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law 1950, Codex 57, 9 August 1950,

p. 284.
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Judge Yosef Lamm, however, favoured acquitting the defendant on

this charge also. It is worth pausing here for a moment to pay close

attention to Judge Lamm. Not a survivor, he had nevertheless seen

Nazism up close, having been imprisoned in the 1930s at Dachau, the

first Nazi concentration camp. Even if the camp was then merely a token

of what the future held in store, it may be assumed that his experience

there had enriched his knowledge as regards the terror and debasement

undergone by camp inmates, and Nazis’ exploitation of their victims for

keeping their terror machine in motion. As a member of the First Knesset

and a legal expert, Lamm had helped formulate the law, although several

of his comments and reservations were rejected. ‘‘I know of many cases in

which these people [kapos] who were themselves persecuted, did every-

thing in order to prevent the execution of crimes,’’ said Lamm in the

Knesset debate on the law. Often, he said, ‘‘there was no choice but to

subject the unruly to disciplinary action in order to avert mortal danger

from the entire group.’’65 In his minority opinion in the Anigster case, he

declared that since the defendant had not intended to exterminate the

civilian population to which his prisoner victims belonged, he had not, in

effect, intended to exterminate a single prisoner. And since the defendant

had not ‘‘collaborated’’ with the Nazis – in not a single case did he cause

‘‘the Nazi controllers themselves to personally intervene’’ – but merely

‘‘made it easier for the Nazis to execute their plan to annihilate the Jewish

people, thereby playing a terrible and heinous role, but with intentions

utterly different from those of the Nazis,’’ he was merely a Nazi ‘‘accom-

plice.’’ Lamm adjudged that in no way could Anigster be regarded as

guilty of crimes against humanity.

All three judges opposed the death sentence even in Anigster’s case.

But the conviction of a crime against humanity, the majority judges

declared, left them no other choice. It would have been better had ‘‘the

legislator left sentencing to the courts,’’ they stated, and for two reasons:

first because there could be no comparison between a Nazi criminal or

one aligned with the barbarous Nazi regime and a criminal such as the

defendant, who was himself persecuted and who himself suffered the

same inhuman conditions as his victims; secondly, not all crimes against

humanity were equal: the evidence had shown that some kapos had acted

in even crueller fashion than the defendant. Consequently, they would

65 Yosef Lamm, Knesset Minutes, Vol. 6, 1 August 1950, p. 2395. Lamm, who had a
doctorate in law from Vienna University, was arrested by the Nazis, sent to Dachau,
released, and immigrated to Palestine in 1939. He served in the British Army in World
War II, and was elected as First Knesset member on Mapai’s list. In May 1951 he
resigned from the Knesset and was appointed a district judge. In this capacity he sat as
judge in several early Holocaust trials.
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have preferred a sentence of ten years’ imprisonment for crimes against

humanity, and briefer concurrent prison terms for the other offenses.

Judge Lamm, who had objected to defining the defendant’s crimes as

‘‘crimes against humanity,’’ proposed also that the defendant be sen-

tenced to ten years in jail.66 As the defendant was suffering from a

malignant disease and had ‘‘been severely punished from on high,’’ and

was unlikely to live much longer, the judges agreed unanimously to

recommend to the President of Israel that the sentence be mitigated.67

The Supreme Court, which heard Anigster’s appeal, sentenced him to

two years’ imprisonment from the day of his arrest. Anigster died shortly

afterwards.

The leniency displayed by the courts in even the gravest abuse cases

stemmed, one would assume, from the impact of the ghastly picture that

emerged from the testimony of both prosecution and defense witnesses:

the extreme, borderline conditions in which people, robbed of their

humanity, were essentially dead while still alive. Among those living

dead there were decent individuals and there were brutes like Anigster.

In the first place, however, they were all victims, total victims, ‘‘totally

innocent,’’ as Hannah Arendt wrote, since they were there not for any

act committed but because they were who they were,68 because they

were Jews.

Twomajor points arose with regard to the indictments and trials under

the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law. The legal process

did not make the essential distinction between Nazi criminals and Nazi

victims defined as ‘‘collaborators,’’ many of whom did not survive the

Holocaust. Nor did it relate to the role of the Judenräte (the Jewish

Councils) and other Jewish community leaders either prior to deportation

or within the ghettos and the cam ps – the single most acut e issue in the

tragedy of Jewish ‘‘collaboration.’’ The trials (resulting from the prosecu-

tion’s decisions) ignored the mightier even among the Jews and went for

the lowly, whose additional sin was that they had survived the Holocaust

and coul d be charged. Moreove r, b y comin g to Isra el they put themselve s

within reach of the state arm.

66 Verdicts E (District Courts), S.C., 9/51, pp. 178–180. 67 Ibid., p. 180.
68 Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism, p. 448. Arendt drew a clear distinction between the

situation of the Jewish leaders in their communities and hometowns under Nazi terror,
and that of the prisoners in the camps. She discussed it in her book on the Eichmann trial,
arguing that however harsh was Nazi terror, they could still have refused to serve as
leaders and to collaborate with the Nazi death machine. In contrast, the situation of the
prisoners in concentration and death camps made their span of choice, under conditions
of total oppression, terror, and violence, in fact non-existent.
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In contrast, the ‘‘privileged,’’ as Hannah Arendt called them – whose

very existence, definition, and acceptance as such in Diaspora commu-

nities had been ‘‘the beginning of the moral collapse of respectable Jewish

society’’69 – were not included in the profile of ‘‘Nazi collaborators.’’ Even

though they, too, had had to work with the Nazis under a reign of

oppression and terror, their situation had been infinitely better than

that of the non-privileged ‘‘collaborators’’ in forced labor, concentration,

and death camps. Yet, they were not indicted for their acts, decisions, and

choices. They were spared according to Israel’s legal code. The most

senior ‘‘collaborators’’ to be prosecuted were the highly despised Jewish

commanders and members of police in the ghettos.

Hirsch Berenblatt, Jewish police commander in the Polish town of

Bendin, was brought before the Tel Aviv District Court in the early

1960s.70 It was one of the last cases to be heard, just after the

Eichmann trial (Berenblatt’s file was transferred from the police to the

prosecution between Eichmann’s apprehension and court appearance),71

that is, in a totally different political and social atmosphere to what had

prevailed during the first trials. He was convicted in early 1963 of having

‘‘rounded up and arrested, together with others, dozens of Jewish children

from the municipal orphanage . . . and [of having] handed them over to

the Gestapo.’’ Berenblatt was also found guilty of having assisted the

Nazis in rounding up the town’s Jews for a ‘‘selection’’ (selektzia), pre-

venting Jews marked for extermination from escaping to other groups,

and of other lesser offenses. The conviction was based on the testimony of

a single witness, whom the court found reliable, and Berenblatt was

sentenced to five years’ imprisonment.

But while convicting the defendant, the court was already conscious of

the total unprecedentedness of the Holocaust and was referring to the

utter ‘‘otherness’’ of its daily reality and the difficulty, even impossibility,

of judging it. Distance in time, and the impact of the Eichmann trial

produced new insights and new sensibilities. The District Court also

stated that under the unprecedented pressures of the Holocaust period,

‘‘Mor al conce pts an d values were adjus ted, and ordinary , educat ed,

pleasant people did not reject any life-belt offered, even if it obliged

the m to hand over fel low Jews to the Nazi murderers.’’ Aiming at the

1950 law, the judges declare d that in light of the enormi ty of the

69 Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 131.
70 Hirsch Berenblatt v. Attorney General, Criminal Appeal No. 77/64, Legal Verdicts, Vol. 18,

1964, pp. 70–108.
71 Ibid., p. 77. I note this in order to demonstrate that at a time when preparations were

underway for staging the Eichmann trial, the State of Israel continued to try Jewish
survivors on the basis of the same law under which Eichmann was brought to trial.
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Holocaust, in which a third of the Jewish people were annihilated by the

Nazi persecutor and the main centers of its national existence totally

eradicated, ‘‘the Israeli legislator of 1950, speaking on behalf of the entire

nation, was unwilling to pardon those ordinary, pleasant people, who,

normal in normal times, selfishly sinned against others in that abnormal

period.’’72

The Supreme Court heard Berenblatt’s appeal in April and May 1964

and acquitted him. The composition of the court was of particular interest.

Two of the justices had prior experience of Holocaust trials: Moshe

Landau had been Court President at the Eichmann trial. Haim Cohen

had been involved in the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment)

Law’s legislation as Attorney General, and had been State Attorney,

Chief Legal Adviser to the Government during the Grunewald–Kastner

trial (see below) and its chief prosecutor. Their previous experience may

be assumed to have influenced the two when they sat at Berenblatt’s

appeal. Cohen, a far different man now, focused in his verdict mainly

on undermining the sole testimony at the basis of the convictionon, not

touching on the nature or moral validity of the law itself. Moshe Landau,

on the other hand, dwelt on the period of the Holocaust, the individuals

involved, the law, the competence of Israeli courts in such cases, and the

difficulty of distinguishing ‘‘between acts that may have been morally

despicable and the conduct for which he [the appellant] deserved the

sanctions of the criminal law.’’73 It would be both arrogant and hypocri-

tical on our part, wrote Justice Landau,

on the part of those who never stood in the place of [the victims and survivors] and
those who managed to escape from there, like the prosecution witnesses . . . to
condemn the ‘‘ordinary people’’ who did not rise to exalted moral heights because
they were being oppressed by a regime whose prime aim was to wipe their human
image off the face of the earth; nor must we measure the fundamentals of the
unique offenses defined under the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment)
Law according to some yardstick of moral behavior that only few were able to live
up to. We must not attribute to the legislator the intention of demanding a
standard of conduct that the public is unable to meet, especially as we are dealing
with rules . . . established post factum. Let us not delude ourselves into thinking
that if deeds committed there by our persecuted brethren are judged in criminal
courts according to a yardstick of pure morality, this will ease our anguish at the
catastrophe that befell our people.74

Landau also disagreed with theDistrict Court regarding the appellant’s

‘‘selfish motives’’ in joining the Jewish militia and serving in it. ‘‘A person

is close to himself and takes care of his own interests and those of his

72 Ibid., p. 101. 73 Ibid., p. 103. 74 Ibid., p. 101.
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family,’’ he stated. ‘‘The interdictions in criminal law, including the Nazis

and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law, were not formulated for rare,

unique heroes, but for ordinary mortals with ordinary weaknesses.’’75 Of

all the survivors brought to trial in Israel, Berenblatt, a member of the

Judenrat, came closest to being a ‘‘Jewish leader.’’ Both his senior position

and the late date of his trial saw a new attitude towards Jewish conduct

during the Holocaust. Both courts discussed the role and dilemmas of the

Judenrat members, and the boundaries of culpability. The District

Court’s verdict stated that

the defendant was not at all a lawbreaker, but blended into an apparatus . . .
guided and directed by people . . . known before the war as officials and spokes-
men in the Jewish community, and it would have been difficult for him to adopt an
independent stance [or] . . . moral considerations that clashed with [their] guid-
ance, particularly since the Judenrat . . . example matched his own interests and
his natural desire to save himself.76

In the Supreme Court, President Yitzhak Olshan, who presided over

Berenblatt’s appeal, deliberated at length on the Judenräte’s insoluble

dilemmas. ‘‘The very existence of the Judenräte and Jewish police was

helpful to the Nazis, Olshan argued, otherwise the Nazis would not

have been interested in establishing and maintaining them.’’ These organ-

izations, he said, assisted the Nazis by collecting and handing over Jewish

belongings and assets, registering Jews, maintaining order in the ghettos,

and ‘‘supplying’’ Jews for forced labor and extermination. Olshan’s pages-

long judgment included a bewildering oxymoronic statement: ‘‘Even

if they served the interests of the Jewish community – they were also advanta-

geous to the Nazis, since this made it easier for them to locate the victims

for persecution or extermination, particularly when extermination was

accelerated and the Nazis frequently exploited this organization by

employing deceit and various ruses.’’77 Was he not trying this way to

square the circle? Could ‘‘Jewish interests’’ during the war, in any way,

under any circumstances, be congruent with ‘‘Nazi advantages’’? Were

they not mutually exclusive? Indeed, Olshan seems to have been straining

towards the twilight zone of Jewish aporias engendered by the Final

Solution, namely that anything which, even momentarily, served certain

Jewish interests, was done at a price which ran counter to other Jewish

interests.

Olshan was writing his ruling in 1964, after the Eichmann trial, after

the publication of Hannah Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem, and the more

distant impact of the Grunewald–Kastner trial. Referring to the ‘‘ongoing

75 Ibid. 76 Ibid., p. 91. 77 Ibid., pp. 93–94.
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controversy’’ in the Jewish and Israeli world ‘‘which, so it seems, will never

end,’’ on how the ‘‘Jewish community and its leaders’’ should have behave d

under the Nazi s, Olsha n wrot e:

A certain view was expressed, though it was not widely held, that it was the Jewish
leadership and the Jewish organizations in the countries of the massacre, that were
responsible for the appalling dimensions of the catastrophe, and that had it not
been for them the Germans would have been unable to carry out extermination on
such a scale.78

Olsha n’s phra sing seems to indicate disag reeme nt with this asser tion,

whic h is strikingly remi niscent of Arend t. Yet his own stat ement on the

Jude nrä te’s assistan ce to the Nazi s, by collecting and handing over Jewis h

assets , maint aining order in the ghettos , and ‘‘supply ing’’ Jews for force d

labour and extermi nation , echoed Arend t, al most word for word .79

Olsha n stres sed the diffe rent shades of opini on abou t the Jude nrä te.

Speakin g abou t those wh o argued that, due to cons ideration s of ‘‘n ational

hono r’’ or the princi ple that ‘‘one shoul d no t cause the loss of a single

Jewis h life even in order to save nume rous Jew ish lives,’’ the Judenräte

shoul d be punished, versus the more lenie nt opini on; in regard of the

‘‘terribly tragic situatio n of the Jewis h leaders whose heart s were torn, ’’

Olsha n conclu ded tha t it was not ‘‘a questi on for the court s, but for

history ,’’ sin ce the le gislator had not speci fied that the court must take a

stand nor wh at stand it should take. 80 Judge Landau ec hoed his senior

colleagu e’s judg men t in stating that

it is universally agreed that the court should not rule in the great controversy now
raging – largely as a result of hindsight – on the Judenrä te’s role . . .  [on] whether,
by collaborating to one degree or another with the Germans they infringed moral
principles . . .  [or] whether the benefits of their action and their very existence
outwighed the harm that they did. 81

Doubt and unders tandin g

Thus, the benefit of the doubt an d the under standin g that the imme nse

Jewis h tragedy was not a matter for the courts, that no court could take it

in, was reserve d for Jude nrat membe rs, the senior accomp lices with the

Nazis, those who organized, rounded up, registered, collected, and

78 Ibid., p. 95. 79 Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 125
80 Berenblatt v. Attorney General, Criminal Appeal No. 77/64, Legal Verdicts, Vol. 18, 1964,

pp. 95–96. Olshan added that ‘‘even the most extreme critics never claimed that the
Judenrä te or the Jewish police set themselves the aim of assisting the Nazis in the
extermination of the Jews.’’ Ibid., p. 96.

81 Ibid., p. 100.
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handled the Jews en route to the trains which transported them to

Auschwitz and Treblinka, and withheld from the minor Jewish ‘‘aides’’

in the camps, who slapped or hit other victims in the food allocation line,

in the bunks, or during roll call. The law itself seemed a bit vague and

exempted the Judenräte from indictment; by failing to instruct the courts

to adopt a stand on the issue, it appeared to preclude discussion of

Judenräte behavior. Several legislators had tried to raise the question of

the Judenräte during the legislative process. ‘‘Every Judenrat member

who sat there . . . not because he was sent there, is a criminal, a Nazi

collaborator,’’ said a Knesset member, who belonged to the leftist poli-

tical movement that saw itself as the representative of the ghetto rebels.

‘‘Every man knows that there comes a time to die rather than cross the

line.’’ On the suicide of the head of the Warsaw ghetto Judenrat, this

kibbutz member commented that Adam Czerniakow had sentenced

himself justly because ‘‘had he not committed suicide it would have

been necessary to prosecute him.’’82 The argument that the failure to

distinguish between the different Judenräte or between ‘‘a Jewish accom-

plice, even one who did beat prisoners, and a Nazi in Auschwitz,’’83 was

an insult to the memory of the Holocaust was rejected. Early 1950s Israel

was a place of no nuances.

Judenrat members, only a few of whom survived to reach Israel, were

often closely associated with the establishment and major political par-

ties. Some, a handful, later held public and political positions in the

young state. They were not targeted by the law, not perceived as Nazi

‘‘accomplices.’’ In fact they were granted a kind of immunity. This

perspective puts an entire new complexion on what is known as the

Kastner affair. The affair, concurrent with the trials of kapos and other

small ‘‘collaborators’’ in the fifties, stirred up Israeli society and unveiled

the specter of the Holocaust as no previous Holocaust trial had done. It

began in exactly the same way: somebody accused somebody else of

collaboration and demanded justice. In this case, however, the State of

Israel tried not the suspected collaborator, but his accuser. The accused

and the accuser were so paradigmatic both to our argument and to the

uncanny moral play in which they were becoming entangled, and to

Israeli national discourse, that had they not existed, it would have been

nece ssary to create them . This is exac tly wh at the court did .

The accuser, Malkiel Grunewald, turned by the state prosecution into

the accused party, had immigrated to Palestine before the Nazi occupation

82 Sub-Committee on the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law 1950,
23 May 1950.

83 Ibid.
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and owned a small hotel in Jerusalem. Hungarian by birth, he had lost

many of his relatives in the Holocaust.84 He had also lost a son in the 1948

War of Independence, who had fought with the Irgun (ETZEL), the

military wing of the Revisionist movement, the historic opposition to the

ruling socialist party, Mapai. Back in Europe, Grunewald had already

waged a vociferous battle against Jewish political functionaries, particularly

those aligned with Mapai and the Jewish Agency. He continued this

campaign in the early 1950s, by printing and distributing leaflets to mail-

boxes in Jerusalem: a determined one-man opposition. His targets were

usually the larger parties’ institutions and personalities. In the summer of

1952, he went after Dr. Israel Kastner, the Trade and Industry Ministry

spokesman, accusing him of a long list of crimes during World War II,

including collaboration with the Nazis in Hungary; testifying on behalf of

SS officer Kurt Becher at the Nuremberg trials, which led to Becher’s

acquittal; rescuing his own family and close friends and associates by

organizing a train that took 1,685 Jews out of Hungary while abandoning

many others to their fate in ‘‘the valley of the shadow of death’’; pocketing

funds and ‘‘lulling Hungary’s Jews’’ about their impending fate.

Grunewald also emphasized Kastner’s political connections, his Mapai

membership and candidacy for the Knesset. His language was distateful,

even in a society not known for verbal restraint: ‘‘The stink of a corpse

irritates my nostrils!’’ Grunewald wrote, ‘‘Dr. Rudolf Kastner should be

exterminated!’’85

Kastner, the accused, was his total antithesis: a Jewish socialist party

leader in Hungary, a man of the world according to the standards of

1950s Israel, an establishment figure all his life, educated, successful, an

admired journalist, self-assured, and with great personal charm and the

right connections. On the eve of the affair, he was looking at a political

career in the ruling party. But his conduct during the Holocaust haunted

him. In a way, Grunewald’s pamphlet came as no surprise to him and its

contents held more than a grain of truth. Nor was Grunewald alone in his

charges. Complaints, accusations, and rumors had dogged Kastner since

the end of the war, in Hungary and later in Israel, but they had not

gathered sufficient momentum to justify legal charges, investigation, or

even to check Kastner’s political and social ascent in Israel. One can only

imagine what would have happened had the state, i.e., Attorney General

Haim Cohen, ignore d Grunewa ld’s charge s, whic h at the time were

84 The informative details on the affair quoted below are largely based on Weitz, The Man
Who Was Murdered Twice, and on Tom Segev, The Seventh Million: Israelis and the
Holocaust (trans. Haim Watzman), New York 1992.

85 Weitz, The Man Who Was Murdered Twice, pp. 93–96.
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confined to his insignificant pamphlet, and done nothing. Cohen, how-

ever, then all-powerful in the legal system, chose not to ignore them. ‘‘We

cannot remain silent in the face of this publication,’’ Cohen – then also

Acting Minister of Justice – wrote in a confidential memorandum to the

Minister of Trade and Industry, under whom Kastner served. ‘‘If, as

I presume, there is no truth in the accusations, the man who published

them must be brought to trial,’’86 Cohen added. Many years later, when

he was a SupremeCourt justice, Cohen said on television: ‘‘I simply could

not conceive that somebody tainted by the grave suspicion of ‘Nazi colla-

borator’ could serve in a senior position in our new, pure, ideal state.’’87

Of the many defeated ‘‘heroes’’ of the gloomy affair, the role of Haim

Cohen, who was chiefly responsible for its development, was the most

puzzling. This shrewdGerman-born jurist, educated in bothGerman and

Jewish institutions, went on to become one of the most liberal, enlight-

ened justices to serve on the Israeli Supreme Court. In the Kastner affair,

however, not only was he not liberal at all, but he overturned the law he

had helped devise for the sake of the establishment, party considerations,

and of what he perceived as raison d’état. At the time Cohen was regarded

as Ben-Gurion’s right-hand man, a jurist who, by his own admission, put

state and security considerations first. Since 1947 Cohen had placed his

legal skills at the disposal of the emergent state: first as Secretary of the

Legal Council to the Situation Committee; from 1948 to 1950 as State

Attorney and Director General of the Justice Ministry, and in the decade

of most of the Holocaust trials, as Attorney General, responsible for all

the executive legal aspects.

When the Kastner affair began, Cohen was in an outstanding position

of influence and deaf to all those who urged him to abandon, and let it be

forgotten, the potentially explosive political and emotional issue. Was it

the arrogance of prolonged power, shared by many members of Israel’s

ruling elite, that led one even to consider employing such powerful means

in the defense of a supreme end, the idea of a ‘‘pure’’ state? In any case,

Cohen pressed ahead with the trial, even against Kastner’s own wishes,

who apparently was not anxious to see the story of Hungarian Jewry and

his own role in it dragged through the courts, although there are various

versions on this point.88 Cohen’s move also showed that the legal code

could provide the suitable law for almost any political action.

86 The Minister of Justice to the Minister of Trade and Industry, ‘‘Re Rudolf Kastner,’’
confidential, quoted in ibid., p. 103.

87 Quoted in ibid., p. 102 (my italics).
88 Weitz cites several versions of Kastner’s views on the possibility that the matter would be

brought to court. Ibid., pp. 104–107.
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To clarify Grunewald’s charges and clear Kastner, the Attorney

Gene ral did not invo ke the Nazi s and Nazi Collabo rators (Punish ment)

Law 1950 that he, himsel f, had h elped dra ft. Cohen coul d certainly have

charged Kastn er under Sectio n 5 of the Law, which stated that ‘‘an

individual who, underNazi rule, in a hostile country, aided in the handing

over of a persecuted individual to a hostile regime – shall be sentenced to

up to ten years imprisonment,’’89 thus offering him the public stage to

exonerate himself. It will be recalled that the Minister of Justice at the

time had tabled the bill with the declaration that those under suspicion

might welcome investigation for they ‘‘have not been given the oppor-

tunity to prove their innocence before an authorized court.’’90 For this

was the declared intention of the law and the spirit of the law: to enable

Holocaust survivors suspected of collaboration to clear themselves, and

thereby ‘‘clear’’ the atmosphere among them. Instead, and unlike any of

the ‘‘collaborator’’ trials, the state ranged itself on the side of the suspect

against the accuser. Grunewald was charged with libel. Attorney General

Cohen thus reversed the roles of accused and accuser, of defendant and

plain tiff. The m aneuver backfi red: the trial was a disaster for both the

Attorney General and the political establishment, a perverse form of

poetic – if not legal and historic – justice.

Kapos and Judenräte

Why was Kastner not tried under the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators

(Pu nishm ent) Law 19 50 , to enable him to exoner ate h imself of false ch ar ges

as the law stated, and as was done in other cases at the time? Did the

AttorneyGeneral act as he did because Kastner had been a senior govern-

ment official, Mapai’s candidate for the Knesset, well connected in high

places? Could not the nature of his cooperation with the Nazis – political

and organizational assistance at the bureaucratic level, negotiations and

bargaining, rescuing the few while forgoing the many – be perceived as

such by the Attorney General or according to Israeli criteria at the time?

Was such collaboration more elusive and deceptive than the unequivocal

blows and physical harm inflicted by petty functionaries in the camps, less

vicious or judgable than the kapos’ concrete, tangible deeds? Was it the

potential similarity between the Judenrat behavior and the conduct of

the political leadership in Palestine which rendered the affair so explosive

and threatening that there was a need to suppress and banish it from

89 The Nazis and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law 1950, Codex 57, 9 August 1950,
p. 283.

90 Pinhas Rosen, Knesset Minutes, Session 131, pp. 1147–1148.
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publ ic dis course by m eans of a charge of libel? Politica l hau ghtine ss of the

powe rs that be; a sin cere desire ‘‘to p urge the camp’’; simple professi onal

neg ligence in examina tion of Grun ewald ’s acc usations, wh ich would

have revealed their firmnes s; shortsigh tedne ss regard ing the explo sive

pote ntial of such a sensi tive case; the thought that on e can, by the state’s

powe r, legal proce dure in this case, suppres s for long trauma ’s memori es

or the story of a minori ty, howe ver wea k an d wret ched?

The re is no way to det ermine the r elative role of each factor in Cohen’s

decis ion to launch the libel trial. Hist orically spea king, these were the first

yea rs of statehoo d, in whic h great efforts were being made to cons olidate a

new nation al identity for the numero us ethnic, social, an d cultu ral groups

‘‘ingathe red’’ into Israe l, to trans form ‘‘an artificia l assem bly of vari ed and

confl icting forces into an org anic body with a single collecti ve cons cious-

ness,’’ as a Knesse t membe r sa id in deb ate on the contemp orary State

Educ ation L aw. 91 Grun ewald’s trial was int ended to still subversi ve

voi ces, marg inal as the y were , that appeare d to undermi ne the

Hol ocaust nation al historica l nar rative in its exclu sive link to the state.

Grun ewald ’s bill of ind ictemen t was submitted in May 1953. On 12 May ,

the Minis ter of Educa tion an d Culture, Ben-Zion Dinur, submi tted the

Hol ocaust and Heroism Reme mbra nce Law – Yad Vashem, 1953, to the

Knes set for a first reading. 92 On that day, ten years after the ou tbreak

of the Warsaw ghetto upris ing, aft er length y postpo nements and dela ys,

the State of Israel form ally began to create its official nation al m emory

of the an nihilatio n of Euro pean Jewr y in World War II.93 Conc omitant ly,

the State Educa tion Law, 1953, was dra fted and bei ng debated in the

Knes set. 94 The two , politic ally int erconnec ted, 95 were presen ted by

Ben -Zion Dinur, a Hebre w Univ ersity professor of histo ry and one of

91 Haim Boger, Knesset Minutes, Vol. 14, Session 252, 22 June 1953, p. 1679.
92 Knesset Minutes, Vol. 14, Session 227, 12 May 1953, pp. 1310–1314.
93 Ben-Gurion was in no hurry to nationalize the Holocaust commemoration projects and

to appropriate them. ‘‘The one fitting tombstone in memory of European Jewry
exterminated by the Nazi beasts is the State of Israel,’’ wrote Ben-Gurion to a memorial
rally to which he was invited. Davar, 22 April 1952. Noteworthy is Ben-Gurion’s use of
the word matzeva (tombstone) instead of monument or memorial – with all its connota-
tions, including the cemetery, as a definition of the State of Israel, which, according to
Ben-Gurion himself on other occasions, and even in the same text, represented rebirth,
renewal, independence, and life. ‘‘The state in which the hopes of generations of the
Jewish people are embodied and which serves as a free and loyal refuge for any Jew in the
world who wants to live a free and independent life.’’ Ibid. (my italics)

94 Knesset Minutes, Vol. 14, Session 252, 22 June 1953.
95 Ben-Gurion who did not consider the Holocaust commemoration law to be particularly

urgent, was, on the other hand, very interested in the State Education Law, which evoked
criticism and opposition in various circles in Israel. Dinur helped him to pass the law and
won his gratitude and also his agreement to pass a Holocaust commemoration law.
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the most interesting and influential intellectuals of his time. Each law, in

its own way, was to fuse the mass of immigrants from more than a

hundred countries into a national collective, driven by a common mem-

ory and sharing a single vision of the present and future.

Scholar and statesman, Dinur had interesting, original insights about

collective memory and nation-building. In the 1920s and 1930s, long

before the theoretical and political study of collective memory became

fashionable, Dinur was already writing about memory and historiography

as key instruments for nation-building. For him, writing Jewish history

was not merely a profession but a historical and political mission.96 He

knew all about the role that knowledge of the past played in shaping the

present, and to no less a degree about the shaping of the past for needs of

the present – and, thus, about the historian’s role in creating and impart-

ing a nation al narra tive. The historian’s task, he had wri tten in 1926, is

not only to know the national past but to enlist it for national objectives,

to achieve the supreme goal of merging the individual self with the

nation’s collective self.97 Decades later, on 18 May 1953, in the

Knesset debate on the Holocaust and Heroism Remembrance Law –

Yad Vashem, he used almost identical words:

There can be no doubt that memory, in the life of an individual, is one’s self,
because the individual self exists only to the extent that it integrates all its life’s
events and experiences into a single continuum. The same is true of a nation’s
memory. A nation’s self exists only to the extent that it has amemory, to the extent
that it manages to integrate its past experiences into a single whole, and only when
this condition is met, does it exist as a nation, as a single entity.98

The draft of the Holocaust and Heroism Remembrance Law – Yad

Vashem was accompanied by Dinur’s long, impressive historiographical

essay on the systematic destruction of European Jewry ‘‘by a legally

establi shed regim e’’ before the eye s of the entire worl d and the nation s

among whom they had lived for centu ries. 99 The law , said Dinur, was

aimed at ‘‘the ‘ingathering’ of memory into the homeland,’’ at establish-

ing a memorial for each and every Jew slain.

If we manage to collect the names of all those who perished, those who were
murdered and slaughtered, and create a ledger in which each and every name is

96 See Uri Ram, ‘‘Then and Now: Zionist Historiography and the Invention of the Jewish
National Narrative: Ben-Zion Dinur and his Times,’’ Iyunim Bitekumat Israel, 1996,
p. 131 [Hebrew].

97 Ben-Zion Dinur, Israel Ba’gola: Mekorot U’teudot (Israel in the Diaspora: Sources and
Documents), Tel Aviv 1926, p. 31. Quoted in Ram, ‘‘Then and Now,’’ p. 132.

98 Ben-Zion Dinur, Knesset Minutes, Vol. 14, Session 230, 18 May 1953, p. 1352.
99 Dinur, Knesset Minutes, Session 227, 12 May 1953, p. 1310.
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recorded . . .  such a ledger will resurrect the images and likenesses of millions of
our brethren from ‘‘the depths of miles-long pits filled to overflowing, layer by
layer, drowned and burnt.’’ On behalf of future generations, this ledger will
resurrect our murdered brethren from Treblinka, Sobibor, Auschwitz, Belzec,
Ponar, Babi Yar and elsewhere. It will reveal our ‘‘desiccated, pulverized and
crushed’’ brethren to both generations to come and ourselves, it will resurrect
them, old men and women, fathers and mothers with babes in their arms – the
millions who were turned into living torches – they will stand there and cry out for
vengeance till the end of time. 100

The law also made the crucial, exclu sive link bet ween Hol ocaust m emory

and the State of Israe l, bet ween the Holocaus t an d Jerus alem, the only

place that coul d hou se this memory , accord ing to the official Israeli

nar rative.

This name [Yad Vashem (Isaiah 56:5)] also implies that Israel our country and
Jerusalem our city are the proper place for them and their commemoration . . .  the name
of the project – Yad Vashem – does not only refer to a place, it embodies the
significant fact that the place is Jerusalem. This is the heart of the nation, the heart
of Israel, everything must be concentrated here. 101

Di nur men tioned them all: the dead, the des troyed Jewis h commu-

nit ies, the heroe s, the par tisans, and ghet to rebels. Only one category was

not mentione d by the mini ster resp onsible for the Hol ocaust comme m-

orat ion law: the survivors . The y, tho se who had experi enced the hor rors

direc tly, wh o were living in Israe l in their hund red s of tho usands, the

mos t immediat e, direc t bearer s of the unprec edent ed m emory, the prime

sourc e, the mos t valua ble as set of Hol ocaust memory – were discoun ted

in the stat e wh ere they were pic king up the p ieces of their shatt ered lives.

Dinur spoke with reve rence abou t eve ry scrap of ‘‘d ead’’ evid ence that

had remain ed and been brought to Israe l, ‘‘ev ery do cument, eve ry mem-

ory, every vestige .’’ But no t a word about the livi ng; the ir previou s lives,

the ir culture; no t a word abou t their rescu e, their heroi c role in Zio nism’s

stru ggle for stat ehood, nothi ng abou t their rehabi lita tion, heritage , and

memo ries. Holocaus t comm emoratio n, which the State of Israel instated

in law, was a memory wi thout remem berers.

100 Ibid., pp. 1311–1312
101 Ibid., pp. 1311, 1314. Dinur also said that ‘‘Israel, the scattered nation whose sons were

annihilated, must establish just one central memorial authority, in its homeland.’’ Ibid.,
p. 1313. The marking out of the memorial territory, the naming of Israel and Jerusalem
as the only fitting place for commemoration of the Holocaust, and the demand for
exclusive jurisdiction over memory expressed by Dinur were a response to the memorial
projects which were beginning to be established elsewhere in the world, and particularly
in Paris. See Eliezer Don-Yehiya, ‘‘Memory and Political Culture: Israeli Society and
the Holocaust,’’ Studies in Contemporary Jewry, 4, 1993, pp. 139–162.
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On the other hand, the Knesset debate on the dra ft of Holoca ust and

Herois m Comme morat ion Law, as did the earlier deb ate on the Nazi s

and Nazi Collabo rators (Punis hment) Law, raised, again, que stions

abou t colla boration and the Jude nrä te in juxtap osition with the heroi sm

of the resistanc e fighters who had redeem ed the ‘‘nationa l honour. ’’

Dinur himself noted that the Nazi s had inten ded ‘‘to break the peopl e’s

spirit, to seek out and culti vate its wors t and most corrupt element s, and

put them in charge of their fel lows; [and that] the pro motion of these

element s marked the beginni ng of the Holocaus t.’’ 102 The deb ate was

acrid, the views tainted by polit ical convict ions and affiliations . Avraha m

Berman of the L eft, who had been in the Warsaw ghetto undergro und,

spoke of ‘‘the da mned Jewis h ghet to pol ice’’ and the Jude nrä te as ‘‘wi lling

slave s of the Hitl erist murdere rs,’’ the rotten fruit of the Jewish politic al

reaktzia .103 Zerah Wahrha ftig of the Zionist rel igious party objected to

the cleav ing of memory resiste rs in arms and no n-combat ants, arguin g

that no t all the Jude nrat membe rs were trait ors. ‘‘M any of them sacrifice d

their lives b y joini ng the Ju denräte  . . .  those who man aged to hide . . .
shoul d no t sland er the se victims . . .  I know how many traitors there were,

but the great major ity of the peopl e were ‘pu re and holy.’’’104

By the sam e token, it is no accident that the ‘‘collabora tor’’ trials being

held at tha t time in Israe li courts were no t mentioned in the Knesset, or

that the tragic accounts being exposed there, living, bitte r, cont emporary

tales of the devastati on, were never inco rporate d into Israe l’s Holocaus t

memory ; to this day, the y lie lik e corps es in the obsc urity of Israe l’s le gal

archi ves. These tales were not rec ounted then (press reports were very

brief) nor have they bee n rec ounted since. They were not given life, not

passed on from generat ion to gen eration, 105 nor taught in sc hools. This

Holoca ust literat ure, this record of the compl exity of human existence

and its neg ation in the cataclysmi c situati on in the cam ps was not hande d

down b ecause it embodie d – and still do es – a vast threat, ema nating from

the very triviality of the ‘‘crimes ’’ expos ed and the ban ality of the p eople

who commit ted the m; ordinary Jews, eve ryday peopl e, wh o m ight well

102 Ibid. It is noteworthy that similar remarks, though less extreme, of Hannah Arendt in her
book on the Eichmann trial, created a furor, while the reactions to Dinur’s remarks in
the Knesset were local in scope, part of the debate and no more.

103 Avraham Berman, Knesset Minutes, Vol. 14, Session 230, 18 May 1953, p. 1339.
104 Zerah Wahrhaftig, ibid., 18 May 1953, pp. 1345–1346.
105 As noted, few articles have been written on this subject, and they do not quote at length

the testimony given at the trials: Tom Segev refers briefly to the trials in his book The
SeventhMillion; also of interest is the documentary byDanny Siton and Tor BenMayor,
Kapo, 2000, in which former Justice Haim Cohen says, among other things, that those
who were not interned in the Nazi camps have no right to judge the actions and conduct
of the Jews who have been there.
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have been us; individuals trapped in insoluble dilemmas with no way out

except suicide; who, for one brief moment outside of ‘‘normal’’ time,

turned into persecutors, beating, slapping, whipping, and torturing

other people for more food, less work, less suffering, to save themselves –

thereby forfeiting their place in the world. And because these accounts

deal with ordinary, normal people, and expose the fragility and imper-

ceptibility of the line between good and evil, right and wrong, and the

leakage – invisible at the time – from one side of the line to the other – their

troubling message could not be compulsory material for a nation estab-

lishing and defining itself as absolute good against the Holocaust’s absol-

ute evil. This message could not be tolerated by a nation that teaches its

children about the Holocaust only through ‘‘its direct link with the

state,’’106 and sends its sons and daughters on death camp pilgrimage so

that they will return as fortified Jews and Israelis with a reinforced

national identity, and readiness to face imminent holocausts and the

evil they themselves will have to commit in defence of the state and to

ward off a future Holocaust or a ghost of a Holocaust.

The court versus the state

Nor did the Knesset mention the Kastner affair at a time when the trial of

his accuser, Grunewald, later to become a Judenrat trial of a sort

(Kastner’s), was being prepared by the Attorney General. Was there an

inherent connection between the early Holocaust trials and the

Grunewald–Kastner trial, on the one hand, and between the two major

laws, the Holocaust and Heroism Remembrance Law and State

Education Law, on the other? Were these two parallel processes inher-

ently interwoven or, on the contrary, totally detached from one another?

There is no way to be certain. What is certain is that the trials and the

laws both reflected and helped mold the ‘‘spirit of the times.’’ A distinct

group of people, all members of the ruling elite and closely interrelated

socially, politically, and personally, formulated laws, made decisions, and

acted on them through various agencies of government.

The same factors that led the Attorney General to try Grunewald also

influenced the course of the trial. A secondary member of the Attorney

General’s staff – not he himself – represented the prosecution, andwas sent

into the arena unprepared. His very juniority, it may be argued, shows that

the decision to prosecute was not a major political move. Perhaps. Or,

perhaps, the prime mover, Haim Cohen, preferred to pull the strings from

106 Young, The Texture of Memory, p. 211.
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behind scenes (as Ben-Gurion did, a decade later, in the Eichmann trial).

Perhaps, too, being confident of his ability to control totally the course of

the trial, Cohen was blind to potential directions the trial would take. All

one had to do was look back at the comments made three years earlier by

Grunewald’s young and ambitious attorney, Shmuel Tamir, on Palestine’s

Jewish leadership during the Holocaust to know that Grunewald was

secondary to him, and that beyond Kastner, his larger target would be

the Mapai ruling party and his leader, Ben-Gurion. Referring to the issue of

the German reparations, Tamir had written: ‘‘And now, they want to

protect their lying, parasitical regime by accepting ‘reparations’ for [the]

extermination – in which they played a part – ‘reparations’ for the flesh and

blood of members of the Jewish people . . . maybe even . . . for the flesh

and blood of their own fathers and mothers.’’107

In Tamir’s untrammelled hands, what was supposed to have been a

marginal and well-contained trial, a pre-emptive measure to silence oppos-

ition to the organized, national discourse on the Holocaust fostered by the

national leadership or the ‘‘idyll of forgetfulness,’’ as Tamir termed it,108

became a platform for denouncing not only the hegemonic Holocaust

narrative, but the regime that had created it. To dull the sorry impression

left by the prosecution witness Kastner’s muddled, evasive testimony, the

prosecution called to the stand a battery of political ‘‘privileged’’ which only

enhanced the trial’s political tint. And to counter the testimony of the

‘‘privileged,’’ the defence attorney summoned a long list of survivors,

anonymous individuals snatched from the shadows of Israeli society and

deposited on center stage to deliver their painful accusations. In this sense,

the trial replicated the tragic dichotomy of the Holocaust era between the

privileged, represented byKastner, and the nameless, between the fewwho

made it out on Kastner’s rescue train and the many who were trapped on

trains to Auschwitz.109 By the time the prosecution grasped that the trial

had been ‘‘re-reversed’’ and the Attorney General bestirred himself to

appear in court, it was too late – if there had ever been a chance – for

such a political project in court. The trial had slipped away from the

prosecution and, with the help of the court, had taken on a life of its

own. Ironically enough, at this juncture, the defence availed itself of the

procedural concessions granted by the Nazis and Nazi Collaborators

(Punishment) Law, such as the exemption from proving its case beyond

107 Shmuel Tamir, ‘‘To the Graveyard, Beggars,’’ Herut, 16 March 1951.
108 Attorney General v. Malkiel Grunewald , Criminal File 124/53, 1965. Quoted in Shalom

Rosenfeld, Tik Pelili 124 (Criminal Case 124), Tel Aviv 1955, p. 310 [Hebrew].
109 See Leora Bilsky, ‘‘The Kastner Trial,’’ in Adi Ophir (ed.), 50to48: Momentim Bikortiim

Be’toldot Medinat Israel (Critical Moments in the History of the State of Israel ), Jerusalem
and Tel Aviv 1999, pp. 125–133.
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a reasonable doubt.110 With the help of a sympathetic judge, Benyamin

Halevi, the defense attorney Tamir was able to present his own, unambig-

uous truth about Kastner’s culpability and that of the Jewish leadership in

general; to establish a connection between it and Palestine’s ‘‘collabora-

tionist’’ Jewish leadership; to argue that their offense had been one and the

same – and to do so in plain, bloodthirsty parlance.111

There was no lack of politics in this affair, from the primal motives of

the trial to Tamir’s defense to Mapai’s crying ‘‘foul’’ for using the

‘‘sacred’’ courtroom as yet another arena to denounce the regime – a

stance echoed to this day by the dominant, national, ideological historio-

graphy. Nor was there lack of politics in the trial’s immediate and long-

term consequences. Judge Halevi’s acquittal of Grunewald of the charge

of libel, was handed down – by chance? – on the eve of the general

elections to the Third Knesset in which the right-wing opposition party,

Herut, doubled its strength and Mapai lost more than 10 percent of its

seats – the first chinks in the seemingly invincible labor movement’s

political and social edifice since the beginning of the twentieth century.

The court did not clear Kastner, as the Attorney General had hoped,

Israel was not exorcized of the Holocaust dybbuk, and the question of

the Judenräte was not resolved. Nor apparently will it ever be, as the

President of the Supreme Court subsequently declared.112 Out of the

ravages of the trial emerged the hand that pressed the trigger that killed

Kas tner on a Tel Aviv street in March 1957, before his acqui ttal by the

Sup reme Court in 1958. Out of the sam e trial was born the Eic hmann

trial, which was intended as, and indeed became, the great redress for

the Kastn er affai r, the show of power of the new and ‘‘another’’113 Israel

pro secutin g now, not Jewish victims, but a Nazi criminal for war cri mes

and crimes against humanity – Ben-Gurion’s last great national

undertaking.

110 Ibid., p. 131.
111 Tamir, ‘‘To the Graveyard, Beggars.’’ An extensive discussion of Halevi’s verdict in this

trial appears in chapter 4 in the present book.
112 Hirsch Berenblatt v. Attorney General, Criminal Appeal No. 77/64, Legal Verdicts,

Vol. 18, 1964, pp. 95–96.
113 This is how Ben-Gurion defined Konrad Adenauer’s post-war Germany in order to

legitimize his contested claim for German reparations.
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3 From the People’s Hall to the Wailing Wall

Great humiliation never ends, said Auschwitz inmate Primo Levi, an

authoritative witness to the subject, in The Reawakening.1 The memory

of the offense engenders evil and hatred, which break the body and the

spirit and mark both survivors and oppressors. This insight is, in a way,

Primo Levi’s legacy, expressed after his liberation from the death camp.

The nature, effects, and functions of traumatic memory, especially

memory of an immense human catastrophe such as the Holocaust,

and more specifically the impact of this memory on the Israeli–Arab

conflict, will be at the heart of this chapter. It deals with the mobilization

of the memory of the Holocaust in the service of Israeli politics, begin-

ning with the capture and trial of Adolf Eichmann in 1960–1962. A line

is drawn from this event, and the specific Holocaust discourse it gener-

ated, to the Six Day War (June 1967) with its own existential Holocaust

discourse.

Hence the cryptic title of the chapter which delineates its time frame:

the People’s Hall (in Hebrew, Bet Ha’am) was the site in Jerusalem

where Israel held the trial of the Nazi criminal. The Wailing Wall (or

Western Wall) of the title, which is considered a remnant of the outer

wall of the Second Temple in Jerusalem, has become a national symbol

and a major Jewish religious site. It was captured by Israeli forces

sweeping through East Jerusalem during the 1967 war and immediately

appropriated by Israeli authorities, to be transformed into the largest

outdoor Orthodox synagogue in the world. It became the symbol of this

‘‘holy war’’ i n its dual meaning: the de li veranc e w ar of the ancie nt and

sacred regions of the homeland, and the war which miraculously saved

Israel from a new holocaust. Beyond that, the title, as does the chapter,

reflects the course Israel has taken along this time frame, from a secular,

n ati onal ly mobil ized and col lec ti vis t soc iet y in to a mess ian ic - li ke en ti ty

displaying re li gi ous and meta-his toric featu res.

1 Primo Levi, The Reawakening , trans. Stuart Woolf, New York 1986, pp. 182–183.
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This chapt er, which analyzes the firs t stage of the Hol ocaust’s pres ence

in Israe l’s coll ective mind and the use of this presen ce in the state’s

exi stential discour se , will no t deal with the respecti ve histo rical eve nts

themselves – topics already extensively researched and discussed. It is

devote d rather to the ir dis cursive dime nsion, to the ir rol e in the shapin g of

the Israeli and Jewish collective memory of the massacre of European

Jewry in World War II, and to the dialectics of the reciprocal influence of

this construed memory on events through its incorporation into the

context of lsrael’s existence. It will be argued here that, while the

Eic hmann trial was a turn ing point in creating and shapin g a spe cific

Israe li m emory an d politica l narrative conce rning the Holoca ust, the

1967 war – and especially what is known as the ‘‘waiting period’’ imme-

diately precedin g its outbrea k – was the first test and applica tion of this

dis course in the context of Israel’s wars .

The judgment of Adolf Eichmann in Jerusalem by an Israeli court was an

extraordinary event by any measure. The trial, the full sessions of which

were broadcas t live on national radio, chang ed the face of Israe l, psych o-

logically binding the pastless young Israelis with their recent history and

revolutionizing their self-perception. ‘‘Not one of us will leave here as he

was before,’’ wrote the poetHaimGuri, who covered the trial for aTel Aviv

paper.2 It was also a major step in the shaping of western post-Holocaust

culture and the effort to grapple with the history and memory of the

Holocaust. Susan Sontag expressed the fundamentally paradoxical essence

of this event, claiming in a 1964 text that the trial was the ‘‘most interesting

and moving work of art in the past ten years,’’ and that it was ‘‘primarily a

great act of commitment throughmemory and the renewal of grief, [which]

clothed itself in the forms of legality and scientific objectivity.’’3

‘‘Renewal of grief’’ is indeed the right phrase, because for years

mourning for the Holocaust and its victims had been, as it were, sus-

pended. The psychological and political repercussions of the Jewish

catastrophe had certainly been simmering, at least subliminally. Yet

the decade and a half that preceded the capture and trial of Eichmann

we re m a rk ed , in I sr ael a nd in o th e r countries such as France and t he

Unite d Sta tes, by public silence and some sort of statist denial re ga rding

the Holocaust.4 The devastating burden of the catastrophe and its

unprecedented nature coul d n ot coexist w ith the general effort to

2 Haim Guri, Mul Ta Ha’zekhukhit (Facing the Glass Booth), Tel Aviv 1963, p. 73 [Hebrew].
3 Susan Sontag, ‘‘Reflection on the Deputy,’’ in Eric Bentley (ed.), The Storm over the
Deputy, New York 1964, pp. 118–123.

4 Alain Finkielkraut, La mé moire vaine, Paris 1989; Deborah Lipstadt, ‘‘America and the
Memory of the Holocaust, 1950–1965,’’ Modern Judaism, 16 (3), October 1996,
pp. 195–214.
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renew some semblance of life and a kind of normalcy after the war. The

enormity of the experience precluded any normal conversation about

the event, and mere survival, which was crucial for the survivors espe-

cially, meant suppression of emotion. Young societies in the process of

becoming often try to suspend the very idea of death. Such suspension is

particularly vital to the survival of a society fighting over territory and

demanding from its young the willingness to sacrifice their lives for the

homeland. Thus, there was an almost concerted effort to ‘‘disremem-

ber’’ the recent, unbearable past.5

Years of organized silence

From the moment the State of Israel was proclaimed, after a political and

diplomatic campaign in which the Holocaust and Holocaust survivors

played a prominent role, came an organized and quasi-official divorce

from this close past, combined with an effort to extract the newborn state

from history and endow it with a transcendental and meta-historical

character. For Ben-Gurion, the state he created was the prefiguration of

a millennial future and, at the same time, the resurrection of a distant,

glorious past. ‘‘From the conquest by Joshua son of Nun, there never was

such a formidable event,’’ he said.6 The other critical events in Jewish

history, according to Ben-Gurion, were the Exodus from Egypt and the

assembly at Mount Sinai. The Holocaust was not equal to any of them,

nor was any other event relating to the Jews of the Diaspora.

Ben-Gurion dismissed the history of two millennia of Jewish life out-

side of the Land of Israel. The Zionist revolution excelled in erasing entire

eras from the annals of the Jewish people and strove to disconnect itself

from, and therefore to forget, the diasporic chapter of Jewish history.

Already in 1917, the year of the Balfour Declaration, Ben-Gurion wrote

that from the time of the Jewish people’s last national disaster, the Bar-

Kochba rebellion,

we had no more Jewish history, because the history of a nation is only the history
which creates the nation as a single whole, as a national unit, and not that which
happens to individuals and groups within the nation . . .  For 1,800 years . . .  we
have been excluded from world history which is composed of the chronicles of
peoples.7

5 I borrow the term

New York 1995, p. 196.

‘‘disremember’’ from Ignes Sodre in her conversation with A. S. Byatt
about Toni Morrison’s Beloved, in A. S. Byatt and Ignes Sodre, Imagining Characters,

6 David Ben-Gurion, ‘‘Concepts and Values,’’ Hazut, 3, 1957, p. 11 [Hebrew].
7 David Ben-Gurion, ‘‘The Redemption,’’ Der Yiddisher Kempfer, 39, 16 November 1917.
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The Stat e of Isra el, the culm ination of this revo lution, was, in its first,

form ative deca de, a m onument to selective amnesia an d erasu re of certain

chapt ers in Jew ish histor y that woul d have hindered its consti tuting effort

and cont radicted the stat e’s narra tive of powe r an d ren ewal. 8

In such a nascen t or ren ascent societ y, conn ected to a mythified ,

dis tant past yet dep rived of its closer past, there was no spac e in the publ ic

sphe re for the history of the Holocaus t or for the bearers of its direct

memo ry – the survi vors. An d althoug h almo st 300,000 suc h survi vors

reac hed Israel between 1945 and 1955 an d chang ed the visage and the

fab ric of the soci ety,9 they were the ‘‘absent presente es’’ 10 of the coun try.

It was heroe s’, not victims ’, time. 11 Acts of comme moration of the

Hol ocaust were few and spora dic. St ate com memorati on, offic ial pub-

lica tions, literat ure and histo riography , and scho ol manua ls, celeb rated, if

at all, only the very few ghetto fight ers an d partisa ns. In a 220-p age

tex tbook of Jewish histo ry publish ed in 1948, on ly on e page was devoted

to the Hol ocaust, compare d to ten pages on the Napole onic wars .12

Rem embran ce Day itself, later to become the grand levele r and uni fier

of Israel’s politica l cultu re, had a long histor y of postpon ement s. 13

Not o nly w as the m emory o f the Hol oc au st r epressed , but e ven its un iqu e-

n ess was ques tioned . Normalcy, the l on g-yearn ed-for aim of Z ionis m, and

Realpolitik were the idi oms of the time. T he n otion of reven ge, alt hough

ment ioned, was largely exclu ded from public d iscus sion.14 After short-lived

and sem i-clandest ine efforts imme diately after the war to purs ue and

liqu idate Nazi officers , Israe l made a point of not being involved in Nazi

hunt s that would dem and all so rts of illegal activ ities. Such involve ment

also would have collided with the state’s effort s to becom e a ‘‘nation

among the nations’’ and to establish full-fledged diplomatic relations

8 Charles Liebman and Eliezer Don-Yehiya, Civil Religion in Israel, Berkeley 1983, p. 105.
9 Idith Zertal, ‘‘The Bearers and the Burdens: Holocaust Survivors in Zionist Discourse,’’
Constellations , 5 (2), June 1998, pp. 283–295; see also previous chapter. Statistically and
for a certain period of time in the early 1950s,Holocaust survivors constituted almost half
of lsrael’s population.

10 A reversed term, ‘‘present absentees,’’ was given to the Palestinian inhabitants who fled or
were expelled from their homes and villages in the 1948 war and became ‘‘displaced
persons’’ in their native country.

11 Finkielkraut, La mémoire vaine, p. 37.
12 Ruth Firer, Sokhnei Ha’lekakh (Agents of Zionist Education), Tel Aviv 1985, p. 70

[Hebrew].
13 Young, ‘‘When a Day Remembers.’’
14 In response to the opponents of the Reparations Agreement with Germany who claimed,

among other things, that Germany, like the Amalekites, should be eradicated from the
face of the earth, Ben-Gurion said: ‘‘‘Blot out the remembrance of Amalek’ is a mean-
ingless verse for us.’’ David Ben-Gurion at the Mapai Central Committee, 13 December
1951, Labor Party Archive, 23/51; see also Segev, The Seventh Million, pp. 189–226.
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with the international community. The Nazis and Nazi Collaborators

(Punishment) Law 1950, solemnly adopted by the Israeli Knesset, was

actually aimed at Jewish ‘‘collaborators.’’15 Spontaneous, sometimes

quasi-clandestine gestures of commemoration were performed, espe-

cially by the survivors themselves, individually or in groups, in order to

preserve their heritage and erect humble monuments to the memory of

their families.16 The state, however, repeatedly postponed the establish-

ment of an official, government-sponsored institution to cultivate the

memory of the Holocaust and its victims. ‘‘Not just the world forgets,

we do too,’’ declared a Knesset member in a debate in 1950.17

Facing the horror

This was why Ben-Gurion’s short, unexpected announcement to the

Knesset, on 23 May 1960, about the capture of Adolf Eichmann, his

imprisonment in Israel, and his future trial under the Nazis and Nazi

Collaborators (Punishment) Law, fell like a bombshell on Israel and the

world. Indeed, from its inception, with Ben-Gurion’s declaration in

the Israeli parliament, it became a consciousness-changing event. Finally the

Holocaust could be faced, looked at, but from a very specific perspective –

from a position of power, sovereignty, and control. Just as the project of

Israeli nation-building first required ‘‘forgetting’’ the past or some parts of

it, to borrow Renan’s dictum, or some ‘‘collective amnesia,’’ in Benedict

Anderson’s words,18 Ben-Gurion’s nationalism needed now to forge new

memories according to its own specific profile and goals. Since memories

of defeat and death, transformed in the national sphere through various

discursive strategies, can grow into vital, mythified national rites of passage

and be celebrated as feats of test and rebirth, theEichmann casewas now to

become, under Ben-Gurion’s supervision, the perfect vehicle for his grand

national pedagogy. The total helplessness of European Jewry inWorldWar

II could now directly serve as the ‘‘counter metaphor’’ to the discourse of

Israeli omnipotence and also as its ultimate justification. ‘‘Only the Jewish

state can now defend Jewish blood and thus shatter the basis of the total

pogrom and send it a very serious warning,’’ declared the daily Yedioth

Aharonoth’s editorial in a special edition of the paper published a few hours

after Ben-Gurion’s announcement:

15 See previous chapter.
16 Judith Tidor Baumel, ‘‘‘In Everlasting Memory’: Individual and Communal Holocaust

Commemoration in Israel,’’ in Wistrich and Ohana (eds.), The Shaping of Israeli Identity,
pp. 146–170.

17 Knesset Minutes, 5713 (1952/1953), 1313.
18 See Anderson, Imagined Communities, pp. 187–206.
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Hitler almost succeeded in proving that Jewish blood is valueless. The evidence:
he murdered millions of Jews whose blood was never avenged . . .  The capture of
the Nazi exterminator by the remnants of the exterminated people and his judg-
ment by a Jewish tribunal according to Jewish justice is meant to prove to terrorists
of all kinds, Germans and non-Germans, brown, white, red, black and all those
who have already prepared themselves for the role of future exterminators of Jews,
that Jewish blood will never be defenseless again. It also declares that however
powerful all the pogromchiks under the sun may be – they will be caught by us and
judged by a Jewish tribunal.19

The othe r Isra eli evenin g pap er, Ma’ar iv, made an even tighte r con-

necti on betw een the devasta tion of the Jew s of Europe and Israe li powe r:

‘‘From the abys s of Jewish berea vement,’’ wrot e its editori alist,

from the mounds of ashes of the burned, from all the anonymous, nameless
buried, rose the silent cry that shattered Israel: The greatest nations on earth
could not catch him. The young men of lsrael – did. In the battle with the Jewish
mind, with our strong will to catch him, with the courage of Israeli security men –
he failed [for all his satanic cunning] . . .  And justice will be done now. Justice
befitting a lawful country and a Jewish state, millions of whose potential builders
and soldiers were butchered on Eichmann’s order. 20

The entire Eichm ann case, that is, h is captu re, the preparat ions for the

trial , and late r the trial itself, was tra nsformed in Israe li conv ersation int o

a sy mbol of Israe l’s asse rted sovereign ty and power, eve n of a new kin d of

Israe li man liness, mascu linity. ‘‘The pan icky and primi tive sentim ent of

the urge for reve nge is the weapo n of the wea k,’’ wrot e one comme ntator.

‘‘The tireless striving for justice , howev er, the patie nce app lied in the

reali zation of al l the legal procedur es – are all eviden ce of psycholo gical

heroi sm, moral robustne ss, an d eve n m asculine charac ter.’’21

The tone was set: the Holoca ust, al ong with its victims , was not to be

reme mbered for itself but rather as a met aphor, a terribl e, sublime lesson

to Israe li youth and the world that Jew ish blood would never be aban -

done d or def ensele ss again. ‘‘Commit ment through memo ry,’’ as Susan

Sont ag put it; memo ry in the se rvice of polit ics, of the na tion. Cont rol, of

this memory and of the purs uant events related to the Eichma nn project,

was a key word . Ben -Gurio n, who ordered the captu re of Eichm ann, who

alm ost sin gle-ha ndedly and without the knowledge of his closes t coll-

eague s, supporte d the planni ng an d implementation of the abducti on

sch eme, and who was the architect, director, and stage manager of the

preparations for the trial and the trial itsel f, was also the guid ing spirit in

19 Editorial, Yedioth Aharonoth, 23 May 1960 (special edition).
20 ‘‘The Day of the Great Shock,’’ Ma’ariv, 24 May 1960.
21 Moshe Prager, ‘‘Interim Reckoning of the Eichmann Trial,’’ Davar, 12 May 1961.
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the process of creating the new Israeli discour se of the Hol ocaust fr om the

perspe ctive of powe r.22 It was his finest hour. Only two wee ks prior to his

announc ement in the Knesset, he had been the embat tled, worn- out, and

muc h criticized politic al leader, angril y greeted in the press upon his

return from the historic meeti ng with K onrad Adenau er, from whom he

dem anded more money and wea pons for Israe l’s def ense. 23 Now, on ce

again, as in the firs t years of stat ehood, he was hailed as the great , histo ric

Zionist leader.

Although he expresse d hims elf publ icly in a measured and calculate d

way, his fingerpri nts coul d be detect ed everywhere . Articles, editori als,

and op-ed pieces by various writers in different newspa pers bor e his

impri nt. Some times he woul d talk to the Israeli publ ic through the

world press. In his firs t int erview after the an nounce ment in the

Knesse t, given to a British news paper an d reprod uced in the Isra eli

press, Ben -Gurio n ou tlined his views on the main questio ns regard ing

the capture and trial of E ichma nn. To those wh o argued that Isra el had

not exist ed wh en Eic hmann’s crim es were com mitted, that the crimes

had been com mitted in Europ e, and that theref ore it was not for the State

of Israel to judg e Eichma nn, he ret orted in a gen eral and sc ornful manne r

that ‘‘Jews in E ngland and in Israe l, who objec t to puttin g Eic hmann on

trial in Isra el, suffe r from an inferiori ty com plex [a trait usu ally attri buted

by the Z ionist–I sraeli discour se to Diaspo ra Jews], if they do no t bel ieve

that Jews an d Israe l h ave the same right s as othe r nation s.’’ Repeatin g this

charge, Ben-Gur ion claimed that in Israel, the juridical power is inde-

pende nt of the gove rnment. ‘‘The trial will be open, and every stat e,

Argent ina inclu ded, desiri ng to send obse rvers to the trial, can do so.

There is no punishme nt great enou gh for Eic hmann’s deeds,’’ Ben-

Gurio n added, ‘‘but we want the trial to edu cate our yout h. In addition,

this trial is needed because the world has start ed to forget the Nazi

horror s.’’24

Yet right from the outset he adde d an other dimens ion to the pla nned

trial. Aske d by the intervi ewe r what he meant when he said that the trial

would be impo rtant beca use it would expos e facts regard ing Israel’s Arab

22 When Hannah Arendt wrote of Ben-Gurion’s role in the Eichmann case in her contro-
versial book Eichmann in Jerusalem, she was harshly criticized. This is, however, exactly
what Hugh Trevor-Roper wrote in his Sunday Times article, written from Ben-Gurion’s
perspective, and praising Ben-Gurion for being wholly responsible for the Eichmann
capture and trial. See Hugh Trevor-Roper, ‘‘Behind the Eichmann Trial,’’ Sunday Times
(London), 9 April 1961.

23 Segev, Seventh Million, pp. 318–320.
24 David Ben-Gurion, ‘‘Ben-Gurion: When I Listen to Nasser, it Seems that Hitler Is

Talking,’’ Yedioth Aharonoth, 6 June 1960.
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neighbors, Ben-Gurion responded: ‘‘I was referring especially to Egypt,

where many Nazis are hiding. When I listen to the speeches of the

Egyptian president on world Jewry controlling America and the West, it

seems to me that Hitl er is talking.’’25 In an intervi ew with the N ew York

Times, Ben-Gurion talked about his expectations for the forthcoming

trial: ‘‘It may be,’’ he said,

that the Eichmann trial will help to ferret out other Nazis – for example, the
connection between Nazis and some Arab rulers. From what we hear on the
Egyptian radio, some Egyptian propaganda is conducted on purely Nazi lines.
The Egyptians charge that Jews – they usually say ‘‘Zionists’’ but theymean Jews –
dominate the United States, Jews dominate England, Jews dominate France, and
that they must be fought. I have no doubt that the Egyptian dictatorship is being
instructed by the large number of Nazis who are there.26

Arabs = Nazis

It was not the first time that Ben-Gurion had drawn the equation ‘‘Arabs

equal Nazis’’ or compared Arab leaders with the incarnation of absolute

evil, Adolf Hitler. But he usually used this kind of rhetoric in closed talks

to the political leadership of the country, to the military, or in his private

correspondence. He did it mostly in times of political and personal crisis,

when he felt he had to use the ultimate weapon in his political battles,

either to save his regime or to impose his will on his colleagues. Even

before the 1948 war, Ben-Gurion had suggested the possibility of yet

another Jewish devastation, this time in the Land of Israel. At the Zionist

General Council held in Zurich in late August 1947, Ben-Gurion con-

fronted his colleagues with gloomy forecasts of an imminent war in

Palestine, presenting the local enemy as the reincarnation of the

Nazis.27 The wish, undoubtedly real, that he ascribed to the Arabs,

namely, total destruction of the Zionist enterprise, would hence become

a recurring card in Ben-Gurion’s political deck. He played this card again

a few years later, when he decided, almost alone and against strong

opposition from both the Right and the Left, that the State of Israel

should accept financial reparations from Germany. He then justified his

bold and controversial decision before his party’s Central Committee, by

stressing once again the existential threat the Arabs represented to the

25 Ibid.
26 David Ben-Gurion, ‘‘The Eichmann Case as Seen by Ben-Gurion,’’ New York Times

Magazine, 18 December 1960.
27 Ben-Gurion to the Zionist General Council, 26 August 1947, Central Zionist Archive,

S5/320, cited in Zertal, From Catastrophe to Power, p. 242.
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young and precarious state. ‘‘They [the Arabs] could slaughter us tomor-

row in this country . . . We don’t want to relive the situation that you

[Holocaust survivors] endured. We don’t want the Arab Nazis to come

and slaughter us.’’28

The Holocaust also served him in his secret drive for the development

of the ultimate weapon – an Israeli nuclear bomb – starting in the early

1950s. In this weapon he saw the only tool that could counter the fateful

imbalance of numbers and power between Israel and the Arab world. His

correspondence on the subject in the spring of 1963 with President John

F. Kennedy is of great interest because he so directly harnessed the

Holocaust in his plea for Israel’s right to define its own security needs

and to develop the bomb. After the 17 April 1963 proclamation of an

Arab Federation, signed by Egypt, Syria, and Iraq, whose official goal was

to form a military union to bring about the ‘‘liberation of Palestine’’– a

recurrent rhetoric in Arab leaders’ summit meetings – Ben-Gurion wrote

a seven-page letter to President Kennedy. This unique document, the

content of which was not known at the time even to Ben-Gurion’s closest

colleagues, can indeed tell us more about the psychology of the old leader

(he was then seventy-six, on the verge of his final, definite resignation

from the premiership) than about the actual state of affairs and balance of

power between Israel and the Arab world. The ‘‘liberation of Palestine’’

meant for him the total destruction of Israel – a new Holocaust. ‘‘[It] is

impossible without the total destruction of the people in Israel,’’ he wrote,

but the people of Israel are not in the hapless situation of the six million defense-
less Jews who were wiped out by Nazi Germany . . . I recall Hitler’s declaration to
the world about forty years ago that one of his objectives was the destruction of the
entire Jewish people. The civilized world, in Europe and America, treated this
declaration with indifference and equanimity. A Holocaust unequalled in human
history was the result. Six million Jews in all the countries under Nazi occupation,
men and women, old and young, infants and babies, were burned, strangled,
buried alive.29

Yet it was the Eichmann event, which preceded this correspondence,

that turned out to be a landmark in the process of the organized, explicit

mobilization of the Holocaust in the service of Israeli politics and state

policy, especially in the context of the Israeli–Arab conflict. Hannah

Arend t’s prop hetic word s, written in a letter to the Germa n phil osopher

Karl Jaspers not long before she went to Jerusalem to cover the trial for the

28 Ben-Gurion at theMapai Central Committee, 13 December 1951, Labor Party Archive,
23/51, quoted in Segev, Seventh Million, p. 369.

29 Ben-Gurion to John F. Kennedy, 1963, quoted in Avner Cohen, Israel and the Bomb ,
New York 1998, p. 120.
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New Yorker and in response to her correspondent’s fears about the way

Israel would conduct the trial for its political purposes, were but a pale

shadow of what actually occurred:

It’s a pretty sure bet that there’ll be an effort to show Israeli youth and (worse yet)
the whole world certain things. Among others, that Jews who aren’t Israelis will
wind up in situations where they will let themselves be slaughtered like sheep.
Also: that the Arabs were hand in glove with the Nazis. There are other possibi-
lities for distorting the issue itself.30

The transference of the Holocaust situation on to the Middle East

reality, which harsh and hostile to Israel as it was, was of a totally different

kind, not only created a false sense of the imminent danger of mass

destruction. It also immensely distorted the image of theHolocaust, dwarf-

ing the magnitude of the atrocities committed by the Nazis, trivializing the

unique agony of the victims and the survivors, and utterly demonizing the

Arabs and their leaders. The transplanting of one situation into the other

was done, before and during the trial, in two distinctive ways: first, by

massive references to the presence of Nazi scientists and advisers in Egypt

and other Arab countries, to the ongoing connections between Arab and

Nazi leaders, and to the Nazi-like intentions and plans of the Arabs to

annihilate Israel. The second means was systematic references – in the

press, on the radio, and in political speeches – to the former Mufti of

Jerusalem, Haj Amin El-Husseini, his connections with the Nazi regime

in general and with Eichmann and his office in particular. In those refer-

ences he was depicted as a prominent designer of the Final Solution and a

major Nazi criminal. The deeds of Eichmann – and other Nazi criminals –

were rarely mentioned without addition of the Arab–Nazi dimension.

HughTrevor-Roper, the British historian who was sent to Jerusalem by

the London Sunday Times to write about the trial, also stressed its actual

meaning in the context of the Israeli–Arab feud. In a long article pub-

lished on the eve of the trial and written from Ben-Gurion’s perspective,

Trevor-Roper wrote that

Nazis are far more alive to Israel than to us. Like the Jews, their enemies too have
now gone east. If several Nazi war-criminals escaped to South America, to lie low,
many more have escaped to the Arab countries, to put their Nazi anti-Semitism
and their German efficiency at the disposal of the new nationalist rulers of the
Near East, who also have their ‘‘Final Solution’’ for the Jews who have settled in
their midst.31

30 Hannah Arendt to Karl Jaspers, 23 December 1960, quoted in Kohler and Saner (eds.),
Correspondence, p. 416.

31 Trevor-Roper, ‘‘Behind the Eichmann Trial.’’
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Trevor-R oper’s art icle was full y reprint ed in the Israe li press. 32 Al though

he received the informat ion abou t the Arab–N azi relat ionships from

Israe li sourc es – this topic did not exist as a historic al issue in the nasc ent

studies of the Hol ocaust – a word on the m atter from this au thoritative

scho lar of Nazism carri ed speci al weight.

As for the building of the case against the Mufti of Jerusalem as a major

Nazi criminal, the hammering started during the preparations for the trial.

Israeli papers, reporting on Eichmann’s interrogation by the special police

unit established for the case, repeatedly stressed his ties with El-Husseini,

‘‘a fanatic Jew hater, who belongs among the biggest Nazi war criminals.’’33

Eichmann’s testimony at the trial, Israeli journalists could foresee, would

reveal the Mufti’s real role in processing the plan physically to annihilate

the Jews of Europe; how he prevented the rescue of the Jews; and how he

urged Eichmann to exterminate the Jews of Europe in order ‘‘to solve the

problem of Palestine.’’ The link created between the Mufti and the Jewish

catastrophe was unambiguous. One Israeli newspaper subliminally sug-

gested that the Nazi order for the mass murder of European Jewry was

actually inspired by the Mufti. ‘‘Various certificates and documents found

in archives in Europe after the Nazi defeat,’’ said the paper, ‘‘have proven

that El-Husseini, the most extreme leader the Israeli Arabs have ever

had, was one of the most important collaborators of Adolf Eichmann.

Those documents indicate that the physical annihilation of the Jews of

Europe began at the end of 1941, close to the Mufti’s visit to Berlin in

November 1941.’’34

At his party’s le adership rally on the occ asion of the official inaugu ra-

tion of the coming elec tion campa ign, wh ich coincide d with the openi ng

of the trial, Ben- Gurion parried an opp osition call on him, by a univers ity

profes sor, to resign so that a new governme nt could be consti tuted with-

out him, or to adop t a le ss belligere nt Israe li policy tow ards the Arab

coun tries, by saying:

Has the distinguished professor coordinated his call with the tyrant of Egypt who
has just declared that Israel is an ‘‘element which must be eradicated . . .  ’’? Would
the distinguished professor dare to blame the six million Jews of Europe annihi-
lated by the Nazis – claiming that the fault was theirs for not acquiring the love and
friendship of Hitler? The danger of the Egyptian tyrant [is] like that which afflicted
European Jewry . . .  Is he [the professor] not aware that the Mufti was a counselor
and a partner in the extermination schemes, and that, in all Arab countries, the
popularity of Hitler rose during World War II? Is the distinguished professor

32 Davar, 11 April 1961; the evening paper Yedioth Aharonoth also published large excerpts
of the article.

33 Shmuel Segev, ‘‘Eichmann on the Mufti,’’ Ma’ariv, 10 March 1961. 34 Ibid.
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confident that, without the deterrent force of the Israeli army, which he sees
as an ‘‘anti-security’’ and ‘‘harmful’’ factor, we would not be facing similar
annihilation? 35

Du ring the trial its elf, where pro per legal pro cedures an d the la w

of evid ence were to be followe d, the Muft i of Jerus alem, Haj Ami n

El-H usseini, app eared in more corre ct propo rtions, as a fan atic nation -

alis t-relig ious Pa lestini an lead er wh o, in the cont ext of the ‘‘s acred’’ war

he wage d agai nst the Z ionist enter prise, sought help and advice from the

Nazi leadership and found solace in their murder ous acti ons duri ng

Wo rld W ar II. The que stion of the Muft i was raise d right at the first

sessi ons of the trial . In his spe ech for the pr osecution, the St ate Attorney ,

Gid eon Hau sner, stres sed the impress ion E ichmann and the Muft i made

on each othe r, and no ted that El-Hus seini aske d Himmle r to provide him,

wh en he enter ed Jerusa lem at the head of the Axis troops, with a spe cial

advi ser from Eichm ann’s departme nt to help him solve the Jew ish ques-

tion. On the eve of the evid ence phase of the trial, the pres s filled in the

deta ils, an d stresse d the ‘‘role’’ of the Mufti in the m urder of Europe ’s

Jew s, and his cont acts with the Nazi le adership were elabora ted. After the

Muft i’s visits to Eic hmann’s bureau in Berlin an d to Himmle r’s,

Eic hmann told Dieter Wislice ny that he had lect ured the Muft i in deta il

abou t the so lution of the Jewish pro blem in E urope, and that the highl y

impre ssed Muft i told him abou t his request that Him mler appoint a

pers onal adviser from Eichm ann’s staff after the occ upation of Pale stine

by the Ge rmans. ‘‘In the wake of the Muft i’s interve ntion, Himm ler

issue d a general ban on the emi gration of Jews from the occ upied coun -

tries to Palest ine. Himmle r’s stand, res ulting from the Muft i’s int erces-

sion, influe nced later negotiati ons for res cue of Jews, and particul arly the

Jew s of Hu ngary,’’ said the pro secutor 36

Doc uments presen ted to the court indeed sho wed that the Mufti

had tried to interfe re with plans to trans fer Jewis h childr en out of

Bulg aria an d Hungary .37 These were acts of total evil, yet none of the

docu men ts proved that it was the Mufti’s interfere nce that prevent ed

the res cue of the children, nor coul d the y sustain the claim that he

was a major contribu tor to the Final Solu tion. De spite this lack of

evid ence, the Israe li prose cutor insis ted on infl ating the Mufti’s role in

the planni ng and impleme ntation of the Nazi crimes, devoti ng pre-

ciou s hours in court to the iss ue. The Israe li press follow ed suit.

Rega rdless of the dubious legal ity of draggin g the specter of the

Muft i int o the Jerus alem court room where E ichmann and the Nazi

35 Ben-Gurion to Mapai activists, 4 April 1961, fully reproduced in Ma’ariv, 19 April 1961.
36 See for example, Davar, 25 May 1961; Ma’ariv, 5 June 1961. 37 Ibid.
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system were being prosecuted, this move could certainly contribute,

even if inadvertedly, to the distortion and minimization of the excep-

tional, unprecedented scope and meaning of the Nazi crimes, and the

responsibility of the true perpetrators.38

It was, however, very much in line with the specific political and

pedagogical aspect that Ben-Gurion wanted to assign to the trial. The

inflation of the Mufti’s image and his role in the extermination of

European Jewry was not confined to the educational and political act

of the Eichmann trial. It also seeped into serious historiography of the

Holocaust, and found a place, both overtly and by implication, even in a

publication which was supposed to be an indisputable and authoritative

source of knowledge of the Holocaust. I am referring to the Encyclopedia

of the Holocaust, a Yad Vashem international project, which was com-

pleted in the 1980s. In his book on the presence of the Holocaust in

American life, the American historian Peter Novick noted the astound-

ing fact that the Mufti was depicted by the Encyclopedia’s editors as one

of the great designers and perpetrators of the Final Solution: his entry is

twice as long as each of the entries devoted to Goebbels and Goering,

longer than the two combined entries for Heydrich and Himmler and

longer than the entry on Eichmann.39 Onemight add that in theHebrew

edition of the Encyclopedia, the entry on El-Husseini is almost as long as

that on Hitler.

National pedagogy

Why no w? Why did B en-Gurio n maintai n rel ative silen ce on the issue of

the Holocaust for more than a decade and launch his spectacular educa-

tional display so late?What had changed since he told his colleagues at his

party’s (Mapai) Central Committee, up in arms on the question of

reparations from Germany, that ‘‘what we have to say on the things they

[the Nazis] did to us we will say if we need to say it . . . we will speak out,

when opp ortunity come s, but preferabl y not too early neither too often,

because if you do, this will arouse contemp t . . .  if a new Jeremiah arises –

he will have his say’’?40 Was this the proper ‘‘opportunity’’ he had been

awaiting? Had a new Jeremiah arisen? The fact that Eichmann was

captured only in the spring of 1960 does not explain everything. As

38 For the elaboration of this claim, see Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, pp. 223–225, 230
and passim.

39 Peter Novick, The Holocaust in American Life, New York 1999, p. 158.
40 Ben-Gurion at theMapai Central Committee, 13 December 1951, Labor Party Archive,

23/51, quoted in Segev, Seventh Million, p. 209.
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mentioned earlier, Israel had willfully abstained from Nazi hunting dur-

ing the 1950s and only in 1957 did Ben-Gurion give the Israeli Mossad

the green light to launch its pursuit of Eichmann, who had for some time

been in the agency’s sights.41

Ben-Gurion himself did not believe in conducting historical reckonings

with former enemies or in retribution, and was aware of the pointlessness

of thoughts and declarations of revenge of many of his associates. If Israel

had been capable of punishing countries, Ben-Gurion would have chosen

first and foremost to take revenge on real, contemporary enemies, whom

he regarded as substantial threats to Israel’s existence and welfare. ‘‘Even

if I could do it [take revenge], I would act first against Iraq,’’ he declared

at his party meeting in December 1951 regarding the Reparations. As

a pragmatic, voluntarist leader, Ben-Gurion always concentrated on

achieving one large goal at a time. The 1950s were for him the decade

of building and fortifying the infrastructure of the state, with German

money as it was; of the ‘‘ingathering of the exiles’’; of creating an army;

and of securing Israel’s standing as a legitimate state among other states.

Now that this formative stage was coming to its close, now that Israeli

society was more diversified and divided, now that Ben-Gurion was

coming to the end of his tenure, and his regime was increasingly con-

tested, the time had come for a great project of national consciousness

building.

The Eichmann trial was, from this point of view, a most adequate

occasion for the establishment of renewed national unity through mem-

ory. It achieved this by mobilizing the utter political power of the

Holocaust and its victims to create that ‘‘common city (cité commune)

between the living and the dead,’’ in the words of Jules Michelet, by

‘‘exhuming the dead,’’ and by giving them ‘‘a second life’’ and a new

meaning, ‘‘the real meaning of their sayings and deeds [and their lives

and deaths] that they themselves did not understand.’’42 The trial would

also become Ben-Gurion’s belated answer to his many opponents’

claims, relating to the German reparations money and the Kastner

affair, that he had ‘‘forgotten’’ the Holocaust, had ‘‘sold’’ the memory

of the victims for German money, and had not done enough, as the

leader of the Jewish community in Palestine during World War II, to

come to the aid of his brethren in Europe.43 The Eichmann trial would

41 Segev, Seventh Million, pp. 324–325.
42 JulesMichelet, ‘‘Histoire du xix siècle,’’ inOeuvres complètes, Paris 1982, vol. XXI, p. 268;

RolandBarthes (ed.),Michelet par lui-même, Bourges 1954, p. 92; both are cited inWhite,
Metahistory, pp. 158–159.

43 See chapter 2 of the present book.
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thus provide Ben-Gurion with a means of expressing his own overall

version of history and memory, his own legacy concerning the way

things happened and the way things ought to have happened.

All these evidently contributed to the reconstruction of the waning

narrative of Ben-Gurion as ‘‘father of the nation,’’ the architect and

founder of the state, just as he was now the designer of the show trial

which was aimed at reconstructing the mythical discourse of redemption

out of destruction under the leadership of the prophet-leader. These were

the messages, explicit or latent, which were attributed to the Eichmann

trial by its shaper and organizer, and which were conveyed through

dozens of statements made by him and by his associates in the interval

between the announcement of Eichmann’s capture and the opening of

the trial, at which Ben-Gurion, as a rule, would not be present, leaving the

arena solely to legal deliberations.

The most characteristic and focused Ben-Gurionic statement about

the trial was voiced, by no accident, obliquely, by a foreign authority,

supposedly alien to the local scene, and hence of particular validity. This

was the above-mentioned lengthy article, by the renowned British histor-

ian, Hugh Trevor-Roper. Indeed, Ben-Gurion could not have found

himself and his vision a more eloquent and authoritative formulator

than the historian of Nazism, whose article in the Sunday Times was

written entirely from Ben-Gurion’s perspective, sometimes even in Ben-

Gurion’s own words. As such this text should be reproduced here

extensively:

To Mr. Ben-Gurion, Eichmann is a symbol, and his trial is to be symbolic, too,
symbolic not merely of slow-footed retribution, not merely of world Jewry’s
martyrdom inHitler’s Europe, but even of a longer struggle. It will commemorate
at its highest crisis the struggle which has lasted allMr. Ben-Gurion’s own lifetime
and out of which the present State of Israel was born. For the whole Eichmann
policy is, in a particular way, personal to Mr. Ben-Gurion. He and he alone author-
ized and ordered the entire process: the long, patient trial, the bold defiant capture
in a distant land, the skilful, secret abduction across half the globe. So personally,
so privately did the Prime Minister act that all Israeli officialdom was taken by
surprise . . . such a coup perhaps had to be personal; for whoever ordered it, with
all its calculable and incalculable consequences, took enormous risks. And even at
home, or at least within the Jewish world, there was the possibility of disapproval.
Jews would certainly not deny the justice of revenge on Eichmann, but some
of themmight well deny the expediency, in the long run, of so belated a trial. This
in fact is what many Jews outside Israel (and some within it) do feel. They feel
that the trial may be misinterpreted, and that the Prime Minister of Israel
has unnecessarily committed the whole of world Jewry to a policy from whose
unpredictable consequences there is now no escape. However, in all these
respects, Mr. Ben-Gurion has triumphed at least in Israel . . . the personal policy
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of Mr. Ben-Gurion has led to a personal triumph. In spite of great risks at every stage,
he has brought it to its logical climax. And in doing so, he has re-created, for a time at
least, his own original image as the Joshua who finally established his people in their
Promised Land. For that image, it must be admitted, has recently lost some of its old
radiance. There have been deep internal rifts in Israel, many of them caused by the
powerful personality of the Prime Minister himself – or at least by the problem of
finding a successor to him in a new State whose institutions are not yet firm and
whose enemies are so many and so close. But now, on the eve of this great
ceremonial trial, such rifts are closed, or at least temporarily papered over, by
public agreement with the Prime Minister’s aims and admiration of his skill.
Outwardly, all Israeli parties, from extreme Right to extreme Left, are one in
this. Even the PrimeMinister’s severest critics and opponents have congratulated
him on the imagination and bold decision which have led, through such hazards,
to such success [my italics].

According to Trevor-Roper, Ben-Gurion’s rivals and critics supported

his move because, like him, they were aware of the long historical chain, in

which the destruction of European Jewry was only one link, and because

they understood the need to inculcate its meanings and the justification

for the establishment and existence of Israel in Israelis and in the rest of

the world, particularly since ‘‘a new generation is growing up which knew

not Hitler, to which the old persecution is not a personal memory and

which takes the State of Israel, born out of so much blood and anguish

and idealism, for granted,’’ and also for that ‘‘large minority of Israelis

who, having come to the new State from the Middle East and Africa,

never felt the impact of Nazism at close quarters,’’ and who were now a

majority of the population of Israel. Everybody sees now ‘‘the need to

remind a new generation, as forcefully as possible, of the days of wander-

ing, of persecution and tribulation in the wilderness, of the grim Pharaoh

in the monolithic Reich-Chancellery, and, beyond that, of the pioneers,

the old Founding Fathers: the tradition and the Patriarchs.’’ The begin-

ning, the dynamism and idealism of the pioneers, the tiny besieged,

boycotted social Jewish experiment, squeezed between the Arabs and

the sea, as Trevor-Roper described it, derived their meaning and justifi-

cation from the Nazis’ evil acts and could no longer be merely ‘‘the last

form of European imperialism’’ as many considered them to be. On the

other hand, the new state which arose on the ruins of the Jewish people

and was depicted as its antithesis, while perceived as the avenger of the

blood of millions of murdered Jews (‘‘We, the sovereign Jewish people in

Israel, are the redeemers of the blood of six million Jews,’’ said Ben-

Gurion), this state construed the Holocaust into the great, teleological

process of Israeli redemption, since for Ben-Gurion ‘‘the trial is not so

much the punishment of a particularly odious criminal, as the exposure of

a sacred experience in the history of Israel’’ (my italics).
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In order to preser ve and cheris h such memori es wh at better way is there

than to hold a ‘‘pu blic trial,’’ wh ich not only

revives the memory of past agony, but also, in a dramatic manner, gives notice of
present strength, telling the whole world and the soft Jews of the Dispersion, that
Jewry, once so cowed, now has the power, through its only effective representa-
tive, the Middle-Eastern State of Israel, to trace and seize and try its persecutors,
wherever they may have hidden?

Who can protect worl d Jewr y against a new Hitler, a new Eic hmann, if

that state sho uld fail, asked Trevor-R oper. 44

The Israeli judg es mad e eve ry effort to follow legal pro cedure duri ng

the trial’s se ssions. 45 Yet it was Ben-Gur ion’s trial , and it was a sho w trial

by design . Thre e months before the trial opene d, on 10 Janu ary 1961, the

governme nt submitt ed to the Knesset a bill amend ing the Court s

(Offens es Puni shable by Dea th) Law. The amend ed law sugges ted

major changes in trials whose on ly pos sible verdict was the death penalty.

Accord ing to the Israeli leg al pro cedure, whic h ad opted British tradi tion,

a defenda nt wh o ple aded g uilty was automa tically convict ed, and the

court coul d only deb ate the se ntence. Yet the State of Israe l would not

let Eichm ann set the rules of the planne d trial . In order to prevent the trial

from being cut short, in case Eic hmann ple aded guilty, the new law,

unoffi cially called ‘‘the Eichma nn law ,’’ stat ed that ‘‘when the acc used

pleads guilty in answe r to the informat ion, the court may cont inue the

proceed ings as if the accuse d had not pleaded g ilty.’’ 46 The int ention

behind the proble matic ‘‘ad-homi nem’’ amend men t was transpa rent to

most parliame ntarian s, and to repre sentativ es of the press, an d yet every-

body went alo ng with the leg islation . 47 Ben -Gurion hims elf declare d a

few days before the solemn openi ng of the trial that ‘‘the fate of

Eichm ann, the perso n, has no interest for me whatsoe ver. Wha t is impo r-

tant is the spe ctacle.’’48 As Tre vor-Ro per know ingly wrote, to Ben -

Gurio n the trial was not so muc h about the punishme nt of a par ticular ly

44 Trevor-Roper, ‘‘Behind the Eichmann Trial.’’
45 See among others, Pnina Lahav, Judgement in Jerusalem: Chief Justice Simon Agranat and

the Zionist Century, Berkeley 1997, pp. 145–148.
46 Courts (Offences Punishable by Death) Law, 5721–1961, passed by the Knesset on

31 January 1961, and published in Sefer Ha’khukim, 325 (6 February 1961), p. 24. The
Bill and an Explanatory Note were published in Hatza’ot Khok, 445 of 5721, p. 72;
see also Y. Rosenthal, ‘‘Eichmann Law No. 1 Presented to the Knesset,’’ Ha’aretz,
11 January 1961.

47 Rosenthal, ‘‘Eichmann Law No. 1 Presented to the Knesset.’’ The amendment was
extracted from Israel’s book of laws in 1965, not long after the Eichamnn affair was
concluded and done with.

48 Ben-Gurion, ‘‘Interview with Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion,’’ Yedioth Aharonoth,
31 March 1961.
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odious criminal as it was about the ‘‘exposure of a sacred experience in the

history of lsrael.’’

In praising Ben-Gurion for the ‘‘spectacular’’ achievement of the cap-

ture of Eichmann, ‘‘which has led to this spectacular trial,’’ Trevor-Roper

also expressed some fears, thus exposing the innate paradox of the trial,

and also its not so hidden connection to the Kastner tragedy: ‘‘If long

enough to prove justice,’’ he wrote,

[the trial] may be too long to be effective as propaganda: the solemn act of
historical vindication may be submerged in legal questions of procedure or
competence . . . The world, however unfairly, may refuse to believe that Israeli
judges can, in such a case, be humanly objective, and a new anti-Semitismmay be
stirred to life by a single, inadequate act of revenge. And who can tell what
compromising revelations of Nazi–Jewish collaboration may not be exposed by
a resourceful defence? The recent Kastner case, which rose out of such revela-
tions, and led to others, did nobody any good. These are the real dangers which
still lie ahead. Because of them, Mr. Ben-Gurion’s personal triumph, though it
may still be completed, is at present only half-won. The active, spectacular part is
over; the more difficult part is to come. The trial, to some extent, is his trial too.49

To prove Eichmann’s guilt there was no need for the ‘‘spectacular trial’’

Ben-Gurion staged. In order to render justice and punish the criminal, ‘‘it

was sufficient for the prosecution to prove Eichmann’s responsibility for

one death-transport only, which he planned and ordered,’’ wrote Nathan

Alterman, Israel’s poet laureate and a close associate of Ben-Gurion, in

his prestigious weekly column.50 Yet the trial aimed at other goals: it

aimed to be awell-targeted course in history for his countrypeople and the

international community as well. ‘‘I want them to know,’’ Ben-Gurion

repeatedly said in his interviews. The main lesson he wanted to bequeath

concerned Israel’s legitimate striving for power. The desire to legitimize

the will to power was the sub-text of the entire trial and of the discourse

which grew out of it. ‘‘It is necessary that our youth remember what

happened to the Jewish people . . . They should be taught the lesson that

Jews are not sheep to be slaughtered but a people who can hit back – as

Jews did in the War of Independence.’’51 In his radio speech that year on

Independence Day, which fell close to the opening of the trial, Ben-

Gurion established the mythical link between Israel and the heroism of

49 Trevor-Roper, ‘‘Behind the Eichmann Trial’’ (my italics).
50 Nathan Alterman, ‘‘The Seventh Column,’’ Davar, 12 May 1961. Later, Alterman would

write quite the opposite, saying that the ‘‘Jerusalem trial was a historic trial because
it was anti-historic, which, for the first time bound the massacre of the Jews not in history
volumes but in a Jewish legal-criminal file, marked ‘Criminal File 41/60’,’’ Davar,
7 June 1961.

51 Ben-Gurion, ‘‘The Eichmann Case.’’
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military might, and between the heroism of ancient times and of

modern Israel 2,000 years later. The ancient heroism of Bar-Kochba’s

men and the modern courage of the Israeli army’s fighters and of the

young, ‘‘in whose ears the cry of the blood of the six million constantly

echoed, and they spared no effort or risk or stratagem till they discovered

[Eichmann’s] hiding place and brought him to the only country worthy of

trying him,’’ this unique kind of courage and heroism, ancient and newly

found, had the power to redeem the blood of the six million victims.52

Moshe Dayan, then Minister of Agriculture in Ben-Gurion’s govern-

ment, for his part added a new element to the objectives of the trial,

which was to prove long-lived: the sanctification of every square inch of

the soil of Israel for Jewish settlement. Speaking of the Arab refugees, and

welcoming the fact that the Arabs had fled the country during the 1948

war, Dayan said that ‘‘what is becoming clear at the Eichmann trial is the

active passivity of the world in the face of the murder of the six million.

There can be no doubt that only this country and only this people can

protect the Jews against a second Holocaust. And hence every inch of

Israeli soil is intended only for Jews.’’53

Gratuitous sentiments

Thementality of a given group, its self-image and conceptual discourse, is

to be detected not necessarily in the conversation of its leaders but rather

in the language used by its secondary elites or common people. The

Eichmann trial swept through Israel’s language and images. Everything

was now discussed anew in relation to the trial: Israeli politics, Israeli

youth, world Jewry, Holocaust Remembrance Day, lessons of the

Holocaust, the security of Israel, and the Arabs. Committees for the

study of the relevant issues were established. The trial was ever-present,

hovering over the country from end to end, like a living organism, as if it

had taken on entity, character of its own, even if not always in conscious

and formulated fashion. ‘‘The country continues its life and its movement

day and night,’’ wrote Haim Guri two weeks after the trial opened,

and it, this trial, accompanies it. The life of the country continues and it accom-
panies it. One cannot sense it outwardly far from Bet Ha’am. But it seems to be in
the air and the water and in the dust on the trees. And when it is abandoned,
forgotten, behind people’s backs, it returns without warning and is reflected in
their eyes.54

52 Ben-Gurion in a radio speech for 1961 Independence Day, Davar, 22 April 1961.
53 Moshe Dayan, Davar, 1 July 1961.
54 Haim Guri, ‘‘Facing the Glass Booth,’’ Lamer’hav, 24 April 1961, reproduced in Facing

the Glass Booth, p. 25 (my italics).
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Ei chman n’s ‘‘l ess on s’’ w ere als o s ucked into t he electi on campaign,

whi ch was l aun ched almos t s imu lt ane ous ly wi th the t rial , a nd the Na zi

criminal was on e very party apparatchik’s l ips, servi ng m an y p u r pos es .

The Holocaust was thus d ragged into intraparty quarrels and s erved

dail y political is su es. In his own, dominant party, Be n-Gurion had his

e pi g one s, and a s i s the ru le wi th e pi gone s, thei r u se of the Hol ocau st

often carried a note of farce. ‘‘The Eichmann trial is the tria l of the

Jewish people against ete rnal anti-Semitism in all nations and thro ugh

all ge nerations, ’’ s aid M apai’s Se cretary Ge neral in an e lec toral spee ch.

‘‘It is also the trial of the future. 150 meters from the courtroom there is

a border, and behind that border th ou san ds o f E ichm an ns lie i n w a it ,

proclaiming explicitl y, ‘what Eichmann has not c ompleted, we w ill.’’’ 55

A t a po litic al rally in the Negev town of D imona, a nother of M apai’s

bure auc r ats cla imed that ‘‘the Nas se ri te po lic y o f ‘throwi ng t he Jews

into the sea,’ is essentiall y no different from Eichmann’s Fina l Solution.

The eve nts tha t have been revealed in this case [the Eichmann tria l]

must become a warning of what can happen w he n a nati on does not have

a defense force.’’56 At a meeting of women members of Mapai, con-

vened just after the opening of the trial, the ‘‘lesson’’ was formulated

clearly: ‘‘In light of the Eichmann trial, and the annals of the

Ho loca us t,’’ on e s ho ul d kn ow t hat ‘‘T zahal [IDF, the I s rae li army] is

not a function in the reality of our lives: it is a value.’’57

Israeli militarism and security consciousness were boosted by the trial

and the new narrative it produced. The trial stressed the ‘‘sanctity’’ of the

army, conceived of now as the venerated, holy executor of the last will and

testament of the six million. The military parade on Independence Day

during the year of the trial became an occasion for many writers to mix

time, space, and realities, the ‘‘here’’ and the ‘‘there,’’ in hazy images

overloaded with heavy metaphors and sentimentality, juxtaposing the

unjuxtaposable, using multiple repetitions, aiming at evoking low and

gratuitous sentiments. The following is but one example:

In the march of the soldiers of Israel on the outskirts of Jerusalem, I have seen
columns of amillion empty shoes . . . shoes opening their dark interiors, like the dark
and bleak opening of an empty shelter which has lost its dwellers, like the valley of
death of the blackened ovens of Auschwit z . . .  and slowly they walk, quietly, cling-
ing like shadows to the march of the columns and, in a mute voice that tears the

55 Yosef Almogi, ‘‘There are Thousands of Eichmanns near the Borders of Israel,’’ Davar,
12 June 1961 (my italics).

56 ‘‘The Eichmann Trial – A Warning against Absence of Defence Force,’’ Davar,
29 May 1961.

57 ‘‘Y. Simhoni: The Eichmann Trial’s Conclusions: Security is the Key to our Existence,’’
Davar, 11 May 1961.
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heavens, they say:We are here! To the captivating and delightful clatter of the shoes
of Israel’s women-soldiers attach the marching sounds of the shoes of those who
are no more . . . the shoes of the slaughtered daughters of Israel, whose footsteps
echo the cry andmourning of their youth in the woods of Poland and the graveyards
of Ponar . . .On this day, a never-ending column of the shoes of themurdered, baby
shoes, shoes of women, women in bloom . . . shoes with no flesh or foot or body in
them, but shoes with eyes and souls. And their tread echoes from the ground . . .
The day will come and our marching feet will thunder: ‘‘we are here!’’ How they
thunder, those marching feet, awesome and terrible . . . they rose up from the walls
of the courtroom – the hall of the people in Zion. They emerged from the blood-
stained scorched parchments brandished by Gideon the prosecutor in their name
and in the name of Israel everywhere, the reckoning for the spilt blood of six million
. . . six millions of shoes, from out of which there plead and scream the eyes of
children and theirmothers . . . amillion pure innocent souls crying for restitution . . .
they are marching, and their terrible voice mingles with the blast of the trumpets
and the song of hope: ‘‘We are here!’’58

In organizing the trial as a historic, continuous morality play, not only

did Ben-Gurion establish the belated link between pastless Israeli youth,

and their murdered grandparents; he also created the teleological, indis-

pensable connection between the agony and death of the Jewish Diaspora

and the establishment and the right to exist of the State of Israel, includ-

ing its daily practices, especially the military ones. Thus, the trial gave

new meaning to the fight against the Arab enemy and to the possibility of

death in this fight – the belated vindication of the fathers’ helplessness in

the face of the Nazi enemy. One enemy was combined with the other.

Defense of one’s country became a sacred mission endowed with the

weight of the ultimate catastrophe. And the lesson was learned and

memorized by an entire generation of Israeli youth for whom the trial

was their first, stunning encounter with the Holocaust, an encounter

which was to shape them for years to come.59 The life and death of

Ofer Feniger, one of many, sensitive young ‘‘children of the dream,’’

one of the golden youths of the Israeli Zionist utopia, were the very stuff

of which this atoning and redemptive discourse was made. ‘‘I feel it in the

devastation and terror of the wise Jewish eyes behind the electrified

barbed wire, which saw all the sufferings,’’ he wrote in the wake of the

Eichmann trial.

58 Haim Taharlev, ‘‘The Double March,’’ Davar, 10 May 1961.
59 I can testify for myself, a high school student at the time, and for my friends: the trial was

an event of major influence for us. Although my father served as a soldier in Europe in
WorldWar II, workedwith Jewish survivors after the war, and published a book about his
war experiences; and although his entire family perished in theHolocaust, he never talked
about it at home. The trial was thus my first encounter with the horrors, brought to us by
the trial witnesses’ testimonies that were broadcast live.
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And I know that out of this total helplessness the terrible need grows within me to
be strong; tearfully strong, strong and ferocious like a sword; serene and cruel.
I want to know that these eyes will never again stare from behind barbed wire. For
this I need to be strong! If we are all strong! Strong, proud Jews! Never again to be
led to the slaughter. 60

Four year s after this letter was wri tten Ofer Feni ger was killed during the

1967 war, in the b attle for Jerusale m.

A belea guered natio n

‘‘Hum an beings ,’’ wri tes Michel-R olph Troui llot, ‘‘part icipate in histo ry

both as actors and na rrators.’’61 They make things happen , they relate in

the ir own ways the things that have hap pened , and their live s them selves

coul d be read as texts , as history . In his life an d prema ture death in the

battl e of E ast Jerusa lem, the good Israeli soldie r-boy Ofer Feni ger, like

man y other young Israe lis kil led in the war, narra ted the tele ological story

of Hu rban U’geula h (Dev astation and Rede mption), forg ed by Ben -

Guri on by means of the Eichm ann trial. By ‘‘rescui ng’’ Israe l from the

alle gedly immin ent, Hol ocaust-li ke devast ation it face d on the eve of the

war, wh ile at the same time ‘‘l iberating’’ the sacred, anci ent heart of Eretz

Israe l inclu ding the Wailing Wall in Jerusa lem, Ofer Feni ger enac ted with

his own body the recurri ng Jew ish histo rical pattern of nation al revival as

the outcom e of destru ction. His death, like that of hundred s of othe r

Israe li soldie rs in the war, was thought to have sav ed the millions wh o

might have been annihila ted had Israel not gone to war and won as

spe ctacular ly as it did. ‘‘Th ere would have been no Jewis h refugees had

Israe l lost the war,’’ declare d Israe l’s Foreign Min ister Abba Eban at the

Uni ted Natio ns Spec ial Assem bly after Israe l’s victo ry: ‘‘There would

have been two mill ion corps es adde d to the six millio n Holoca ust vic-

tims .’’ An d he ad ded that ‘‘n o ind ividua l who live d in Israe l in the days

bet ween 25 May and 5 June can eve r forg et the atmo sphere of devastati on

wh ich hovered over our stressed and pressured coun try . . .  surrou nded
and besiege d . . .  bom barded day and nigh t with prophec ies of the

approaching end.’’62

60 Ofer Feniger to Yael, Ha’olam Haia Betokhi (The World Was Inside Me), Tel Aviv 1972,
pp. 52–53.

61 Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History, Boston
1994, p. 2.

62 Abba Eban responding at the UN to King Hussein’s complaints over Isarel’s actions in
the war, reproduced in Ma’ariv, 27 June 1967. The quotation from Eban’s speech,
delivered in English, was translated here from Hebrew.
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Through this kin d of discour se, wh ich preva iled in the wake of the war

and Isra el’s sweepi ng vict ory, the deaths of Fenig er an d othe r young

soldie rs and the war itself were endo wed with two-fold sancti ty – as

a war of rescue from great catas trophe an d a war of red emption of

the anci ent land – an d were thus eleva ted to the sphere of sacred war

and ‘‘beaut iful death,’’ the bricks and m ortar of nation -buildin g an d

maint enance .63 In a spe ech to the Knesset shor tly after the war, Prime

Minis ter Levi E shkol said that the Israeli army was a mighty fight ing

force, as the worl d had learned , not only beca use its soldie rs and com-

mande rs were exce llent fighters but also, an d above all, ‘‘because in the

heart of eac h and eve ry soldie r beats the sense of the nation’s mission in its

land . . .  Whe n he fight s, he embodi es the sign ificance of the uni que, age-

old Jewis h history . He fight s not only for the life of the na tion but also for

its redempt ion.’’64

The capture of the holy sites of the Jewis h script ures an d the ancesto rs’

mythifi ed graves – located in the conqu ered territ ories – transf ormed the

1967 war into a religi ous trans cendent al experi ence an d turned land and

stones into sacred entitie s. ‘‘Eve n the free thin kers among us talk abou t an

experi ence that is in its essenc e religi ous,’’ wrote E liezer (Elie) W iesel

upon his ret urn from the ‘‘libe rated’’ W ailing Wa ll in the easter n, Arab

sector of Jerusa lem:

They say to me: here is the Wall. I don’t believe. I don’t and I can’t believe . . .
Deep inside I somehow know that it is true, that this Wall is that Wall. What kind
of Jew will not immediately recognize it, even if he never saw it before? . . .  It is me
standing and looking at it, as if struck by a dream. Looking at it, holding my
breath, is like looking at a living body, omnipotent and almighty. A human entity
which has transcended itself – and those observing it – beyond and above time. An
entity that transferred me to a far-away and uncanny place, in which stones too,
have their own will, their own fate and memory. 65

Yet, as alread y mentioned, the war was understo od in anothe r dime n-

sion, even by some prom inent Hol ocaust survi vors such as Elie Wiese l,

who should have known bette r. Here is wh at Wiesel, the former inmat e of

Ausc hwitz and Buchenw ald, wrote right after the war. Although it was

written in the euphoric days of the victory it projects and represents the

atmosphere of the days preceding it:

The enemy predicted but did not grasp his own prediction. The war became total.
He was defeated not only by the soldiers and commanders of the Israeli army,

63 For the elaboration of the term ‘‘beautiful death,’’ see Lyotard, The Differend, Phrases in
Dispute, pp. 99–101; Vernant, Mortals and Immortals, pp. 50–75.

64 Levi Eshkol’s speech was reproduced in Davar, 13 June 1967.
65 Eliezer (Elie) Wiesel, Yedioth Aharonoth, 16 June 1967.
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but by Jewish history. Two thousand years of sufferings, expectations, and hope
were mobilized in the battle, as well as the millions of Holocaust victims. As clouds of
fire they came and protected their inheritors. And no enemy can ever overcome
them . . .The enemy lost the war also because of the Holocaust, that is, because of
some expressions he employed. Not knowing that there are words that cannot be
expressed in our generation, in regard to the Jewish people; not imagining that one
can destroy one’s world not only in one hour but also in a word. He was too quick
to threaten the annihilation of Israel, and that was one of his biggest mistakes . . .
A few words fromNasser sufficed to turn this event into a war of the entire Jewish
people.66

How Israel could have perceived itself – to the point of collective, if

subdued, hysteria, and in disturbing detachment from reality – to be in

imminent danger of mass destruction on the eve of June 1967 is worthy of

analysis here, since this has much to do with the political, collective

memory called up by the Eichmann case and cultivated since then in

Israel. Ben-Gurion’s legacy to his people by means of the Eichmann trial

was two-fold: eternal hatred of the Jews still endured despite the existence

of the State of Israel, and the Nazi-like enemy was still rallied at the gates

of the nation-in-siege. ‘‘The hatred is still seething,’’ he said in his nation-

wide broadcast for Independence Day in 1961, the year of the trial:

On this holiday it is our obligation to warn the people of Israel that the indepen-
dence we gained thirteen years ago is neither complete nor guaranteed. The
hatred for Israel that brought about, twenty years ago, the extermination of two-
thirds of European Jewry, who had not sinned or done wrong; this hatred is still
simmering among the rulers of our neighboring countries, plotting to eradicate us,
and dozens of Nazi experts are their tutors and advisers in their hatred for Israel
and the Jews of the world.67

This was the legacy of the trial: the dangers which Israel confronted and

still confronts are Nazi in essence and scope, and any military threat or

apparent threat to Israel means a new holocaust. Statements of this kind

were commonplace after the Eichmann trial at all levels of Israeli dis-

course, and Auschwitz was at its center. ‘‘Peace,’’ explained one of the

prominent members of Israel’s security establishment, ‘‘peace does not

depend upon us, but it does depend upon us to ensure that Auschwitz will

not recur.’’68 These endlessly repeated expressions in Israel’s public life

evoked an older, more traditional symbol system, which seemed to

expr ess more adequa tely the perp etual Israe li conditio n: tha t of a lone ,

66 Ibid. (my italics).
67 David Ben-Gurion, broadcast for Independence Day, reproduced in Davar, 22

May 1961.
68 Israel Galili at Kibbutz Lohamei Ha’Getaot (The Ghetto Fighters’ Kibbutz), 27 April

1967, quoted in Liebman and Don-Yehiya, Civil Religion in Israel, p. 184.
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beleaguered nation surrounded by an antagonistic, anti-Semitic world,

and that of the eternal victim.69

History as a weapon

Wars, like other great ‘‘hot’’ events, eventually generate fierce historiogra-

phical battles. The transition from totemic to critical history of the ‘‘Six

Day War’’ (1967) – which, although the shortest war in Israel’s history,

continues by other means to this day – is in its infancy, due to the gradual

opening of archives and the growing impact of processes of ‘‘demystifica-

tion’’ of the relevant historical organizations or protagonists, and by force

of changes in concepts of writing history and the self-conceptions of the

societies involved. The narrative of the averted catastrophe or the redemp-

tion of the ancient land created by the June 1967 war is now confronted by

critical versions of the question of the inevitability of the war: was this war

the inexorable outcome of the constraints of the Israel–Arab dispute or of

internal Israeli economic, social, and political interests, which contributed

to the exacerbation of hostile acts on the eve of the war, and exaggerated

the claim that Israel was under existential threat in order to justify the early

launching of a pre-emptive strike?

It is not my intention to propose here a new version of the events which

led to the outbreak of war, but rather to discuss the Holocaust dimension

which was inserted systematically into the collective talk and imagination

in Israel on the eve of war, its roots, motives, and aims. It should also be

noted that the historical sequence briefly presented here is accepted

nowadays by most historians of the war. A series of accelerating develop-

ments along Israel’s borders in April and May 1967, in Arab capitals and

within Israel, eventually led to the outbreak of the war, which in the final

analysis was the outcome of a chain of misjudgments and miscalculations

on both sides.70 Inmost of the events that preceded the war, it is generally

acknowledged that Israel played the active part. To go back a bit, tension

between Israel and Syria over the issue of the Jordan River’s water

distribution had already started to escalate by 1964. In September

1966, Israeli Chief of Staff Yitzhak Rabin sent a warning to Syria, imply-

ing that Israel intended to overthrow the Ba’ath regime. On 4 November

69 Liebman and Don-Yehiya, Civil Religion in Israel, p. 142.
70 This summary of the events preceding the outbreak of the war is based on standard works

on the subject, such as Richard B. Parker, The Politics of Miscalculation in the Middle East,
Bloomington, IN, 1993; William Quandt, Peace Process: American Diplomacy and the
Arab–Israeli Conflict since 1967, Berkeley 1993; for the Israeli side I based my sequence
of events mainly on David Shaham, Israel: 50 Ha’shanim (Israel: Fifty Years), Tel Aviv
1998, pp. 242–262.
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1966, Egypt and Syria signed a mutual defense agreement. The same

month, after a land mine placed by the Palestinian organization PLO had

killed three Israeli soldiers, the Israeli army retaliated in broad daylight in

the Palestinian village of Samu, destroying houses and inflicting heavy

casualties on the Jordanian army which intervened. The scale of the

operation, which extended beyond authorized parameters, outraged

moderate Prime Minister Levi Eshkol.

On 7 April 1967, following an exchange of provocations on both sides of

the border, the Israeli air force shot down six Syrian aircraft over Syria, one

of them over the capital, and, on 11 May Chief of Staff Rabin again

declared that Israel’s aim in a future conflict with Syria would be to occupy

Damascus and topple the Ba’ath regime. The next day, the Soviet Union

announced that Israel was mobilizing to attack Syria; in response, the

Egyptian leader, Gamal Abdel Nasser, ordered Egyptian troops into the

demilitarized Sinai. On 17 May, Israel began to mobilize its reserve forces

and by 20 May completed its mobilization, straining the economy and

increasing pressure to end the crisis quickly. On 21–22 May the Egyptian

Commander inChief ordered two actions that caused a rapid deterioration

in the already tense situation, and for which, some historians argue, he did

not have Nasser’s approval: reconnaissance flights over the Israeli nuclear

installation in Dimona and the removal of the United Nations Emergency

Forces (UNEF), which served as a buffer on the border between Israel and

Egypt.Nasser, it is now agreed, wanted theUN forces only redeployed, not

removed, but Abdel Ammar’smore sweeping demands and the obtuseness

of UN Secretary General U Thant brought about the UNEF withdrawal.

The crisis escalated on 23 May when Egypt declared the closing of the

Tiran Straits to Israeli vessels.

Yet the specific position of the Egyptian troops in the Sinai desert and,

as two Egyptian generals acknowledged in their memoirs, the general

confusion, lack of supplies, and absence of battle plans, are evidence of

Nasser’s plan to retain the Egyptian forces in the Sinai in a defensive

posture over a long period and not for offensive purposes. The Egyptian

moves, however, were accompanied by Nasser’s harsh rhetoric and blunt

threats to annihilate Israel, which were broadcast daily on the Hebrew

programs of Egyptian national radio, heard in Israel, and reproduced in

its press. Nasser’s threats undoubtedly played a crucial role in intensify-

ing the anxiety of lsrael’s population. These wild speeches of the Egyptian

leader also served those on the Israeli side who, for their own reasons,

urged the launching of an Israeli pre-emptive strike. In any case, in the

absence of means of judging Nasser’s and other Arab leaders’ plans for

Israel’s Jewish population in the event of a military victory over Israel, it is

nonetheless possible to accept the assertion that they indeed did mean to
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destroy it. The releva nt questio n, howe ver, is no t so m uch Nasser’s

inten tions or desires, b ut the capabil ities of the Arab world in June

1967 and Egypt’s specific m ilitary operati onal plans aim ed at realizin g

these desire s.

In Israel the relative c omplacency that c harac terize d the first wee k of

the crisi s was replaced by mounting tension and anxiety even among

el it e circl es and de cis ion m akers. T h ey were familiar with the facts and

had no reason to doubt Israel’s military ability to defend itself and win

any war. A ccording t o army i ntelligen ce evaluations at t he time, Egypt

would n ot be ready t o wage a war against Isra el until 1970–1971 at the

earliest. N asser himself ac knowledge d time and again that Egypt was

not yet ready for what he c alled the d ec isive b attle. 71 On 28 February

1968, Rabin said in an interview with the French paper Le Monde, that he

did not ‘‘believe that Nasse r want ed the war. The two divisions he

dispa tched to Sina i were not sufficien t to wage a war. He knew it and

we knew it.’’ It shoul d also be no ted here tha t, a few days before the

outbrea k of the war, Israe l se cretly com pleted the produc tion of its first

two nuclea r bom bs, which were ready for launchi ng if necess ary. 72 Yet

despite all this, from a certain point in time during the crisis, the thre at

of destru ction began to be broache d, and man y were deluded into

believ ing in the da nger of mass annihilat ion or were gripped by real

dread at suc h a possibil ity. Nasse r’s b rutal threats and the anno unce-

men ts of his inten tion to destroy Israe l and to cast its populat ion into the

sea, the rheto ric of h atred of oth er Arab lead ers, the sigh t of dese rted

streets in the cities aft er Israe l’s reserve forces were mobilized and the

almo st total abse nce of youn g men fr om the civilian landscape – con-

tributed to the gro wing anxie ty, but they alone coul d not explain the

hysteria. By 20 Ma y the Israeli army (reg ular and reserve uni ts) was

mob ilized and positione d along the borde rs. It totale d som e 300,000

soldie rs, the lion’s share of lsrael’s work ing pop ulation. The eco nomy

was literally paralyzed , a state of affairs that no country can tolerate for a

substant ial perio d of time. Almost eve ry ci vilian activity was sus pended;

peopl e empt ied supermarke t shelves, an d some fle d the country. 73

71 After the war, Chief of Staff Yitzhak Rabin said that, if anything, Israeli intelligence
overestimated the strength of the Egyptian army; see Yitzhak Rabin, interview in Yedioth
Aharonoth, 4 October 1967, quoted in David Kimche and Dan Bawli, The Sandstorm,
London 1968, pp. 135–136.

72 My claim regarding Israel’s nuclear capabilities at the time of the 1967 war is based on the
published testimony of the director of Rafael (Israel Council for the Development of
Military Means); see Munia Mardor, Personal Diary, 28 May 1967, quoted in Rafael:
Research and Development for Israel’s Future, Tel Aviv 1981, pp. 498–499. I am grateful to
Avner Cohen for this reference.

73 News item printed in Ma’ariv, 29 May 1967.
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A unit of Hev ra Kad isha (the burial au thority ) lo cated large sites for mass

gra ves. 74

On the assumption that collective consciousness and collective memory

are not natural, given objects, but are the arena of constant exchange and

tussles between orientations and interests in a given society as part of the

struggle over its image; and on the assumption that they are cultural

constructs, products of shifting socio-political realities which reflect

power struggles and political motivations existing within that society,

which shapes itself through them – one should regard the Holocaust

discourse of May–June 1967 as a complex, non-random product of all

these. Tracing the growth and development of a certain discourse and the

scope of its dissemination and impact is not an easy task since we are not

dealing with an immutable, material, substantial entity. Notwithstanding,

the Holocaust discourse of the period is certainly traceable, and the sites in

which it was formulated and from which it was marketed, the kind of places

in which collective memory is usually shaped and national meaning is

created, have political names and faces.

Publ ished on 22 May 1967, at the begi nning of the second week of the

crisis , an article ent itled ‘‘From the Rhi ne to Erez [an Israeli settlem ent on

Israe l’s borde r with Egyp t],’’ writt en by a prominent editori alist of

Ha’a retz , insinu ated that, althoug h Erez was far away from the Rhine ,

and althoug h the Egyptian s were no Germ ans and theref ore Nasse r was

no Hitl er, there was a clear simila rity betw een the ‘‘two obse ssed dicta-

tors.’’ These two dictators share d ‘‘the obsessio n of encir cleme nt, the

obse ssion of a Judeo-Bol shev ist cons piracy to be cru shed, and tha t of the

Zio nist cancer and the Israeli-i mperialist conn ecti on meant to humil iate

the Arab na tion.’’ The author of this te xt, a membe r of the Ben-Gur ion’s

circl e, the n sc ornful ly ad ded, targe ting the cur rent Israeli gove rnment:

Government circles in Israel have detected a sense of dé tente in the last 24 hours.
This is the same dé tente, well remembered by those who lived in Europe before
the war, that descended on its capitals after each one of Hitler’s usurpations . . .
and Hitler encouraged this feeling, because it served his goals. Israel’s leaders,
who cooperate in producing that lulling notion, have forgotten the past; they may
find themselves condemned to live it for the second time.75

This was the first allusion to Nazism and the Holocaust, And even if no

explicit comparison was drawn, the subliminal messages were clear.

Israel’s political leadership at that time, like the Chamberlains in their

74 Ha’aretz, 2 June 1967.
75 A. Schweitzer, Ha’aretz, 22 May 1967. It should be noted that Schweitzer was a member

of Ben-Gurion’s new political party, and close to Israel’s leaders of the security
establishment.
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day, was sho rt-sight ed, weak, favore d appease ment, and was desti ned to

bring down on its elf and on its people a catas trophe of simi lar scop e to

World Wa r II, a new Holocaus t. Arme d with insubs tantia l historica l

lesson s, reprod ucing the Holoca ust discour se form ulated during the

Eichm ann trial, the article was aimed , above all, at undermi ning the

legitima cy of Levi E shkol’s governm ent an d caus ing its down fall, this

being the polit ical objectiv e of Ben -Gurio n and h is associate s.

The West’s stand of non-inte rvention raise d the spe cter of Mun ich and

enhan ced the sense of anot her betra yal by the world. Wha t Ha’a retz had

stated rathe r subtly eru pted in its full coarsene ss in the pop ular evenin g

papers : ‘‘For the time being, ’’ wrote Yedioth Ahar onoth ’s editori alist,

‘‘everyth ing is pro ceeding acc ording to the Mun ich pattern: encouragi ng

the strong at the expe nse of the wea k . . .  and the absence of a warn ing to
muzzl e Nasse r. And on the horizo n a Chambe rlain-lik e declarat ion of

‘peace in our time’ once we are erase d off the map .’’76 Thre e days later,

the same editori alist wrote:

Oh, how we have sinned against the holy and pure memory of the deceased
Chamberlain! How we attacked him, how we ridiculed him and how we
slandered him – and all for what? For speaking softly to the loud Hitler! While
Hitler had power, those facing him were physically powerless, but those crawling
on their bellies today are armed to their teeth! Well? . . .  Chamberlain’s western
critics nowadays are . . .  are . . .  no, I would not like to wash their underwear
now . . .  Chamberlain? He was a spiritual hero compared to them. 77

A few days later, Mun ich was cited again in the sam e writer’s colum n:

America is somewhat panicked by the Holocaust that might befall it and with it on
the whole world if the Munich affair recurs here . . .  Thanks to our decision, thanks
to our intention to drown any Munich-like solution in the blood of those who
aspire to achieve that solution, a new picture has suddenly appeared on the
horizon. 78

In his turn, Ben -Gurio n hims elf, no w in the oppos ition and a ferocious

rival of his former friend and colleagu e Prime Ministe r Eshkol (a nd hen ce

not innoce nt of polit ical motiva tions), warn ed that Israel faced a trial

more severe than eve r:

A war of anni hi lat ion. None of us ca n forge t the H olo ca ust that the Na z is
in flicted on u s. A nd if so me Arab rulers dec lare d ay an d night that Israel m ust
be anni hi lat ed – th is tim e ref e rring n ot to the e nt ire J ew i sh pe op le i n th e w orld ,

76 Herzl Rosenblum, Editorial, Yedioth Aharonoth, 23 May 1967.
77 Herzl Rosenblum, Editorial, Yedioth Aharonoth, 26 May 1967.
78 Herzl Rosenblum, Editorial, ‘‘With Warm Congratulations to IDF,’’ Yedioth Aharonoth,

29 May 1967 (italics in the original).
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but to the Je ws l ivi ng i n thei r l and – it is our dut y not to ta ke t hese severe
statements ligh tly. 79

It was , h owever, the usual ly rational an d moderat e paper, Ha’a retz ,

that led the campa ign of substitut ing one histo rical situatio n for anothe r

and transpl an ting th e H olocaust’s term s a nd images i nto the cur rent politi-

cal con text of the M iddle E ast. Th e p aper h ad a clear political agenda –

to replace the moderate Eshkol as Israel’s Prime Minister with either

Ben-Gurion or General Moshe Dayan – and its use of the Holocaust served

that agenda well. In a series of articles, op-ed pieces, and news items

writt en and publ ished day after day by different corre spond ents and

essa yists, the sense of an impe nding existential da nger of Holoca ust

pro portion s was accumul ating. Following the first article, previ ously

men tioned, anothe r artic le, written by the pap er’s military corre spon-

den t, cl aimed blun tly that Nasse r’s intention s were the same as Hitler’s .

It is bewildering to what degree a people that experienced the Holocaust in World
War II, is willing to believe and take risks a second time . . .  Nasser has declared his
intentions to annihilate Israel [the professional peaceniks ridiculed this declara-
tion in the past], and he will try to realize his plans. Is there anyone who still
doubts it?’’80

An other te xt in that se ries, written by a note d Labor int ellectua l, was

entit led ‘‘T he Retu rn of the Hitl erite Danger. ’’ In the article, the writer

ple aded the need to learn from past mista kes and take the Arab threa ts

mos t serious ly:

The Jewish people cannot sustain another blow. We can accept no consoling and
comforting advice. We shall pay the full price. The others will express sorrow for
our disappearance. The sincerity of his [Nasser’s] repetitive and emphatic
declarations, that he wishes to annihilate Israel, cannot be doubted. It would be
irresponsible folly not to believe what Nasser has been writing and saying for the
last twelve years.81

Israe l must therefore ‘‘crus h the m achina tions of the new Hitl er right

away , while it is still possible to do so,’’ said the comm entator. ‘‘For us,

Abd el Nass er is Hitler.’’82 A reve red, old-guard author cl ose to Ben -

Guri on fol lowed this line an d called on the worl d to pay at tention to

Nass er’s Hitl erite inten tions to liquid ate Israe l: ‘‘T hat is the plan by wh ich

he wages war against Israel.’’83 A few da ys later, on the morn ing the Israe li

79 Ben-Gurion, quoted in ‘‘Ben-Gurion Declared: Our Behaviour and Leadership will
Determine Our Fate,’’ Yedioth Aharonoth, 30 May 1967.

80 Zeev Schiff, ‘‘The Sand Clock,’’ Ha’aretz, 29 May 1967.
81 Eliezer Livneh, Ha’aretz, 31 May 1967. 82 Ibid.
83 Haim Hazaz, ‘‘Facing the World,’’ Ma’ariv, 2 June 1967.
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air force simu ltaneous ly attac ked Egypt an d Syria, Ha’aret z pro vided a

detailed compariso n betw een the statement s of the two lead ers – Hitler

and Nasse r.84

Organiz ed authen tic anxie ty

Waging war is an enormous endeavor of general mobilization, political,

economic, as well as cultural and educational. It would be unwise to try to

trace a simple, linear, tangible link between the Holocaust discourse devel-

oped on the eve of the war, and the decision to engage in a military pre-

emptive strike. One cannot ignore, however, the omnipresence of that

discourse, its initiators, and its accumulative effect in the context of the

1967 war. Collective anxiety or hysteria is a complex phenomenon that is

hard to define and delineate.85 Feelings of persecution, combined with a

peculiar angry sensitivity and irritability towards those regarded, once and

forever, as enemies, are the most striking traits of the inner life of a crowd,

said Elias Canetti. ‘‘These enemies can behave in any manner,’’ he writes,

‘‘harsh or conciliatory, cold or pathetic, severe or mild – whatever they do

will be interpreted as springing from an unshakeable malevolence, a pre-

meditated intention to destroy the crowd, openly or by stealth.’’86 Canetti’s

observations concerning crowd mentality can also be attributed to an

‘‘imagined community’’ such as a nation, which, at certain points in history

may adopt the emotions or anxieties of the crowd.

The Ame rican historia n Murray Levin arg ues that there may be certain

events in a na tion’s history that are general ly regard ed as periphe ral or

weird, yet may reveal profound forces that lie below the surface of

society.87 Analyzing the case of the Red Scare of 1919–1920, Levin

maintains that the almost universal belief in the imminent destruction

84 ‘‘Between Hitler and Nasser,’’ Ha’aretz, 5 June 1967.
85 Sigmund Freud’s discussion of hysteria can be of use to us here: ‘‘No hysterical symptom

can arise from real existence alone,’’ he wrote. ‘‘In every case the memory of earlier
experiences awakened in association with it plays a part in causing the symptom.’’ See
Sigmund Freud, ‘‘The Aetiology of Hysteria,’’ in James Strachey (ed.), The Standard
Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, 24 vols., London
1953–1974, vol. III, pp. 193, 198. While referring in this case to experiences of the
individual, Freud himself claimed that these concepts were also valid for group psychol-
ogy. ‘‘The contrast between individual psychology and social or group psychology which
at first glance may seem to be full of significance, loses a great deal of its sharpness when it
is examined more closely.’’ See Sigmund Freud, ‘‘Group Psychology and the Analysis of
the Ego,’’ in Strachey (ed.), Standard Edition, vol. XVIII, p. 62. See also Michel de
Certeau, ‘‘Psychoanalysis and Its History,’’ in Heterologies: Discourse on the Other, trans.
Briar Massumi, Minneapolis 1986, pp. 5–7.

86 Elias Canetti, Crowds and Power, trans. Carol Stewart, London 1962, p. 22.
87 Murray B. Levin, Political Hysteria in America: The Democratic Capacity for Repression,

New York 1971.
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of American civilization by a highly organized and financed Bolshevik

conspiracy was baseless and that such danger never really existed.

‘‘Political hysteria,’’ he writes, involves ‘‘an extreme loss of customary

political self-control and a very high degree of misperception – a passio-

nate crusade to eliminate an imaginary threat.’’ This kind of threat, he

argues, is usually fabricated by elites, and mainly by elites fearing that

their hegemony is weakened or threatened.88 The threat is constructed

out of bits and pieces of reality that never add up to a whole. Anxiety is

induced among the masses, which anticipate a danger and yearn for its

elimination. Political hysteria, therefore, is a ‘‘peculiar combination of

conscious elite contrivance and spontaneous and largely unconscious

mass response.’’89 Among those who promote hysteria, there are some

who actually believe in the threat, while for others it is a manipulation

designed to achieve certain ends such as managing and maintaining an

existing political system or, on the contrary, overthrowing an existing

system.

Collective anxiety can never be solely the product of invention or

manipulation by the elites. Discursive maneuvers of this kind become

effective only when they respond to deep and genuine social concerns,

and in time of general malaise. Israeli society in the spring of 1967 was a

divided, orphaned society. After Ben-Gurion’s stormy, pioneering, and

goal-oriented era came the normal, more easygoing, and lackluster days

of the lenient, compromising Eshkol, and with them, economic recession,

high unemployment, social unrest, and a prevailing sense of depression.

This period was also marked by substantial emigration – the opposite of

the Zionist grand design of ingathering the exiles.90 It was a climate

receptive to the manipulations of hysteria. It was also easy ground for

the popular, spontaneous, and undiscriminating reception of Nasser’s

threats to annihilate Israel, enhanced and disseminated by interested

groups within Israel. Many contradicting forces – political parties, indi-

viduals, army commanders, and the press – and a variety of motivations

were active behind the scenes. The Eshkol government, which, with Abba

Eban as Foreign Minister, was considered weak, ‘‘diasporic’’ more than

Israeli in its make-up and diplomatic, lobbying practices, sought a poli-

tical solution to the crisis at almost any price. Eban’s efforts prior to the

war to solicit mediation by France, Great Britain, and the United States

were viewed by the government’s opponents as old, exilic, obsequious

88 Ibid., p. 136. 89 Ibid., p. 4.
90 A bitter popular joke at the time was about a big sign hanging at the national airport that

said, ‘‘The last to leave will please switch off the lights,’’ alluding to the feeling that the
Israeli experience was in its final chapter.
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ways, a g overnment whic h does not eleva te itself to the demands of the

hour. 91 Genera l Ariel Sharon describe d the governme nt as servile , assert-

ing that ‘‘we are pres enting ou rselves as empty vessels, as an impotent

coun try.’’92

So discredited were the rather positive, optimistic reports of the Foreign

Minister from his diplomatic voyages that the head of the Mossad was

secretly sent to the United States to check up on Eban’s talks there. ‘‘The

impression given in Paris after the meeting of the [foreign] minister with

the president [de Gaulle] was depressing,’’ reported the Yedioth Aharonoth

correspondent in the French capital, who was close to Ben-Gurion and to

the security establishment.

Eban, instead of issuing an unequivocal, clear and forceful warning to the General
about Israel’s resolute decision to defend its rights by taking up arms . . .  gave de
Gaulle the pathetic impression of being an intercessor . Israel does not want war,
Israel will not initiate a war, Israel is recruiting the aid of the world, this is what
Minister Eban said to Genera l de Gaulle while tens of thousands of Israeli soldiers
had already deployed armor along the Sinai border. 93

The p roponen ts of acti on (who advocate d a prevent ive, immin ent

military strike) cons isted of the army com mand, thre e cabin et mini sters,

right- wing parties, and, as alread y m entioned, the eve ning papers and

especial ly the daily Ha’ar etz , whose main motive was no t so muc h war

as the repla cement of E shkol at the head of the governme nt and the

Minis try of De fense. With Gene ral Moshe Dayan as the paper’s choice

to succeed Eshkol , the organ’s editori alists relen tlessly fought for this

politic al coup, using the infla ted Hol ocaust discour se for this purpose.

The army, wh ich ironi cally enou gh was experi encing – under the mod -

erate Eshkol – unprec edented renewa l and expan sion and was m ore

prep ared than ever for a prevent ive strike, also dem ande d immediat e

actio n to break the stalemate . Army comma nders cl aimed that Israeli

hesit ation to act woul d damag e the army’ s deterren ce capaci ty and its

91 On 25 May, Ha’aretz wrote that ‘‘the personal make-up of the government and its
combined choice of talents’’ were inadequate for taking the necessary decisions. On 29
May, the paper openly called for the replacement of Eshkol by Ben-Gurion as Prime
Minister and Dayan as Defense Minister. Other major newspapers joined in this call.

92 Ethan Haber, Hayom Tifrotz Milhama ( A War Will Break Out Today: Memoirs of General
Israel Lior, Military Secretary of Premiers Levi Eshkol and Golda Meir), Tel Aviv 1987,
pp. 195–196.

93 Article by Yeshayahu Ben-Porat on moves prior to the war, Yedioth Aharonoth, 23 June
1967 (my italics). Noteworthy is the loaded and deliberate depiction of the frightened,
pathetic Israeli ‘‘gabai’’ (synagogue clerk), bearing the message of Israel’s unwillingness
to go to war, confrontedwith the French ‘‘general,’’ the standard-bearer of the uprising of
Free France against the collaborationist French government inWorldWar II. Ben-Porat
goes on to claim that it was not the fault of Eban but of the entire Eshkol government.
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effectiveness, and that a delay in launching the first strike would place

Israel under the threat of annihilation. Yet it is clear that other motiva-

tions, such as the inner need and drive of any such organization to test its

capabilities to the full, as well as the ambition of its leaders to impose their

views and vindicate them, were also clearly playing their roles and impel-

ling the army to adopt its offensive, belligerent stance. To this was added

the feeling within army ranks – a feeling that quickly spread in the

country, fueled and manipulated by the interested groups – that Israel

was being held back by a group of elderly people, members of the Eshkol

exilic-oriented circle, Jewish rather than Israeli in their manners and

thinking, who were not capable of making crucial, existential decisions.94

The 28th of May 1967 was a decisive day both for the war and for

Premier Eshkol. After an unfortunate, live radio broadcast to the nation

in which he stuttered and fumbled (due to last-minute hand-written

changes his aide had inserted into the text), a broadcast that had a

devastating effect on the country, the shaky Prime Minister met with

the army command. The meeting was unprecedentedly stormy, the gen-

erals having openly expressed their lack of confidence in the incumbent

government and its head, in a kind of cold military putsch. Eshkol who

valiantly retorted left angrily before the meeting was formally concluded.

A growing political coalition against the Prime Minister, composed even

of some of Eshkol’s friends and colleagues, and spontaneous as well as

organized street demonstrations demanding that Eshkol be replaced by

Dayan, finally led Eshkol to resign on 1 June as Minister of Defense,

ceding his place to Dayan and thus paving the way for the establishment

of a unified national government. The political upheaval calmed the

country immediately. Just as the hysteria had erupted, abruptly and

quite mysteriously so, it subsided in a moment – a fact which testified to

its (if only partially) manipulated nature and superficiality. The ground

for a first, ‘‘preventive’’ strike had been prepared. The war could now be

perceived both as a war of defense and as a war of redemption, the victory

miraculous, the alternative – total destruction.

Memory on-call

‘‘From Auschwitz to Sinai,’’ exclaimed the French academician Thierry

Maulnier in Le Figaro.

94 The wise bon vivant Eshkol was known for his Jewish humor andmildmanners – his style
was the emblematic opposite of Ben-Gurion’s adversarial, belligerent approach to life
and politics.
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The struggle was as if crowned by the light of a great miracle, receiving its
significance, at least partially, from the depth of history and the great legends of
mankind . . .  In one generation only, almost at one stroke, the Hebrew people have
completed the journey from the Warsaw Ghetto to the praised Zion, from
Auschwitz to Sinai. 95

The war itself and Israel’s swift military vi ctory – addit ional evid ence that

the image devised for the Israe li peopl e and the world just a short time

earlier was inac curate – did no t undermi ne the no tion of recen t, impe nd-

ing do om. To the contra ry, it further enhance d an d fue led the legen d of

the averte d holo caust, as if in a cl osed self-nu rturing circle of logic, as

clear-c ut proof: the great er the victo ry the great er the ave rted catas trophe.

The victory, the new conqu ered territ ories were the alte rnative to the

crema toria. ‘‘To ou r joy – an d the Arab stat es’ sorrow,’’ wrot e Yedioth

Aharon oth ,

the State of Israel was not annihilated and its inhabitants not slaughtered and not
sent to the gas chambers and the ovens. The Arab states had such plans . . .  they
had declared that they would annihilate us, burn our towns and villages and
destroy us . . .  The world knew but did not believe the Arabs would execute
their threats; we were the only ones to believe. We knew what our fate would be
had the Arabs won the war. We knew that if we surrendered, we would be
annihilated. 96

This kind of discour se did not stop at the colu mns of the pop ular evenin g

papers . It also infecte d the best and the brightes t. ‘‘In ligh t of your le ngthy

knowle dge, do not confron t this nation wi th ‘no alternati ve’,’’ wrote the

poet an d es sayist Haim Guri.

At a time like this [this people] becomes another and irrevocably disrupts the
‘‘intelligence assessment’’ amassed in your minds, hearts and files. The poison of
‘‘no alternative’’ is transformed in their veins, by no miracle, into a wondrous
draught. It generates surprises. It breaks records in weight lifting and sprinting.
The full weight of its history is borne on its back along the paths of fire.97

And Israeli poet and form er Wo rld War II p artisan, Abba Kovner, said

after the war, ‘‘T his hom e, this hom e of mine . . .  together with all its
inhabi tants an d all its deeds, had been doom ed to slaug hter before the

end of this month.’’98 On the same occas ion, Guri declare d that ‘‘ours is

the generat ion which saw the furna ces, an d our chi ldren have take n the

lesson of the Holocaus t to heart . All of a sudde n man y Jews understoo d

95 Thierry Maulnier, Le Figaro, reproduced in Hebrew in Yedioth Aharonoth, 26 June 1967.
96 Aharon Shamir, Yedioth Aharonoth, 23 June 1967.
97 Haim Guri, ‘‘Forthright Words, Fitting Words,’’ Ma’ariv, 7 July 1967.
98 Abba Kovner in a writers’ and intellectuals’ meeting, Jerusalem, 10 July 1967; ‘‘In these

great days,’’ published in English by the Hebrew Writers’ Association.
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wh at was involve d, and believ ed in word s wh ich sudde nly came alive ,

pie rced the h eart and wrou ght havoc there.’’99

Beca use ‘‘Auschwi tz’’ as histo ry, as past reality, as a symbo l, and as a

met aphor was so unimag inable an d indes cribable , it coul d no w bec ome,

in a m ost distorted way, a figur e of speech, an easy comm odity. Its very

unre presentabi lity ren dered it exchange able with all sorts of utt erly dif-

ferent histo rical instanc es. If Auschw itz coul d be perce ived as ‘‘t he price

paid for Israel’s resurre ction,’’ as Thierry Mauln ier put it, it could also b e

expl oited to define the pre-196 7 bor ders of Israe l, bor ders that, for two

deca des, had pro ved def ensible and viable .100 And fifteen years later,

it would also become, in Pre mier Me nachem Begin’s word s, the sole

alte rnative to the Israe li invasi on of L ebanon .101 Thus the memo ry of

Au schwitz as a cons titutiv e myt h, healing an d all-justify ing, the commit -

men t through memory as Susan Sont ag put it, would be transfor med int o

a memo ry on-call, an all-pu rpose memory , a memory for all se asons. The

bel ated victo ry over ‘‘Aus chwitz’’ in the battl es of Si nai, the Wes t B ank,

and the Go lan Heig hts m ade possible the fateful trans form ation of the

Stat e of Israe l, a modern, rational , politica l man ifestation, int o the Land

of Israel, the primordia l, sancti fied, and ahist orical conc ept of Israe l, and

end owed the land with the adde d sanctity of the averted destru ction.

This miracu lous tra nsformat ion also mes merized the Israe li govern-

men t. The West Bank, that ancient hom e of Israe l and the pres ent hom e

of the Palest inians, was exc luded from its histo ric, if short-l ived 19 Ju ne

1967 decision, stating its will ingness to withd raw from the Si nai and the

Golan Heig hts, if Eg ypt and Syria agreed to direc t neg otiations, peace

tre aties, and mutual se curity arrangeme nts. This area was imme diately

ext racted from the gove rnment’s decision an d from pol itics in general ,

that is, from the possible, from the p resent, fr om peopl e’s times, choice s,

and decis ions. ‘‘The State of Israe l has sud denly becom e the L and of

Israe l . . .  It means living accordin g to the law s of a diffe rent hou r, being

sensi tive and stron g in order to stand up to these trials; an d unders tanding

that all paths of retreat are blocked ,’’ said Haim Guri. 102 A pie ce of land

thus became non-negotiable, beyond the realm of politics, ‘‘a living body –

beyond and above time,’’ as Elie Wiesel had phrased it.103

99 Guri, ‘‘Forthright Words.’’
100 The first to utter these words was Abba Eban, who later tried to dissociate himself from

them. The phrase was appropriated, however, never to be returned by the Israeli
political Right.

101 Menachem Begin, Cabinet Meeting, 4 June 1967, reproduced in the Israeli press.
102 See Guri, in a writers’ and intellectuals’ meeting, Jerusalem, 10 July 1967.
103 Wiesel, in Yedioth Aharonoth, 16 June 1967.
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In a kind of echo of Primo Levi’s words about ‘‘the incurable nature of

the offense, that spreads like a contagion,’’104 and from a perspective of

twenty years of Israeli occupation of the West Bank, the Israeli-

Palestinian writer Emile Habibi reflected in the mid-l980s on the devas-

tating effect the Holocaust, and the memory of the degradation inflicted

on the Jews in the Holocaust, had had on the Israeli psyche. In an essay

entitled ‘‘Your Holocaust, Our Catastrophe,’’ published in the Israeli

journal Politika, Habibi wrote:

I cannot imagine that, had the Holocaust not happened, the brothers of Heinrich
Heine and Maimonides, Bertolt Brecht and Stefan Zweig, Albert Einstein and
the immortal Arab-Jewish poet Shlomo Ben Ovadia would have permitted a
Jewish government to expel another Semite people out of its home . . . Indeed,
the horrifying suffering inflicted on the Jews by the Nazi beast can be measured
not only by the six million annihilated in the concentration camps and by other
means of mass killing. It is measured also by the terrible price the Jewish people
have paid in losing their glorious Jewish tradition and in the damage it has
caused to what is called the ‘‘Jewish heart.’’105

104 Levi, The Reawakening, pp. 182–183.
105 Emile Habibi, ‘‘Your Holocaust, Our Catastrophe,’’ Politika, 5, 1986, p. 28.
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4 Between Love of the World and Love of Israel

Few are the texts which mold a generation’s thinking and discourse

instantly and lastingly, and create conceptual breakthroughs. If the

1961 Eichmann trial in Jerusalem elevated talk of the Holocaust to the

public sphere and granted it the legitimacy and circulation it had not

previously had, then the report of the trial by Hannah Arendt in her

book Eichmann in Jerusalem (1963) transformed this speech and revolu-

tionized its language and meanings. Thus the two events, the trial and

the book, and subsequently the fierce controversy around the book as

well, became inextricably connected and of one piece. Not only did the

trial take onmythological dimensions as a restorative and expiatory event,

summing up a historical chapter and, as it were, ‘‘rendering justice’’ to the

victims of the Holocaust, the Jewish people, and the State of Israel, as if

justice could be rendered; Arendt’s book itself, which endeavored to

deconstruct the redemptive mythical discourse of the trial – and the

maelstrom which engulfed the book and its author – also assumed mythi-

cal dimensions. It is therefore no longer possible to discuss the Eichmann

trial and its significance separately from Arendt’s analysis of it; or to

discuss the meaning of the book without referring to its reception and

perception.

The Arendt polemic jolted the Jewish world to such extent because it

was related to the two central and identity-constituting events in the

Jewish history of the twentieth century – the destruction of European

Jewry and the establishment of the State of Israel; because it touched on

the complex connection between those two events, and because it con-

tained within it the struggle for control of Jewish memory, its language,

meanings, bearers, and custodians. The eye of the storm was the United

States, where Arendt’s articles first appeared – and were immediately

published in book form – and where many prominent intellectuals, both

Jewish and non-Jewish, took part in the polemic. The controversy raged

for three years in the mid-1960s, in fact, it has not died down to this day,

and so far has brought forth more than one thousand publications,
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articles, and books.1 In the past decade numerous works have been

devoted to the polemic itself.

The present chapter, too, deals with Arendt’s book and the controversy it

provoked; it does so, inter alia, through analysis of two major relevant

documents: the public letters2 exchanged by the renowned Kabbala scholar

Gershom Scholem and Hannah Arendt after her book appeared. It focuses

in particular, as the controversy did, on the issue of Arendt’s Jewishness, her

attitude and ‘‘loyalty’’ towards Judaism and the Jewish people, Zionism, and

Israel. It was Scholem, in his letter to Arendt, who, in his ostensibly friendly

manner, raised these issues.Her profound and emphatic reply, however, was

accessible only to those fluent in English, French, German, and a number of

other languages, into which the correspondence was translated: to the Israeli

public only Scholem’s accusatory document was available. Contrary to the

agreement between the two, Arendt’s reply was not translated into Hebrew,

and thus was never printed side by side with Scholem’s letter.

Scholem was neither the only scholar nor the first to dwell on Arendt’s

‘‘Jewishness’’ or ‘‘loyalty’’ to her people after the publication of her book.

This was the main weapon in a campaign directed against her which, as is

the case with quasi-pathological events of this kind, rapidly deteriorated

into character smear and arbitrary branding. The labels affixed to Arendt

ranged from the banal and predictable to the deranged and delirious: she

was suspected, inter alia, of latent and overt sympathy for Nazism, of a

dem onstrative ly favorable attitud e to Eichma nn hims elf, and of depictin g

him as a ‘‘Zionist’’ and denying the evil and atrocity of his actions. The

then President of the American Jewish Congress, Rabbi Joachim Printz,

accused Arendt of having described Eichmann as a ‘‘sweet andmisguided

man,’’ 3 while the historia n Barbar a Tuchm an wrot e tha t Are ndt had been

1 See Walter Laqueur, ‘‘The Arendt Cult – Hannah Arendt as Political Commentator,’’ in
Steven A. Ascheim (ed.), Hannah Arendt in Jerusalem, Berkeley 2001, pp. 47–48.

2 The public nature of the letters is highly problematic in the Israeli context. Gershom
Scholem responded to Arendt’s book by writing her a personal letter, which was intended
from the outset for publication and asked her permission to publish it. Arendt concluded
her reply by acceding to Scholem’s request, on condition that the two letters be published
together, side by side. This was done everywhere and in all languages, except (in Hebrew)
in Israel. Scholem did not keep his promise. While Scholem’s letter appeared in Hebrew
twice in his lifetime – first on 31 January 1964 in Davar, and the second time in Scholem’s
collection o f essays, Dvar im Be’go (Expl ic ations and Implic ations), T e l A viv 1 97 5, pp. 91 –9 5 –
undoubtedly with his knowledge and under his auspices – Arendt’s reply was translated
into Hebrew and published for the first time in that language, in the original version of my
book in September 2002. Excerpts from Scholem’s letter have reappeared in Hebrew
several times over the years, even in scholarly publications, without ever mentioning the
existence of Arendt’s response.

3 Joachim Prinz, Arendt Nonsense, New York 1963, quoted in Novick, The Holocaust in
American Life, p. 135.
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inspired by a conscious desire ‘‘to support Eichmann’s defense’’4

(a doubly weird claim both because of its content and because Arendt

published her report after Eichmann’s execution in 1962). The Jewish

Anti-Defamation League publicly campaigned against the ‘‘evil book,’’

and the Jewish Publication Society of America distributed, as Peter

Novick recorded, a 400-page attack on Arendt’s book.5 Finally, the title

of a discussion of Arendt’s book in a French weekly, was the not necessar-

ily rhetorical question ‘‘Is Hannah Arendt a Nazi?’’6

While the general polemic around Arendt’s book has already been

studied in depth,7 its pale shadow, namely the Israeli polemic, whose

intensity never approximated that of the New York ‘‘civil war,’’ as Irving

Howe described it,8 still awaits thorough investigation.9 Although most

of the criticism leveled against Arendt in Israel was cloaked in the guise of

historical debate, dealt with the details of the facts and was aimed at

questioning her erudition and skills in her field of research, the tone, the

sub-text and the overt wording of many of the critiques and references to

the book and its author charged her with ‘‘anti-Zionism,’’ with ‘‘exilic self-

hatred,’’ and with hostility towards the great Israeli Zionist endeavor at a

moment of cathartic national unity. Both the professor of philosophy

Ernst Simon and the historian Israel Gutman, who wrote the weightier

of the Israeli articles about Arendt’s book,10 emphasized, in almost

identical words, her abandonment of Zionism. Both wrote that when

she left France in 1940 (having escaped Nazi Germany several years

previously) Arendt did not ‘‘follow her former students to Eretz Israel’’

(Sim on) or ‘‘her path did not le ad to Eretz Israel’’ (Gutman), and that she

chos e the United States where she developed her career, as if this primal

choice of h ers had forev er fault ed her judg ments and shaped – and

distorted – her intellectual insight and achievements. And whereas

Simon referred to Arendt’s ‘‘assimilation process,’’ to the fact that ‘‘she

neve r found time for serious study of Hebrew or Yiddi sh,’’ and to her

4 Barbara Tuchman, ‘‘The Final Solution,’’ New York Times Book Review, 29 May 1966,
pp. 3, 12, quoted in Novick, Holocaust in American Life, p. 135.

5 Novick, Holocaust in American Life, pp. 134–135. 6 Ibid.
7 Noteworthy in this context is Richard I. Cohen’s comprehensive study, ‘‘Breaking the
Code: Hannah Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem and the Public Polemic: Myth, Memory
and Historical Imagination,’’ Michael: On the History of the Jews in the Diaspora, 13, 1993,
pp. 46–60.

8 Irving Howe, A Margin of Hope: An Intellectual Autobiography, New York 1982, p. 290.
9 A preliminary investigation can be found in Idith Zertal, ‘‘Hannah Arendt versus the
State of Israel,’’ in Ophir (ed.), Critical Moments, pp. 158–167.

10 See Akiva Ernst Simon, ‘‘Hannah Arendt: An Attempt at Analysis,’’ Molad, 21
(179–180), July–August 1963, pp. 239–256; Israel Gutman, ‘‘Arendt-style Self-
Hatred,’’ Yalkut Moreshet, 4 (6), December 1966, pp. 111–134.
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abandonment of Zionism because of her ‘‘attitude towards the Arab

question,’’11 Gutman noted Arendt’s ‘‘untrammelled self-hatred,’’ her

‘‘delicacy and great consideration’’ towards Eichmann, her blindness

towards ‘‘the new Israel,’’ and the striking absence in her book of ‘‘any

description of an Israeli house, street or individual.’’12 The editor of the

intellectual and highly influential periodical, Amot, attacked Arendt and

her book in a lengthy article in the daily Davar, using such epithets as

‘‘strange creature,’’ ‘‘Prussian Jewess,’’ ‘‘Jewish-Prussian soul,’’ or ‘‘disin-

tegrated emotional elements.’’ Expressing openly his distaste, he wrote:

‘‘How varied and mixed are the components of malignant evil in Jews of

Miss Arendt’s kind,’’ and added, ‘‘It is the source that is crucial: the

poison which consumes its very bearer, so that he takes it with him

wherever he goes – to Auschwitz, to Jerusalem – everywhere.’’13

Yet the Arendt polemic in Israel was conducted as if in a sealed room,

mainly within a small scholarly community, without reaching the general

public, and without giving Arendt a voice. Not only Arendt’s reply to

Scholem, but her other answers to her critics in Israel as well were never

published inHebrew;14 and some forty years were to pass before her book

on the trial, the object of the controversy, appeared in Hebrew (previous

attempts, from themid-sixties on, to publish aHebrew translation proved

fruitless).15 Arendt was never again invited by an Israeli academic institu-

tion to have her say after the publication of her book, either on the book or

on an y othe r subj ect. Although this was never stat ed form ally, she was

persona non grata in the Israeli academic establishment. The voice which

was cardinal to any meaningfu l deb ate in Israe l on Are ndt’s arg uments

was silenced and never heard there. Hers was the missing voice in the

polemic about her. Arendt was like a black hole, unseen and unheard, but

still acting as a f ocus of gra vity – perh aps precisely beca use of its abse nce

and its immense power – and generating movement and upheavals in

11 Simon, ‘‘Hannah Arendt: An Attempt at Analysis,’’ pp. 246, 239, and 245 respectively.
12 Gutman, ‘‘Arendt-style Self-Hatred,’’ pp. 111, 116, 118 respectively.
13 Shlomo Grodzensky, ‘‘Miss Arendt among the Perfume Flasks,’’ Davar, 3 May 1963,

p. 3.
14 See, for example, her response to Yaakov Robinson’s book, And the Crooked Shall Be

Made Straight: The Eichmann Trial, the Jewish Catastrophe and Hannah Arendt’s Narrative,
New York 1965, published in January 1966, cited in Ron H. Feldman (ed.), Hannah
Arendt: The Jew as Pariah, Jewish Identity and Politics in the Modern Age, New York 1978,
pp. 252–259.

15 The rights to Hebrew publication were owned by Shocken, in whose American branch
Arendt worked as a senior editor. The Israeli publishing house, Amikam, bought the
rights from Shocken and commissioned the publiscist, Boaz Evron, to translate it, and he
in fact completed the task and received payment. However, the book was never pub-
lished. The ‘‘hidden hand’’ as Evron called it, may have acted. Conversation with Boaz
Evron, 2000, and Boaz Evron, Ha’aretz, 6 October 2000.
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Israeli discourse. Only gradually, in recent years, more Israeli scholars

from various disciplines have had recourse to Arendt’s writings.16

An obligation towards the past

When she set out, on her own initiative, to cover the Eichmann trial in

Jerusalem for theNewYorker, Hannah Arendt was already a distinguished

and esteemed political philosopher, author of a seminal work on the

twentieth-century phenomenon of totalitarianism, which, like her many

other books, has never been translated into Hebrew. As recorded in her

letters, she wanted to be present at the trial and to observe the defendant,

Adolf Eichmann, at close quarters, as part of her continual interest in and

study of totalitarianism. Arendt felt that she hadmissed an opportunity by

not being present at the Nuremberg trials, which tried the heads of the

Nazi dictatorship and the individuals responsible for the atrocities perpet-

rated by Germany in the Second World War, and she believed that

Eichmann’s trial would be the last of the trials of Nazi arch-criminals.

‘‘I missed the Nuremberg Trials,’’ she wrote. ‘‘I never saw these people in

the flesh, and this is probably my only chance.’’17 She also considered her

presence at the trial as a kind of obligation towards herself and her past as

a Jewish refugee from Germany, who had endured the early days of

Nazism, experienced persecution, and conducted research on the sub-

ject.18 She spent time in Jerusalem and followed Eichmann’s trial for two

periods,19 several weeks in all. After the trial, the verdict of the District

16 In the last decade two conferences on Arendt’s work were held in Israel. The first took
place in December 1997 in Jerusalem and the contributions were published in Ascheim
(ed.), Hannah Arendt in Jerusalem; the second conference, gathering Israeli scholars, was
held at Tel Aviv University in April 2003. Its contributions were published in Idith Zertal
and Moshe Zuckerman (eds.), Hannah Arendt: Hatzi Mea shel Pulmus (Hannah Arendt:
A Half-Century of Polemics), Tel Aviv 2004.

17 Arendt to the Rockefeller Foundation, 20 December 1960, quoted in Elisabeth Young-
Bruehl, Hannah Arendt: For Love of the World, New Haven and London 1982, p. 329.

18 ‘‘I would never be able to forgive myself if I didn’t go and look at this walking disaster face
to face in all his bizarre vacuousness, without the mediation of the printed word. Don’t
forget how early I left Germany and how little of all this I really experienced directly,’’
wrote Arendt on 2 December 1960 to her mentor and friend, the German philosopher,
Karl Jaspers. See Kohler and Saner (eds.), Correspondence, Letter 271, pp. 409–410.

19 Ibid., Letters 285, 287 and more, pp. 434–441. It should be noted that Arendt came to
the trial with firm views, and the preliminary outline of her book is discernible in the
letters, particularly where Eichmann’s character is concerned: ‘‘Eichmann is no eagle;
rather, a ghost who has a cold on top of that andminute byminute fades in substance, as it
were, in his glass box.’’ Of the Presiding Judge, Moshe Landau, she wrote: ‘‘Marvellous
man!’’ It is worth noting that this letter to Jaspers, in which she expresses herself without
restraint, also includes a disturbing section about the Israeli police and crowd, tainted
with a note of racism and with subliminal allusions to what the trial was about:
‘‘Everything is organized by a police force that gives me the creeps, speaks only
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Court, the appeal by the defens e coun sel, the Supr eme Court ruling, and

Eichm ann’s exe cution, Arendt wrote her series of art icles for the New

York wee kly, which were publ ished in five ins tallmen ts in early spri ng of

1963. 20 The artic les appeare d in book f orm in the early summer of that

year, wi th the dis quieting sub-hea ding, ‘‘A Report on the Bana lity of

Evil.’’ This term, ‘‘ban ality of evil ,’’ men tioned only on ce in the book,

right at the end, 21 beca me a maj or ingredien t in the debate on Nazi sm and

its crim es, Arend t’s ident ifying m ark, and a primary target of attack,

whic h often took on the dime nsions of a pers onal defamat ion campaign

or a dy bbuk-exo rcising ritua l.

Arend t’s report of the trial was no t a reassuri ng or cons oling do cument.

It was neithe r a self-sat isfied conclu sion to a historic al reckoni ng, nor a

celebra tion of the new Jew ish nation alism, bor n acc ording to Zionis t

discour se, in an inev itable, predes tined, and teleolo gical drive out of the

ashe s of the m urdere d Europe an Jewry , thereb y endowing it with retro -

spective , redempt ive signifi cance. The report is both an angry and a

chilling an alysis – emo tional an d ironic, pen etratin g and subve rsive – of

the way in which the trial was cond ucted , its aims and lesson s. By means

of the trial Arend t also form ulated an origin al and innovati ve dis cussio n,

though in the spirit of her previou s writings , of the kind of perso nality and

crime repres ented by the def enda nt, the na ture of the regim e whic h

dispa tched him to perpetrate his crimes , and the conduc t of the Jew s,

the object of those cri mes, wh ile they were takin g place.

The book, theref ore, revo lved arou nd three centr al issues, unequal in

scop e and impo rtance: Eic hmann and Nazi sm, nam ely the murdere rs;

the Jews, na mely the vi ctims; Israel and the court it establishe d in order to

judg e the ‘‘Final Solu tion’’ and Eic hmann, na mely the ‘‘heir s.’’ The

murder ers were murder ers, the victims were victims , the judg es were

judg es, an d Arend t’s heart was in the right place, the on ly place wh ere it

could have bee n. And yet the picture of the Hol ocaust wh ich emerge d

from her distur bing report was no t simple ; it was comp lex an d marked by

parad ox an d ambiva lence. And the advers arial, som etimes pro vocative

narra tive propo sed by Arend t turn ed out to be intoler able in that

Hebrew, and looks Arabic. Some downright brutal types among them. They would obey
any order. And outside the doors, the oriental mob, as if one were in Istanbul or some
other half-Asiatic country.’’ Ibid., Letter 285, p. 435 (my italics).

20 Arendt’s report was published in weekly installments in theNewYorker from 16 February
1963 under the heading Eichmann in Jerusalem in the section the weekly allotted to its
major stories: ‘‘A Reporter at Large.’’

21 ‘‘It was as though, in those last minutes he [Eichmann] was summing up the lesson that
this long course in human wickedness had taught us – the lesson of the fearsome, word-
and-thought-defying banality of evil.’’ These are the concluding words of Arendt’s book,
before the epilogue. See Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 252.
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particular place and time – the early 1960s – when Jewish pain and

sensitivity were only capable of absorbing a tale of absolute evil versus

absolute good. And the fact that this narrative stemmed from within,

from the family, that is to say, from a Jewish woman who was well

acquainted with the Jewish story and knew the profoundest Jewish

‘‘secrets,’’22 rendered the whole affair even more intolerable.

A ‘‘respectable’’ citizen

The central and crucial innovation in Arendt’s book was her discussion of

Eichmann’s personality, and through him, of the nature of theNazi regime

and theNazi individual as SSman.Arendt loathedEichmann and despised

him from the depths of her being and convictions and these emotions23

were reflected in all her personal and public statements, and throughout

the book. Eichmann, to her mind, was the personification of the new type

of bureaucratic mass criminal, the desk-murderer, whose hands were

‘‘clean’’ in the direct physical sense; the kind of unprecedented murderer

created by the totalitarian regimes of the twentieth century. Eichmann was

neither a monster nor a pathological sadist; he never killed a single human

being directly. And, consequently, Arendt was severely critical of the

prosecution’s hopeless attempt to prove that Eichmann had murdered a

Jew with his own hands (the court pointed out the prosecution’s failure

to prove this point).24 She believed that this was not the point, and that

efforts to prove Eichmann’s ‘‘monstrosity’’ devalued the meaning and

unique nature of Nazi crimes. It was Eichmann’s ‘‘normalcy’’ which called

for attention, and this ‘‘normalcy’’ had been confirmed by the numerous

psychiatrists who examined him. ‘‘Theman was ‘normal’,’’ declared one of

them, ‘‘more normal, at any rate, than I am after having examined him.’’25

The discrepancy between the horror of the crimes and the normalcy of

their perpetrators, she asserted, should have been the core of the discussion

of Nazism and of Eichmann. ‘‘The law-abiding good citizen’’ Eichmann,

obeying orders (he left no doubt, wrote Arendt, that he would have killed

his own father if ordered to do so),26 theman of ‘‘conscience,’’ who ‘‘would

have had a bad conscience only if he had not done what he was ordered to

do: to ship millions of men, women and children, to their death with great

22 On Arendt as the ‘‘bearer of secrets’’ and, consequently, as one whose words create an
effect of Freudian unheimlich, see Zertal, ‘‘Arendt versus the State of Israel.’’ Arendt
herself employed the term ‘‘bearers of secrets’’ with regard to the Jewish leaders during
the Holocaust.

23 See, among others, Arendt’s letter from 13 April 1961, in Kohler and Saner (eds.),
Correspondence.

24 Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 246. 25 Ibid., p. 48. 26 Ibid., p. 42.
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zeal and the most meticulous care,’’27 this Eichmann was the phenomenon

which caught Arendt’s interest and which should have been debated in

court, she argued. It was the question of how to establish the connection

between the ‘‘unspeakable’’ atrocities and ‘‘the undeniable ludicrousness of

the man who perpetrated them’’ which should have been under

discussion.28

Eichm ann’s lud icrousn ess fou nd expr ession in the nullit y, the total

emptine ss of his perso nality (‘‘a wal king human catas trophe, ’’ as she

deno ted him) and in the depressi ng bana lity of his language, namel y his

thinki ng. ‘‘Despi te his rathe r bad m emory, [he] repeated word for word

the sam e stock ph rases and self-in vented cliché s (when he did succeed in

constru cting a sentenc e of his own, he repea ted it until it became a cliché)

each time he referred to an incid ent or event of importan ce to him.’’ 29 His

incapa city to speak attest ed, acc ording to Arend t, to his inability to think,

namel y, to think from the standp oint of someb ody el se. ‘‘No comm u-

nication was possi ble with him, not bec ause he lied but bec ause he was

surrou nded by the most reliable of safeg uards against the words and the

presen ce of ot hers, an d hence agai nst reali ty as such. ’’ 30 In Are ndt’s eye s,

Eichm ann was the exempl ary product of a regim e wh ich destroye d in its

citizens the faculty of thinking and judg ing, and the abi lity to distingui sh

betw een good an d evil, right an d wron g, namel y, everythin g that makes

up a huma n being. By omitting to address the se que stions, by assum ing

that the defenda nt, like all ‘‘n ormal peopl e’’ m ust have been aware of the

criminal na ture of his acti ons, an d by failing to take int o acc ount that

Eichm ann was by no means exce ptional withi n the fram ework of the Nazi

regime, and that unde r the conditi ons of the Thir d Reic h only ‘‘exc ep-

tional ’’ individua ls in fact reac ted in ‘‘norm al fashion ’’ the court had

‘‘missed the g reatest moral and eve n legal chall enge of the wh ole case, ’’

Arend t wrot e. 31

In empl oying the ter m ‘‘banal ity of evil’’ Arend t had no intention of

arguin g, nor did she do so, that there was anyt hing banal abou t the crim es

perp etrated by the Nazi regime an d its emissary Adolf Eichma nn, as

many of her critics cl aimed. She argued repeatedly that these crimes

were unprecedented in their horror – not only in scope but also in essence.

Indeed, she was the very first to grasp – before all her moral censors –

already in the second half of the 1940s, in her chapter on the concentra-

tion and extermination camps,32 the radical evil and total novelty of the

27 Ibid., p. 25. 28 Ibid., p. 54. 29 Ibid., p. 49 30 Ibid.
31 Ibid., p. 26. See also the discussion of Richard J. Bernstein, Hannah Arendt and the Jewish

Question, Cambridge, MA, 1996, pp. 137–178.
32 Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism, pp. 437–459.
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totalitarian system, in which ‘‘all men have become equally superflu-

ous,’’33 and whose aim was the destruction of the concept of humanity

itself. It was not the Nazi atrocities which were banal. ‘‘Banal’’ in the sense

of being common, accepted, all-pervasive and regarded as innocuous, was

the quality – the product of the totalitarian system – of the great majority

of the perpetrators of the Final Solution, namely, lack of consciousness,

extensive destruction of thought, incapability to discriminate between

right and wrong. Indeed, Arendt could not detect ‘‘any diabolical or

demonic profundity’’ in Eichmann,34 and his SS colleagues, who epitom-

ized for her the ‘‘word-and-thought-defying banality of evil.’’35 Arguing

against any ‘‘satanic greatness’’ in the Nazi crimes, she was to eventually

define evil as something which ‘‘possesses neither depth nor any demonic

dimension,’’ and which ‘‘can overgrow and lay waste the whole world

because it spreads like a fungus on the surface.’’36 Yet the shallowness and

thoughtlessness of Eichmann and his like did not absolve them in the eyes

of Arendt, on the contrary. Thus, in blatant contrast to several of those

who accused her of sympathy for Eichmann, but conversely were

opposed to his execution,37 Arendt vehemently supported the death

sentence because of the totally non-banal crimes he had committed.

She thought that this man, even if incapable of distinguishing between

good and evil, did not deserve to live because he carried out a policy of

mass murder, of refusal to share the earth with the Jewish people and the

people of other nations, and therefore ‘‘nomember of the human race can

be expected to want to share the earth’’ with him.38

Moral collapse

The other subject in Arendt’s book, which stirred up emotions more than

any other issue, was the conduct of the Jews – in particular the Jewish

leadership – during the Holocaust, that is, the cooperation of the Jews

with their murderers in the process of extermination. Arendt devoted no

more than a couple of dozen out of 300 pages to this subject, but this was

to become the searing, scorching core of the book. The incisiveness and

33 Ibid., pp. 457–459. 34 Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 288. 35 Ibid., p. 252.
36 See inter alia, her letter to Gershom Scholem, in Feldman, Jew as Pariah, pp. 250–251.

Both letters, Scholem’s and hers, were first published in Commentary, 22, 1964.
37 Gershom Scholem, to take one example, wrote that ‘‘Eichmann’s execution is not the

right ending. It distorts the historical meaning of the trial by creating the illusion that
something can be settled in regard to this affair by hanging this worthless individual.’’ See
Scholem, Explications and Implications, p. 119 (bold in the original).

38 Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 279.
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acuity of Arendt’s arguments were interpreted as lack of compassion in a

place and circumstances in which compassion towards those who had

been confronted with a phenomenon she herself described as unprece-

dented in the history of mankind was not only appropriate but essential.

Indeed, Arendt performed her dissection of Jewish conduct and the

structure of Jewish society without analgesics. Citing the seminal study

by Raul Hilberg on the destruction of European Jewry, published shortly

before,39 Arendt asserted that the extensive cooperation of the Jews with

the Nazis in all the countries of Europe, and the fact that they were

organized within community frameworks and led by community heads,

facilitated their murder and magnified the destruction.40

In Amsterdam as in Warsaw, in Berlin as in Budapest, there was no

difference between the assimilated Jewish communities of Central and

Western Europe and the Yiddish-speaking masses of Eastern Europe in

regard to cooperation. All over Europe ‘‘Jewish officials could be trusted to

compile the lists of persons and of their property, to securemoney from the

deportees to defray the expenses of their deportation and extermination,

to keep track of vacated apartments, to supply police forces to help seize

Jews and get them on trains.’’41 And the Jews registered, filled out

innumerable forms and pages of questionnaires about their property,

thereby making the task of the looters and persecutors easier; then they

gathered at the assembly points and boarded the trains. ‘‘Day in day out

the people here leave for their own funeral,’’ commented a Berlin Jew in

1943.42 The Germans themselves were surprised at the degree of Jewish

cooperation. In several cases they examined the area and the conditions in

order to ascertain ‘‘whether Jews could be made to walk to their doom on

their own feet, carrying their own little valises, in the middle of the night,

without any previous notification.’’43

Had the Jews not been organized throughout Europe and had they

been leaderless ‘‘There would have been chaos and plenty of misery,’’

Arendt wrote, but the total number of victims of the Nazis would never

have reached ‘‘four and a half to six million’’ (these were the figures

Arendt cited, based on Gerald Reitlinger and the prevailing estimate at

the time she wrote).44 Citing Hilberg, Arendt brought evidence and

calculations to prove that wherever the Jews did not cooperate, wherever

39 Raul Hilberg,The Destruction of European Jews, Chicago 1961 (2nd and expanded edition
in 3 volumes, New York 1985). Hilberg’s book too has never been translated into
Hebrew.

40 It should be noted that Arendt uses the word ‘‘cooperation’’ and not the more loaded
‘‘collaboration.’’

41 Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 118. 42 Ibid., p. 115. 43 Ibid., pp. 155–156.
44 Ibid., p. 125.
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the y fled the Nazis or went undergro und, the numbe r of victims was

halv ed. The story of two Greek commun ities do es corroba rate this

clai m. Rabbi Dr. Z vi Koretz was the head of the Jude nrat in Salonika .

Compl iant with E ichma nn’s te am orders to organize the commun ity for

its collecti ve dis patch for ‘‘resettle ment’’ in Craco w, he became a tragic

link in the apparat us of Nazi extermi nation of its own comm unity. He

hims elf was no t spare d. Along with other Ju denrat members he was

dep orted tow ards the end of the war to Berg en-B elsen and die d there of

typhus . In contrast to Koret z the Athenian rabbi Eliyahu Barzilai rebell ed

and did no t coo perate. He refused to give the lists of Athen s’s Jew s,

misl aid the commun ity archive, and with hel p from the Greek res istance

and a large sum of mon ey succ eded in hiding the entire commun ity in the

mou ntains and in chu rches and m onasteries, and thus saved it. 45 The

case of the small Danish Jewis h commun ity, all of wh om were rescu ed in

an opera tion of the Dani sh undergro und, was exception al even accordin g

to this conce ption .

It is notew orthy that Arend t’s argume nt abou t the coope ration of the

Jew ish leadership with the Nazis, and the singli ng out of a sele cted few for

res cue as part of that coo peration, bears a striking res embla nce to the

judg men t of Ju stice B enyami n at the Grun ewald –Kastn er trial, and was

simi lar in spirit. This simila rity may expla in, even if only par tially, the fury

evo ked b y Arendt’ s remarks , particul arly within the Jewish- Zionist estab-

lishm ent, wh ich believed that the Eic hmann trial was mak ing amends for

the politica l dis aster of the Kastn er case, for its subversi on of the org an-

ize d memory of the Hol ocaust and, on an other, uns poken plane, for the

catas trophe of the Jude ocide. Both Arend t an d Halevi to ok issue with the

view of the Jewish masses in the Di aspora as an anonym ous, passi ve,

powe rless object, lack ing will or decision-m aking capa city of their own,

‘‘who had no legs to escape with’’ and ‘‘had no spirit left,’’ which was how

they were described by the prosecutor at the Grunewald–Kastner trial,

the then State Attorney, Haim Cohen, in his concluding speech.46

Halevi did indeed refuse to regard those Jews as ‘‘lambs led to the

slaughter,’’ as State Attorney Cohen defined them, quoting what he

claimed was the ‘‘ancient curse.’’47 It was the duty of the Jewish leadership,

45 See for this, Michael Burleigh, The Third Reich: A New History, New York 2000,
pp. 654–655.

46 Rosenfeld, Criminal Case 124, p. 281. See also chapter 2 of this book.
47 Ibid. Rosenfeld quotes Cohen as follows: ‘‘And they were considered to be but lambs led

to the slaughter, to be killed and annihilated, afflicted and oppressed.’’ There is no such
verse in the Bible and this quotation is a combination of verses from Isaiah 53, 7; Psalms
44, 24; the Scroll of Esther; and also alludes to the curse in Deuteronomy 28, 15 on. I am
grateful to Dan Michman for this comment.
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Halevi argued, to arm the people, if not with weapons then with knowl-

edge of the truth about what was occurring in Auschwitz and other death

sites, and to enable them to decide for themselves and their families, to

grant them the freedom tomake choices and decisions with regard to their

fate. Halevi, like Arendt, saw the Jews as subjects, sovereign individuals,

capable of thinking for themselves and taking decisions, even if only as to

the manner and timing of their deaths. In his verdict, Halevi wrote:

The dissemination of the substantial information among the Jewish leaders, and
in particular the Zionists in the provincial towns, and through them among the
masses, could have . . . acquainted those leaders and the people with the real
dangers and fortified them against the Nazi lies and deceits . . . In light of the
alternative of Auschwitz, the Jews as leaders or as ordinary people were capable of
full and thoughtful deliberation on the ways and means of defending or rescuing
themselves in accordance with circumstances.48

Like Arendt several years later, Halevi did not speak of rebels or heroes, of

those who took up arms, but of the refusal of ordinary men to obey orders

and to cooperate, which held out at least a chance – though no guarantee –

of restricting the destruction:

Any disruption, temporary halt or slowdown in the general pace could have
considerably reduced the final number of victims. It is impossible and unneces-
sary to launch into surmise as to how matters would have developed without
Kastner’s cooperation with Eichmann . . . There can be no doubt that this path –
the method of free rescue independent of the Nazis – was dangerous for all those
who took it and its outcome was not guaranteed; it was impossible to know how
many would be saved and how many lost in this way, or to establish in advance
who would be saved and who would fall victim.

Thus, the refusal to collaborate was not an absolute guarantee but this

mode of action might have held out some hope of rescue, might have

created some barrier to total destruction. In light of her own principles

and conceptions, and though not familiar withHalevi’s judgment, Arendt

said the same in almost identical words.49 Like Halevi before her, and

certainly contrary to the claims of her critics, Arendt explicitly took the

side of the Diaspora Jews, victims of the massacre. Moreover, it was the

rank-and-file she sided with, the simple, ‘‘ordinary’’ Jews, those who were

nameless and had no particular standing or connections, either in their

48 District Court Verdict, pp. 110–115. It is quoted almost in full in Rosenfeld, Criminal
Case 124, pp. 407–449.

49 Ibid. Hannah Arendt was acquainted in general with the details of the Kastner case. She
writes in her book with great acrimony about Kastner and quotes Halevi’s famous
statement that Kastner ‘‘sold his soul to the Devil,’’ namely to Eichmann, but she almost
certainly never read the entire verdict, published only in Hebrew, either directly or
through a mediator.
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communities or elsewhere in the world, whom nobody was concerned to

rescue from their hell. And her position, even in retrospect, contained a

great moral message. Arendt’s argument (in the context of the Kastner

case) was that the acceptance of distinctions between the more and the

less privileged among the Jews marked the beginning of ‘‘the moral

collapse of respectable Jewish society.’’50 The moral damage entailed in

acceptance of these categories, she argued, stemmed from the fact that all

those who sought to include someone among the ‘‘exemptions from the

rule’’ were thereby acknowledging the rule, that is the existence of the

negligible, murderable mass. In other words, even the Jewish victims had

accepted the yardsticks of the Nazi Final Solution, the conviction that a

distinguished Jew was more deserving of survival than an ordinary Jew

(she mentioned in this respect Himmler’s complaint that there were

eighty million good Germans, each of whom had ‘‘a decent Jew’’ of his

own, and noted that it was said even of Hitler that he knew 340 ‘‘first-

rate’’ Jews, and granted them the status of Germans or the privileges of

half-Jews).51

InGermany today, this notion of ‘‘prominent’’ Jews has not yet been forgotten . . .
the fate of ‘‘famous’’ Jews is still deplored at the expense of all the others. There are
more than a few people . . . who still publicly regret the fact that Germany sent
Einstein packing, without realizing that it was a much greater crime to kill little
Hans Cohn from around the corner, even though he was no genius,

wrote Arendt.52 Be that as it may, she did not sweepingly ‘‘negate’’53 the

Diaspora Jews and their way of life as did the Zionist ideology, and as did

the prosecution at the Grunewald–Kastner trial. She conducted a reck-

oning for their cooperation with the Jewish leaders, with the function-

aries, those who set themselves apart from the community, whether for

purposes of self-preservation and preservation of their relatives or for

other reasons.

Nor did Arendt consecrate the militant heroism lauded by Israeli

Zionism. Unlike her Israeli-Zionist critics, she had not expected the

Jews of occupied Europe to take up arms and revolt; armed uprising

was, at best, rare, confined to a tiny minority, solely young people, and

under the prevailing circumstances, could be nothing but a ‘‘miracle.’’

And although the proper legal procedure could not – and was not sup-

posed to – permit testimony of the ghetto fighters in court, since this

testimony was not directly relevant to the actions of the defendant,

50 Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 131. 51 Ibid., p. 133. 52 Ibid., p. 134.
53 The concept and ideology of ‘‘negation of the Diaspora,’’ the total rebellion against what

the JewishDiaspora represented, its way of life, and what was called ‘‘theDiasporic soul,’’
were central to the activist revolutionary Zionism in Palestine/Israel.
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usually strict Arend t welcome d their appeara nce on the witn ess stand.

This te stimony, she asse rted, ‘‘dissipat ed the haunt ing spe cter of uni ver-

sal coo peration, the stifling, poisone d atm osphere which had surrou nded

the Final Soluti on.’’54 And since rebell ion was so far beyond the realm of

the possi ble for most people, the rhetoric al questio n asked by the prose -

cutor, Gid eon Hau sner, ‘‘W hy did you not r ebel?’’ which was repea ted

over and ove r agai n, app eared to her as obtuse an d rude, and mainly a

smoke screen camoufl aging the m ore vital questio n, which was aske d on ly

twice in court , despite the prose cutor’ s effort to avert it, nam ely the

questio n of Jewish coo peration. 55 But, while the path of rebellion was

taken by few, the option of refusal, of pas sive refu sal, was withi n the

bounds of possibilit y to all. ‘‘In order to do no thing,’’ Arend t wrot e in

her letter to Scho lem, ‘‘one did no t need to be a saint, one needed only to

say: ‘I am just a simple Jew , and I have no desire to play any othe r role.’’’ 56

Refus al to conform, to obey, the act of autono mous thin king, of delibe r-

ating with an d for onesel f, and of choosi ng not to take par t in wron gdoing,

both on the par t of the murdere rs and of the victims were acc ording to

Arend t the es sence of huma nity. 57

The Je w as parve nu

Arendt’s discussion of ‘‘the role of the Jewish leaders in the destruction of

their own people,’’ which she described as ‘‘undoubtedly the darkest

chapter of the whole dark story’’58 – a chapter which the trial in

54 Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 123. 55 Ibid., p. 124–125.
56 Arendt to Scholem, 24 July 1963, in Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 248.
57 The shiningmoment at the trial, according to Arendt, was the testimony of AbbaKovner,

who referred to the German soldier, Anton Schmidt, who for six months helped the
Jewish underground and partisans until he was arrested and executed. A hush settled over
the courtroom at that moment, wrote Arendt, as if the audience had decided spontan-
eously to honor thememory of aman namedAnton Schmidt, ‘‘And in those twominutes,
which were like a sudden burst of light in the midst of impenetrable, unfathomable
darkness, a single thought stood out clearly, irrefutably, beyond question – how utterly
different everything would be today in this courtroom, in Israel, in Germany, in all of
Europe, and perhaps in all countries of the world, if only more such stories could have
been told.’’ Arendt, Eichamnn in Jerusalem, p. 231.

58 Ibid., p. 117. It is noteworthy that the Israeli poet Nathan Alterman, as early as the mid-
fifties, during the Grunewald–Kastner trial, used almost identical words in the context of
collaboration by the Judenräte: ‘‘This issue of consent to the deportation of Jews is one of
the darkest chapters in this dark period.’’ See Laor (ed.), Nathan Alterman’s Two Paths,
p. 105. Despite the similarity between them, Alterman’s remarks on the Judenräte, which
were also fiercely criticized by the ‘‘rebels’’ and those who considered themselves their
political representatives, were aimed, unlike Arendt’s stand, at defending the Judenräte
and championing their cause, by citing the insoluble dilemma entailed in the functioning
of the Judenräte and the overall Jewish responsibility for the phenomenon. ‘‘This
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Jerus alem h ad failed to tackle, so she claim ed – did not der ive from a

preco nceived decis ion to inclu de it in her book; she wrote about it

beca use the que stion of the Jewis h leaders hip eme rged duri ng the trial ,

the efforts of the prosecu tor to prevent it notwit hstan ding, an d bec ause

her report was intende d from the outset to be a det ailed and full survey of

the trial . More importa nt, howev er: she touc hed on this q uestion also

beca use it supp lied the m ost pro found ins ight into the moral colla pse

caus ed by Nazism, among the persecut ed as well as the persecut ors. 59

The re was one maj or vill ain in this story – Eichma nn. But in order to

ascert ain the scope of the crime he had perp etrated on behal f of a

perve rted and murder ous regi me, it was essentia l to dem onstr ate that

any coope ration with this system, wh ether with good or m alicious int ent,

was devastati ng.

The root s of Arend t’s cri ticism of coope ration of the Jew ish leadership

with the Nazi regime – in her research, in her intellectua l worl d, in her

pers onality and biogra phy – call for se parate an alysis. In the present

cont ext, I would like to offer, in brief, an addit ional dimensio n for

possi ble elucidati on of Are ndt’s uncomp romising attitud e to the cond uct

of Jewish leaders an d the ir organizati ons. Although she never said this

expl icitly, no r did her various interp reters note this fact, I woul d sugg est

that her extremel y judg mental chara cteriza tion of the Judenrä te – many,

if not all, of them – in the few but sul phurous pag es dedica ted to them ,

was neither arb itrary nor capri cious, but rathe r the pro duct of her con-

tin uous, profoundl y commit ted reflectio ns on Jew ish behavior in history .

The mold of the Jew ish par venu, namel y, the privileg ed, prom inent Jew ,

wh o tries to play by the rules impo sed by othe rs, by the very society wh ich

bra nds an d outcasts him, an d who struggles to win specia l treatme nt for

hims elf and his own kind, tragica lly fitt ed most of the Jude nrä te’s cases, at

leas t as she unders too d them. This Jew ish par venu, a central concept in

her analysis of Jewis h h istory in the past two centurie s, was , in her eyes,

the produc t of abortive attem pts at assim ilation. This was a new Jew ish

figur e pro duced by the Eman cipation, charac terized on the surface by

eco nomic amb ition, and deep do wn by a denial of its Jew ish roots. To

those wh o aspired to find their identity by ‘‘losing’’ it through assim ilation

and a place in society were ad ded the ‘‘privil eged’’ Jew s. The y belonge d,

acc ording to Arend t, to a variety of sub-c ategories . Whil e som e did

phenomenon is a terrible fruit and there is perhaps no element in Judaism which is
entitled to deny its responsibility, including the rebels,’’ wrote Alterman. ‘‘The blind
annals of the nation, the blindness of its leaders and its masses, have created a situation
whereby, obliquely or directly, leaders and masses as well as the Yishuv and the rebels
acquiesced in this phenomenon.’’ Ibid. See also chapters 1 and 2 of this book.

59 Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, pp. 125–126.
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everythin g in their powe r pers onally to enj oy and exploit their excep-

tional , ‘‘privilege d’’ stat us, totally deta ching themse lves from an y public

Jewis h acti vity, there were othe rs, usu ally Jewish commun ity le aders,

who, while tendi ng the ir flock in their own way, not only tried to accom-

modate them selves to exist ing soci al and politic al conditio ns, but eve n

inhibit ed and activel y suppres sed an y impulse for genuine politica l actio n

on the part of the Jewish com munity. Many of these pro minent , usu ally

wealt hy, Jew s, eve n some wh o were invo lved in chari ty activ ities, the

philan thropists or heads of comm unities, betrayed their fellow Jew s,

accord ing to Arend t wh o follo wed B ernard L azare in that matter, 60

and exhi bited parvenu charac teristics. Since wh ile alleviati ng Jewis h suf-

fering in the short run, they neverth eles s cont ribute d to the deepeni ng

and perpetua tion of social and polit ical pers ecution of their fellow Jew s.

They were, in Arend t’s eyes, ‘‘cores ponsible ’’ for the exist ent state of

affairs.

There were exce ptions among the Jewis h com munity leaders . Adam

Czerni akow of Warsaw , ‘‘who was no t a r abbi but an unbe liever . . .  who
must still have reme mbered the rab binical saying: ‘Let them kill you but

don’t cross the line,’ ’’ 61 chos e to take his own life rathe r than assist in the

shipm ent of his fellow ghetto dwellers to Treblinka. The Athenian rabbi

Eliyahu Barzil ai, as alread y men tioned, saved his commun ity by no t

compl ying with Diet er Wis liceny’s orders. But most of the Jewis h lead ers

during the Holoca ust adopte d, if only subco nsciously, the stere otypes of

their persecuto rs abou t them selves and the ir brethre n; they tried to be

‘‘good Jews,’’ ‘‘resp ectabl e’’ an d obedien t, and behave d as the y were

ordered to, so metimes even beyo nd the ‘‘call of duty’’: ‘‘No one bothered

to swear the Jewish offic ials to secrec y; they were vol untary ‘beare rs

of secrets’ , either in order to ensure quiet and preve nt panic, as in

Dr. Kastn er’s case, ’’ wrote Are ndt, ‘‘or ou t of ‘humane ’ cons ideration s,

such as that ‘l iving in the expectati on of death by gassing would only be

harder ,’ as in the case of Dr. Leo Baeck.’’62 They acted that way beca use

that was wh at the y had tra ditionn aly been taught to do, and because

this had alw ays been the ir way of acting; an d they did it in order to

60 Arendt who edited the English translation of Bernard Lazare’s writings and wrote the
foreword, ‘‘discovered’’ the Dreyfus Affair through Lazare’s writings, and adopted many
of his concepts. Bernard Lazare, Job’s Dungheap, New York 1949; she uses the terms
‘‘parvenu’’ and ‘‘pariah’’ extensively in her book Rahel Varnhagen: The Life of a Jewish
Woman, New York (rev. edn.) 1974; see also the discussion in Bernstein, Hannah Arendt
and the Jewish Question, pp. 14–45.

61 Arendt mentions the fact that Czerniakow ‘‘was not a rabbi’’ in order to emphasize the
contrast between him and the leader of German Jewry, Rabbi Leo Baeck, whom she had
mentioned several sentences before. Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 119.

62 Ibid., pp. 118–119.
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accommodate their persecutors and gain in exchange some alleviation,

maybe even the lives of some Jews, ‘‘prominent’’ Jews, perhaps their own

lives. ‘‘Even after the end of the war, Kastner was proud of his success in

saving ‘prominent Jews,’ a category officially introduced by the Nazis in

1942, as though in his view too, it went without saying that a famous Jew

had more right to stay alive than an ordinary one,’’ Arendt wrote.63 By

doingwhat they did, the Jewish leaders actuallymobilized themselves, even

if unwillingly, in the service of the realization of their persecutors’ ideology

and policy, and became accomplices, a crucial component in the Nazi

machine of the destruction of European Jewry, of their own communities,

and at the end of the day, also of themselves, of their own bodies.

It was the other trend of Jewish tradition – a ‘‘hidden tradition,’’ that of

a minority of Jews, who preferred the status of ‘‘conscious pariah,’’ who,

by their very existence and refusal to accept the world as it was, and their

effort to transform it into something else, made it a better place to live in,

not just for themselves, or for some ‘‘privileged’’ individuals but for every-

body – which not only fascinated Arendt but to which she would have

liked to think she belonged. Her admiration for that whole new breed of

people, which ‘‘modern Jewish history was apt to forget,’’ could perhaps

explain why she was incapable of moderation when discussing the grim,

tragic case of the Jewish leaders, and the Jewish traditional social struc-

tures, which facilitated destruction in such a catastrophic way. At the

same time, it is evident that her standpoint was by no means a fleeting

whim, nor was it inspired by deliberate malice or latent sympathy for

Nazism, as many of her critics claimed, because of their misunderstand-

ing of her text, unfamiliarity with her previous writings and unwillingness

to study them in depth and face up to their significance. It was a con-

clusive stand, rooted deep in the patterns of her political philosophical

thought.

It was from the very same perspective, as noted, that she regarded the

actions of the tiny minority of ghetto rebels, as a ‘‘miracle’’ when set

against the poisoned atmosphere of moral collapse and universal coop-

eration which had surrounded the Final Solution.64 She aimed at estab-

lishing as an ideal of humanity the refusal to comply, to take part in

wrongdoing, to rebel, both among Jews and non-Jews, whether militant

or expressed in ‘‘doing nothing,’’ and in passive non-cooperation. Thus

she defined the refusal of the Danish people to cooperate with the Nazi

scheme to exterminate their Jewish community, and the shipment of

the entire community to the Swedish shore by the Danish resistance

63 Ibid., p. 132. See also chapter 2 of this book. 64 Ibid., pp. 122–123.
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movement, one of the few cases of resistance to the Nazis during the

Holocaust, as ‘‘required reading in political science for all students who

wish to learn something about the enormous potential inherent in non-

violent action and in resistance to an opponent possessing vastly superior

means of violence.’’65

Concepts of Jewish history

The overall framework of Arendt’s book was discussion of the trial itself,

Israel’s right to hold it, the way it was conducted, and the lessons it

taught. Here too Arendt was brilliantly erudite, uncompromising, and

unexpected in the paradoxical nature of her arguments. Although she

believed, like many of her colleagues abroad (and several in Israel), that it

would have been advisable to conduct the trial in an international tribu-

nal, she acknowledged Israel’s right to try Eichmann, both because such a

tribunal did not exist and there was no prospect of establishing one, but

mainly because some 300,000 survivors had immigrated to Israel and

made it their home.66 On the other hand, she was critical of the political,

educational, and propaganda nature which Ben-Gurion – the ‘‘invisible

stage manager’’ of the trial67 – had imparted to the event, as he himself

attested.68 She openly disliked the way in which the State Attorney

conducted the prosecution case which caused the trial itself and Israel

in general to fail a great moral, intellectual, and political challenge. The

objectives Ben-Gurion set for the trial, Arendt argued, however noble and

historically understandable, exceeded the bounds of law and legal proce-

dure. It was incumbent on a court to weigh the charges against the

accused, to arrive at a verdict, and to sentence him. All other extra-legal

aims were therefore the source of the innumerable ‘‘irregularities and

anomalies at the trial,’’ until the court itself, trying to stem the flood,

was forced to declare that it could not ‘‘allow itself to be enticed into

provinces which are outside its sphere . . . the judicial process has ways of
its own, which are laid down by law, and which do not change, whatever

the subject of the trial may be.’’69

However, the greatest weakness of the trial, according to Arendt, was

the fact that all the participants in the project, inside the courtroom and

elsewhere, and the general public as well, grasped and understood the

65 Ibid., p. 171
66 Arendt to Jaspers, 23 December 1960, Kohler and Saner (eds.), Correspondence,

pp. 414–418.
67 Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 5.
68 For elaboration of this theme and numerous examples, see chapter 3 in the present book.
69 From the judgment, as quoted in Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem, p. 253.
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phenomenon of the mass murder of Europe’s Jews by the Nazi regime in

termswhich were not compatible with the unprecedented character of the

atrocities and their utterly new nature. And since they considered

‘‘Eichmann’’ and ‘‘Auschwitz,’’ Nazism and the Holocaust solely in

terms of their own history, Jewish history, Arendt claimed, they (those

who conducted the trial and its audience) viewed these phenomena in

terms of the oldest crime they knew and remembered, ‘‘the most horrible

pogrom in Jewish history,’’ and therefore could not understand

‘‘Auschwitz’’ in terms of the new twentieth-century phenomenon of

murderous totalitarianism, a crime of a new kind, unprecedented not

only in scope but, primarily, in essence. In this fashion, Arendt asserted,

‘‘none of the participants ever arrived at a clear understanding of the

actual horror of Auschwitz.’’70

On 23 June 1963, six weeks after receiving a copy of her book,

Gershom Scholem wrote a letter to his old friend, Hannah Arendt.

Their ties went back to the early thirties and had evolved, at first at

least, around their profound esteem and friendship (of each separately)

for the philosopher Walter Benjamin.71 They also shared sympathy for

the views of the small but prestigious Brit Shalom movement on the way

in which the two peoples fighting over Palestine should share the land

(Scholem had been among the founders of the movement in the mid-

1920s). In the 1940s and 1950s, she in New York and he in Jerusalem,

they took a close interest in one another’s work. Arendt was also involved

in the publication of Scholem’s work in the United States. While literary

editor of Shocken Books in New York, she edited Scholem’s writings,

along with those of Kafka, Bernard Lazare, and Benjamin’s posthumous

manuscripts. In 1948, she published an enthusiastic review of Scholem’s

book, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, of which she wrote that his

research had changed ‘‘the whole picture of Jewish history.’’72 But unlike

Scholem, who dealt, to a large extent, with the religious dimensions of the

Sabbatian movement, Arendt, the political philosopher whose thinking

70 Ibid., p. 267.
71 Gershom Scholem, Walter Benyamin, Sipura shel Yedidut, Tel Aviv 1987, pp. 208–209;

Walter Benjamin, the Story of a Friendship , Philadelphia 1981, pp. 213–214. According to
Scholem, they became acquainted in 1932, in Berlin. When she left Berlin and ran the
Paris office of Youth Aliyah, Arendt visited Palestine on several occasions, ‘‘and we had
formed a closer relationship there’’ (Scholem). In the late thirties, on the eve of the war,
they met several times in Paris, and were involved together in efforts to help Benjamin
support himself and publish his writings. Scholem, Walter Benjamin, pp. 188, 208–209,
211. A slightly different story is to be found in the Hebrew version of the same book. See
also Hannah Arendt, Men in Dark Times, Harmondsworth 1973, pp. 165, 167.

72 ‘‘Jewish History, Revised,’’ Jewish Frontier, 15 (March 1948), reproduced in Feldman
(ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 96.
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core and main message was people’s respo nsibility for polit ics and for

being full acti ve citizens, 73 longe d to find in Jewis h mystical thought and

the m essianic drive a vast pote ntial for conc rete politica l acti on. In the

sense of its acti ve role in histo ry, and not only victimho od, in its urge to

chang e the Jew ish cond ition, Arend t regard ed the Sabbati an movem ent

as the precurs or of the Z ionist na tional move ment. 74

The firs t excha nge of polem ical letters bet ween Scholem an d Arend t

followe d her ser ies of articles in the 1940s on Z ionism and the evolvin g

politic al and cultural image of the Palestini an Jew ish com munity, in

whic h she form ulated her opp ositionary appro ach to hegemoni c

Zionism and its deman d for a Jewis h state in Palest ine. In these le tters,

Schole m, like othe rs (su ch as her close friend, the German-b orn Z ionist

leader, Kurt Blumenf eld), to ok issue with Arend t not only for her ‘‘anti-

Zionist’’ outlook but also for the tone of her remarks , whic h alread y

seemed to him unnecessa rily causti c, arroga nt, an d cyni cal. ‘‘What upsets

me in your an ti-Zionis t argume nts, more than their conten t, wh ich is

open to arg ument, is the tone of your discussi on,’’ wrote Scholem to

Arend t after reading her article ‘‘Zionis m Recon sidered.’’ In Arend t’s

‘‘anti-Zi onism ,’’ as he phrased it, Scholem discerned ‘‘comm unist

inspirat ion, mixe d with vague residues of Gal uth [exili c] nation alism

and somethin g indefi nably America n.’’ 75

In this res pect, the re was nothi ng new in either the cont ent or the tone

of Scholem ’s letter to Arendt after her book on the Eich mann trial

appeare d. What is more, des pite the frie ndship between them , Scholem

had long since appeare d to Are ndt, to be ‘‘more difficu lt than ever,’’

developi ng wh at she regarded with conc ern as ‘‘an incre asingly nation alist

orientati on’’ and the type of ‘‘fanat icism’’ assoc iated with it. But, she

comme nted, ‘‘old friends are old friends, despite tha t.’’ 76 Noneth eles s,

and also because of her heightened sensitivity in light of the attacks on her

73 See Margaret Canovan, Hannah Arendt: A Reinterpretation of her Political Thought,
Cambridge, MA, 1992, p. 276.

74 See an excellent discussion in Bernstein, Hannah Arendt and the Jewish Question,
pp. 58–62.

75 The Scholem–Arendt correspondence is part of the Scholem archive in the National
Library, Jerusalem. The quotation is fromMartine Leibovici,Hannah Arendt, une Juive,
expé rience, politique et histoire , Paris 1998, p. 366. Raymond Aron, too, in his critique of
Arendt’s book on the origins of totalitarianism, referred to her ‘‘note of arrogant super-
iority with reference to individuals and human beings,’’ a comment which impelled the
French-Jewish philosopher, Martine Leibovici, to ask whether Aron had ever passed
similar comments on Sartre’s tone. See ibid., p. 367. Most of Arendt’s articles on
questions of Zionism and Judaism, originally published in various Jewish and Zionist
periodicals, are to be found in Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah.

76 Arendt writes this in a letter to Karl Jaspers, on 11 March 1949. See Kohler and Saner
(eds.), Correspondence, p. 133.
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book, Scholem’s reproving letter came as a surprise to her.77 The things

said there, the way in which they were phrased, the tone, and in particular

the overt urge of the author to expose his supposedly personal criticism,

and thereby to denounce her in public, came as a disappointment to her,

although by nature she usually relished a good fight. It may be assumed

that this was the personal and emotional background to the acerbic reply

she wrote to Scholem.78

It was because she regarded Scholem as a personal friend, and because

she was, in contrast to Scholem, scrupulously exigent about friendship,79

and less about issues of ethnic, religious, or national affiliations, that the

correspondence between them became so paradigmatic, representing

different, almost diametrically opposed types of human commitment

and ‘‘belonging’’ and self-positioning in the world: on one hand, love of

mankind as individual human beings, irrespective of their religious or

national affiliation or, in other words, her ‘‘love of the world,’’80 on the

other hand, religious, national affiliation, and collective loyalty, in other

words, his ‘‘love of the people’’ or ‘‘love of Israel (Ahavat Israel).’’

77 In a letter to Karl Jaspers, dated 20 July 1963, four days before she wrote her reply to
Scholem, Arendt wrote that she was stunned by the uproar caused by her book and had
not expected anything of the kind. She described the storm raging around her as ‘‘a smear
campaign,’’ being conducted ‘‘on the lowest level,’’ and based on the claim ‘‘that I said the
exact opposite of what I did in fact write. The Jewish press reported that Hausner, the
State Prosecutor, came to America at the government’s urging and for the express
purpose of heating things up. At the moment three or four large organizations, along
withwhole regiments of ‘scholarly’ assistants and secretaries, are busying themselves with
ferreting out mistakes I made. It is quite instructive to see what can be achieved by
manipulating public opinion and howmany people, often of a high intellectual level, can
be manipulated.’’ Ibid., Letter 331, pp. 510–511. In this letter, Arendt did not refer to
Scholem by name but it seems very likely, especially when one reads her reply to him, that
she was referring to him as well.

78 One can learn about Arendt’s somber mood at the time (also caused by her husband’s
illness) and her militant nature from an excerpt from a letter she wrote to her friend, the
writer Mary McCarthy, on 16 September 1963: ‘‘generally, one can say that the mob –
intellectual or otherwise – has been successfully mobilized. I just heard that the Anti-
DefamationLeague has sent out a circular letter to all rabbis to preach againstme onNew
Year’s Day. Well, I suppose this would not disturb me unduly if everything else were all
right. But worried as I am, I can no longer trust myself to keep my head and not to
explode. What a risky business to tell the truth on a factual level without theoretical and
scholarly embroidery. This side of it, I admit, I do enjoy; it taught me a few lessons about
truth and politics.’’ Carol Brightman (ed.), Between Friends: The Correspondence of
Hannah Arendt and Mary McCarthy 1949–1975, New York 1995, pp. 145–146.

79 A supreme value for her, Arendt found in friendship the support of her existence.
Speaking about herself while lauding Lessing, she said that Lessing ‘‘considered
friendship . . . to be the central phenomenon in which alone true humanity can prove
itself.’’ Arendt, Men in Dark Times, p. 20. This is but one example.

80 See the title of the best-known biography of Arendt: Young-Bruehl,Hannah Arendt: For
Love of the World.
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The issue of ‘‘group belonging’’ and loyalty to the collective lay at the

heart of Scholem’s admonishment of his friend, and from it stemmed all

his other arguments. This issue, which also captured the imagination of

her many critics, evoked Arendt’s anger more than anything else.

Although the whole theme has already been extensively discussed, we

ought to dwell on it in our own turn, as it is a crucial component of this

book’s argument. As Scholem put it, ‘‘in the Jewish tradition there is a

concept, hard to define and yet concrete enough, which we know as

Ahavat Israel, ‘love of the Jewish people’. In you, dear Hannah, as in so

many intellectuals who came from the German Left, I find little trace of

this.’’ To this Scholem added, in an ostensibly conciliatory tone, the

following sentence: ‘‘I see you wholly as a daughter of our people, and

in no other way.’’81 This sentence which became the trademark of

Scholem’s admonition concealed his patronizing attempt to appropriate

Arendt and claim custody of her (an attempt which was not innocent of

genderic attitude), both a kind of scolding and an arrogant effort to dam

Arendt’s own critical spirit, her most precious asset and characteristic.

Arendt’s Jewishness, her place and citizenship in the world, the territory

of her belonging, from which were deduced the contours of her loyalties

and her thought, all of these were submitted to Scholem’s judgmental and

categorizing gaze (‘‘I see you wholly as a daughter of our people, and in no

other way’’), and from this scrutiny was derived her offense, the guilt of

having crossed the line, the guilt inherent in her independent, untameable

personality.

In her long, emphatic, and sometimes ironic reply to Scholem, written

on 24 July 1963,82 Arendt was more than ever loyal to herself, both in

content and form, non-compliant and radiantly self-assured, which leads

one to ponder in retrospect not only on Scholem’s hasty, superficial

reading of Arendt’s book, but on his misjudgment of her possible reaction

to his rebuke as well. Indeed, Scholem’s pride was deeply hurt by

Arendt’s response, and their relationship never recovered.83

On love and politics

One by one, from theminor to themore substantial, Arendt deconstructed

Scholem’s conceited, all-knowing claims. Shewas not, she said, ‘‘one of the

81 Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, pp. 241–242.
82 ‘‘Dear Gerhard’’, Arendt’s letter to Scholem, in ibid., pp. 245–251.
83 ‘‘In his old age, he felt the dispute to have been ‘one of themost bitter controversies of my

life,’’’ writes Cynthia Ozick in her review of Scholem’s collection of letters published in
the United States. See Ozick, ‘‘The Heretic,’’ New Yorker, 2 September 2002.
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‘intellectuals who come from the German Left,’’’84 a fact of which she was

not particularly proud, she said, especially since the McCarthy era. ‘‘If I

can be said to ‘have come from anywhere,’ it is from the tradition of

German philosophy,’’ she wrote in her response. His statement, however,

about her being ‘‘a daughter of our people,’’ left her stunned, even though

not speechless: ‘‘I found it puzzling that you should write ‘I regard you

wholly as a daughter of our people, and in no other way,’’’ she retorted.

The truth is I have never pretended to be anything else or to be in any way other
than I am, and I have never even felt tempted in that direction. It would have been
like saying that I was a man and not a woman – that is to say, kind of insane.
I know, of course, that there is a ‘‘Jewish problem.’’ I have always regarded my
Jewishness as one of the indisputable factual data of my life, and I have never had
the wish to change or disclaim facts of this kind. There is such a thing as a basic
gratitude for everything that is as it is . . . To be sure, such an attitude is pre-
political, but in exceptional circumstances – such as the circumstances of Jewish
politics – it is bound to have also political consequences though, as it were, in
a negative way.85

As to Scholem’s claim that there was little trace of ‘‘Ahavat Israel’’ (love

of the Jewish people) in her, Arendt corrected him and put him in his

place, launching into more fundamental discussion of the connections

between politics and love, and the issue of politics and compassion. What

was written in her book, she said, had no connection to ‘‘self-hatred’’ or

‘‘self-love’’ because there was no room for love in a discussion of that type:

I am not moved by any ‘‘love’’ of this sort, and for two reasons: I have never in my
life ‘‘loved’’ any people or collective – neither the German people, nor the French,
nor the American, nor the working class or anything of that sort. I indeed love
‘‘only’’ my friends and the only kind of love I know of and believe in is the love of
persons.

She went on claiming that this ‘‘love of the Jews’’ seemed to her, since she

was herself Jewish, as something rather suspect. ‘‘I cannot love myself or

anything which I know is part and parcel of my own person.’’ She then

told Scholem of a conversation she had in Israel with a prominent political

personality, GoldaMeir,86 who was defending the ‘‘disastrous’’ – accord-

ing to Arendt – non-separation of religion and state in Israel. Meir said to

84 Noteworthy is Scholem’s recurrent need to tag Arendt and ascribe her to a collective or
ideology. See his letter after the publication of her article ‘‘Zionism Reconsidered.’’
Arendt herself protested against this act: ‘‘It is incomprehensible to me why you should
wish to stick a label on me which never fitted in the past and does not fit now.’’ Feldman
(ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 246.

85 Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, pp. 245–246.
86 At Scholem’s request, when the letters were about to be published, Arendt did not reveal

which personality she meant, and even disguised the fact that it was a woman.
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Arendt, that as a socialist, she ‘‘of course’’ did not believe in God; she

believed in the Jewish people. Too shocked by this statement, Arendt did

not reply at the time. She did belatedly in her letter to Scholem:

The greatness of this people was once that it believed inGod, and believed in Him
in such a way that its trust and love towards Him was greater than its fear. And
now this people believes only in itself? What good can come out of that? –Well, in
this sense, I do not ‘‘love’’ the Jews, nor do I ‘‘believe’’ in them; I merely belong to
them as a matter of course, beyond dispute or argument.87

To discuss the same issue in political terms, Arendt continued, would

lead to a consideration of patriotism, and she believed that both she and

Scholem shared the view that there can be no patriotism without perma-

nent opposition and criticism. More than that, she admitted something

which was mostly ignored by her critics, namely, that wrong done by her

own people naturally grieved her more than wrong done by others. This

grief, however, she said, is not for display, even if it should be the inner-

most motive for certain actions or attitudes.

Generally speaking, she wrote, the role of the ‘‘heart’’ in politics seems to me
altogether questionable. You know as well as I how often those whomerely report
certain unpleasant facts are accused of lack of soul, lack of heart, or lack of what
you callHerzenstakt. We both know, in other words, how often these emotions are
used in order to conceal factual truths.88

Before assailing her book’s analysis of Jewish conduct during the

Holocaust, Scholem segregated Jewish history as a whole within a sacred

delineated space. This had been his own area of research for four decades,

as he was careful to note in his letter – superfluously, unless his words

were directed at an audience beyond Arendt since she had been

acquainted with his work for thirty years.89 This sanctification implied

that Jewish history differed fundamentally and essentially from non-

Jewish history – a conception which Arendt vehemently criticized, claim-

ing that it was the source of the ahistorical conduct of Jews throughout

history – and that this sacred Jewish historical space was barred to all

except the certified ‘‘priests,’’ like Scholem himself, they who had

87 Feldman (ed.) Jew as Pariah, p. 247. It is interesting to note that evenmost recently Arendt’s
statement about ‘‘love’’ of her people has been distorted. In her review of Scholem’s collec-
tion of letters,CynthiaOzick quoted only part ofArendt’s response to Scholem.‘‘In this sense
I do not ‘love’ the Jews,’’ she cited, omitting the following: ‘‘nor do I ‘believe’ in them [the
Jews]; I merely belong to them as a matter of course, beyond dispute or argument,’’ which
gives Arendt’s position a different meaning altogether. Ozick, ‘‘The Heretic.’’

88 Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 247.
89 This rhetorical addition and other statements by Scholem in his letter create the impres-

sion that he was writing, from the outset, for publication more than as a personal appeal
to Arendt.
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proclaimed their priesthood andmarked out the sacred territory.Without

saying so explicitly Scholem let it be understood that Jewish history was a

kind of mystic entity, whose depths could not be plumbed and whose full

meaning was beyond human comprehension, and hence any attempt at

analytical and rational examination was sacrilege. ‘‘I am aware that there

are aspects of Jewish history (and for more than forty years I have con-

cerned myself with little else) which are beyond our comprehension,’’ he

wrote. ‘‘On the one hand, a devotion to the things of this world which is

near-demonic; on the other, a fundamental uncertainty of orientation in

this world – an uncertainty which must be contrasted with that certainty

of the believer concerning which, alas, your book has so little to report.’’90

In this context, Scholem attempted to establish, in convoluted fashion,

Arendt’s entitlement or more exactly her non-entitlement to deal with

these matters, especially with the issue of the Jewish behavior during

World War II, not to say to exercise judgment: ‘‘The discussion of these

matters is, I believe, both legitimate and unavoidable – although I do not

believe that our generation is in a position to pass any kind of historical

judgment. We lack the necessary perspective, which alone makes some

sort of objectivity possible.’’91 Elsewhere in his letter he added:

I have not read less than you have about these matters, and I am still not certain;
but your analysis does not giveme confidence that your certainty is better founded
than my uncertainty. There were the Judenräte, for example; some among them
were swine others were saints . . . There were among them alsomany people in no
way different from ourselves, who were compelled to make terrible decisions in
circumstances that we cannot even begin to reproduce or reconstruct. I do not
know whether they were right or wrong. Nor do I presume to judge. I was not
there.92

After posing the question of Arendt’s authority and right to judge on

such issues as the Holocaust, and particularly on the conduct and role of

the Jews in it, an authority and right that the Israeli establishment and

many Israelis, including Scholem himself even in his letter to Arendt, and

elsewhere, had adopted unreservedly,93 Scholemwent on to express open

and sharp reproof of the tone of her discussion of these matters, which he

perceived as intolerable, ‘‘sneering and malicious.’’ In this respect,

Scholem was representing the opinion of the great majority of Arendt’s

readers, even of her most ardent advocates in the controversy around her

book. They too agreed that her tone in a number of sections of the book

was not only discordant, but also unwise and rather unnecessary for

conveyance of her message; it did rather undermine the credibility of

90 Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, pp. 240–241. 91 Ibid., p. 241. 92 Ibid., p. 243.
93 See chapters 1, 2, and 3 of this book.
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her valid arguments. But beyond Arendt’s sometimes hasty choice of

words and formulations which were insufficiently subtle, there can be

no question that her secular, rational, critical, sometimes ironic some-

times aloof, and wholly modern style was perceived by Scholem and other

critics as evidence of her lack of awe, her contempt for the sublimity, the

numinous sanctity of the Holocaust, the mystical, religious dimension

attributed to the events, namely her contempt for all that was sacred to the

nation, of which the Holocaust was now becoming a part.

It is that heartless, frequently almost sneering andmalicious tone with which these
matters, touching the very quick of our life, are treated in your book to which
I take exception . . . To the matter of which you speak it is unimaginably
inappropriate . . . I detect, often enough, in place of balanced judgment, a kind
of demagogic will-to-overstatement,

Scholem wrote to Arendt.94 From here the distance was short to the

charge, which borders on the pathological, that she, Arendt, was guilty

of a warped kind of sympathy for Eichmann, inspired, according to

Scholem, by her open ‘‘dislike’’ for Zionism.

Your description of Eichmann as a ‘‘convert to Zionism’’ could only come from
somebody who had a profound dislike of everything to do with Zionism. These
passages in your book I find quite impossible to take seriously. They amount to a
mockery of Zionism; and I am forced to the conclusion that this was, indeed, your
intention. Let us not pursue the point,

he wrote.95

Self thought (Selbstdenken)

Deeply disappointed by Scholem’s narrow-minded, parochial reading of

her text, influenced by the ‘‘present campaign of misrepresentation’’

launched against it by the Jewish ‘‘establishment’’ in Israel and

America, Arendt deplored Scholem’s lack of what she considered to be

the most precious human quality, namely, independent thinking,

Lessing’s famous Selbstdenken, ‘‘another mode of moving freely in the

world.’’96 Unfortunately, she wrote to Scholem, there are very few people

who are able to withstand the influence of such campaigns. ‘‘Public

opinion,’’ she said, ‘‘especially when it has been carefully manipulated,

as in this case, is a very powerful thing. Thus, I never made Eichmann out

to be a ‘Zionist.’ If you missed the irony of the sentence – which was

plainly in oratio obliqua, reporting Eichmann’s own words – I really can’t

94 Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, pp. 241–243. 95 Ibid., p. 245.
96 Arendt, Men in Dark Times, p. 16.
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help it.’’ She went further saying that she never asked why the Jews ‘‘let

themselves be killed,’’ unlike the prosecutor Hausner, who had posed this

question to witness after witness. There were no people and no group in

Europe which reacted differently under the immediate pressure of terror,

she said.

The question I raised was that of the cooperation of Jewish functionaries during
the ‘‘Final Solution,’’ and this question is so very uncomfortable because one
cannot claim that they were traitors. (There were traitors, too, but that is irrele-
vant.) In other words, until 1939 and even until 1941, whatever Jewish function-
aries did or did not do is understandable and excusable. Only later does it become
highly problematical . . . This constitutes our part of the so-called ‘‘unmastered
past,’’ and although youmay be right that it is too early for a ‘‘balanced judgment’’
(though I doubt this), I do believe that we shall only come to terms with this past if
we begin to judge and to be frank about it.97

Arendt claimed that Scholem obviously did not understand her position,

although she made it quite plain. ‘‘I said that there was no possibility of

resistance, but there exists the possibility of doing nothing. And in order to do

nothing, one did not need to be a saint, one needed only to say: ‘I am only a

simple Jew, and I have no desire to play any other role.’’’ What needed to be

discussed, according to her, were not the people so much as the arguments

with which they justified themselves in their own eyes and in those of others.

Concerning these arguments we are entitled to pass judgment. Moreover, we
should not forget that we are dealing here with conditions which were terrible and
desperate enough but which were not the conditions of concentration camps.
These decisions were made in an atmosphere of terror but not under the immedi-
ate pressure and impact of terror. These are important differences in degree,
which every student of totalitarianism must know and take into account. These
people had still a certain, limited freedom of decision and of action. Just as the SS
murderers also possessed, as we now know, a limited choice of alternatives. They
could say: ‘‘I wish to be relieved of my murderous duties,’’ and nothing happened
to them. Since we are dealing in politics withmen, and not with heroes or saints, it
is this possibility of ‘‘nonparticipation’’ that is decisive if we begin to judge, not the
system, but the individual, his choices and his arguments.98

And the Eichmann trial was concerned with an individual, she said.

And as she spoke in her report only of things which came up during the

trial itself, she could not mention the ‘‘saints’’ about whom Scholem was

speaking in his letter. She had to limit herself, instead, to the resistance

fighters whose behavior, according to her, ‘‘was the more admirable

because it occurred under circumstances in which resistance had really

97 Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 248 (italics in the original).
98 Ibid., pp. 248–249 (italics in the original).
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ceased to be possible.’’ There were no saints among the witnesses for the

prosecution, but there was one utterly pure human being, old Grynszpan,

whose testimony she reported at some length. On the German side, one

could also have mentioned more than the single case of Sergeant Anton

Schmidt. But since his was the only case mentioned in the trial, she had

restricted herself to it. ‘‘That the distinction between victims and perse-

cutors was blurred in the concentration camps, deliberately and with

calculation, is well known, and I as well as others have insisted on this

aspect of totalitarian methods,’’ she wrote. But, she repeated, this was not

what she meant by a ‘‘Jewish share in the guilt,’’ or by the totality of the

collapse of all standards. ‘‘This was part of the system and had indeed

nothing to do with Jews.’’99

Finally, Arendt tackled the Zionist chapter in Scholem’s letter, stating

that the fact that Scholem could believe that her book was a ‘‘mockery of

Zionism’’ would have been ‘‘a complete mystery’’ to her had she not

known that many people in Zionist circles have become ‘‘incapable of

listening to opinions or arguments which are off the beaten track and not

consonant with their ideology.’’ There were exceptions, she said, who

regarded the book, the last chapter in particular (her recognition of the

competence of the court, the justification of Eichmann kidnapping), as

very pro-Israel. ‘‘What confuses you,’’ she wrote to Scholem,

is that my arguments and my approach are different from what you are used to; in
other words, the trouble is that I am independent. By this I mean, on the one
hand, that I do not belong to any organization, and always speak only for myself,
and on the other hand, that I have great confidence in Lessing’s Selbstdenken for
which, I think, no ideology, no public opinion, and no ‘‘convictions’’ can ever be a
substitute. Whatever objections you may have to the results, you won’t under-
stand them unless you realize that they are really my own and nobody else’s.100

Arendt concluded her letter by reacting to Scholem’s comment on the

phrase she had coined, ‘‘the banality of evil.’’ Scholem regarded this term

as no more than verbal provocation, ‘‘a catchword,’’ which was not the

fruit of profound research such as that invested in her previous book, on

the origins of totalitarianism. ‘‘At the time,’’ he wrote to her, ‘‘you had not

yet made your discovery, apparently, that evil is banal. Of that ‘radical

evil,’ to which your then analysis bore such eloquent and erudite witness,

nothing remains but this slogan.’’101 This was, as Arendt put it, the only

matter where Scholem had not misunderstood her, and where he was

99 See for this also chapter 2 in the present book.
100 Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, pp. 249–250. 101 Ibid., p. 245.
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quite right: ‘‘I changed my mind and do no longer speak of ‘radical evil,’’’

she wrote.

It is indeed my opinion now that evil is never ‘‘radical,’’ that it is only extreme and
that it possesses neither depth nor demonic dimension. It can overgrow and lay
waste the whole world precisely because it spreads like a fungus on the surface. It
is ‘‘thought-defying,’’ as I said, because thought tries to reach some depth, to go to
the roots, and the moment it concerns itself with evil, it is frustrated because there
is nothing. That is its ‘‘banality.’’ Only the good has depth and can be radical.102

This banal, prevailing evil, being intrinsically and profoundly linked to

the inability to think independently, or to the prevalent abdication of

autonomous thought, could also take the form of a smear campaign, an

organized ‘‘witch hunt’’ against those who dare to take a stand, outside of

the crowd, to cling to their own independent thought and tell the masses

unsettling truths about themselves. The crowd, or, as Arendt called it, the

‘‘mob,’’103 had sweeping, infectious, enticing power, and it did not take

much for the ‘‘respectable society,’’ including educated, well-meaning

people, to turn into an inflamed mob. The principle of the mindless mob

did not necessarily apply to an extreme phenomenon such as Nazism or

its unprecedented crimes. The moral questions it raised related rather to

the conduct of ordinary, respectable people in their everyday lives. She

regarded Scholem’s letter as proof of his lack of independent thinking in

relation to the Eichmann trial and her critical report of it, and of his

being part of the organized incitement campaign both in Jerusalem and in

New York. In letters she wrote at the time to her friends Karl Jaspers and

Mary McCarthy, she reiterated the term ‘‘mob’’ in relation to the storm

roused by her book, and the ‘‘character assassination’’ it entailed.104

102 Ibid., pp. 250–251. In a letter to Arendt dated 31 January 1956, written after reading her
book on the origins of totalitarianism, Karl Jaspers used the image of the fungus
spreading and consuming everything in its path, in reference to totalitarianism. ‘‘Every
politician active today ought to read it and understand it. It’s like the diagnosis and
symptomatology of a fungal disease that spreads and eats up everything in its path. The
carriers of the disease are intelligent the way fungi are because they do instinctively what
is required of them; that they are capable of what is required is also a consequence of
their basic nihilism, which overcomes all human resistance.’’ Kohler and Saner (eds.),
Correspondence, Letter 180, p. 273.

103 Arendt’s interest in the ‘‘crowd’’ or ‘‘mob’’ was not new. In her seminal work on
totalitarianism, she included a lengthy discussion of this phenomenon of modern
times. See Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism, pp. 186–243. See also Elias Canetti’s
deliberation on the ‘‘crowd’’ in his Crowds and Power, p. 22.

104 ‘‘Nobody on my side dares to publish his views anymore, and with good reason. It’s
extremely dangerous because a whole very well-organized mob immediately pounces
on anyone who dares to say anything. Finally, everyone believes what everyone else
believes – as we have often experienced in life,’’ wrote Arendt to Jaspers. Kohler and
Saner (eds.),Correspondence, Letter 336, 20October 1963, p. 523. She expressed herself
very similarly to other correspondents in the same period.
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‘‘Public opinion,’’ she had written to Scholem, ‘‘especially when it has

been carefully manipulated, as in this case, is a very powerful thing.’’105

From her pertinent and pessimistic analysis of modern nationalist soci-

eties and states, let alone totalitarian regimes, she knew that only few

people were capable of standing firm in the midst of the storm. It is no

accident that the most moving pages of her book dealt with those singular

human beings who had the personal spiritual robustness to set themselves

apart from the crowd, to be utterly alone, to remain true to themselves

and think independently, which in itself was perceived by Arendt as a

moral political action, and a great, noble endeavor.106 She believed that

these individuals – in writing about them she was undoubtedly writing

about and at the same time constituting herself – illuminated ‘‘that space

which reason creates and preserves between men,’’ and brought salvation

to the world andmade it a better and worthier place to live in. As far as she

was concerned, Scholem had not passed this hard yet elementary test,

that of autonomous, independent acts of thinking, and of the readiness to

sustain and fight for such thinking, which was, in her eyes, the supreme

test, the very essence and definition of humanity.107

The conscious pariah

The fact that Arendt was critical of certain aspects of the new Zionist,

national religion and the substitution of the cult of the state for the cult of

God, did not make her a self-hating Jew, an anti-Zionist or an enemy of

the State of Israel, as her critics claimed. The following lines can be read

as a kind of substantiation and reification of the way in which Arendt was

labeled and her loyalty submitted to meticulous scrutiny, and as a reverse

contribution of a sort to that dubious political-intellectual move. And yet

they are a vital conclusion to the discussion. As she wrote to Scholem,

Arendt regarded her Jewishness as one of the indisputable facts of her life,

and was grateful for this, in her own fashion. She wrote these words in an

incomparably natural and noble manner,108 bringing to mind what

105 Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 248.
106 See the story of Sergeant Anton Schmidt related by Abba Kovner in his testimony at the

trial. See also Richard Bernstein’s discussion in Hannah Arendt and the Jewish Question,
pp. 173–178.

107 See, for example, what Arendt wrote about the personal ‘‘inviolability’’ of her friend, the
German, anti-Nazi philosopher Karl Jaspers: ‘‘It was self-evident that he would remain
firm in the midst of catastrophe. . . an assurance that in times in which everything could
happen one thing could not happen.’’ Arendt, Men in Dark Times, pp. 78, 79.

108 Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 246.
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Sigmund Freud wrote in 1930 in the foreword to the Hebrew edition of

Totem and Tabu:

The reader of this book [in its Hebrew version] will not easily find himself in the
emotional standpoint of the author, who is ignorant of the holy tongue and
scriptures, who has moved away completely from the religion of his forefathers –
as from every other religion – and who cannot share national ideals, and yet at the
same time has never kept his brethren at a distance nor moved away from them,
and who feels that he is a Jew in the essence of his being and has no desire to
change that being.109

In total contrast to the charges of self-hatred, anti-Semitism, and Nazi

sympathies leveled against her, Hannah Arendt demonstrated her nat-

ural, unquestionable loyalty to her Jewish selfhood through her actions

and her life, in both trivial and substantial ways. Thus, for example, she

never changed her surname to that of her German husband, whom she

married during the dark days of 1940, when both were refugees in

occupied France. ‘‘I continue to use my old name. That’s quite common

here in America when a woman works, and I gladly adopted this custom

out of conservatism (and also because I wantedmy name to identify me as

a Jew),’’ she wrote to Karl Jaspers, in 1946, in a private letter when they

renewed their correspondence at the end of World War II, and many

years before she became embroiled in the controversy on her loyalty to

Judaism.110 Her Jewishness was manifested not in membership of various

Zionist-Jewish organizations and fraternities, but in her loyalty to what

she considered to be Jewish sensitivities and commitments, from active

assistance and contributions to refugee aid associations, both Jewish and

non-Jewish, throughout her life, to the intellectual responsibilities and

‘‘roles’’ she undertook for which she paid a heavy personal price within

her community.

Because she believed, as has been noted, that the role of the Jew,

according to the ‘‘hidden tradition’’ of the conscious pariah, was to

remain outside the ranks, not to belong, to become an outcast by choice,

a rebel, and from this singular vantage point to make a contribution to

mankind, and to enter its midst as a Jew.111 Her self-positioning ‘‘outside

the camp’’ was both principled and conceptual, two-folded and of dual

meaning. Her perception of her duty to be both ‘‘solidaire et solitaire’’112

109 Quoted in Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi, Freud’s Moses: Judaism Terminable and
Interminable , New Haven and London 1991, p. 14.

110 Kohler and Saner (eds.), Correspondence, Letter 34, 29 January 1946, p. 29.
111 Hannah Arendt, ‘‘The Jew as Pariah: A Hidden Tradition’’, in Feldman (ed.), Jew as

Pariah, pp. 67–68.
112 This is how Albert Camus defined the ideal stand of the intellectual in his own society.
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within her own people, and to think for herself in the political sphere

and within the world, informed her analysis of Jewish history and the

Jewish assimilation project. Indeed, Arendt could not have been more

acerbic and severe in her treatment of assimilation. Assimilation, or

emancipation from that perspective, she claimed, meant total, active

self-abdication, and, ‘‘in a society on the whole hostile to the Jews . . . it
[was] possible to assimilate only by assimilating to antisemitism also.’’113

‘‘Assimilated’’ Jews always had to pay ‘‘with political misery for social

glory and with social insult for political success,’’ she wrote.114 The

Jewish parvenu who opted for the Gentile rules of the social game not

only lost his humanity, his Jewishness, and any spontaneity in his choices

on his way up, but worse even, became the very evidence of the anti-

Semitic caricature of the Jew.115 The consequences of this denial of one’s

own origin and of cutting oneself off from those who have not, or have not

yet done it were that one became ‘‘a scoundrel.’’116

And yet, on a personal level, while being ‘‘solidaire’’ she rejected any

organizational affiliation or collective ‘‘mobilization’’ so as to be able to

adopt the role of ‘‘observer’’ outside the crowd. Only such an observer, she

believed, could sustain ‘‘the activity of thinking as such, the habit of

examining and reflecting upon whatever happens to come to pass, regard-

less of specific content and quite independent of results,’’ as she put it,117

and be able to judge, to tell right from wrong in particular concrete

circumstances. Examining, reflecting independently, making deliberate

moral choices: this was the conditio sine qua non for transforming judg-

ment into effective action. The role of thoughtful observer was inseparable

from the tasks of documenting and protest. A central dimension of her

Jewishness, as she saw it, was her role as witness and recorder. She had

been trained for this role from an early age – as Julia Kristeva commented –

by her mother, who used to bear witness, to protest, who never failed to

write angry letters and dispatch them by registered post whenever young

Hannah’s high school teachers inGermany voiced anti-Semitic comments.

‘‘It is not enough to say that what was clearly being formulated here was a

secular, non-religious definition of Jewish identity,’’ wrote Kristeva. It was

self-definition by means of writing and documentation, namely ‘‘I define

myself not as someonewho shares a religion, as a partner in faith, but rather

realize my identity by defending myself alone, and I write – we write

113 Arendt, Rahel Varnhagen, p. 224. For a wider discussion of this issue see Bernstein,
Hannah Arendt and the Jewish Question, pp. 14–45.

114 Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism, p. 56.
115 Arendt, Rahel Varnhagen, p. 208. 116 Ibid., p. 224.
117 Arendt, ‘‘Thinking and Moral Consideration,’’ p. 418, quoted in Bernstein, Hannah

Arendt and the Jewish Question, p. 171.
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[mother and daughter] – to whoever necessary because I believe – we

believe – that one can and should record and judge wrongs.’’118

Opposition was Arendt’s domain of thought and action, since without

it, as she wrote to Scholem, there can be no patriotism or democracy. But

she herself defined it as ‘‘loyal opposition.’’ And, in fact, according to her

perception, the same was true of her attitude to Zionism, even after she

severed her organizational connections with it having realized that her

views and those of her cothinkers in Brit Shalom regarding a binational

state had been defeated, and Ben-Gurion’s drive for separation and

power was now the hegemonic policy. Her articles on Zionism – which

she regarded as a political movement of major importance, since it was

essentially an act of national self-determination by Jews, who thereby

became active subjects in history; but was, at the same time, taking on

disquieting apolitical and ahistorical characteristics – were clear manifes-

tations of that same ‘‘loyal opposition.’’ Her writing was inspired by a

sense of deep emotional and intellectual involvement and of sincere

apprehension for the future of the Zionist project.

She argued that a ‘‘Jewish state’’ would not only destroy the Palestinian

entity, but also, as a result, endanger the very existence of the Jewish

community in Palestine. A nation-state which derived its legitimacy from

a distant, foreign power was, to her mind, a recipe for disaster.

Nationalism is bad enough when it trusts in nothing but the rude force of the
nation. A nationalism that necessarily and admittedly depends upon the force of a
foreign nation is certainly worse. This is the threatened fate of Jewish nationalism
and the proposed Jewish State, surrounded inevitably by Arab states and Arab
peoples. Even a Jewish majority in Palestine – nay, even a transfer of all Palestine
Arabs, which is openly demanded by [Zionist] Revisionists – would not substan-
tially change a situation in which Jews must either ask protection from an outside
power against their neighbors or effect a working agreement with their
neighbors . . . The Zionists, if they continue to ignore the Mediterranean people
and watch out only for the big faraway powers, will appear only as their tools, the
agents of foreign and hostile interests. Jews who know their own history should be
aware that such a state of affairs will inevitably lead to a new wave of Jew-hatred,
the anti-Semitism of tomorrow.119

A Jewish nation-state, she also wrote, would gradually turn into a

homogeneous Jewish state, its Arab population would be ‘‘driven’’ out-

side its borders, and thus a new stateless people would be created, the

Palestinian Arab refugees. ‘‘After the war it turned out that the Jewish

118 Julia Kristeva, Le gé nie fé minin, Hannah Arendt, Paris 1999, pp. 174–175; see also
interview of Arendt with Gunther Gauss.

119 Hannah Arendt, ‘‘Zionism Reconsidered,’’ in Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah,
pp. 132–133.
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question, whichwas considered the only insoluble one, was indeed solved –

namely, by means of a colonized and then conquered territory – but this

solved neither the problem of the minorities nor the stateless . . . The

solution of the Jewish question merely produced a new category of

refugees, the Arabs,’’ she wrote.120 In her article ‘‘To Save the Jewish

Homeland: There Is Still Time,’’ written in 1948, at the height of the

conflict between the two national communities which claimed title to the

territory, she foresaw a gloomy future for the Jewish state if it did not

succeed in establishing cooperative and peaceful relations with the Arabs

within and outside its borders, and in granting full freedom, equal rights,

and human dignity to both Palestinians and Jews. Without these, she

argued, neither the Jews nor the others could survive.

And even if the Jews were to win the war, its end would find the unique possibili-
ties and the unique achievements of Zionism in Palestine destroyed . . . The
‘‘victorious’’ Jews would live surrounded by an entirely hostile Arab population,
secluded inside ever-threatened borders, absorbed with physical self-defense to a
degree that would submerge all other interests and activities. The growth of a
Jewish culture would cease to be the concern of the whole people; special experi-
ments would have to be discarded as impractical luxuries; political thought would
center around military strategy; economic development would be determined
exclusively by the needs of war. And all this would be the fate of a nation that –
no matter how many immigrants it could still absorb and how far it extended its
boundaries . . . would still remain a very small people greatly outnumbered by
hostile neighbors.121

Once Israel was an established fact, Arendt followed events there

systematically and with concern. She was highly critical of Israel, the

nationalistic trends prevailing there, the insensitivity of its political lead-

ers towards the Palestinian Arabs, the failure of the Israelis to launch

direct negotiations with their neighbors, the ‘‘theocratic rule of the rab-

bis,’’ and the readiness of secular politicians to compromise on basic civil

rights in order to win the political support of the orthodox religious

parties. In the article above quoted, ‘‘To Save the Jewish Homeland,’’

she also wrote that ‘‘every believer in a democratic government knows the

importance of a loyal opposition. The tragedy of Jewish politics at this

moment is that it is wholly determined by the Jewish Agency and that no

opposition to it of any significance exists either in Palestine or

America.’’122

120 Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism, p. 290.
121 Arendt, ‘‘To Save the Jewish Homeland: There Is Still Time,’’ in Feldman (ed.), Jew as

Pariah, p. 187.
122 Ibid., p. 184.
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But, to the day of her death, Israel was close to her heart and played an

important role in her life, although, as was her wont, she did not often

proclaim this fact. Together with her criticism of Israel’s policy, she was

also highly impressed with the state, particularly in its first years, with the

prevailing social equality and the phenomenon of the kibbutzim which

she perceived as a new aristocracy that had succeeded in creating a new

individual. It was precisely her constantly critical stand towards Israel,

tinged with strong emotion, which could attest to her inability, perhaps

even unwillingness, to cut herself off from Israel and dissociate herself

from it, though the new state often caused her disappointment and grief.

And precisely because she was so critical of the state’s political leadership

and its political stands, she never ceased to be anxious for its fate, its very

existence, and lived with the sense of the fragility of that existence, which

was by no means self-evident. After the 1967 war she wrote to her friend

MaryMcCarthy that ‘‘any real catastrophe in Israel would affect memore

deeply than almost anything else.’’123

‘‘Solidaire et solitaire,’’ involved and detached, present yet distant,

family-member yet alien, Hannah Arendt was all these things, and this

was how she saw herself, ‘‘the girl from another land’’ in Friedrich

Schiller’s words: a refugee,124 a stateless émigrée, rebel by choice, with-

out national affiliations, unless the whole world is a homeland, rootless,

except for the roots of her thought and intellectual activity. ‘‘Thinking

and Remembering . . . is the human way of striking roots, of taking one’s

place in the world into which we all arrive as strangers,’’ she said.125 In

this respect, one might say that the way in which she was cast out in

almost ritual fashion by her community after the publication of her

disturbing report on the Eichmann trial and the attempts to disown her

reproduced in both content and form her existential condition. The

123 Arendt toMcCarthy, 17October 1969, in Brightman (ed.),Between Friends, p. 249. For
amore extensive discussion of Arendt’s links to Israel, see also Bernstein,HannahArendt
and the Jewish Question, pp. 154–157.

124 In 1943 Arendt published an article entitled ‘‘We Refugees’’ in the Jewish periodical
Menorah Journal, and although the United States had become her country, she con-
tinued to see herself as identified with the fate of the refugee everywhere, and was
actively involved with and assisted political refugees. To be a refugee, for her, was also
a chosen existential political stance towards the world and one’s own community.
‘‘Those few refugees who insist on telling the truth, even to the point of ‘indecency’,
get in exchange for their unpopularity, one priceless advantage: history is no longer a
closed book to them and politics is no longer the privilege of Gentiles . . . Refugees
driven from country to country represent the vanguard of their peoples – if they keep
their identity,’’ she wrote in the same essay. See Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 66.

125 See her lecture series, ‘‘SomeQuestions ofMoral Philosophy,’’ in 1965. Arendt Archives
in the Library of Congress, Washington, quoted in Bernstein, Hannah Arendt and the
Jewish Question, p. 211.
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campaign to expel Arendt, which was nothing but a bitter and desperate

attempt by her compatriots to exorcize the dybbuk of the Holocaust from

their own bodies; the dybbuk of sober numinous testimony on what had

occurred there; of the total powerlessness of the Jews during the

Holocaust; of the tragic role of the Jews themselves in their own extermi-

nation; the dybbuk of the guilt of those who had not been there and had

not done all they could to try to extend aid to their brethren; of the

agonizing knowledge that such a human catastrophe was possible; of

the malignant, identifying, constituting, and restorative memory of that

catastrophe – this banishment campaign whose target was Hannah

Arendt reified in some way her own personal choice and located her in

the place where she wanted – and would have chosen – to be.
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5 Yellow territories

The Jewish catastrophe in World War II, and the hundreds of thousands

of Jewish refugees it left in its wake, rendered more urgent than ever the

Jewish need for a homeland. The vision of that homeland was whole-

heartedly supported even by as critical a Jewish philosopher as Hannah

Arendt. The post-Holocaust world provided, she said, a rare opportunity

for Jewish rehabilitation. However, while she had welcomed the founda-

tion of a Jewish homeland, Arendt remained critical of many aspects of

this vision, as conceived by the Zionist leadership, as well as the national

myths at the basis of this vision, particularly those that were, in her eyes,

thwarting the possibility of peaceful coexistence with the Palestinians and

the Arab world. The most powerful myth, according to Arendt, was that

throughout history the Jews, in contrast to all other nations, ‘‘were not

history-makers but history-sufferers, preserving a kind of eternal identity

of goodness whose monotony was disturbed only by the equally mono-

tonous chronicle of persecutions and pogroms.’’1 Arendt believed that

this view was an attempt to discharge the victim of responsibility, and that

it extracted problems of Jewish identity and suffering from history, from

their very historicity by essentializing Jewish victimhood. Such a view,

Arendt said, cut off Jewish history from European and world history, and

created a state of mind that she defined as ‘‘worldlessness.’’

Involvement, responsibility, and historicity are key concepts in

Arendt’s political thought. Despite their grim history, the Jews have

always been and remain still one group of people among other groups,

‘‘all of which are involved in the business of this world. And it does not

simply cease to be coresponsible because it became the victim of the

world’s injustice and cruelty,’’ she wrote.2 Because of its history, and

the fact of it having avoided all political action for two thousand years,

the political history of the Jewish people became, according to Arendt,

even more dependent upon unforeseen, accidental factors than the

1 Hannah Arendt, ‘‘Jewish History Revised,’’ in Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 96.
2 Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism, p. 6.
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history of other nations, ‘‘so that the Jews stumbled from one role to the

other and accepted responsibility for none.’’3 In history and politics, how-

ever, people are never merely ‘‘sufferers’’ but always at the same time

‘‘doers.’’ Their actions have consequences; they start a chain of occur-

rences which, because of its infinity, is boundless. The smallest act in the

most limited circumstances bears the seal of the same boundlessness, she

wrote, ‘‘because one deed, and sometimes one word, suffices to change

every constellation.’’ That is why, she said, ‘‘the old virtue of moderation,

of keeping within bounds, is indeed one of the political virtues par excel-

lence, just as the political temptation par excellence is indeed hubris.’’4

Humans are limited beings among other limited beings, who are all the

same, that is, human, yet at the same time utterly different from each

other, because ‘‘nobody is ever the same as anyone else who ever lived,

lives, or will live.’’5 Humans are limited first by birth and death, then by

the fact that they are not alone, they all live on the earth and inhabit the

world, and thus they are affected and conditioned by both their own

actions and those of all other human beings, and because each and

every one of them is endowed with the capacity to instill reality with

meaning and to create a social and political world, according to one’s

own vision. Therefore, writes Arendt, plurality is the condition of human

action and of all political life.6 To act, Arendt says, is to insert oneself into

a public sphere whereby one’s acts are defined and judged by others; it is

to thrust oneself into an intangible and unpredictable ‘‘web of human

relationships,’’ which exist wherever men live together; a web that both

constrains activity and empowers it, makes it possible. Yet, because of

this already existing web of human relationship, ‘‘with its innumerable,

conflicting wills and intentions, that action almost never achieves its

purpose’’ in full.7 The role of politics, therefore, is to create a common

sphere, in which different human beings with different, often conflicting,

visions and wills can act and speak confidently and freely as equal parti-

cipants and be involved in ‘‘the business of this world.’’

Extreme realism

Zionism’s innovation and its inital strength were its willingness to assume

political responsibility for Jewish life, its desire to act within history and to

do somethin g in regard to the Jew ish questio n, an d its claim for the

historical reintegration of the Jews in political terms. Yet from its incep-

tion, H er zlian Z ionism was a nti-political a s m uch as it w as political.

3 Ibid., p. 8. 4 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition, Chicago 1958, pp. 190, 191.
5 Ibid., p. 8. 6 Ibid. 7 Ibid., p. 184.
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Zionism’s determination to solve the problem of anti-Semitism through the

establishment of a Jewish state, and by the deployment of organizational,

diplomatic, economic, and eventually military means, was utterly political.

However, the Zionist perception itself of anti-Semitism was deeply apoli-

tical. Herzl saw anti-Semitism as a constant, a given phenomenon of

nature, and the world a hostile space, where there are only Jews and anti-

Semites.8 For Herzl there had always been anti-Semitism and there always

would be; anti-Semitism being also the definer of the Jewish people as such:

all through history the Jews have been forced to be one people by their

enemies, he said. In its extreme form, this view was reduced, in Arendt’s

words, ‘‘to the assumption, as arbitrary as it is absurd, that every Gentile

living with Jews must become a conscious or subconscious Jew-hater.’’9

This conviction reflected, paradoxically enough, a form of adoption, by the

Jews, of that same outlook, namely the anti-Semitic view of Jews, an issue

which preoccupied Arendt in all her writings on Jewish questions.

Furthermore, such an attitude, she said, gave rise to cynicism and a type

of political nihilism which, by its definition, devalues the present at the

expense of a mythical and archetypal future, frustrates the possibility of

devising and seeking political solutions to historical problems, and conse-

quently encourages political irresponsibility.10

Zionism’s nationalistic ideology has undermined its original rebellious

political impulses. In its pursuit of a Jewish state, the be-all and end-all of

Jewish/Zionist politics, the Zionist movement was blindly utopian,

Arendt thought, because of its failure to acknowledge its own as well as

the other party’s limitations, or relative strength, and to take into con-

sideration the historical circumstances within which it operated. Arendt

saw in Zionist ideology and leadership from Herzl on a definite tendency

of evading questions of political consequences, and an unspoken, hidden

streak of political messianism.On the eve of the establishment of the State

of Israel, Arendt observed with growing anxiety the intransigent positions

of both belligerent parties, the Palestinians and the Jews, leading inevitably

to a double tragedy, of both peoples. She deplored the Jewish bellicose

and triumphal state of mind, mixed with what she saw as a suicidal

messianism, and the Jewish unanimous consensus concerning the road

(map) to be taken, consensus that accepts no criticism, no dissenting

voices or differences of opinion; attitudes that were enhanced by the

8 ‘‘The peoples among whom Jews live are one and all shamefully and shamelessly anti-
semitic,’’ wrote Herzl in Der Judenstaat, quoted in Hannah Arendt, ‘‘Herzl and Lazare,’’
in Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 127.

9 Hannah Arendt, ‘‘Zionism Reconsidered,’’ in Feldman (ed.), Jew as Pariah, p. 147.
10 For a wider discussion, see Jeffrey C. Isaac, Arendt, Camus, and Modern Rebellion, New

Haven 1992, pp. 206–216.
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pressure and conflicts in Palestine and the enormous catastrophe in

Europe. Of this state of mind she wrote:

The moment has now come to get everything or nothing, victory or death; Arab
and Jewish claims are irreconcilable and only a military decision can settle the
issue; the Arabs – all Arabs – are our enemies . . . only outmoded liberals believe in
compromise, only philistines believe in justice, and only schlemiels prefer truth and
negotiation to propaganda and machine gun; Jewish experience in the last dec-
ades . . . has finally awakened us and taught us to look out for ourselves; this alone
is reality . . . We are ready to go down fighting.11

The historical proximity between the Holocaust and the establishment

of the State of Israel, and the decisive role of the former in achieving and

shaping the latter, yielded this kind of catastrophic messianism, and a new,

or new-old, myth of destruction and redemption; of powerlessness and

empowerment that was removed from both the historical and the political.

The connection of Israeli power and power practices of the new, Jewish

state with the history of total powerlessness and victimhood of the

Holocaust had began to be forged while the war was still raging, and

developed in gradual fashion and at various levels. It was not born out of

a formal, explicit decision, but was rather part of the continuous effort

invested in the political and educational endeavor of nation-building by the

dominant cultural and political elites in Israel. This connection had gath-

ered momentum and evolved into a self-evident presence, expounding

itself as part of the great narrative of Israeli redemption, until it became

the narrative itself. From the partisan-poet Abba Kovner to the right-wing

leader Menachem Begin, from the Palmach commander Yitzhak Sadeh to

the soldier-general Ariel Sharon, from Ben-Gurion and Nathan Alterman

to the song writer Haim Hefer and the politician Benjamin Netanyahu,

through right, left, center, and fringe politics, the Israeli discourse of power

was perceived not only as a vital necessity in the context of the Israeli-Arab

conflict, but also as a form of atonement, endowing the Holocaust and the

history of the Diaspora with retroactive, belated meaning.

The process was dialectic. Memory of the Holocaust invested the local

conflict with significance, and extracted it from its political and historical

dimensions, while the discourse of the conflict consolidated and reinforced

the role of the Holocaust as the constituent myth of the Zionist-Israeli

meta-narrative. Both the Holocaust and the ongoing conflict were thus

detached from their specific historical contexts, from their complexities

and inner contradictions as historical events; borders between them

11 Hannah Arendt, ‘‘To Save the JewishHomeland: There Is Still Time,’’ in Feldman (ed.),
Jew as Pariah, p. 181.
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becameblurred, turning them into closed, critique-proofmythical realities,

bound together and sustaining one another. The JewishHolocaust, and the

Israeli power, had thus become a central factor in consolidating the Israeli

identity and in fortifying social cohesion and solidarity within Israel.

Tracing this discourse and its various components – the sanctification

of Israeli military power, of the homeland and its borders, and of death for

the sake of the homeland and its sacred borders – when linked with the

Holocaust, along with the political implications of that discourse, is the

subject of the closing chapter of this book. Power, justification of power,

land and borders, and ‘‘beautiful death’’ for their sake will be discussed

here, as well as their expropriation from the political context and their

translocation to the sacred and the absolute. The way in which they were

conjoined, fatefully and mythically, with the Holocaust and its nation-

alized, political memory, which played a critical part in constituting the

consciousness of their sanctity, will be part of the argument.

The victim and the power

The central, hegemonic, though not exclusive, wellspring for discourse

related to the Holocaust and to power in the pre-state stage was the

dominant, active, and organized bloc in the Jewish community in

Palestine, namely the labor movement. The discourse was created jointly

by political leaders, the military, artists, poets, and teachers, most of

whom had not been in Europe during the war and had no close-range

experience of Nazism and the destruction it had inflicted on European

Jewry. This remoteness from the historical actuality, and the infinite

complexity of that human catastrophe generated the alienation which,

from the outset, made possible the adoption of the Zionist and Israeli view

of the Holocaust, its victims and survivors, and their conversion into

ideological and political arguments in the service of the state. However,

from the very beginning, there were fundamental differences between the

use the left-wing sector made of Holocaust discourse and its use by the

other large sector, namely the right wing.Whereas the central, hegemonic

Holocaust discourse of the labor movement applied the images of the

Holocaust and Nazism in particular to external enemies – mainly for

purposes of fostering Israeli power and the ethos of its justice –

Holocaust images employed by the opposing right wing were applied to

the adversary within, the political rival,12 in particular in the context of

12 See, for example, Begin’s remarks on the 1947 partition scheme: ‘‘If the scheme is
criminal, what can we say of Jewish assent to this scheme? What can be said of Jews, of
Jewish ‘leaders,’ who are ready to assent to a liquidation plan? What can be said of a
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the borders of the land and the state, and in order to distinguish between

the state (whose borders are deemed provisional) and the (eternal) land.

The role fulfilled by the Holocaust in the discourse of the local conflict

has, for many years, had a direct impact on the way in which people

imagine their present condition and their lives. The Holocaust is inserted

directly andmetaphorically into everyday life in Israel, which is loaded, in

this fashion, with meaning beyond itself, as are power and the ideology of

power. A quality beyond the secular and the historical has been attributed

to this power; the transcendental, inexpressible quality, drawn from the

depths of Jewish experience and charged by Jewish victimhood – by

absolute Jewish guiltlessness and justice on the one hand and the eternal

hostility of a Gentile world on the other – all of which reached their

apotheosis in the Holocaust.

‘‘Whence did this nation derive its strength?’’ asked the poet Haim Guri

rhetorically after the 1967 war, which transformed the link between Israeli

power and the Holocaust into a fateful mutation. ‘‘From there,’’ was his

answer, a ‘‘there’’ that is introduced time and again into Israeli existence

and is always defined as ‘‘here’’; it also came from a never-ending past,

which was a perpetual, immobile present, a present without a past or a

future. ‘‘Take note of this lesson,’’ wrote Guri to his native-born Israeli

audience, young soldiers destined to carry forever the burden of war:

Those who were liquidated there had no homeland and nobody cared about their
lives, neither their neighbors nor the strong and remote people in the capital cities
of the West and the East. Take note of this lesson! All of the past is but the present,
and between you and your annihilation lies only your sword. Do not despise your
battered and dead forefathers . . . You, who have a country, do not pass judgment
on those damned people! If you have the strength to read the history books
without being stupefied by fury and pity, go to the books and learn whence this
nation gained its strength . . . You too come from the ashes, you who have a land
beneath your feet.13

This text contains all the needed elements: eternal, unchanging super-

fluousness and murderability of Jews with no country; the ashes of

‘‘there’’ that constitute the power of ‘‘here’’; the sword, the last sole barrier

to total annihilation; and the blood-link between Israel’s young natives

and the battered, exterminated fathers in Europe.

leadership ready to profiteer with the blood of tens of thousands, ready to become –
despite their ‘patriotic’ prattle – a Judenrat? If splitting the country is a crime, then consent
to that splitting is a two-fold crime.’’ Menachem Begin, Ba’mahteret (Underground), Tel
Aviv 1976, vol. II, p. 250, quoted in Aryeh Naor, Eretz Israel Ha’shlema, Emuna
U’mediniyut (Greater Israel, Belief and Policy), Haifa and Lod 2001, p. 92.

13 Haim Guri, ‘‘You Who Have a Country,’’ Zot Ha’aretz, 18 April 1969, pp. 4–5 (my
italics).
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Twenty years before the older Guri wrote ‘‘Whence does this nation

derive its strength?’’ the young Guri provided the answer to his own

rhetorical question, declaring that Israeli power emanated ‘‘from that

conflagration which consumed your tortured and blackened bodies.’’ In

Guri’s words, the new Israelis, Israeli power, and Israel’s war in the

Middle East are forever stoked by the flames of the great conflagration

which raged through Europe, consuming most of its Jews, and derive

theirmeaning and self-justification from there. ‘‘With [that conflagration]

we went to battle on our land . . . we transformed your insult into

guns . . . your song, stifled in the flames, rose up from the throats of the

commando units like a vow . . . we avenged your bitter and solitary death

with our fist, which is heavy and hot.’’14 According to Guri, the Children

of Israel come out of Egypt and of other places of servitude, and continue

to do so from generation to generation, emerging ‘‘from the ashes’’ in a

never-ending cycle, converting the insult inflicted on the Jews into guns

and avenging, with their fists, the continuing death of those who perished,

as if military victory elsewhere, in another war, could resurrect those

dead. Guri, the poet and journalist who saw the ruins of post-war

Europe with his own eyes, nevertheless appointed himself the spokesman

of that quasi-material, fixed, mythical, ahistorical essence. By its nature,

this essence could not be the object of historical perception and denoue-

ment. For years, as might have been expected, this earlier text has had

an autonomous, rich life, being, among other things, the main text

declaimed at Yad Vashem commemoration ceremonies in Jerusalem for

many years.15

In texts less direct than Guri’s, the Holocaust also plays a major role in

constructing the logic of Israeli power, its signification and justification.

Yitzhak Sadeh, mythical commander and mentor of the Zionist Striking

Units, the Palmach, a central member of the state-building elite, speaks in

his homily ‘‘My Sister on the Beach’’ – written in the late forties – about the

direct encounter between Holocaust survivors and native-born Israelis.

The wretched, violated, and sterilized Diaspora personified by the girl

survivor reaching the shores of the homeland serves Sadeh in the validation

and sanctification of power; the new masculine Israeli power, avenging

and atoning, in contrast to the feminine Diaspora Jewish wretchedness:

For these sisters – I am strong.
For these sisters – I am brave.

14 HaimGuri, ‘‘From that Conflagration,’’ in Yitzhak Zuckerman andMoshe Basok (eds.),
Sefer Milhamot Ha’getaot, Bein Ha’homot, Ba’mahanot, Ba’ya’arot (The Book of the Battles
in the Ghettos, between Walls, in Camps, in Forests), Tel Aviv 1954, p. 696.

15 Author’s conversation with Haim Guri, Jerusalem, July 2001.
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For these sisters – I will also be cruel.
For you everything – everything.16

The Holocaust licensed heirs

In Sadeh’s early text, the Holocaust and its appropriated survivors had

become the supreme sanction for the deployment of Israeli power, its

interpreters, apologists, and justifiers. But since the Holocaust had been

positioned as all-embracing ultimate authority, lending significance to

Israeli existence and the continuing conflict, and since discourse formu-

lators cannot exercise full control over the uses made of it and on its

behalf, Holocaust discourse too was turned upside down; it brought out

and exposed a repressed, threatening, andmuffled truth about the nature

of Israeli power and its victims, the troubling insight that perpetrators and

victims, the humane and inhumane, exist side by side and finally, that evil

is not the exclusive trait of one group or another, as RomainGary said: ‘‘It

concerns not only the Germans. It follows humanity everywhere, and

always . . . and the moment it gets too close, it penetrates you, you become

a German.’’17 Yosef Nahmani, a member of the early paramilitary

groupHa’shomer (the guardian), senior officer in the Haganah, and later

Director of the Jewish National Fund in Eastern Galilee, was stunned by

the cruelty of Israeli soldiers towards Arab villagers in late 1948, and the

model he cited to describe it was that of Nazi troops during World War II.

He wrote in his diary after having seen the devastation wrought by young

Israelis in Galilee:

In Safsaf, after . . . the inhabitants raised the white flag, they assembled the men
and women separately, bound the hands of fifty or sixty villagers, shot and killed
them and buried them in a single pit. They also raped several of the village women.
Near the thicket, he [Friedman?] saw several dead women, among them a woman
clutching her dead child. In Ilabun and Faradia, they greeted the soldiers with
white flags . . . and then . . . [the soldiers] opened fire and after thirty people had
been killed they started moving the rest on foot . . . [towards] Lebanon. In
Salha, which raised the white flag, there was a real massacre. They killed men
and women, about 60–70. Where did they learn cruel conduct such as that of the
Nazis [?] . . . One officer told me that the most eager were those who had come

16 Y. Noded (Yitzhak Sadeh), ‘‘My Sister on the Beach,’’ in Zerubavel Gilad (ed.), Sefer
Ha’palmach (The Book of the Palmach), A, Tel Aviv 1953, p. 725 (my italics). See Zertal,
From Catastrophe to Power, pp. 263–9.

17 ‘‘Il n’y a pas que les Allemands. Ça rôde partout, depuis toujours, autour de
l’humanité . . . Dès que ça se rapproche trop, dès que ça pénètre en vous, l’homme se
fait allemand.’’ Romain Gary, Education Européenne, Paris 1945, p. 76.
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from the camps . . . Is there no more humane way than sending these inhabitants
away by such means and then looting their property [?]18

Meir Yaari, a radical left-wing leader, said in response to the conduct

of Israeli troops in Arab villages during the 1948 war (and to the claim of

one soldier that he had wanted to avenge the ‘‘six million Jews’’): ‘‘What

a lie and atrocity to say it was revenge for the six million . . . Are

we going to permit the villains to hide behind the six million, to

murder a single defenseless Arab without compunction.’’19

Several years later, in the massacre of Arab civilians in the village of

Kafar Kassem, theHolocaust again served as yardstick for Israeli soldiers’

conduct, cut from their own perspective. ‘‘We acted like Germans, auto-

matically, we didn’t think,’’20 said Shalom Ofer after he, together with

several of his men, had killed forty-one Arab villagers, men, women, and

children, in October 1956. Not all Israeli soldiers acted like Ofer, ‘‘like

Germans.’’ Some of them openly refused to obey the order, whose vague

phrasing and tonemade it possible to liquidate Arab civilians on their way

back fromwork because they had not observed the curfew. These soldiers

actively evaded the order and did not take part in the massacre. But there

were some, as there always are – Shalom Ofer and his like – who, even if

they had not heard with their own ears the rhetoric of Holocaust and

power of Israel’s ruling elite, had regarded themselves as standard-

bearers of the mission of total warfare against the Arab-Nazi threat.

Shalom Ofer expressed no remorse over his actions, neither at his trial

nor subsequently.21

He and his troops did not perpetrate the killing on a momentary

impulse or as a defensive act. Lucidly and deliberately, they awaited

their victims at Kafar Kassem and when these helpless laborers, who

were ignorant of the new curfew regulations imposed in their absence,

18 Diary of Yosef Nahmani, 6 November 1948, quoted in Benny Morris, Tikun Ta’ut,
Yehudim Ve’aravim Be’Eretz Israel, 1936–1956 (Correcting an Error: Jews and Arabs in
Eretz Israel, 1936–1956), Tel Aviv 2000, pp. 131–132 (my italics).

19 Meir Yaari at the Mapam Political Committee, 11 November 1948, Kibbutz Artzi
Archives, 10.95.10 (6), Aharon Cohen’s notes, quoted in Morris, Correcting an Error,
pp. 138–139.

20 Quoted in Ruvik Rosenthal, Kafar Kassem, Iru’im U’mitos (Kafar Kassem, Events and
Myth), Tel Aviv 2000, p. 32, 47. Some of the reactions to the massacre linked it in one
way or another to the deeds of the Nazis. ‘‘Soon we shall resemble Nazis and pogro-
mists,’’ wrote Rabbi Benyamin in The Candle, (November–December 1956), while
Yeshayahu Leibovitz wrote in a letter to Ha’aretz, on 28 October 1956: ‘‘We must
organize a mass petition . . . and demand a revision of the Nuremberg trials and the
rehabilitation of the officers, troops and bureaucrats who were sentenced to death there
and hanged, because they all acted only in accordance with the explicit orders of their
legal commanders.’’

21 Rosenthal, Kafar Kassem, p. 32.
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reached the vill age’s outsk irts, Ofer gave the ord er ‘‘to mow them

down. ’’ 22 Following this ‘‘mow ing do wn,’’ the soldie rs went furth er and

carri ed out a ‘‘killing verif ication’’ proce dure. The role reversal had now

been compl eted. The license d heirs of the Hol ocaust had trans formed

themse lves into efficien t and m urderous ‘‘German s,’’ while the ‘‘rein car-

nation ’’ of the Nazi s, accord ing to Israe li Hol ocaust discour se , simple

Arab vill agers, becam e by this deed the total vict ims of the misdeed of

trans posing the Hol ocaust into the local confl ict. 23

The polit ics of Hol ocaust repres entation , its recounting and cons tru-

ing int o local politic s is olde r than the State of Israel. An d it seems to

have know n no limits . An initial move had been the trans formation of

the Arabs int o Nazi s, ini tially ad opted by Ben -Gurion in the pre-state

perio d, when he equ ated the conflict to a confron tation of Holocaus t-like

pote ntial an d dimens ions. Spe aking of the imminen t war in Pa lestine,

Ben- Gurion warned tha t the opponen ts in this struggle would not be

politic al but ‘‘the dis ciples an d eve n teache rs of Hitler, who know on ly

one way of solving the Jewis h problem: total destru ction.’’24 While this

stateme nt coul d have been seen as a on e-time slip of the tongu e, a rare

comme nt delive red in a cl osed forum, a statement Ben-Gur ion made a

few years late r in his par ty’s Cent ral Comm ittee during the deb ate on

the German reparatio ns reinforc ed the equatio n of Arabs an d Nazi s.

Justify ing the need for Ge rman funds to conso lidate the state and build

up the coun try and its military might, Ben-Gur ion said: ‘‘W e do not want

to return to the ghet to . . .  We do no t want the Arab Nazis to come and

slaug hter us!’’ 25

22 Ibid., p. 28.
23 Yael Mishali, a settler in Efrat in the Etzion Bloc, writes in the seventeenth month of the

second Palestinian Intifada: ‘‘As a Jewish Israeli woman, located on the less sympathetic
side of the conflict, I teach my children that from day to day we become less right, less
moral, less strong and less triumphant. The choices we made and the paths we followed
not too many years ago are becoming irrelevant . . .  Yes, occupation corrupts. It forces
our soldiers (our children, brothers, husbands) to wrestle with a Nazi style of soldiery.
Even if only a few of them fail, we cannot permit it.’’ Yael Mishali, ‘‘Losing the Way,’’
Y-net, 17 February 2002.

24 Ben-Gurion at the Zionist Executive meeting, Zurich, 26 August 1947 (Session 3),
Central Zionist Archives S5/320.

25 Ben-Gurion at the Mapai Central Committee, 13 December 1951, Labor Party
Archives, 23/51; in his preface to the book Gvilei Esh (Scrolls of Fire) which commemo-
rated those killed in the 1948 War of Independence, Ben-Gurion wrote: ‘‘Only a few
years ago six million Jews were liquidated in Europe by the Nazi murderers. One of
Hitler’s close associates in this genocide . . . was Haj Amin Husseini, then Mufti of
Jerusalem. This Nazi leader of the Arabs was now one of the leaders of the attempt to
annihilate the Jewish Yishuv in Eretz Israel.’’ In Reuven Avinoam (ed.),Gvilei Esh (Scrolls
of Fire), Tel Aviv 1952, p. 12; the first issue of the IDF weekly, Ba’mahaneh, also drew an
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The Nazification of the enemy, whoever that enemy may be, and the

transformation of security threats into danger of total annihilation of the

state, seem to have characterized the way of speech of Israel’s political,

social, and cultural elites, with very few exceptions. However, whereas the

translocation of Israel’s 1948 military struggle back to the psychological

sphere ofWorldWar II Europe by aman like AbbaKovner, who had been

there and was still immersed in the vanished Jewish world, was under-

standable, the systematic analogy drawn by Benjamin Netanyahu fifty

years later, in his speeches and book, A Place Among the Nations, between

Arafat (and Haj Amin El-Husseini) and Hitler, was a calculated political

move. Kovner, a leader of the Jewish underground in Vilna – a partisan

who, on his own admission, abandoned his mother in the ghetto when he

went to the forests to fight; who witnessed the murder and disappearance

of his family and friends and saw his Jewish world collapsing around him;

who had just emerged from the dark period in his life and from his post-

Holocaust involvement in attempts to wreak revenge on surviving Nazis –

served during the 1948 war as cultural and information officer of the

Givati Brigade on the southern front. In his daily ‘‘Battle Page’’ which he

wrote for the Brigade troops in July–November 1948, he compared the

battle against the Egyptian army to the fighting in Europe a few years

earlier, and perceived it as the continuation of the ultimate, total struggle

against the Nazis.

These ‘‘pages’’ are replete with highflown ‘‘Soviet’’ rhetoric and phrase-

ology from World War II reality. In the first issue Kovner equated the

logic of the Egyptian fighting and ‘‘the Egyptian invaders’’ with ‘‘the logic

of insanity, the insanity of the illusion, that same illusion which impelled

Hitler.’’ Revenge against the ‘‘[Egyptian] brutal invaders’’ must not be

‘‘too cheap,’’ he wrote, and compared kibbutz Negba’s stand against the

Egyptians to the battle for Stalingrad. In other ‘‘pages’’ he employed

bloodthirsty and hate-filled fascist images in referring to the enemy,

such as ‘‘murderous dogs,’’ ‘‘bloodhounds,’’ ‘‘corpses, corpses, corpses,’’

‘‘pools of blood,’’ or ‘‘stinking heaps of Egyptians,’’ ‘‘all around you gleam

the stupid eyes of the Nile’s dogs – into the Nile, dogs!’’ ‘‘for they came to

exterminate us . . . This soil cannot tolerate their unclean jackboots,

vipers,’’ ‘‘the body of the Egyptian snake writhes fragment by fragment,’’

‘‘how great is the night of revenge, invaders, the night of revenge.’’

Finally, Kovner compared the fleeing Egyptians to ‘‘a blind . . . herd of

sheep,’’ a reverse allusion to the image of Jews going to their death ‘‘like

analogy between Arabs andNazis, in Order of theDayNo. 4 of the Chief of Staff, Yaakov
Dori: ‘‘The allies and disciples of Nazism joined forces against us, against our rebirth,
against our independence.’’ Ba’mahaneh, 16 April 1948.
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sheep to the slaughter,’’ a phrase Kovner himself had first written in his

January 1942 call to resistance in Vilna.26

Benjamin Netanyahu’s discussions of the conflict from a perspective of

half a century after the fact were deliberate experiments in cloning,

conducted in the discourse laboratory of Israeli right-wing politics.

They could be understood as part of his campaign against the peace

agreements Israel had signed with the Palestinians or as his own struggle

for prominence within the Israeli right, or both. Netanyahu’s remarks

implied that those who negotiate with the Palestinians and sign political

agreements with them are not different from those who did, or would

have done the same with Hitler. Arafat and his organization, says

Netanyahu, are spiritual and political descendants of the Mufti of

Jerusalem,27 and the demonization of the Mufti serves to magnify the

Arafatian threat. Netanyahu is not content, therefore, with a prosaic and

precise description – dubious and despicable enough in itself – of the

Mufti’s ties with Nazi Germany, nor even with stating that the Mufti

‘‘played a part in the decision to exterminate the Jews of Europe,’’ and

that he ‘‘repeatedly proposed . . . primarily to Hitler, Ribbentrop and

Himmler the extermination of the Jews of Europe.’’ He adds what, in

the past, was just implied, namely that the Mufti was ‘‘one of the initiators

of the systematic extermination of European Jewry . . . collaborator and advisor
of Eichmann and Himmler in the execution of the plan,’’28 a claim that

has no – and never had – historical substantiation, and that removes a

large part of the responsibility from the true initiators and perpetrators of

the Final Solution.

To strengthen his argument about the Nazi–Palestinian link,

Netanyahu was not shy in drawing the fascist and Nazi tendencies of the

Palestinian national movement in the 1920s and 1930s, the establishment

of its own National-Socialist cells, and its activity in disseminating Nazi

and anti-Semitic literature.29 The Nazi annexation of the Sudetenland,

26 First page undated; page No. 2, 9 July; No. 5, 13 July; No. 6, 14 July; No. 8, 16 July;
No. 9, 17 July; No. 11, undated; No. 15, 19 October; No. 16, 20 October; page of 11
November, respectively.

27 Benjamin Netanyahu, A Place Among the Nations, New York 1993, p. 195. It is note-
worthy that not long after having written this, Netanyahu, while in power, negotiated
with Arafat and signed agreements with him.

28 Ibid. p. 193 (my italics).
29 Ibid., pp. 190–191. There were no National-Socialist trends in Palestinian society,

despite Netanyahu’s assertion. However, in the 1930s there were in fact groups in
Palestinian-Arab society which were attracted to fascist ideologies, and were drawn to
ideologies of national liberation, power, and strong leadership, just as such groups, e.g.
the Revisionist movement, existed in Jewish society in Palestine during that period, which
Netanyahu does not mention. Nor does he refer to the numerous denunciations of
Nazism in Palestinian Arab society, the censoring of pro-German proclamations, and
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firs t stage in Czecho slovakia’s occ upati on, is the n compa red by

Netany ahu to the g ouging ‘‘of Judea and Samaria out of the bod y of

Israe l.’’30 Las t but not least, the UN is dep icted as a pro to-Nazi org aniza-

tion. Its Novem ber 1975 resolut ion defining Zio nism as ‘‘a racis t m ove-

men t’’ is an achieve men t that ‘‘had elude d eve n the great est an ti-Semiti c

pro pagandis ts lik e Torquem ada and Goeb bels ,’’31 wh ile wh at Jew haters

‘‘faile d to do in the Inqui sition an d in the darkes t days of the Holoc aust had

at long la st been achiev ed by the Gene ral Assem bly of the United

Nati ons.’’32

From th e ashe s of his tory

Tw o major te xts of the 1950s , written by two of the most influe ntial

figur es and ide ntity-bui lders in Israe l, establi shed, eac h in its own way,

the cons trued link betw een the Holocaus t an d Isra eli powe r in the cont ext

of the Israe li–Arab conflict. The firs t, chron ologic ally, was Ben-Gur ion’s

rad io address to the na tion on 19 Octo ber 1953, after the Kibbya mas-

sacre. The se cond was Chief of St aff Moshe Dayan’ s eulo gy ove r the

gra ve of Ro’i Roth berg . The K ibbya story began with the murder of a

woma n and her two small childr en in the vill age of Yahud , on the night of

12– 13 October 1953, by Palest inian borde r-infiltrat ors from Jordan . The

decis ion to ret aliate was take n at the highest level, at a meeting attended

by Prime Minis ter Ben-Gur ion (then on vaca tion), Acti ng Ministe r of

Defe nse, the Chief of Staff , and the Head of the Operatio ns Moshe

Day an. Army units were dispatc hed to the Palest inian village of K ibbya

to mou nt a ‘‘repri sal opera tion,’’ the aim being ‘‘d estructio n and maxi-

mum casualti es in order to drive the villagers ou t of their hom es.’’ 33 In the

cours e of the milita ry operatio n carri ed out two nigh ts after the Yahud

murde r by soldie rs of Unit 101 an d a par achute battalion comma nded by

Ari el Sharon, some sixt y peopl e were killed, most of them wome n and

chi ldren, an d forty- five houses were destro yed. A worl dwide outrage,

unpre cedented sin ce Israe l’s establi shment , erupted in the wake of the

opera tion. Britain and the United States threatene d to take acti on agai nst

Israe l. Foreign Minis ter Moshe Share tt confess ed in his diary his shock at

the support in the Arab media in 1939 for the Allies in the war against Germany, in
contrast, as noted, to the Mufti’s stand. See Azmi Bisahra, ‘‘The Arabs and the
Holocaust: The Problem of the Word And,’’ Zmanim, 53, Summer 1995.

30 Netanyahu, A Place Among the Nations, p. 158. 31 Ibid. (my italics).
32 Ibid., p. 84 (my italics).
33 IDF Archives 644/56/207, quoted in Morris, Correcting an Error, p. 176; see also Shabtai

Tevet’s article, ‘‘The Mysteries of Kibbya,’’ in two parts – Part A: ‘‘Was the Operational
Order Forged?’’; Part B: ‘‘Who Altered the HQ Order?’’ Ha’aretz, 2 and 9 September
1994 respectively.
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the scope of the slaug hter. In order to ‘‘redu ce the politic al damag e,’’ Ben -

Gurio n m ade the follow ing stat ement to the nation:

For more than four years armed forces from Transjordan and other Arab coun-
tries have been breaking into frontier Jewish settlements . . .  for purpose of
murder and robbery . . .  hundreds of Israeli citizens, woman and men, old people
and infants, have been murdered and severely injured . . .  the frontier dwellers,
most of them Jewish refugees from Arab countries or survivors of Nazi concentration
camps, have been for years the target of these murderous assaults . . .  The Israeli
government justifiably allotted them weapons and trained them to defend them-
selves. However, the armed forces from Transjordan did not cease their criminal
attacks until the patience of some frontier settlements was exhausted, and after the
murder of a mother and her two children in the village of Yahud, they attacked this
week the village of Kibbya across the border . . .  The Israeli government strongly
rejects the absurd claim that six hundred soldiers of Israel’s Defense Forces took
part [in the operation] against Kibbya. Having conducted a thorough investiga-
tion, we certify beyond a doubt that not a single military unit, however small, was
absent from camp on the night of the attack on Kibbya. 34

The veracity of the speech and the politic al-med ia manipu lation by the

Prime Minis ter had alread y been delibe rated. 35 What is importan t in the

context of our discussio n is the two-fold use m ade by Ben- Gurion of

Holoca ust survi vors livi ng in bor der settlem ents, to wh om he adde d at

this opp ortunity ‘‘Jewish refugee s from the Arab countri es.’’ While rhet-

orical ly magn ifying the cri me of the Palestini an infi ltrators by def ining the

objects of their crime as ult imate Jew ish vict ims, survivors of Nazi con-

centr ation camps , Ben- Gurion did the almo st inco nceivabl e, not so muc h

by ly ing to Isra eli citizens (in itself no rare pheno menon in polit ics), but

by point ing to those sam e victims and singling them out as havi ng ‘‘jus-

tifiably’’ take n up arms and perpet rated the Kibbya massac re. Thro ugh

this polit ical-rhe torical act, by m eans of h is story, Ben -Gurio n recast the

entire pack of particip ants. While conce aling the r ole of the army in the

affair, either for ra ison d’é tat or out of intern al politic al calc ulations, he

moved the Jew ish fronti er dwel lers, many of them in fact Hol ocaust

survi vors, immig rants to a new coun try still forei gn to the m, Israe l’s

weake st an d most forsa ken peopl e, to center stage, equ ipped them with

weapo ns, an d transfor med them into avenge rs wh o had take n the law into

their own hands. By so doing, he also exposed them to possible retaliatory

acts on the part of Palestinians across the border. He allowed himself to

do it – something he would never have considered doing to veteran

Israelis – because these marginal, new immigrants, living on the

34 Ben-Gurion on Kol Israel, 19 October 1953 (The Voice of Israel: Israeli, national radio),
quoted in Morris, Correcting an Error, p. 286 (my italics).

35 See, inter alia, Morris’s discussion in ibid., p. 186.
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bor derline of Israelin ess, in every possi ble sense, had no voice , no repre-

sentat ion, and no politic al power, and, consequ ently, could be dis -

coun ted. Ju st as they had been se nt, without being cons ulted, to those

bor der villages , m any of them recentl y aban done d Arab vi llages con-

verted to immig rant se ttlement s, to become the living barrier of the new

stat e, so they coul d also be given an ident ity and molded to fit an y

pro paganda need or pol itical conting ency.

The Zionist revolu tion wh ich, acc ording to Zionist discour se, repre-

sente d a break an d a new begi nning in Jewish histo ry, did not cons titute a

bar rier to the infilt ration of Holoca ust image s int o the conce pt of heroic

deat h on the coun try’s bor ders in the 1950s. W hereas Ben-Gur ion

recrui ted living Hol ocaust survi vors to meet the needs of the state as he

perce ived them at that g iven m oment, Chief of Staff Mo she Day an

har nessed the Hol ocaust dead who gave meani ng to Israe l’s ‘‘border

wars ,’’ to its justified use of the sword an d the inevitabl e death for the

land. Death always bro ught out the b est in Mo she Day an. ‘‘Cemet eries

pro vide him with the inspirat ion for his bes t speeche s, and it is in his

eulo gies that h e almost beco mes a p oet,’’ wrote Amos Oz of Day an.36

Deli vered on 30 Apri l 1956, Day an’s eulogy for the slai n Ro’ i Roth berg ,

was indeed the best fune ral oration he eve r delive red, a m asterpiec e of

nation al rhetoric of death , wh ich draws its energi es from the dep ths of the

Jew ish destru ction.

In charge of the security of his kibbutz on the Ga za Strip b order, Ro’i

Roth berg was sho t an d killed on the m orning of 29 April 1956, while

patro lling the fie lds on horseba ck. A chain of events in the few mon ths

prece ding the m urder had exac erbated tensi ons along all of Israel’s bor -

der s. Israel reacte d to the frequ ent borde r-infiltr ations and the murde r of

Israe lis in bor der se ttlement s by m ounting large r repri sal attacks. The

Kinn eret Operation under Ari el Sharon’s comma nd (Dec ember 1955) ,

aim ed at Syrian posit ions across the b order without having been ‘‘pre-

cede d by an y specific pro vocation by the Syrians, ’’ 37 whic h cl aimed more

than fifty Syrian lives, including civilians, provoked criticism within cabi-

net circles, against Israel’s excessive use of power and Ben-Gurion’s

decision-making process without consulting his colleagues. Cabinet

members argued that Dayan had deliberately ‘‘heated up’’ the borders

to draw Israel into a pre-emptive war.38 In early April 1956, three Israeli

36 Amos Oz, Be’or Ha’tkhelet Ha’aza (In the Fierce Blue Light), Jerusalem 1990, p. 284.
37 ‘‘Report of Investigation of Operation ‘Olive Leaves,’’’ IDF HQ, undated, quoted in

Benny Morris, Israel’s Border Wars, 1949–1956: Arab Infiltration, Israeli Retaliation and the
Countdown to the Suez War, Oxford 1993, p. 381.

38 Moshe Sharett, Yoman Ishi (Personal Diary), Vol. 5, p. 1313, entry for 23December 1955.
Sharett quotes others who said the same.
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soldie rs on moto rized patrol alo ng the Egyp tian bor der in the Gaza Strip

were kille d. In reaction , Israe li guns shelled E gyptian posit ions, an d

the Egyp tians, in their turn , shell ed the kibb utzim along the bor der.

Israe l agai n reac ted more drast ically with shelling at Gaza tow n itsel f. 39

Fifty–e ight Egyptian an d Palest inian ci vilians were kil led, inclu ding

fifteen wome n an d ten childr en. About one h undred were injure d. Five

Israe li civili ans were kil led in the exchange of fire , two so ldiers were

injure d. 40 In r etaliatio n, the Egyp tians renewe d the fedayun infi ltrations

into the Gaza Strip, and in the se cond week of April, in a series of terro rist

acts in Israe l’s hint erland, ten Israeli ci vilians were killed, inclu ding

childr en and teache rs. Israe l mob ilized reserve units and was on the

verge of war. UN Secretary Dag Hamm arskjö ld’s interve ntion achieve d

a cease fire, whic h le d to a certain relaxation of tensio n, but did not stop

the infilt rations int o kibbutz Nahal Oz fields.

The ambush murder of Ro’i Roth berg was not incid ental. It was

planned and par ticular ly shockin g. Ro’i’s body was sav agely mutilated.

Several days earlier , duri ng a tour of the area , Daya n had met Ro’i, the

blond Israe li youth from Tel Aviv wh o had settled on the bor der on his

own vol ition, and had been capti vated by ever ything this boy repres ented.

He was personall y touc hed by the murde r, beyond its na tional an d

military impl ications . He ret urned to Naha l Oz to eulogize Ro’i

Roth berg, and through his oration, the words he chose with great skill,

he performe d the Home rian act of el evating the dead young man from

ordinary on to a more subl ime plane; pullin g Roth berg out from the

anony mity of the ord inary living and dead, trans forming his death, the

sacrifice on the nation ’s altar, int o a ‘‘bea utiful’’ an d glorious death in

classi c Gre ek term s, a deat h, wh ich bes tows life after death, etern al life. 41

Daya n’s eulo gy appeare d in eve ry newspap er the followin g da y and was

reprint ed man y times in weekli es and contemp orary texts , and broadcas t

frequen tly. 42 It had an imme diate, stunni ng impact. The Israeli

39 This was Mordechai Bar-On’s, Dayan’s bureau chief, testimony.
40 All these details are based on Morris, Israel’s Border Wars, pp. 387–389. Mordechai Bar-

On wrote similarly in his books Etgar Ve’tigra: Ha’derekh Le’mivtza Kadesh – 1956
(Challenge and Dispute: The Road to the Sinai Campaign – 1956), Be’er Sheva 1991,
p. 88, and Sha’arei Aza: Mediniyut Ha’bitahon Veha’hutz shel Medinat Israel 1955–1957
(The Gates of Gaza: Israel’s Security and Foreign Policy 1955–1957), Tel Aviv 1992, p. 144.
Morris, who usually avoids loaded statements, adds in his cautious way: ‘‘The Israeli
response was swift and massive. Perhaps Dayan sought to provoke war.’’ Morris, Israel’s
Border Wars, p. 388.

41 On the term ‘‘beautiful death,’’ see Vernant, Mortals and Immortals, pp. 50–75; Lyotard,
The Differend, pp. 99–101.

42 Moshe Dayan, Avnei Derekh, Autobiografia (Milestones, Autobiography), Tel Aviv 1976,
pp. 190–191. See also Amos Lev, ‘‘TheyMurdered Ro’i,’’ Ba’mahaneh, 34, 2May 1956.
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collective, the members of the young Israeli elites, saw themselves as

represented and defined by this text, which had become the voice of a

generation. Dayan’s oration is so suggestive and paradigmatic in the

context of the present discussion and so rich in itself that it deserves to

be quoted in full:

Yesterday morning Ro’i was murdered. The quiet of a spring morning blinded
him, and he failed to see those who lurked in wait for him behind the furrow. Let
us not, today, hurl accusations at the killers. Why should we complain at their
fierce hatred of us? For eight years they have been dwelling in refugee camps in
Gaza, and before their very eyes we are turning the land and the villages where
they and their forefathers dwelt into our home.

It is not from the Arabs inGaza, but among ourselves that we should seek Ro’i’s
blood. How could we have failed to look our fate in the eye, to see the destiny of
our generation in all its brutality? Have we forgotten that this group of young
people, living in Nahal Oz, bear on their shoulders the heavy gates of Gaza, gates
beyond which are crowded hundreds of thousands of eyes and hands, praying for
our weakness, so as to tear us to pieces – have we forgotten this? For we know that,
in order for their hope of annihilating us to die away, it is incumbent on us –
morning and night – to be armed and ready. We are the generation of settlement,
and without the steel helmet and the cannon’s mouth we cannot plant a tree nor
build a house. There will be no life for our children if we do not dig shelters, and
without barbed wire fences and machineguns we cannot pave roads nor drill for
water. Millions of Jews, who were exterminated because they had no country, are
watching us from the ashes of Israeli history and exhorting us to settle and to build up a
land for our people.43

But beyond the furrows of the border surges a sea of hatred and dreams of
vengeance, awaiting the day when the calm dulls our alertness, when we lend an
ear to the ambassadors of scheming hypocrisy, who exhort us to lay down our
arms. Ro’i’s blood cries out to us from hismangled body. For we swore a thousand
times that our blood would not be spilled in vain and yesterday we were beguiled
once more, we listened and we believed. Let us conduct a reckoning with our-
selves today. Let us not shrink from seeing the enmity, which attends and fills the
lives of hundreds of thousands of Arabs, who dwell around us and await the
moment when they can spill our blood. Let us not lower our gaze lest our arm
be weakened. This is the decree of our generation. This is our only choice – to be
ready and armed, strong and hardy, for if the sword slips from our fists – our lives
will be cut short.

Ro’i Rothberg, the lean blond youth, who left Tel Aviv to build a home at the
gates of Gaza, to be a wall for us all; Ro’i – the light in his heart dazzled his eyes,
and he did not see the glint of the knife. The yearning for peace dulled his hearing,

43 (My italics.) During one of the blackest and bloodiest weeks of the second Intifada, Chief
of Staff Shaul Mofaz, in a live TV speech, quoted excerpts from Dayan’s eulogy, includ-
ing the section on the Holocaust dead ‘‘watching us from the ashes of Israeli history and
exhorting us to settle and to build up a land for our people,’’ 10 March 2002.
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and he did not hear the sound of lurking murder. The gates of Gaza weighed too
heavily on him and undid him. 44

Daya n’s lamen t, the narra tive fabric he wove over Ro’i Roth berg ’s

grave, its beaut y an d rhetoric al richne ss aside, was a comp lete and self-

containe d story, an d all its preord ained protago nists – Ro’i Roth berg , the

Arab killers, the dead of the Holocaus t and Jewis h history , the Uni ted

Natio ns (‘‘the ambas sadors of sc heming hyp ocrisy, wh o call on us to lay

down our arms’’45 ) – play ed their parts in perfec t, paradigma tic fashion .

In this story Day an constru cted a perso nal and collecti ve allegory for an

entire generat ion, the ‘‘d ecree of ou r gen eration,’’ the ‘‘only choice ,’’ to be

‘‘ready and arme d, stron g and hardy .’’ Ro’i Roth berg, to whom and of

whom Dayan spoke, addre ssing him by his first name, was bot h the

perso nal, ind ividua l boy-soldi er, wh ose death and its manne r were heart -

breaking, and the collectiv e, nation al repres entative of a generat ion ‘‘co n-

dem ned’’ to wield the sword, wh o undert ook to bear on his shoul ders the

heavy gates of Gaza . But while Ro’i Rothberg was the new idea l Israe li,

fair-ha ired an d ligh t-eyed, he was also the timeless , ahistor ical Isra eli Jew,

embodi ed in differe nt form in eac h gen eration, sacrific ing hims elf ove r

and over again, in endless rec urrence, for the sake of the nation , ‘‘to be a

wall for us.’’ An d deat h came eac h time anew as a surp rise to that youn g

soldie r, m an of peace and of labo r, def ending his land with his body,

because it was extric ated from the historica l sequel of events . His yea rn-

ing for peac e, his guilelessn ess and innocenc e (‘‘the ligh t in his heart

dazzled his eye s’’) blin ded him to the sight of the scheme rs.

In contra st, the Arab murdere rs in Dayan’ s eulo gy are namel ess and

facele ss. Yet, unl ike na ive Ro’i Rothberg , dazzle d an d blin ded, the Arabs

have ‘‘hundre ds of thousan ds of eyes’’ gazing in h atred, the ir ‘‘han ds,

praying for our weakne ss’’ in order ‘‘to tear us to pie ces.’’ Dayan’ s dicho t-

omou s presen tation was only to be expecte d. Howe ver, in his case, the

expec ted was unexpe cted. His se cond sentence alread y containe d a sur-

prising reversal of m eaning, rare ind eed in that period, in effec t exoner at-

ing the murdere rs themse lves from the charge of murder. While referri ng

to the histo rical chain of events , to the ou sting of the Arabs from their

44 The text quoted here is taken from Dayan, Milestones, p. 191.
45 Dayan was referring to the UN Secretary, Dag Hammarskjö ld and the West in general for

having had, in effect, imposed a ceasefire on Israel. On another, latent plane, he was
undoubtedly referring to his critics inside Israel, in particular Foreign Ministry officials,
who claimed that he was trigger-happy and was heating up the borders unnecessarily.
According to Morris, Ben-Gurion was angered by the expression ‘‘ambassadors of
scheming hypocrisy’’ and ordered that it be erased from all rebroadcasts of Dayan’s
eulogy. In his autobiography, Dayan restored the full version of the speech. See ibid.,
p. 190.
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lands and homes for purposes of Jewish settlement, Dayan established

forcefully the reason for and justification of their hatred, the tragic battle

for the land, and its historical reasons: ‘‘For eight years they have been

dwelling in refugee camps in Gaza, and before their very eyes we are

turning the land and the villages where they and their forefathers dwelt

into our home.’’ Yet the conclusion Dayan drew from his historical

insight, so rare at the time, recalled the conclusion drawn by Yosef

Haim Brenner in 191346 – not the need to render justice to the robbed,

even if only for utilitarian reasons, for allaying their animosity, but the

deterministic ahistorical perception of the generation’s ‘‘decree’’ and its

fate to bear the sword and be ‘‘strong and hardy.’’ For this was the

supreme imperative, ‘‘from the ashes of history,’’ of the Holocaust dead

to Israel’s youth. The unique nature of their annihilation made the

Holocaust victims into supreme, lasting, and indisputable moral sanc-

tion, yet at the same time, they were recruited as active players in Israeli

politics of that time, of all times.

Eternal present

The 1967 Six Day War elevated the rhetoric of holocaust and power to

new heights, and restored to it an additional, central component – the

state’s – and the land’s – borders.47 Israel’s swift military victory, rather

than checking discourse on a holocaust threat and relieving Israeli society

of it, was perceived instead as total salvation from absolute destruction,

‘‘the unique transformation which turned the danger of annihilation into

unparallelled salvation,’’ as Nathan Alterman wrote immediately after the

war.48 This cyclic destruction–redemption perception both generated

numerous texts about the divine intervention and miracle wrought for

Israel, and was shaped by these texts, whose authors were otherwise

secular Israelis. Israel’s soldiers did not fight alone in that war. Shoulder

46 The Arabs, wrote Brenner, were ‘‘de facto masters of the land, and we intentionally come
to infiltrate them . . . there is already, must inevitably be – and shall be – hatred between
us. They are stronger than we are in all respects . . . but we, the children of Israel, have
long been accustomed to living as weaklings among the powerful . . . cursed be the soft
and loving! . . . first of all – no idealization!’’ Y.H.B. (Brenner), Revivim, 3–4, 1913,
p. 165.

47 This component was part and parcel of the right-wing discourse on the borders and
Greater Israel, and of the kibbutz Ha’meuhad and its leader, Yitzhak Tabenkin, within
the labormovement. It peaked during the partition controversy in the late 1930s, over the
29 November 1947 resolution, the establishment of Israel, and the 1956 war, and was
then dormant to a certain extent until the 1967 victory. On this see below in the present
chapter.

48 Nathan Alterman, ‘‘Facing the Unparalleled Reality,’’ Ha’hut Ha’meshulash (The Triple
Thread), Tel Aviv 1971, p. 26.
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to shoulder with them stood Jewish fighters throughout history, from

Massada suiciders through Bar Kochba and his rebels to Europe ghetto

fighters. The history of the Jewish people from ancient times and up to the

State of Israel thus became a single, a priori, and constant essence,

shaping not only national consciousness but also national being and

practices.

Periods, events, and images far apart from one another are pasted

together into a viscous mythical-national mass in Haim Hefer’s

makamma ‘‘We were like dreamers.’’ In this very popular text, recited in

public ceremonies, Chief of Staff of the 1967 war, Yitzhak Rabin, the

personification of Israel-Jewish warrior from the heroic days of the

Palmach, meets his ancient counterpart, King David, across thousands

of years, in a time outside of time. His well-known taciturnity and avoid-

ance of grandiloquent language notwithstanding, Yitzhak Rabin of the

poem tells King David about the great victory:

It was not we alonewho liberated themount . . . with them [the fighters]marched /
A whole brigade of Massada fighters / And Bar Kochba’s men, brave and true /
Fought at their side with bows and arrows / And alongside them could be heard
loud and clear the footsteps / Of all those murdered and slaughtered and plun-
dered / All those who died because they were Jews.49

Everything is in the present tense in Jewish martyrology, nourished and

sustained over and over again by a Zionist project that aimed at putting,

once and for all, an end to it.

During theWar of Attrition along the Suez Canal, which was the direct

consequence of the 1967 ‘‘war of redemption,’’ and evidence of the

spuriousness of the salvation aspect attributed to that war – Menachem

Begin said that Israel should not trust mankind but only its own power,

since that power alone makes the distinction between the smoke rising

over the bombarded Suez Canal and ‘‘the darkest smoke of the crema-

toria.’’ The Holocaust, Begin said, would never return due to the change

in the power of the Jewish people. ‘‘Eretz Israel is in our hands now, and

never again will there be a Massada,’’50 said Begin, juxtaposing remote

incidents, telescoping the entire Jewish annals into a single, ahistorical,

never-ending present. And the prominent ideologist of the Greater Israel

movement, once a labor movement intellectual, Eliezer Livneh, said it

bluntly after the murder of Israeli athletes at the Olympic Games in

Munich: ‘‘Memory of theHolocaust is a central stronghold in our security

49 Haim Hefer and Marcel Yanko, Misdar Ha’noflim (The Parade of the Fallen), Tel Aviv
1968, first makamma.

50 Menachem Begin, ‘‘The Welfare of the People and the Indivisibility of the Country,’’
speech at the National Council of the Herut movement, 23 April 1970.
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dep loymen t and a m ajor element in our everyd ay self-defe nce . . .  the
more we feel the Hol ocaust the more we will unde rstand pres ent events ;

the more we remembe r its hor rors, the more we will suc ceed in with-

stand ing the horror s arou nd us.’’ And h e added that this is not a refe rence

to the past but, as always , ‘‘t o the presen t.’’ 51

The border is the soul

The clearly dem arcated and se cure borde r that separates the inside from

the outside, the famili ar from the forei gn, the friendly from the hostile ,

has been a central aspe ct of the conce pt of order and of instilling order,

wh ich are of the essence of modern ity. However, the m odern, se cular

Zio nist pro ject refrai ned une quivocal ly from def ining its territoria l bor -

der s. Whereas in their imagining or pla tforms, politic al groups and bodies

withi n Zionism delineated wh at they regarded as the ide al borde rs of the

land, the Zionist m ovement as repre sentativ e of Jewish national aspira-

tions , and subseq uently all of Israe l’s gove rnments , evaded deb ate and

decis ions on the iss ue of the stat e’s bor ders. At no stage has the State of

Israe l defined its own bor ders – optima l, offic ial, secur ed – no r acted to

cons titute these borde rs and win int ernational recogni tion for them . The

por ous, fragile b order, neve r agr eed upon either intern ally or intern ation-

ally, of the Israeli-Je wish nation -state’s territ orial containe r, an d Israel’s

delibe rate polic y of te rritorial vagu eness, also found expres sion in

repea ted acts of breac hing that bor der by both the stat e an d rad ical

gro ups, with open or covert support of the stat e. By speakin g in several

voi ces with regard to the bor der, permitting vari ous bodies, wh ether

sem i-official or ostens ibly subve rsive, ‘‘to move outside the fen ce,’’52

and establish facts in the territ ories beyo nd, the sovereign stat e of Israel

was to pursue the policy of vagueness and double-talk in the spheres of

security, settlement, and immigration that had characterized the pre-state

period of struggle for that same sovereignty. In this respect, Israel con-

tinued to act as a community, not as a political sovereign.

51 Eliezer Livneh, ‘‘The Security Debacles and their Source,’’ Zot Ha’aretz, 29 September
1972, p. 2.

52 The ‘‘move outside the fence’’ was the conceptual and practical revolution in the security
conception of the organized Jewish community (Yishuv) which occurred at the height of
the 1936–1939 Arab Rebellion. The strategy of defensive alignment within security
fences of the settlements was found to be ineffective in the face of the partisan warfare
of the Arab insurgents, and was replaced by the conception of nationwide, mobile,
offensive, pre-emptive warfare, outside the boundaries of the settlements, that was
carried out at night as well. This new modus operandi also engendered a new type of
fighter and ethos.
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From the across -the-bo rder ‘‘reprisal operatio ns’’ in the 1950s to the

aggres sive, m assive settlem ent of the occupied territ ories, populat ed by

anothe r peopl e, with the ‘‘land of the forefath ers’’ for pretex t, and annexa-

tions of territ ory since 1967, Israe l did m ore than any other powe r to blur

and breac h its own bor ders. This did not rule out the conversi on of the

borde r as such into a nation al ic on, the object of sanc tifying nation al

ritua ls.53 The deliberate trans ience of the politica l borde r, and the

blurr ed spheres around it, as es tablished by Israel’s g overnment s, also

left amp le spac e for the emerge nce of a mytho logy of the true, prom ised,

sacred ‘‘other’’ bor der, an d the exist ence of uns pecified, borde rless

‘‘yearne d-for realms, ’’ such as Ben -Gurio n referre d to when – for want

of a bette r alternati ve – he adop ted the 1947 Pa rtition Plan. ‘‘We must

return to the start ing point : striv e to achiev e the indivisibi lity of the land

by p eaceful means , but if we are attac ked we will not regard the borde rs as

sacred,’’54 said in 1950 Israe l Gali li, subseq uently on e of the form ulators

of Israe l’s se ttlement polic y in the te rritories occ upied in 1967. The

abse nce of an agr eed-upon border thus served to stimulate the delus ion

of Gre ater Isra el, wh ich was actualized res olutely and inflexi bly in the

territ ories, dive rted Israe l’s historica l cours e, and final ly led to the assas-

sination of a Prime Minis ter. 55

The ter m ‘‘Gre ater Israe l,’’ relatin g to the bor ders of the land, is a

contemp orary term , and fruit of the 1930s cont roversy over the vari ous

ideas and plans of dividing Pa lestine. From its first stage s, howe ver, the

intern al Zio nist deb ate on the bor ders of the Nati onal Home, the rhetor ic

of all parties was rich in expression s related to huma n bod y and soul. In

the spirit of Frede rick Hert z’s analysis, the hom eland was perceiv ed to be

a living body, whose b orders are sacred, and ren unciatio n of any part of it

was liken ed to limb amputati on, a threa t of total destru ction. 56 The

Holoca ust heightene d this dis course an d end owed the concept of the

indivis ible and sacre d national body with the adde d value of being a

53 Adriana Kemp, ‘‘The Janus-faced Border: National Space and Consciousness in Israel,’’
Teoria U’vikoret (Theory and Criticism), 16, 2000, pp. 13–43.

54 Israel Galili, quoted in Yossi Beilin, Mehiro shel Ihud: Mifleget Ha’avodah ad Yom
Ha’kippurim (The Price of Unity: The Labor Party up to the Yom Kippur War), Tel Aviv
1988, p. 25.

55 ‘‘Like a specter, the old Jew arose from among us [in the wake of the Six Day War]. The
border-crosser reverted to his historical ways as in the days when he settled all over the
world in a milieu which was not his own. Thus there commenced the truly anti-Zionist
act of settlement without sovereignty and without the hope of full sovereignty within the
fabric of another national entity,’’ wrote A. B. Yehoshua in ‘‘The Obligation of the
Border,’’ Ha’aretz Supplement, 8 February 2002, pp. 18–20.

56 Frederick Hertz,Nationality in History and Politics: A Psychology and Sociology of National
Sentiment and Nationalism, London 1944, pp. 28, 150–151.
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guarantor of redemption, meaning that only the territorial body as a

whole could prevent a new holocaust.

The connection between the dismembering of the body of the Jewish

homeland and the threat of a new holocaust was first made in the summer

of 1946, when the idea of partitioning Palestine was mooted again. An

expanded conference of the Jewish Agency Executive held in Paris

decided, on 5 August 1946, to ‘‘discuss’’ an American proposal for the

establishment of a viable Jewish state in ‘‘part’’ of Palestine.57 ‘‘It is a

crime to rob a nation of the most precious . . . the holiest of holies: the

homeland,’’ was Menachem Begin’s reaction to that resolution. ‘‘It is a

crime to turn wretched Jewish rulers . . . into haters of their people, hated

by their people . . . and all these are the inevitable outcome of the ‘parti-

tion plan,’ the establishment of a Jewish reservat on the coastal strip,

whether it be called a district or a ‘state’.’’58 Begin’s speech was saturated

with Holocaust images and allusions. Wretched Jewish leaders, Jewish

‘‘reservat,’’ and other terms, borrowed from another historical instance,

were already serving, in this early text, to establish the analogy between

the partition of the ‘‘Land of Israel’’ and the Nazi horrors. Consequently,

partition’s advocates were likened to the Judenräte, the ‘‘wretched Jewish

leaders . . . hated by their people,’’ and the envisioned state to the Lublin

reservat, the site where Jews were concentrated prior to their shipment to

extermination. ‘‘If the plan [partition] is criminal, what are we to say

about Jewish consent to this plan?’’ Begin went on,

For years the Nazo-British oppressors have been marching over the bodies of our
people – burned, shattered bodies, countless corpses – towards their goal . . . But
what can one say about Jews, about Jewish ‘‘leaders,’’ who are willing to consent to
a programme of annihilation? What is to be said about a leadership willing to
profiteer on the blood of tens of thousands, ready to become – despite their
‘‘patriotic’’ prattle – a Judenrat? If the dismemberment of the country is a crime,
then to consent to its dismemberment is a two-fold crime.59

The UNPartition Resolution of 29 November 1947 was for Begin ‘‘the

dismemberment contract’’ and he stated that ‘‘the dismembering of our

homeland was illegal. It will never be recognized. The signature of insti-

tutions and individuals on the dissection contract is totally invalid.’’60 A

day after the state was proclaimed, Begin said to his followers on the Irgun

radio that even though a Jewish state had come into being,

57 On the session at length, see Zertal, From Catastrophe to Power, pp. 232–239.
58 Begin, Underground, vol. II, p. 219. 59 Ibid. (my italics).
60 Menachem Begin, ‘‘The Sanctity of the Indivisibility of the Land,’’ 30 November 1947,

in Underground, vol. IV, p. 239.
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we shall always remember that the homeland has not yet been liberated . . . the
homeland is whole. The attempt to tear it into pieces is not only criminal; it is also
abortive . . . because there is an eternal law: if a separating line exists, or if some-
one draws such a line between the nation-state and its homeland, that artificial
line is destined – to disappear.61

Two weeks before the Israeli army invaded Sinai in October 1956,

Begin’s Herut movement passed a resolution at its annual conference,

stating that ‘‘the tyrant Nasser is scheming to annihilate Israel [and]

constitute[s] the greatest danger to its existence since Hitler.’’62 After

the swift military campaign, when Israel was forced by an international

coalition to retreat, and the army was withdrawing its troops, Herut

accused Ben-Gurion’s government of defeatism, treachery, and of revert-

ing to the practices of the Holocaust period: ‘‘Words and expressions fail

us,’’ wrote the editorialist of the party organ Herut, ‘‘the heart is bursting

with pain and fury, and the mind is stunned by this realization of the

horrific nightmares that have been haunting us since Majdanek

and Auschwitz. Capitulation, shameful, total, full, cruel capitulation,

steeped in disgrace and dishonour.’’63 The night after this editorial’s

publication, Dr. Israel Kastner was assassinated64 outside his home as

he returned from his work at a Hungarian-language newspaper. It was

Menachem Begin himself who bracketed together the two events –

Kastner’s assassination and the withdrawal from Sinai – but from an

unexpected angle. The Holocaust and what Begin saw as Mapai’s only

interest in clinging to power, then as now, and its willingness to do

whatever necessary to safeguard it, were the double sub-text of this

connection and lent it meaning:

Kastner was shot, so people say, at the precise moment when the standing of the
ruling party had been undermined, inevitably, because of the insane act on the
part of the government, which gave the order, in contravention of all its solemn
commitments, to abandon Hebrew Gaza. What then? No my friends, this is mere
speculation. Someone in Mapai can be content at the fact that Kastner has been
shot at this precise moment; someone in the ruling party can try, in the wake of
this assassination, to divert public opinion from the Shoah [the Hebrew term for
the Holocaust] of the party’s policy.65

61 Menachem Begin, 15 May 1948. The full text was printed in a special issue of Herut,
which appeared on billboards. Reprinted in Ha’mered (The Revolt), Tel Aviv 1978,
pp. 505–511; Underground, vol. IV, pp. 326–333.

62 ‘‘Resolutions of the Fourth National Conference of the Herut Movement,’’ quoted in
Naor, Greater Israel, p. 98.

63 ‘‘The Third Kingdom of Israel on the Altar of Sacrifice,’’ Herut, 3 March 1957.
64 For a lengthy discussion of Dr. Israel Kastner and the affair which was to bear his name,

see chapters 1 and 2 of this book.
65 Menachem Begin, ‘‘Who is to Blame?’’ Herut, 22 March 1957.
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The pre-s tate cont roversy arou nd par tition was waged no t only

bet ween right an d left, but withi n the labor move ment its elf. One of the

‘‘foundi ng father s’’ and lead er of the Greate r I srael sector in the Left ,

Yitzha k Taben kin, headed the inside opposit ion to the ce ntral, pra gmatic

bloc fr om the late 1930s and ret ired, to all practical purpose s, from

polit ics on the nation al eche lon, because of the territori al issue. Years

late r, after the 1967 war, Taben kin sa id: ‘‘The goal of our entire project

was then, and remain s: A Gre ater Israe l withi n its natural an d an cient

bor ders; from the Me diterran ean to the dese rt and from Lebanon to the

Dea d Sea – as the reborn hom elan d of the entire Jew ish people. This is

the origin al Zionist ideal.’’66 Whe ther Tabenkin ’s attitud e to the indivis -

ibilit y of the territory was base d on religiou s fou ndations and the perce p-

tion of the holiness of the land; whether it was born out of his

revo lutionary soci alist vi ewpoint combi ned with his nation alist acti vism;

or wh ether it reflected a purpose ful rational appro ach stem ming from his

perce ption of the needs of Jew ish settlem ent and society -building, he

neve r aban done d the idea , and it beca me the basic tenet , article of faith,

for him and his adherents. Member s of his party’s yout h movemen t were

taught to regard Gre ater Israe l as a single entit y, wh ich no politica l tre aty

had the powe r to pull apart. ‘‘A hom eland cannot be divid ed. One cann ot

rip apart a mater nal bosom, ’’ was written in the movemen t’s book let of

essa ys produced at the summe r camp in 1937, wh en the 20th Zionist

Congr ess was deb ating par tition. 67 ‘‘Mou nt Gilbo a stands here before us,

[is] so close to our hearts, is ours, entire ly ours, an d no borde r can rob us

of it. No tre aty in the world could vio late the coven ant of blood sign ed

among its stones .’’68

Ta benkin an d his comrade s perce ived par tition as a historic al mishap ,

‘‘a fle eting fact,’’ wherea s Grea ter Isra el was def ined as ‘‘inevitab le,’’ an

esse ntial factor, over which huma n actio n had no cont rol. The indivis -

ibilit y of the la nd ‘‘will be achiev ed whet her by peac eful or warl ike

methods. If war is forced upon us, we will restore the indivisibility of

the land,’’ Tabenkin stated in 1953.69 After the Sinai Campaign his party

was actively opposed to withdrawal from Sinai and the Gaza Strip.

66 Yitzhak Tabenkin, ‘‘Only Settlement in all the Territories Can Bring Peace,’’ in Aharon
Ben-Ami (ed.), Ha’kol – Gevulot Ha’shalom shel Eretz Israel (Everything – Eretz Israel’s
Borders of Peace), Tel Aviv 1967, p. 126.

67 Yitzhak Avrahami and Ahuvia Malkin (eds.), Bi’vritkha (In Your Covenant), Tel Aviv
1938, p. 26.

68 B. Poznansky, ‘‘The Living Spirit in the Mahanot Ha’olim,’’ in Avrahami and Malkin
(eds.), In Your Covenant, quoted in Shmuel Dotan, Pulmus Ha’haluka Bi’tekufat
Ha’mandat (The Partition Polemics in the Mandate), Jerusalem 1980, p. 117.

69 Yitzhak Tabenkin, ‘‘The Indivisibility of the Land or its Partition?,’’ in Ha’hityashvut,
Mahut Va’derekh (Settlement, Essence, and Path), Ramat Efal 1983, p. 69.
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A party council declaration denounced ‘‘trends to tear away the Gaza Strip

from the body of the state in order to restore it to the Egyptian dictator.’’70

Tabenkin, for his part, added: ‘‘Our right to be in the Sinai desert is not

new, and was gained long since. This time, however, we paid the price of

the lives of 172 of our sons. This is the sacrifice. Not every death shortens

a life. Some deaths extend life, extend the life of the people.’’71 The spilt

blood of the young sons was thus coupled with the claim of the Jewish

primordial presence in and right to the land, infusing it with additional

sanctity. The blood of the slain and the myth of ownership inscribed in

the Bible combined into a political theology: blood and land were con-

secrated jointly in the name of the Ten Commandments, in the desert

where the Jews became a nation; the myth of the past had been inter-

woven into the sacrifice of the present.72 It was this combination, accord-

ing to Tabenkin, which conferred on Israel the absolute right to Sinai. On

the same occasion he added the argument which later would become the

main weapon in the Israeli political arsenal – whereby every withdrawal

from territory occupied by Israel during hostilities, or any Israeli territor-

ial ‘‘renunciation,’’ was likened to the Munich agreement on the eve of

World War II.73

The holocaust which threatened Israel in May–June 1967 was even

more devastating than that which the Nazis had inflicted on the Jews of

Europe, said Tabenkin. ‘‘The pre-5 June borders have brought down

shoah on our heads, and this shoah is graver than the Nazi Holocaust,

because after that Holocaust some Jews remained, capable of rebuilding

the nation and establishing the state, whereas if now, [Heaven] forbid, the

state were to be annihilated, it is doubtful whether the Jewish people

could rise again.’’74 And after the 1967 victory, Tabenkin wrote that ‘‘If

we had been defeated in the war, we would have been exterminated, as

individuals and as a people, and thus, in this war we continued the war of

the ghetto fighters.’’ In another article, he claimed that ‘‘there was immi-

nent danger of extermination, had we been defeated.’’75

70 ‘‘Resolution of the Ahdut Ha’avodah-Poalei Zion Council,’’ 20 December 1956. Quoted
in Beilin, The Price of Unity, p. 27.

71 Yitzhak Tabenkin, ‘‘Our Right to the Sinai Desert,’’ Dvarim (Speeches), vol. VI, Ramat
Efal 1985, p. 261.

72 Naor, Greater Israel, p. 120.
73 Yitzhak Tabenkin, ‘‘With Open Eyes – Let us Stand!,’’ in Speeches, vol. VI, pp. 262–263.
74 Yitzhak Tabenkin, ‘‘The Determinant Act,’’ in Lekah Sheshet Ha’yamim: Yishuva shel

Eretz Bilti Mehuleket (The Lesson of the Six DayWar: Settling an Undivided Land), Tel Aviv
1971, p. 44.

75 Yitzhak Tabenkin, ‘‘The Lesson of the War – Without Illusions,’’ in Lesson of the Six Day
War, p. 19; ‘‘We Cannot Evade the Need for Immigration and Settlement,’’ in Lesson of
the Six Day War, p. 36, respectively. 9th of Av is the day of the Temple’s destruction.
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The do cument ‘‘For a Greater Israe l’’, p ublished in Septembe r 1967 –

mos t of whose authors and signator ies, includin g Nath an Alterma n, Isser

Hare l, Moshe Shami r, Elieze r Livne h, Hillel Dan, Avraha m Yaffe ,

Zeru bavel Gil ad, and Ben ny Maharshak, bel onged to the vari ous elites

of the labor m ovement, some of them m embers of Tabenkin ’s move ment

and his assoc iates, all of them free thinke rs – was a seque l of the pre-Six

Day War Tabenkin ian conc eption. This docu ment ext racted the war and

its fruits, na mely the conqu ered territori es, from publ ic deb ate, from the

choice s and decisions of Israel’s citizens, and from the cont ext of polit ical

and int ernational consider ations: ‘‘Eretz Israe l is no w in the hands of the

Jew ish p eople . . .  We owe fidelity to the ind ivisibi lity of ou r land – to the

past of the Jewis h people and its futu re as well, and no government has

the right to ren ounce this indivis ibility.’’76 The Jewis h peopl e through

the centu ries and in all its diaspor as, that discu rsive, imagin ed entity 77

in whose ‘‘han ds’’ Eretz Israe l had now been entrus ted, was , in the eyes

of on e of the do cument’ s authors , a r efugee-nati on, livi ng forev er, da y

by day, in a conditio n of physica l extermina tion or on the verge of exter-

minat ion. ‘‘The most chara cteristic and horrific featu re of the fate of

this refu gee-nati on,’’ wrot e the noveli st Moshe Shami r,

is the combination of three phenomena which have always united it [the Jewish
people]. It is, at the same time, always in a condition of physical extermination or
on the verge of extermination, of attempts by individuals to escape that fate and its
framework, and of the impossibility of succeeding in these attempts . . .  Today,
from the Hitler of the 1930s and 1940s to whatever one chooses to call him of the
1980s and 1990s, this nation is the refugee-nation of the human race. Today it
possesses no stretch of land anywhere in the world, except for this ailing, torn,
conflict-ridden land, which is placed now on your table for scrutiny of which
justice is weighed against.78

Withdr awal to the cremato ria

The fatal com bination of the nation as a supra-pol itical , trans cendent al

esse nce, of religi on as the infrastruct ure of national ity, with the exclu sive

relia nce on military powe r, which too was elevate d on to the rel igious

sphe re, wedd ed with an ahisto rical, ‘‘wo rldless’’ ghet toish conception of

Jew ish/Isra eli desti ny, was the refore present in Israe li discour se long

76 ‘‘For the Sake of Greater Israel,’’ 22 September 1967, printed in four large newspapers,
Davar, Ha’aretz, Yedioth Aharonoth, and Ma’ariv. For a detailed discussion of the docu-
ment see, Dan Miron, ‘‘An Israeli Document,’’ Politika, 14–15, June 1987, pp. 37–45.

77 See Anderson, Imagined Communities .
78 Moshe Shamir, ‘‘The Obligation to Know the Right,’’ Zot Ha’aretz, 1 November 1968.
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before Gus h Em unim (Bloc of Fait h) ent ered the arena in the wake of the

1973 war. Howe ver, this body , wh ich sprout ed from the fund amenta l,

structura l cont radiction s in the conception and structure of the state, and

within the fuzzy sphe res of its self-defin ition, enco mpassed the entire

spectrum of those compo nents, enhan ced and push ed them to the edg e.

It did so wh ile exploiting effec tively the venerate d ide ologies of pio neer-

ing, settlem ent, and se curity, as well as stat e institut ions an d instrum ents.

It usu rped in the process the stat e’s agenda an d wielde d these ideo logies

and institut ions against the state itself, to becom e wh at the essay ist Boaz

Evron has def ined as ‘‘t he greates t threa t to the St ate of Israel since its

establishment.’’79 Gush Emunim followers, the Jewish settlers in Sinai

and the West Bank, also became the self-appointed bearers of the

Holocaustic discourse in its relation to the withdrawal from the territories.

Three million Jews who happen to have been born to live in 1981 in a country
named ‘‘Israel’’ have been called upon to determine whether to bury a 4,000-year-
old dream, whether to rob ourselves of our future, and to do so, simply, by casting
a slip of paper into a ballot box (just as in Sinai they once cast their jewels into the
fire and out came a calf, just as the Jews of Warsaw, Berlin, and Amsterdam were
not allowed to vote in the 1940s whether to board the trains for ‘‘resettlement in the
East.’’ In light of our experience with ourselves today, who knows how they would
have voted

wrote the settlers’ publ ication Nekuda se veral m onths before the electi ons

sched uled for June 1981, and before the last stage of the Si nai with-

draw al. 80 Sustai ned by the vast discu rsive edifice wh ich had precede d

it, Nekuda , the centr al mouthpi ece of Gus h Emuni m and agent of the

Holoca ust argume nt, could now cl aim that it repres ented, b eyond the

popular cons ensus, a trans cendent al truth buried deep withi n the soul of

the nation through out histo ry, and the secre t code of its redempt ion. The

State of Israel as a man -made crea tion, a hist orical an d politic al entity

establi shed by a huma n gro up of peopl e for purpose s of cond ucting their

joint live s, affai rs, and culture, was com pletely worthle ss in the eye s of the

writer, a passing clou d, as agai nst his primordi al, eternal, fixed visi on of

the promised land, a sacre d value towering above all politica l decisions

and anythin g crea ted in the variab le and relative huma n sphere of activ ity.

Nekuda , whose circu lation and influe nce reached , from its beginning,

beyond the confine s of the comm unity of settler s it repres ented , was

conside red by its cont ributors an d readers to be a ‘‘s acred text,’’ not

79 Boaz Evron, Ha’heshbon Ha’leumi (A National Reckoning ), Tel Aviv (1988) 2002,
pp. 374–406.

80 Elyakim Ha’etzni, ‘‘Judea, Samaria and Gaza and the Elections to the Tenth Knesset,’’
Nekuda, 25, 13 March 1981, p. 5 (italics in the original).
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only of the Gre ater Israel ide ology, but of Judais m itsel f wh ich was

cons tantly on the verge of extincti on, the instru men t transm itting the

lam ent of tho se trappe d in a deat h camp facin g catas trophe. For severa l of

the founders of an d early contribu tors to Nekuda , the very appeara nce of

the paper was remi niscent of the p ublication of a Jew ish pap er in

Ter esiensta dt or Au schwitz .81 Israe l, with its might y army, was equated ,

in vari ous ways, with Jewis h ghet to comm unities duri ng the Holocaus t,

and incumbe nt governm ents were ident ified, as required, with the Nazis

the mselves or with their colla borators, both Jew ish and non-J ewish.

The settlers perceived themselves, on the o th er hand, a s the only true

‘‘ Jews’’ of the wor ld and of Israel, whose endless p ersecution and victim -

hood, and the H olocaustic situation in which they w ere living, def ined them .

The y saw the mselves as the last fighters on the wal l, the handful of ghetto

rebels , expec ting their lonely do om in an ocean of Nazi-lik e hatre d shared

by the entire worl d, Gentile s, Arabs, and non-sett ler Israe lis include d. ‘‘I

see an Israeli prime minister who reminds me of Marshal Pétain shaking

the hand of the chief Nazi and handing over the Jews of his country,’’ writes

a woman settler after the signing of the Oslo agreement in Washington.

Around us I see the barbed wire fences and guard towers which are being erected
and threaten to sequester us in a ghetto . . .  at the demonstration in which I took
part, I saw a black-booted mounted Jewish policeman beating a Jewish child with
his truncheon . . .  whether they wish it or not, [they] will return to our side in their
fight against the SS from Gaza who will do battle with us armed with blue-and-
white weapons. 82

The worl d, the se ttler’s rhetoric went , has reve rted to being a worl d wh ich

pres erves its Jews only to be able to hate and persecut e them , a world

wh ere the Jews are sc apegoats , atonin g for the sins of the worl d.

No modern Western country can exist without Jews. It requires them as the
objects of discrimination, feelings of superiority and contempt . . .  Even
Germany, which killed the Jews, and Poland, valley of the same death, two
countries in which there are almost no Jews, have not yet found a substitute for
the Jews . . .  The Jews of the State of Israel are those who wear skullcaps, who
carry arms, and who live beyond the Green Line, in short, Gush Emunim. Their
center is Kiryat Arba, the most slandered city in Israel and in the world

wrot e Elya kim Ha’ etzni, chief ideo logist and contribu tor to Nekuda .83

81 This statement was made by Professor Hillel Weiss, resident in one of the settlements and
lecturer at Bar Ilan University in the TV program ‘‘Personal Report’’ where the guests
included Israel Harel, one of the heads of Gush Emunim and the editor in chief of
Nekuda. TV Channel 2, 2001.

82 Rina Ackerman, ‘‘A Nightmare Reality,’’ Nekuda, 174, January 1994, pp. 7–8.
83 Elyakin Ha’etzni, ‘‘Home-Made Anti-Semitism,’’ Nekuda, 56, 28 March 1983, p. 16.
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The struggle for the occupied territories within Israeli society was

defined as a struggle between Jews and Gentiles, and peace – as the concern

of Jews whose world had gone awry, self-hating and suicidal Jews, who

were Hellenized or imitated Christian conduct. Projecting themselves on

their political opponents, the settlers portrayed their opponents, peace

advocates as martyrs’ manufacturers and slaves of cults of the dead.

Let us caution against the priests of ‘‘peace,’’ the bishops of retreat from
Jerusalem, who with cold cynicism are exploiting the mother’s cry and have
already transformed it into a ritual verse, a kind of musical accompaniment to
the ritual act of sacrificing Eretz Israel – and with it every ideal for which it is worth
living and therefore also worth dying – on the altar of the Moloch of ‘‘now.’’ There
is something Christian about the worship of the dead by the people of ‘‘peace’’

wrote Nekuda .84 An d in a similar act of projectio n, anothe r Nekuda

contribu tor pon dered the emoti onal need of the settler s’ oppon ents to

explo it images from othe r times and othe r circumst ances: ‘‘It is difficu lt to

plumb the depths of the hatred, the m alicious need to slander tens of

thous ands of people an d to use blatant ly Nazi image s with regard to

them. ’’ 85 He was speakin g at a time when Nazi an d Holoca ust images –

aktzi ya , yell ow badge, Jude nrein, Jude nrat, SS, Ausc hwitz, and Hi tler –

were being enlis ted by the Nekuda write rs themselve s as weapo ns in the

ultimate battle for their Eretz Israe l.

In their worl d, wh ere meaning is turned ins ide ou t, wh ich p rojects on to

the othe rs, the conqu erers become conquered, the pers ecutors are turned

into pers ecuted, wrongdo er into the vict im, and this inve rted order

receiv ed the supr eme seal of Au schwitz . Ta lking abou t conqu erors who

regard them selves as the conqu ered par ty, le t us exam ine the settler

Emuna E lon’s complaint abou t the new byp ass road s in the occ upied

territ ories, or the existing road s, whic h were m arked with a yello w strip to

meet the needs of the Jewish se ttlers, ‘‘the yellow badge roads,’’ as she

calls them. These road s, says Elon, a popular publ icist in nation al papers

and televisi on progra ms, are a disgra ce to Isra el:

In the alleyways of El-Bireh . . .  a yellow badge twists and turns on its way. Anyone
who follows it will eventually find himself in Psagot: a large, flourishing settlement
where wise people have spent good money to build beautiful houses overlooking a
breathtaking landscape. How can these people – proud Israelis, army veterans,
educated people – accustom themselves to the daily humiliation of travelling
along this absurd maze? Cry, yellow country! 86

84 ‘‘A Red and Black Placard,’’ Nekuda, 60, 24 June 1983, p. 12.
85 Dov Berkovitz, ‘‘We Will Not Descend to the Level of Amoz Oz and his Associates,’’

Nekuda, 131, 30 June 1989, p. 18.
86 Emuna Elon, ‘‘The Yellow Badge Roads,’’ Nekuda, 153, October 1991, p. 56.
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T he flou rishing s ettlement, the beau tifu l houses overlook ing the breath-

tak ing view, the wis e people who h ave spent good money – al l are planted

in a nowhere pl ace, in u topia. Wherever E lon’s eye roams, i t s ees n o other

people, no dispossessed and persecuted m en and women, n o destroyed

houses, no arbitrary casualties, no routine horror of occupation , no human

su fferi ng, n o daily humiliation of the local populati on, only E lon and her like,

who are forced to travel the ‘‘yellow badge roads’’ t o t heir beautiful homes.

Auschw itz Ange l of Death

Rhetori c of hatred does n o t pic k and choose it s images; it is n ot fanati c about

ti mes , places, o r iden tities o r, alternately, picks i mages, times, and iden tities ,

mixes them t ogether, and does so m eticulously in accordance with c urrent

needs and the issue at hand. Enemies from the past blend with today’s

en emi es. P o litical opponen ts are branded as ‘‘others ,’’ as trai tors, end an ger-

in g the li fe of the commu nit y, den iers of its existen ce, an d, i n t his fashion , are

expropriated from the obligations st emming from fundamental h uman and

political norms . The shelt erin g umbrella of the law an d of r ul es of wrong and

right, of the ‘‘allowed’’ an d the ‘‘forbid den’’ are wi thheld f rom those defined

as enemies, and this is always just ified as b eing d one for h igher m oral

reasons, in the name of greater values. Writing in Ne kuda about the with-

d rawal from Sinai, Elyakim Ha’etzn i compared the I sraelis to the French

during World War II, m ost of whom, he asserted, were either active Nazis or

supporters of Marshal Pé tain, ‘‘the collaborator with H itler.’’ Li keni ng

the I sraeli government at the time, which h ad employed force against the

opponen ts o f wi thd rawal, to the Juden rä te, and t he said opponents to the

French Resistance, which r edeemed France’s h onor, Ha’etzni wrote:

All the shouting, the condemnations and the cries of ‘‘Shame’’ are useless – this
scene is reminiscent of the Holocaust! Apart from the slaughter, this total expulsion of
the entire Jewish population, the destruction of an entire Jewish civiliza-
tion . . .  can be given no other name. Those who stage an event where the victims
celebrate the violence inflicted on them, those who conduct a ceremony in honor of
destruction and nickname it ‘‘peace,’’ those who pay honor and tribute to the shame
of enforcement by Jews of a ‘‘Judenrein’’ regime on other Jews, those who adorn
with festive dress and wreaths of flowers the heads of the victims of the violent
sacrifice, those who arrange them in straight orderly lines to march, with a song of
destruction on their lips, into evacuation and annihilation of their town and their
home – those who do all this bear an appalling resemblance to the Judenrat.87

87 Elyakim Ha’etzni, ‘‘Sinai Shall Not Fall a Fourth Time,’’ Nekuda, 42, March 1982,
pp. 10–11 (my Italics). For a discussion of the Judenräte and the attitude of Palestinian
Zionism and Israeli society towards them in the first decade of statehood, see chapters 1,
2, 4 of this book.
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A few weeks later, when Prime Minister Begin was enticed into launching

the Lebanon War in order to erase through it the shame of the recent retreat

from Sinai and the destruction of Yamit – and, as he himself said, to make

am en ds f or t he t ra um a of th e 1973 war , and ab ove al l t o r oot ou t Ar af at/

Hitler from his Beirut bunker and avert a new Treblinka in Israel88 – Begin,

yesterday’s Judenrat, was transformed, by the touch of a pen, into the ‘‘new

Jew.’’ In the War for Peace in Galilee, Ha’etzni now wrote, ‘‘Menachem

Begin is acting like a representative of the image we dreamed would arise in

this country – the image of the Jew who has no more inferiority complex and

emotional need ‘to prove’ his noble spirit, his yearning for peace, etc.’’ The

image of the new Begin was further enhanced by contrast to the opponents

of the war who, according to Ha‘etzni, represented the ‘‘self-extinction

attitude’’ in Jewish history, the ‘‘Rumkovsky–Kastner–Kreisky’’ approach,

the ‘‘meek acceptance of the exterminator, and attempts to bring salvation

through collaboration and blind obedience to the exterminator.’’ Those

who wish to inflict a Palestinian state inside Israel are introducing into the

Jewish state the Jewish annihilation theory, ‘‘the Angel of Death of

Auschwitz,’’ wrote Ha’etzni.89

‘‘The Holocaus t, tow ards which we are pr oceeding deter minded ly, is

one we are cons tructing with ou r own hands ,’’ wrot e Nekuda . ‘‘Toward s

this oven we are being led, witho ut being clearly aware , by our great

friend, by grace of the logic of comp romise on life itsel f,’’90 wh ile there

is no pro spect that the advoca tes of peace,

the bleeding hearts and knights of concessions will halt even on the verge of
the abyss, when they see that even the coastal strip, the ‘‘blue line,’’ the last
frontier of concessions, the Mediterranean, has already been invaded by the
cancerous metastasis of retreat and the peace-of-graveyards. We learned in the
Holocaust that even at the gate of the Auschwitz inferno, each and every one
continued to cling to his own golden and silver idols, his wooden and stone
gods. 91

88 ‘‘You know what I did and what we all did to prevent war and bereavement, but it is our
fate that in Eretz Israel there is no escape from fighting with dedication. Believe me, the
alternative is Treblinka, and we have decided that there will be no more Treblinka.’’
Begin at a cabinet meeting, 5 June 1982. In response, Amos Oz wrote in ‘‘Hitler is Dead,
Mr. Prime Minister’’, Yedioth Aharonoth, 21 June 1982: ‘‘There is not and cannot be balm
for the open wound in our souls. Tens of thousands of Arab dead will not heal this wound.
But, Mr. Begin, Adolf Hitler died 37 years ago. Sadly or not it is a fact: Hitler is not hiding
in Nabatiyeh, Zidon or Beirut. He is dead and burnt.’’

89 Elyakim Ha’etzni, ‘‘Three Presents for the Nations of the World and One – for the People
of Israel,’’ Nekuda, 45, 16 June 1982, pp. 8–9.

90 M. Ben-Yosef (Hagar), ‘‘No More ‘Nice Guy,’’’ Nekuda, 88, 24 June 1985, p. 9.
91 Elyakim Ha’etzni, ‘‘You Too, Zubin?!, ’’ Nekuda, 80, 23 November 1984, p. 25.
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T h e p r oc e ss of N az i f i c at io n of t h e A r ab s wh ic h b e g an , a s n o te d , i n th e

lat e 1940s , reac hed its height in the set tler s’ news paper in the 1980s an d

the 1990 s, and was ac co rded pseudo-scientific statu s, reminisc ent of

t h at w h i ch t h e Na z is h a d tr i e d to ac co r d t o t h ei r c r u d e a n d p r i m i ti ve

a n ti -S em it i s m . I n Ju l y 1 99 1, M e ir S e id l e r , t h e n a P h . D. c an d i da t e i n

J ew is h p h i lo s op h y a t B ar I l an Un i ve r s i ty , st a te d t h a t ‘‘t h e Ar ab s i n

gener al are to day m or ally inferio r to the Germans during the

H ol oc au s t . I f t h e y o nl y co u ld , th ey wo u l d l i q u id a te u s al l , wi t h ou t p o st

f a ct u m g u i lt f ee l i ng s an d wi t h ou t co m p l ex e s a n d g u i l t f e el i n g s i n th e n ex t

g e n er at io n , a s w as t h e c as e wi t h m an y Ge r m a n s .’’ A s a Je w b o r n af t e r th e

H ol oc au s t an d r ai s ed i n W e st G e r m an y , S ei d l er c l ai m e d t h a t i t wa s h is

‘‘m oral obligat ion’’ to exam ine ‘‘o ur enem ies’’ through the prism of his

histor ica l knowl ed ge.

We discovered too late the monstrous element inherent in German culture; we
must reveal in good time the dangers lurking in wait for us from Arab culture. Our
neighbors have only one dream – the Final Solution . . .  Arab culture is a culture
of terror and fear, a culture based on hatred, a culture of evil, and we cannot
compromise with such a culture, just as there should have been no compromise
with that Austrian and his German followers two generations ago.92

An d the writer Moshe Shami r deter mined that

the Arab-Muslim world in our region, as it is today, constitutes the largest and
most dangerous concentration of aggressive fascism, of racist Hitlerism, of dicta-
torial tyranny lacking all inner restraint . . .  There is no difference between the
PLO’s attitude towards the State of Israel and that of other Arab countries, just as
there is no difference between them – and the Final Solution scheme and the
liquidation of the Jewish people as perpetrated by the brutal troops of Hitler and
Nazi Germany during the Holocaust. There is, indeed, one difference between
Hitler and Arafat (that is, between Nazi Germany and the Arab world of today):
Hitler implemented his scheme, Arafat simply cannot implement his. It is no fault
of his that the State of Israel still exists and its Jews are still alive. The Israel
Defense Forces have foiled him. 93

Thro ughout those years only one voice was raised cl early in Nekuda

agai nst the industrial-s cale expl oitatio n of the Holocaus t by the settler s,

and the m ethods the y ad opted in order to mark et the ir Holocaus t. The

voi ce of the young journa list Uri O rbach remain ed a lo ne cry, and elicited

alm ost no reaction from either side. An d sin ce his cri ticism was so excep-

tional, so t renchant and d ar ing , in p articular in the con text of a clos ed ,

92 Meir Seidler, ‘‘The Arabs of Today Are Worse than the Germans in the Nazi Era,’’
Nekuda, 151, July 1991, pp. 24–25.

93 Moshe Shamir, ‘‘What Lies Ahead,’’ Nekuda, 118, 26 February 1988, p. 16.
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dense, and hom ogeneo us group like the settler s, it is wort h quoti ng him

in full :

Oh, what a beautiful shoah . How wonderful it is to use terms from another world
in one’s argument. It’s frightening, it’s intimidating, and they’ll never dare. ‘‘Do
you want Samaria to be Judenrein?’’ asks the expert on Holocaust and current
affairs. ‘‘No,’’ replies another sho’ologist, ‘‘we will not go like sheep to the slaughter.’’
‘‘The government is bringing down a Holocaust on our heads,’’ another laments,
and yet another adds: ‘‘The Labor Party wants us to live in a Jewish ghetto within
Hebron.’’ Oh, panic, we have returned to you, you are forever, forever in our
hearts. As far as I’m concerned, and I don’t care if I’m not expressing the majority
view, I’m tired of this whole affair. What’s this rubbish about ‘‘holocaust’’ and
‘‘our little town is burning?’’ Where does the holocaust come into the story? The
first paranoids in our camp were the Yamit settlers who were stupid enough to pin
yellow badges to their lapels. Then they began denouncing the reparations the
government is paying the evacuees. I was ashamed then and I am ashamed today.
Those who want to view the world in only two colours, black and black, should
keep their colour blindness to themselves, and not inflict their world of associ-
ations on us. The bitter and horrendous memory of the holocaust should not be
turned into petty, false currency. And forgive me for the heresy, the evacuation of
Eretz Israel is not a holocaust. I hereby volunteer nobly and like a sheep led to the
slaughter, to be accused of nowism, and of tranquillizing appeasement. Thank
you. I prefer that to the thenism which begins and ends with World War II, all of
whose analogies are based on speeding trains and ghettos and Holocaust and
black umbrellas. Oh, shoah show, how good it is to have you around, the best show
in town. Did I say town? In the town of death . Intimidate, cry out, deter, compare,
and the people of Israel will be frightened, will tremble and will, of course, flock in
their thousands to Samaria with certificates of residence in the Jewish street
between the ghettos under the rule of Pé tain and the Vichy government within
the borders of Auschwitz. The mob is hereby requested not to give the Holocaust
a bad name.94

Speech, viole nce, death

Politicia ns, journalist s, and historians let them selves spe ak out in the

name of the Holoca ust dead. They/we all use Holoca ust image s for

their/o ur own purposes . Some of these images are thre atening , othe rs

are trivial, all are distorting. The incitement against Yitzhak Rabin and

the ‘‘Oslo government’’ in the years between the signature of the agree-

ment and the assassination of the Prime Minister, in which conflicting

and opposed Holocaust images, from the SS officer to the Judenrat,

played a central part, was no innovation, merely ‘‘more of the same

94 Uri Orbach, ‘‘The Hour [Sha’a in Hebrew], the Shoah and the Show,’’ Nekuda, 95, 21
January 1986, p. 24 (italics in the original).
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thin g.’’ A Prime Ministe r was depic ted as a traitor and collabo rator with

the enemi es of his people, an d the incit ement was not confine d to writt en

tex ts but found expres sion in dem onstrations and vio lent acti on. Cent ral

Israe li polit ical figures and par ties, inclu ding two ind ividua ls who were

late r, as a direct or indire ct cons equen ce of the assassin ation, to become

Prime Ministe rs, 95 an d pas t and pres ent cabinet m inisters, played an

acti ve role in these dem onstrations . Fi nally, the provoca tion an d violent

acts focus ed on the Prime Ministe r himself, Yitzhak Rabin. 96

A n Israe li ci tizen n amed Yi gal Amir, ‘‘the salt of the earth,’’ an

arde nt Zion ist , reserve sold ier, a ded icat ed, well -edu cated , l over of

Eretz I srael, took it al l seriou sl y, and un dertook to save t he homel and

from a s econd holocaust e ven at the price of self-sacrifice.97 Had he not

been t old, this di ligen t s tu den t, that h e who han ds over even one in ch

of the soil of the Promised Land is betraying his p eople? 98 Was he not

raised to believe that Eretz Israel can only b e conque red by force and

95 The former Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, and Ariel Sharon, who is Prime
Minister at the time of writing.

96 The examples are countless, and a few examples will serve to bear out my argument:
‘‘Rabin is pushing us towards the borders of Auschwitz,’’ said Rehavam Zeevi (Gandi) in
January 1994, quoted in Ha’ir , 10 November 1995; ‘‘We have not yet lost our hope of
being a free people in our land. It will happen if we understand that the trains are not
travelling to summer camps, if we understand that in the smoke rising from the chimneys,
Jews are being burnt, if we send this heretic government to hell.’’ Rehavam Zeevi, 9
March 1994, quoted in Iton Tel Aviv , 10 November 1995; ‘‘What happened at the Bet
Lid junction is a reminder for the anniversary of Auschwitz . . .  ‘Quislings’, that is the
correct term for them,’’ said former Chief of Staff Rafael Eitan after the Bet Lid terrorist
attack, where numerous soldiers were killed, Yedioth Aharonoth, 23 January 1995; ‘‘Rabin
must not speak in the name of the Holocaust martyrs when he receives the [Nobel] prize
together with the heir of the Nazis,’’ proclaimed a Likud press release on the eve of the
prize-awarding ceremony in Oslo, Yedioth Aharonoth, 11 December 1994, p. 6; ‘‘The
time has come to stop talking, the time has come to act . . .  now you, people of Judea,
Samaria, and Gaza, are the leaders . . .  You are responsible for your lives and you must
brace yourselves . . .  The government is handing over the settlers to armed Palestinian
gangs. They have already handed over Jews to foreigners in the past. To be a ‘mosser’
[informer] and to betray others is part of the spiritual essence of the Israeli left,’’ wrote
Ariel Sharon in June 1995, Ha’yarden (Likud publication), quoted in Iton Tel Aviv,
10 November 1995. For a detailed description of the campaign of incitement against
the Prime Minister, see Michael Karpin and Aina Friedman, Murder in the Name of God:
The Plot to Kill Yitzhak Rabin, New York 1998.

97 ‘‘I am not ashamed of it, the deed I committed. I am proud, both in heart and mind, and
so I am ready to pay the price,’’ said Amir at his trial. Quoted in The State of Israel v. Yigal
ben Shlomo Amir, Severe Criminal File (SCF) (Tel Aviv and Jaffa) 498/95, 27 March
1996, pp. 14/28. Amir also said: ‘‘It is absurd that a man who sacrificed himself for the
people, is considered a danger to the security of the state.’’ See Yoram Yarkoni, ‘‘Yigal
Amir’s Father: ‘My Son Is a Fool’,’’ Yedioth Aharonoth, 8 March 1996.

98 TheCommittee of Rabbis of Judea, Samaria, andGaza announced on the eve of the Oslo
agreement signature ceremony at the White House that ‘‘the nation cannot remain silent
in the face of these extremely treacherousmoves with regard to Eretz Israel and thus there
will be war over Judea, Samaria, and Gaza.’’
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suffering, and that redemption can only be gained by blood? Was he

not told repeatedly throughout h is adolescence, in school, at u niver-

si ty, b y the medi a, by the s ettl ers’ jou r nal, i n his i deol ogi cal mil ieu , by

his teachers and rabbis, by his politi cal leaders, t hat withdrawal from

the occ upied territories woul d b e li ke t he ann ihilat ion of t he Je ws

sl aughtered in Europe? Was he n ot taught at the ‘‘nation’s school,’’ 99

in army educational courses on the Holocaust – which were intended,

among other things, t o ‘‘provide a lesson for our t ime’’ 100 – that to act

in a doomed situation, to take one’s fate into one’s own hand, was t he

true heroism, the kin d which chan ges hi story, like t he heroism of the

Jewish partisan, who transformed himsel f ‘‘from n othin g to a man i n

charge of his own destiny, and whe n h e was given we apons, h e u nder-

wen t a spiritu al trans formation be yond d esc ri pt ion. T he we apon not

only conferred security, but also restored his personal c onfidence as a

human being’’? 10 1

Ide nt ifyi ng Yigal A m ir wit h World War II Jewish partisans or ghetto

fighters is no more blatantly unten able than liken in g the St ate of

Israel to a burning ghetto or a d eath camp, or the outrageous c ompar-

ison of withdraw al fro m part of th e l and to walking ‘‘like sheep to

the sl au ght er’’ in to the cremat oriu m , o r de p ict ion o f the Arabs as the

reincarnation of t he Na zis. Yet i t wa s the l atter assertions which ma de

that claim applied to Amir possible. One may dis pute the cliché that

words can kill, but not the fact that they create a world, structure

consiousness , construe a motive for action, even if not necess arily on

a o ne-t o-one basis. T he personal, s ocial, poli tic al, an d re li gi ou s s tart in g

point of t he path that led to the assassination of 4 November 1995,

and the stops along its way, are, to a l arge e xtent, d epende nt o n

o n e ’ s own interpretation and perspective. The network of transitions

from talk to action, from violence to the speech which represents it,

from motive to perpetration and back to the speech which attributes

m otive to action, was by no means clar ified by th e narr at ives, all ideolog y-

cond itioned, wh ich were related after the assassin ation in an attempt to

explain it. 102 Rath er, they helped to obscure it, as did the narcissistic

mourni ng r ituals obse rved by the masse s all over the coun try after the

99 See under ‘‘army’’, in Yeshayaahu Heibowitz (ed. in chief), Hebrew Encyclopedia, vol,
XXVIII, Jerusalem and Tel Aviv 1976, p. 483.

100 Aryeh Barnea (ed.), ‘‘The Holocaust and its Significance,’’ in Basic Text for Education in
the IDF, Tel Aviv (Manpower Division, Chief Educational Officer) undated, pp. 1–3.

101 Maya Lapid (author and ed.), ‘‘Guide to the Historical Museum,’’ Pamphlet for IDF
Education Personnel, Jerusalem (Yad Vashem-Education Department – Army Unit),
pp. 1–8.

102 Ariela Azulai, ‘‘The Spectre of Yigal Amir,’’ Theory and Criticism, 17, 2001, pp. 26–29.
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assassination.103 And as did Rabin’s Labor party during the post-

assassination election campaign, when it maintained total ‘‘sterility’’

with regard to references to the assassination and its victim, and as did

the Center established in Rabin’s memory,104 and as did the state institu-

tions charged with the task of investigating the assassination and bringing

the assassin to justice.

The assassin andhisworld, thoughts,motives, plans, that is to say the one

truly important issue, are absent from the report of the StateCommission of

Inquiry into the assassination, which was established hastily by the govern-

ment four days after the event.105 Instead of investigating the unknown, or

the known yet purposely repressed,which had erupted in such uncanny (the

Freudian unheimlich) manner in the act of murder, and which demanded

103 Less than a week after the assassination, it was clear that Israeli society was not capable
of or willing to face up to the historical and philosophical truth evident in the event, and
to transform themurder into a lever for a widescale critical evaluation and reconstitution
of Israeli society, and that the assassination was, instead, going to serve the discourse of
national unity, conciliation, and ‘‘love of Israel.’’ In other words, its significance would
be repressed and blurred. On 10 November 1995 the present author wrote: ‘‘To the
continuous killing of its sons, the obedient, authoritarian Israeli society, bred by its
leaders for perpetual combat, has grown accustomed. Patricide is beyond its emotional
strength. It is precisely this calamity, this yawning abyss which the Rabin legend is aimed
at covering, the legend which is growing from day to day, and the mass hysterical
embrace of it. It is the inner devastation, which is not new, of which the assassination
is only a symptom, that this legend is intended to heal . . . We must not allow this
assassination to take flight into the realms of legend, we must not cover it with rituals of
remembrance and reconciliation and unity, which are always enterprises of forgetting,
forgetfulness, and repression. The murder of Yitzhak Rabin must be restored to history
and must be left there, in all its horror, and we must delve into the depths of all its
meanings. Because the violent death of Rabin is not only the consequence of three years
of savage incitement by the extreme right and the so-called moderate right. It is the
product of some thirty years of messianic sickness, of the fatal combination of religious
fanaticism and nationalist fanaticism, which Israeli society and Israeli democracy not
only did not know how to tackle, but also embraced them.’’ See Idith Zertal, ‘‘The Rabin
Legend,’’Ha’aretz, 10 November 1995. See also the remarks of the chief judge at Yigal
Amir’s trial, Edmond Levi, ‘‘The State of Israel versus Yigal Ben Shlomo Amir,’’ SCF
(Tel Aviv–Jaffa) 498/95, Sentence, 27 March 1996, p. 5. To be discussed below.

104 The assassination of a Prime Minister naturally calls for a memorial enterprise funded,
organized, and staffed by state institutions. However, from the outset, the very fact that
the Rabin Center is an official institution precluded the possibility that it would foster a
critical, emancipatory political critique of the event. Paradoxically enough, perhaps, the
redeemers of the memory of the assassination and of its stifled significance are all
affiliated to what is known as the post-Zionist left. See, for example, Idan Lando,
‘‘The Dubious Innocence of the Left,’’ Ha’aretz Supplement, 29 December 1995,
p. 22; Azulai, ‘‘The Spectre of Yigal Amir’’; Jose Bruner, ‘‘Yigal Amir,’’ in Adi Ophir
(ed.), 50to48:MomentimBikortiimBe’toldotMedinat Israel (CriticalMoments in theHistory
of the State of Israel), Jerusalem andTel Aviv, 1999, pp. 441–449. See also Nahman Ben-
Yehuda, ‘‘Saturday Night, 4 November 1995,Malkhei Israel Square, Tel Aviv: Political
Assassination in Eretz Israel,’’ Alpayim 12, 1996, pp. 181–210.

105 On the appointment of the Commission, see letter from Cabinet Secretary, Shmuel
Hollander, to the President of the Supreme Court, Aharon Barak, 8 November 1995.
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a courageous retrospective hunt for the places and texts preaching total

redemption and the one and exclusive justice, places where the murder

had been conceived and formulated, the Commission focused on the

self-evident, on what was blatantly obvious – the failure of security. This

was no accident, since in defining the role of the Commission, the

government limited its jurisdiction to ostensibly operational, profes-

sional, and technical aspects, such as the ‘‘security and intelligence

arrangements’’ and the ‘‘safeguarding of personalities in general and at

the rally where the assassination occurred in particular.’’106

But if this was the purpose, an internal investigation by the security

authorities responsible for the event would have sufficed, and there would

have been no need for a state commission, unless the aim was hastily to

restore order, or the appearance of order, and to understate the devasta-

tion. In accordance with the government decision, and almost as a matter

of routine, the Supreme Court President, Aharon Barak, appointed the

Commission, which included jurists and a senior army officer, but no

historians, sociologists, psychologists, or experts in political culture stu-

dies.107 Yet, however restricted the definition of the Commission’s task, it

could still have marked out its investigative territory and decided which

questions it wished to tackle. It did little in this direction, and when it did,

it expanded its investigation on marginal matters, as if it were trying to

stave off evidence. The non-confidential section of the Commission’s

report, which obscured possible insights rather than honing them, reveals

that the Commission focused mainly on the question of the limits of

jurisdiction of the various bodies in charge of security at the peace rally

held on 4 November 1995, and their failure. Although it examined with a

fine-tooth comb what had occurred on that Saturday evening, even not-

ing at which bus stop the assassin left the bus,108 the Commission kept its

silence with regard to ominous political events prior to the assassination,

the role of certain political parties, public figures, the media, and public

discourse in creating the social and cultural climate, in empowering

people like the assassin and impelling them to act.

The text of the report, a fine example of a sterile, well-guarded area,

defending itself against any possible infiltration of controversial political

106 Shmuel Hollander to the Supreme Court President. The Commission was established
in accordance with Article 1 of the Commission of Inquiry Law, 1968. See Article 1.c. of
the Law.

107 The Commission was headed by the former President of the Supreme Court, Meir
Shamgar, and the other members were General (Res.) Zvi Zamir and Professor (of law)
Ariel Rosen-Zvi.

108 Commission of Inquiry into the Assassination of the Late Prime Minister, Yitzhak Rabin:
Report , Jerusalem 1996, p. 26.
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and historical information or insights, makes sparing and superficial

mention of the public atmosphere prior to the assassination, and then

only in the context of the deployment and preparations of the police and

the security services.109 The height of repression, however, is the report’s

treatment of the assassin, Yigal Amir, by no means a marginal figure in

the affair, to whom the Commission devoted a mere two pages, summing

up as follows:

On the question of the motives and calculations of the assailant, nothing more
need be said; particularly since the criminal trial of Yigal Amir is now taking place,
and such matters are under the jurisdiction of the court. We cannot refrain, in this
context, from expressing our concern and outrage at the fact that we have reached
a pass where a Jewish student, an arrogant fool, could sink to depths of lowness
and cruelty which found expression in the act of murder whose circumstances we
are examining. He thereby was responsible for the social and psychological dis-
aster created by the historical blot which he has left on our society.110

In so stating, the Commission was not only refraining from discussion

of the central issue, namely ‘‘the reasons for the assassination of the prime

minister’’ and avoiding analysis of Amir’s motives and calculations, issues

which ‘‘are under the jurisdiction of the court.’’111 It was entangling itself

in a fundamental contradiction, and inadvertently effacing the borderline

between the collective – the somewhat vague ‘‘we’’ cited in the text – and

the individual, namely the assassin, Yigal Amir. On the one hand, the

Commission expressed its horror at the fact that ‘‘we have reached a pass’’

where a ‘‘Jewish student,’’ amember of the said collective, couldmurder a

Jew, and, moreover, a Prime Minister. On the other hand, the assassin

was defined immediately, and unanimously, as the ‘‘other’’ in respect to

that same collective, a total misfit, a ‘‘rotten apple’’ or ‘‘wild growth’’

according to the popular prevailing term, who acted entirely alone, and

was not representative of any ‘‘we.’’ What is more, it is unclear from the

Commission’s statement to which ‘‘we’’ they were referring; is it the

Israeli collective as a whole? Is it only a part, a certain sector? How did

this ‘‘we’’ arrive at a pass where it spawned the assassin of a Prime

Minister? What had happened historically to that ‘‘we’’ and in what

109 Ibid., p. 86. It notes, for example, police fears of clashes between right-wing demon-
strators from the Zu Artzenu and Kach movements and the participants in the peace
rally, and refers to the possibility that ‘‘stink bombs may be thrown.’’

110 Ibid., pp. 88–89.
111 This statement in itself is problematic, since formally speaking, it was the task of the

court, rather than the Commission, to determine whether the defendant committed the
crime of which hewas accused and pass judgment, and not to deal with the historical and
political background to the crime, although the court, too, exceeded its task whenever it
found this convenient. See below.
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political and social context was the assassination planned and perpetrated

by the ‘‘assailant’’ and those who supported him? The Commission

offered no answer to those critical questions, because from the outset it

never asked them. Again: the vast deed, with its historic implications,

committed by the ‘‘Jewish student’’ Yigal Amir, who had been described,

because of the Commission’s inability to deal with the phenomenon, as

an ‘‘arrogant fool,’’ was downplayed as amelodramatic act of ‘‘cruelty,’’ as

if it were a banal murder committed on criminal grounds, indeed very

inappropriate to respectable society, rather than a calculated political and

ideological move, which was both far-reaching and total, and from which

there could be no return, a move that was intended to divert the course of

history and succeeded perfectly in so doing.

But the cliché-ridden depictions of the assassination and the assassin

do not even come close to the incongruity and dissonance of the con-

cluding sentence of the Commission’s evaluation of the assassin, who

‘‘was responsible for the social and psychological disaster created by the

historical blot which he has left on our society.’’ This sentence calls for

analysis. State Commissions of Inquiry, more than they are charged with

exposing a concealed truth, are enjoined to mend social rifts and heal

collective traumas, to reestablish a shattered identity and a shaken sense

of security, and to restore a damaged whole. To this end they employ

soothing, appeasing, and uniting rhetoric, rather than adversarial, sharp-

ened language. To emphasize the anomality and total otherness of the

murder, the Commission felt it necessary to describe the period immedi-

ately preceding the crime as a period of normalcy, and the political and

social body at the time as whole, healthy, free of all symptoms of disease,

rational and sane. Consequently, the assassination was defined not as a

symptom of profound social and political malaise but as a disgraceful

technical mishap – doubly disgraceful because the autoimmune defi-

ciency had occurred within the hallowed security services. Into this

harmonious and healthy body, according to the Commission, an assassin

suddenly burst out of nowhere, affiliated to nothing and, in effect, lacking

any serious reason which was worth discussing, and assassinated ran-

domly a Prime Minister, who too represented nothing which might have

caused him to be singled out for liquidation, and thereby was responsible

for a social and psychological disaster which was created because of ‘‘the

historical blot’’ of the murder. (My italics.)

A meaningless assassination

The courtroom, another site where a society delineates itself and constitutes

its norms, or tries to restore the semblance of order, was involved in even
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more profound contradictions, because it was constrained by inflexible

procedures and clearly defined ritual regulations. Lest it be charged

with conducting a ‘‘political trial,’’ namely a procedure with a predeter-

mined outcome and extra-legal objectives, the court endeavored to dis-

tance itself from even the shadow of a suspicion of political leanings. The

trial was defined by the presiding judge, Justice EdmondA. Levi, as ‘‘not a

political trial,’’ but a ‘‘regular criminal trial.’’112 ‘‘It was not the defen-

dant’s viewpoint regarding the sanctity of the land which stood trial, nor

was it the issue of whether the Israel government’s steps since the signing

of the Oslo Accords were correct,’’ declared the judge, but one sole

question – whether the accused perpetrated the crime of ‘‘murder,’’ as

defined in the Penal Code.113 Thus, like the Commission, the court

devoted the bulk of its energy to self-evident and self-apparent issues –

establishing that the defendant was not suffering frommental illness, that

he was responsible for his actions and aware of their nature, of the

circumstances, and of the possible consequences of the act. In other

words, as the court phrased it, he was guilty of acting with ‘‘malice

aforethought.’’114 In this spirit, the court did everything possible to

restrict discussion of the assassin’s convictions, and cut short the defend-

ant when he attempted to expound his ideological and political beliefs to

the judges. Again and again the presiding judge – who, however subcon-

sciously, was reflecting the general will not to hear, not to know, not to

scrutinize the terrible truth of the assassination and the assassin – inter-

rupted Amir and demanded that he stop ‘‘haranguing.’’ In so doing, the

court was also ‘‘diminishing [the assassin’s] importance, and emptying

his deed of rational, systematic and reasoned content,’’ as Ariela Azulai

writes.115

Not only the assassin was silenced by the court, as one unworthy of

being granted a voice on the public, sanctified site of the court, and

dammed were his views, which might then continue to disturb the

peace and order already undermined by the murder. The court also

obstructed any possibility of gaining knowledge and insight, which

might have been embodied in the assassin’s statement, as regards the

ideological convictions and influences which set him in motion and

propelled him to the place of the assassination on 4 November 1995,

and the historical and philosophical significance of his deed. The presid-

ing judge dismissed Amir’s political and ideological pronouncements, as

if they were nothing but a defensive tactic: ‘‘The decision to murder the

112 State of Israel v. Yigal Amir, Sentence, pp. 3, 1, 2, respectively.
113 Ibid., Sentence, p. 4. 114 Ibid., Verdict, p. 17/28.
115 Azulai,‘‘The Spectre of Yigal Amir,’’ p. 14.
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Prime Min ister, which was made with cold considera tion an d cl ear

think ing . . .  was p erpetrated – at least according to th e v ersion of the accused –
against a politica l backg round,’’ wrot e Judge Levi in his verdi ct. An d in

sentenc ing Amir, he said: ‘‘it b ecame clear that . . . apparen tly ideologic al
motives cut down the life of a man.’’ 116 The assassin ’s utterl y politic al

declarat ion, reflecti ng the exclusively polit ical nature of the act of assas-

sination, nam ely that from the ou tset he had had no particul ar interest in

Rabi n’s deat h (‘‘M y targe t is not Rabi n himsel f’’) an d had wante d, pri-

marily, to put an end to his politica l functi oning as Prime Minis ter (‘‘My

inten tion was to shoo t him in such a way as to prevent him from continu -

ing to functi on as Prime Min ister’’), was dism issed by the court as an

attempt by the assass in to evade the weight and gravity of his deed, 117 a

thesi s wh ich there had been no eviden ce to support, either duri ng the

police invest igation of Ami r or in the court room. 118

On the other hand, in total confl ict with the verdi ct, the sente nce fell

into the trap of a polit ical trial . Once agai n, no t only the assass in, his

motive s and guilt, were the focus of the court ’s attent ion, but also the

murder ed – who was no commo n vict im of a commo n crime of murder,

but a polit ical lead er, a head of state – and with him the murdere d’s

commun ity, na mely, the second ary victims . For on e fleeting moment , the

court eve n constru cted a politica l an d social backg round for the assass in,

like a theatrica l backd rop:

The actions of the accused are not only a personal failing, and it is not with him
alone that we are conducting a reckoning today. It is with everyone who, directly
or indirectly, specifically or in general, led him to understand that it was permis-
sible to cut down a human life on the altar of the Moloch of any ideology,
whatsoever. 11 9

Little more than this was said. And thus, instead of producing some truth –

politic al, philosop hical, cultural , so cial – howev er painfu l, wh ich would

have enabl ed Israeli society to comm ence true ‘‘wo rk of m ourning’’ and

launch an agon izing but liberati ng critical p rocess, the court broadcas t

message s of shoc k, an d se lf-indig nation . How coul d such a deed have

116 State of Israel v. Yigal Amir, Sentence, pp. 2–3 (my italics).
117 Ibid., Verdict, pp. 3/28, 17/28–18/28.
118 Whether out of megalomania, the desire not to implicate others in his crime, or from

other motives which cannot be examined here, Amir took full and total responsibility for
his action. During his interrogation and in court he spoke in the first person singular.
Among other things, he said: ‘‘As far as I am concerned, Din Rodef is written in our
Halakha [religious law] and I don’t need rabbis in order to know that. The rabbis didn’t
say anything to me. Someone heard a rabbi say that Yitzhak Rabin was really in the
category of Din Rodef. I don’t need a rabbi to know that.’’ Ibid., verdict, p. 14/28.

119 Ibid., Sentence, p. 3.
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happened to us and ‘‘from our midst’’? ‘‘We innocently believed,’’ ‘‘it was

our unsuspecting conviction,’’ ‘‘we believed in good faith,’’120 the presid-

ing judge said repeatedly in his sentencing decision. According to the

story woven in court, as was the case with the narrative of the

Commission of Inquiry, the murder was almost random, an unfortunate

incident, which came from ‘‘an unexpected direction,’’ as a surprise,

‘‘a resounding slap in the face’’ which shattered an illusion, ‘‘when it

became clear that criminal behaviour had also reached our political

life,’’ since, in our innocence, we believed ‘‘that in this area we were not

like other peoples,’’ and that political assassination was ‘‘the inheritance

of others, not our inheritance.’’121

Not only was the assassination depicted as a regrettable, anomalous

incident, totally unfitting for us, as Jews, but it was also consequently

defined as a failure, a definition that seems increasingly chilling as the

years go by and the terrible historical repercussions of the assassination

grow clearer. In order to veil the horror of the murder, to mend the ‘‘rift’’

hastily and to offer a healing message of unity and consolation, the court,

in its sentence, had employed the conciliatory, blurring rhetoric ofmemo-

rial days and anniversaries: ‘‘It is small consolation that not only did the

assassination fail to achieve its aim, but that for a moment it brought

hearts together, and there is no better evidence of this than the crowds

from all walks of life who sang softly in those nights of November 1995 –

‘Where can we find men like that man,’’’ wrote the presiding judge,122

at a time when hearts were further apart than ever before.

Blindness

Everyone had glimpsed the face of the Gorgon, peering out of the act of

assassination, dreadful, uncanny not only in the denial of the human and

political, which the assassination represented, but also because it exposed

something horrifying, intolerable about Israeli society, about ourselves.

In order to confront that evil and overcome it, it was necessary, first and

foremost, to be capable of looking it in the eye, and not to stand before it

in dazzled awe, nor to fall silent in shame or to invest energies in a search

for consoling myths. The fact that the fanatic right, and the settlers, could

not look directly at the murder nor study it patiently, severely, and

honestly, was banal. It was from their midst, from their exclusivist belief

in the absolute truth and supreme justice of their cause, set above politics

and human compromise, out of their zealous rhetoric and violent

120 Ibid., pp. 2–3. 121 Ibid., pp. 2–3. 122 Ibid., p. 5.
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practices that the murderer emerged. ‘‘Responsibility for the assassina-

tion of Rabin,’’ wrote the philosopher Avishay Margalit, ‘‘was not con-

fined to a direct assassin or assassins. The murder of Rabin – like that of

Walter Rathenau or Jean Jaurès – was a statistical assassination: a system

of denunciation and incitement marks out the victim and the question of

assassination becomes a statistical question – who will actually commit

the deed.’’123 On the other hand, the fact that the Right succeeded in

dissociating itself from the murder, policing the discourse about the

murder and making it somehow improper even to discuss it, and the

way in which the Right divested the 1996 elections of their single most

significant issue, the political assassination of the PrimeMinister, and has

continued this practice vis-à-vis political discourse in general since the

murder, have been much less banal. In order to silence the cry for justice

for the slain Prime Minister and to render discussion of the assassination

tabu in the public space, the right had need of a partner, and found one

with ease within the camp of the murdered Prime Minister, within the

Israeli labor movement.

Can it be that the nationalist fanaticism, the messianic belief in a

borderless Greater Israel, the practices of power and violence, and the

rituals of blood, victimhood, and the Holocaust, which the Israeli Left

attributed to the Right in the wake of the murder, as Idan Lando wrote,

contained a reflection of the Left’s own shadow image, or of its distorterd

outgrowth, and that it was from this that it turned away its gaze and

becamemute? Or was it silent because there was no way in which it could

establish in-depth, stringent criticism of the assassination without facing

up to the yearnings and practices of the central trend in Zionism and of

the state, its institutions and elites, namely those of the labor movement

itself?124 The Left, wrote Idan Lando, ‘‘knows, in the depths of its heart,

that the fanatics of the Right, with their pioneering rhetoric and brutal

activism, are its own stepchildren, illegitimate offspring of the demonic

coupling between labor and religious worship, between Mapai and

Adonai, and it watches them with growing dread, its own distorted

image, shamelessly taking its own darkest sides to extremes.’’125

For many years Yitzhak Rabin himself, warrior, beautiful and beloved

son of the Zionist utopia, represented the dimension of its dark,

123 Avishay Margalit, ‘‘How to Remember Yitzhak Rabin,’’ in Yeshayahu Liebman (ed.),
Retzah Politi, Retzah Rabin U’retzihot Politiyot Ba’mizrah Ha’tichon (Political Assassination,
the Rabin Assassination and Political Assassinations in the Middle East), Tel Aviv 1998,
p. 64.

124 On this see Bruner, ‘‘Yigal Amir.’’
125 Idan Lando, ‘‘The Dubious Innocence of the Left,’’Ha’aretz Supplement, 29 December

1995, p. 22.
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intoxicating power until, in the most heroic act of his life, he broke out of

the framework of his foretold biography, and cast himself on to the

dangerous path of peace, of partition of the land, and of delineation of

the final borders of the State of Israel. At first the price he paid was loss of

his eternal youth and happy princedom, then his life, a price he was

apparently ready to pay, and, as maintained by his companions in the

days preceding the assassination who witnessed his indifference to his

personal safety, he may have been seeking, if only subconsciously, to

pay.126 And so this man of few words, who never spoke in vain in the

name of the Shoah or the Ge’ulah (Redemption), became a martyr with

his death, a witness to the catastrophe of political messianism and to the

absence of salvation in this world.

126 Yehudah ( Judd) Neeman expounds a fascinating theory, though difficult to prove,
regarding the heavy burden of guilt weighing on native-born Israelis with regard to the
Jewish Holocaust and the Palestinian calamity, which is translated into self-chastisement
and longing for punishment and breaks out in the form of ritual murder. ‘‘Because of his
life story, but mainly because of the vast weight of guilt of the mythological sabra ... Rabin
was doomed to be sacrificed on the altar of guilt.’’ SeeNeeman, ‘‘TheWolf thatDevoured
Rabin,’’ Plastika, 3, Summer 1999, pp.82–86.
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Biographies

Nathan Alterman (1910–1970) – Considered as poet laureate of the Ben-
Gurion era, a leading publicist, and an influential voice in Israel’s political and
cultural life. Born in Warsaw, Poland, he immigrated to Palestine in 1924, attended
the Herzliya Gymnasiun in Tel Aviv, and later was qualified as agriculture engineer
at the Higher Institute of Agriculture in Nancy, France. On his return to Palestine
he started publishing essays, political articles, and poems first in Ha’aretz, later on
in Davar, which became for many years his home journal. His ‘‘Poems of the Time
and the Tide,’’ as he called them, among them his weekly Seventh Column
published in Davar in the years 1943–1965, referred to any major issue in Jewish,
Zionist, and Israeli life. Close to the Palmach and its commander Yitzhak Sadeh, he
later became an ardent advocate of Ben-Gurion’s authoritarian étatisme (mamlach-
tiut), and joined his splinter party Rafi in 1965. In 1967 he was one of the leading
members of the Movement For Greater Israel, and its most prominent voice.
He got the 1968 Israel Prize for literature.

Mordechai Anielewicz (1919–1943) – Commander of the Warsaw ghetto
uprising in 1943, and leader of ŽOB (Žydowska Organizacja Bojowa, Jewish
Fighting Organization) during the insurrection. Born and raised in a poor
Jewish quarter of Warsaw, Anielewicz joined the Zionist-socialist youth move-
ment Ha’shomer Hatzair, and soon became one of its leaders. At the outbreak of
the war, he fled from Warsaw to the border region in south-east Poland, where he
was involved in smuggling Jews to Romania and out of occupied Europe. In
January 1940, back in Warsaw, he started creating underground cells in ghettos
all over the country. Following the first mass deportation of Warsaw Jews to
Treblinka in the summer of 1942, he established himself in the ghetto, reorga-
nized ŽOB and transformed it into a fighting force, and was appointed its
commander in November 1942. On 18 January 1943, on the launching of the
second mass deportation, ŽOB fighters joined the columns of deportees and
attacked the Germans. Street battles followed under Anielewicz’s command.
Four days later the deportation was halted. On 19 April, the last deportation of
Jews was launched, and the signal for the final rebellion was given. The fighting
lasted for almost a month and was finally crushed by a large German military
force. Anielewicz and a small surviving group of rebels took their own lives in the
ŽOB bunker at 18 Miła Street on 8 May 1943. ‘‘My life’s dream has come true;
I have lived to see Jewish resistance in the ghetto in all its greatness and glory,’’
Anielewicz wrote in a letter to his second in command on the Polish side.
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Aharon Barak (1936– ) – Incumbent President of Israel’s Supreme Court.
Survivor of Kovno ghetto in Lithuania, Barak reached Palestine in 1947 with
his mother. Law professor at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and Israel Prize
Laureate for Social Sciences and Law for 1974, he was appointed State Attorney
General in 1975. A prominent intellectual and author of influential works in
jurisprudence, Barak is known to be a leading advocate of judicial activism.
According to the government’s decision in November 1995, Barak appointed
the State Commission of Inquiry in the matter of the assassination of Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin.

Menachem Begin (1913–1992) – Follower of Zeev Jabotinsky, Begin was born
in Brest-Litovsk, studied law at the University of Warsaw, and was appointed
Commissioner of Betar in March 1939. On the German invasion, he fled to
Lithuania, was arrested, and condemned to eight years of hard labor, but
was released in 1941 as a Polish citizen to join a Polish army company formed
in the USSR to fight the Nazis. Still in army uniform he reached Palestine in May
1942, where he became the ETZEL commander. He was on board the Irgun ship
Altalena (after Jabotinsky’s pen name) in 1948, which approached Tel Aviv with
immigrants and a consignment of arms, contrary to the orders of the newly formed
Israel Defense Forces. The government ordered the shelling and sinking of the ship.
Begin transformed ETZEL into the Herut (Freedom) party in the Knesset in 1948.
In 1952 he led the party’s protest against the reparations agreement with West
Germany. On the eve of the Six Day War, he became a national unity cabinet
member. He left the government in 1970 after its acceptance of the US
plan of Israeli withdrawal from the territories. In 1973 he formed the Likud bloc
under his leadership. After winning the 1977 elections he became Prime Minister.
It was during this tenure that he and Egyptian President Anwar Al-Sadat received in
1978 the Nobel Peace Prize for the peace treaty they would sign the following year,
after returning most of the Sinai Peninsula to Egypt. He was reelected in 1981
for a second term, and a few weeks after the violent evacuation of Jewish
settlers from the town of Yamit, he ordered, in June 1982, the Israeli invasion of
Lebanon. He stepped down in September 1983 and spent the rest of his life in total
seclusion.

David Ben-Gurion (1886–1973) – Born in Plonsk, he joined at the age of
seventeen the Jewish socialist Po’alei Zion (Zion workers’) movement. Arrested
twice during the failed 1905 Russian Revolution, he immigrated to Palestine in
1906, to found there the Po’alei Zion party. A prolific writer and political essayist,
he soon stood out as a capable political leader and organizer. He went to study law
in Turkey to prepare himself for a professional political career, but was exiled by the
Turks during World War I. He went to New York where he started organizing
groups of Jewish youth to immigrate to Palestine. In 1920 he was instrumental in
founding the general workers federation, the Histadrut, and was elected its general
secretary, his first major political role. In 1930 he formed Mapai, the Palestine
Labor party, and in 1935 he became chairman of the executive committee of the
Jewish Agency for Palestine. Leading the Zionist struggle for a Jewish state and what
he called the Combatant Zionism, for the decade starting in 1939, he proclaimed
independence for the State of Israel, on 14 May 1948, in Tel Aviv art museum.
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Founder of Israel and its shaper in its first fifteen years, he led his governments and
the country in an authoritarian style through a stormy period, during which Israel
fought two wars (the War of Independence and the Sinai Campaign). He remained
Knesset member until he retired from politics in 1970. He died in his kibbutz Sdeh
Boker in the Negev desert, in October 1973.

Yosef Haim Brenner (1881–1921) – Born in the Ukraine, Brenner joined as a
young man the Bund, a Jewish socialist anti-Zionist movement, but under the
impact of the first Zionist congresses, he became an ardent Zionist, and advocate
of Jewish immigration to and settlement in Palestine. In 1902 he was enlisted in
the Russian army, but on the outbreak of the Russia–Japan war he defected,
crossed the border, and reached London, where he lived until 1908. Earning his
living as a typesetter, he edited the monthly Ha’meorer (the awakener), and
published his first plays. On his arrival to Palestine in 1909, he started publishing
his harsh, critical essays, novels, and plays in various publications, among them
Ha’poel Ha’tzair and Kuntress. Brenner was the most prominent literary figure in
Palestine and one of the most influential moral voices of his time. He was killed by
Arab rioters in Jaffa in 1921.

Haim Cohen (1911–2002) – Born in Luebeck, Germany, to a Jewish orthodox
family, he became a leading figure in Israel’s legal system, and served the state in a
variety of functions. In the 1950s he was State Attorney General, Ben-Gurion’s
legal strong man, and advocate of security prominence and raison d’é tat. In 1953
he initiated and was head of prosecution at the libel trial in the case of Malkiel
Grunewald, which was soon transformed into a public, political trial on the
Holocaust, the Jewish conduct, and the role of its leadership in both the
Diaspora and Palestine during World War II, known as the Kastner–Grunewald
Affair. In 1960 he was appointed Supreme Court justice gradually to become one
of its most liberal and progressive members. He helped to establish the
Association for Civil Rights in Israel, and was Honorary President of the
International Center for Peace in the Middle East.

Moshe Dayan (1915–1981) – Born in Israel, and raised in the first Moshav
(agricultural settlement) of Nahalal, he became the emblematic Sabra. He
joined the Haganah and was company cammander in the Palmach. During a
military mission to Lebanon he lost his eye in battle, and his black eye-patch
was until his death his world-famous trademark. As IDF’s fourth Chief of
Staff, he was considered an original and militant general, advocating military
solutions to political problems. On his retiring from the army in January
1958 he became active in Israel’s political life as leading member of Mapai and
Ben-Gurion’s close associate. He held several ministry portfolios in Ben-
Gurion’s and Levi Eshkol’s governments. Following a stormy campaign aiming
at delegitimation of Premier Eshkol on the eve of the June 1967 war, Dayan was
appointed Minister of Defense, and consequently won world fame with Israel’s
swift military victory. In the wake of the war, while being responsible for the
administration of the occupied territories, he designed the ‘‘open bridges policy,’’
and tried to bequeath to both Palestinians and Israelis the notion of ‘‘enlightened
occupation.’’
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Marek Edelman (1921– ) – Co-organizer of Ž OB ( Jewish Fighting Organization
in Warsaw Ghetto) and one of the commanders of the Warsaw ghetto uprising.
Born in Warsaw, Edelman joined the Zukunft organization, the youth movement
of the Jewish Socialist Workers’ party, the Bund, and later on became member of
the party’s central institutions. In November 1942, he was appointed as repre-
sentative of his party in the fighting organization’s command, and led some of the
harshest battles against the Germans in April 1943. Upon defeat he refused to be
part of the collective suicide of Anielewicz and his followers and crossed over to
the ‘‘Aryan’’ side of Warsaw where he fought in the summer of 1944 as member of
the Polish resistance in the Warsaw Polish Rebellion. After the war, Edelman
published some books on his war years, became a renowned cardiologist, and in
the early 1980s was a leading member of the Solidarity Movement.

Levi Eshkol (1895–1969) – Born in the Ukraine, Levi Shkolnik-Eshkol immi-
grated to Palestine in 1914 and became politically active in the ranks of Ha’poel
Ha’tzair, later to be united with Achdut Ha’avodah to form Mapai (1930).
Outstanding in his organizational and financial skills, he was among the promi-
nent builders of the country’s infrastructure. In 1947 he joined forces with Ben-
Gurion to organize the new army and the whole security system. In 1951 he was
elected Knesset member (where he served until his death in 1969). He first
headed the Ministry of Agriculture, and a few months later he was appointed
Minister of Finances, leaving his deep imprint on Israel’s economy. On Ben-
Gurion’s resignation, in June 1963, Eshkol became his natural successor as Prime
Minister and Minister of Defense. Known for his sense of humor, non-adversarial
temperament, and for being politically milder than Ben-Gurion, he created a
more flexible political climate in the country, and dismantled the Military Rule
on Israel’s Arab citizens. Although his was a crucial role in the build-up and
modernization of the army, he was forced in June 1967 to resign from the Ministry
of Defense and cede his place to Dayan.

Israel Galili (1911–1986) – Born in the Ukraine, he immigrated as a child to
Palestine (1914), had to work in his youth, joined the youth labor movement
Ha’noar Ha’oved. In 1930 he was among the founders of kibbutz Na’an, where he
lived until his death. Between the years 1946 and 1948 he was Head of National
Staff of the Haganah, and was one of the leaders of the new Achdut Ha’avoda,
founded in 1944, and later on a leading member of the Labor party. Knesset
member from 1955, he was appointed Minister without Portfolio in Eshkol’s and
Golda Meir’s governments, serving as their é minence grise and close adviser. In the
years 1970–1977 he was Chairman of Ministerial Committee for Settlements,
responsible for a large Jewish settlement in the occupied territories.

Haim (Gurfinkel) Guri (1923– ) – Poet, essayist, and journalist, and considered
as a national moral conscience, Guri was involved in and served as witness to
almost every major event in Israel in the second half of the twentieth century.
A native of Palestine and born to a prominent Zionist-socialist family, he joined the
Palmach, and fought in the war of 1948. His first collection of poems, Flowers of
Fire, expressed the whole generation’s war and death experience and made of him a
leading voice of the new Israeli-ness. In 1961 he covered the Eichmann trial in
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Jerusalem in daily reports published in the newspaper Lamer’hav, later to be
collected in the book Facing the Glass Booth. In 1967 he was among the first
signatories of the document For Greater Israel, and became an advocate of Jewish
settlements in the occupied territories, and the settlers’ moral ally. He is recipient
of 1988 Israel Prize for literature.

Benyamin Halevi (1910–1996) – Born in Germany, he got his doctorate in law
from Berlin University, and immigrated to Palestine after the Nazi seizure of
power in 1933. He first served as Peace Justice, and in 1948 was appointed to
the District Court in Jerusalem and soon became its President. In 1954–1955 he
presided over the case of Grunewald, helping the defense counsel Shmuel Tamir
in transforming a marginal libel case into a major political trial. Presiding over the
military court established to try the perpetrators of the massacre in Kafar Kassem
in October 1956, he ruled in his verdict that it was forbidden to obey overtly illegal
orders, on which ‘‘a black flag is waving.’’ He was one of three judges at the
Eichmann trial in 1961, and in 1963 he was appointed Supreme Court Justice.

Gideon Hausner (1915–1990) – Born in Lemberg (Lvov), Poland, Hausner
replaced Cohen as Israel’s Attorney General just a few weeks before Ben-Gurion’s
announcement in the Knesset of the capture of Adolf Eichmann, and the plan to put
him on trial according to the Nazi and Nazi Collaborators (Punishment) Law 1950.
As head of the prosecution at the trial the rather greyish lawyer gained world fame.
After his tenure as State Attorney General, he was elected Knesset member,
representing the Independent Liberal party. In the years 1969–1990, he was
Chairmen of Yad Vashem, Israel’s Holocaust Remembrance Authority.

Zeev (Vladimir) Jabotinsky (1880–1940) – Born in Odessa, Russia, Jabotinsky
was a brilliant intellectual, prolific author, and essayist. He studied law at the
University of Rome, and served as correspondent for several Russian newspapers.
The Kishinev Pogrom of 1903 spurred Jabotinsky to undertake Zionist activity.
He organized self-defense units, fought for minority rights for Jews in Russia, and
was elected delegate to the 6th Zionist Congress. Following the outbreak of World
War I, he served as military correspondent. While in Alexandria he met Yosef
Trumpeldor, and from then onward, worked for the establishment of the Jewish
Legion. From 1921 onwards, Jabotinsky was a member of the Zionist Executive.
After having seceded from the Zionist movement because of its cooperative and
lenient attitude toward the British Mandate, he established in 1925 the Union of
Zionists-Revisionists (Hatzohar) which advocated the immediate establishment
of a Jewish state. He founded and was world leader of the youth movement Betar
(Brit Yosef Trumpeldor), of militarist and nationalist orientation. In 1929, while
he was on a world lecture tour, the British administration denied him reentry into
Palestine. He resigned in 1935 from the Zionist Executive, after it had rejected his
political program, and founded the New Zionist Organization (NZO) demanding
free Jewish immigration and the establishment of a Jewish state. In 1937, he
founded ETZEL and became its leader. In 1939–1940, Jabotinsky was active in
Great Britain and the United States for the establishment of a Jewish army to fight
side by side with the Allies against Nazi Germany. Jabotinsky died while visiting
the Betar camp in New York in 1940.
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Berl Katznelson (1887–1944) – Native of Bubroisk, Belarus, he joined the
Jewish self-defense organization in his home town and later joined the socialist
wing of the Zionist movement. Reaching Palestine in 1909, Katznelson became a
prominent figure of the Second Aliyah (second wave of immigration). Settling in
the commune of Kinneret, he created the Council of Galilean Farm Workers.
Later on he helped establish a consumer cooperative known as Hamashbir, and
the health services for workers. At the same time he created a vast program of
cultural activities including lectures, libraries, Hebrew translations of classical
works, publication of new books, and became a spiritual leader of the labor
movement. As of 1920 he joined forces with Ben-Gurion to lead the united
labor movement. Katznelson laid out the party platform which advocated
‘‘rebirth’’ of the Jewish people in Palestine and the creation of a socialist society
based on liberty, egalitarianism, cultural and economic autonomy, and the col-
lective ownership of land and natural resources. In 1925 he founded the move-
ment’s daily newspaper Davar (of which he was first editor in chief ) and its
publishing house, Am Oved (working people), whose aim was producing quality
books at low prices.

Abba Kovner (1918–1987) – Underground leader and partisan during World
War II, poet, writer, and a prominent figure in Israel’s cultual and political life.
Born in Sevastopol, Russia, Kovner was educated at the Hebrew high school in
Vilna and at the school of arts. In 1940–1941, under Soviet occupation, Kovner
was an underground activist. On German occupation in June 1941, Kovner first
found refuge with a few friends in a Dominican convent then returned to the
ghetto and, following the mass execution of the ghetto Jews, he published a
manifesto calling for Jewish armed resistance. ‘‘Hitler plans to kill all the Jews of
Europe,’’ he wrote on 31 December 1941. ‘‘Let us not go like sheep to the
slaughter.’’ In 1942, the United Partisan Organization was founded in Vilna.
After the capture of its first commander, Yitzhak Wittenberg, in July 1943,
Kovner took his place. While the ghetto was being liquidated and its last Jewish
dwellers deported to the death camps, Kovner organized the fighters’ escape
into the forests; there he commanded the Jewish Unit composed of ghetto
fighters and the Nakam (revenge) group. After liberation Kovner became one
of the Brichah (escape) leaders, who organized Jewish survivors’ escape out of
Europe. Kovner reached Palestine in 1945 to gather means and support for
revenge activities and liquidation of Nazis. He was arrested, and released. In
1946 he joined kibbutz Ein Ha’choresh along with his wife the partisan Vitka
Kempner. In the War of Independence he served as an indoctrination officer
(politruk) in the Givati brigade on the southern front, and published daily calls
for battle designed to invigorate the soldiers’ motivation to fight. After the war
Kovner returned to his kibbutz and dedicated most of his time to writing. He
won the 1970 Israel Prize for literature.

Moshe Landau (1912– ) – Born in Danzig, on the German–Polish border, he
immigrated to Palestine in 1933, and had a brilliant career in Israel’s judiciary.
Appointed Justice of Peace in Haifa in 1940, he became District Court Justice in
1948 and Supreme Court Justice in 1953. In 1961, he was appointed presiding
Judge at the Adolf Eichmann trial in Jerusalem, and won world acclaim for the
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way he handled the judicial procedure during the trial. He served as member of
the Agranat Committee, which investigated the IDF’s failures in the Yom Kippur
War. In 1980–1982 he was the President of the Supreme Court. In 1987 he
headed the Landau Committee, whose task was to inquire into the methods of
investigation used by the Israeli Security Service.

Yitzhak Sadeh (1890–1952) – Military commander, poet, and essayist. Born in
Lublin, Poland, Sadeh served in the Tsar’s army during World War I, and
commanded a troop of the Red Army following the October Revolution.
In 1917 he assisted Yosef Trumpeldor with self-defense operations in Petrograd,
and in the He’chalutz organization. Sadeh immigrated to Palestine in 1920,
joined Gedud Ha’avoda (Labor Battalion) and the Haganah, moving up swiftly
within its commanding hierarchy. He initiated the concept of ‘‘going out of the
fences,’’ an offensive orientation which had a far-reaching impact on IDF. In 1941
he founded the Palmach and served as its commander until 1945. In 1945–1947
he was Chief of Staff of the Haganah. Following the establishment of the State of
Israel and his retirement from military service, he became a member of the
socialist-leftist party Mapam.

Meir Shamgar (1925– ) – Born in Danzig, Shamgar immigrated to Palestine in
1939, and became a member of ETZEL. Shamgar was deported in 1944 to a
British detention camp in Kenya, where he studied law (in correspondence with
the University of London), and was qualified as an attorney. Upon his return he
fought in the 1948 Independence War, after which he joined the military’s
attorney staff. In 1961 he was appointed Chief Military Attorney, in which
capacity he laid the legal infrastructure for the military government, which served
the army following the Six Day War. In 1968 he was appointed State Attorney
General, and as such he broadened the realm of activity of his office. In 1975
Shamgar was appointed Supreme Court Justice, and in l983 he was appointed
President of the Supreme Court. After retirement, he served in several state
commissions of inquiry, among them as Chairman of the State Commission of
Inquiry in the matter of the assassination of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.

Moshe Shamir (1921–2004) – Writer, playwright, essayist, and political activist,
Shamir was born in Israel, started his political activity in Ha’shomer Hatza’ir,
joined the Palmach and was a kibbutz member. In 1948 (during the war), he
edited IDF’s newspaper Bamachane (in the camp). In the wake of the Six Day
War, Shamir was among the initiators and founders of the movement For Greater
Israel. He wrote its main manifesto and was one of its prominent speakers. In
1973 he joined the Likud. In 1977 he was one of the founders of the right-wing
La’am party and elected Knesset member. Following the Camp David Accords,
he founded, together with Geula Cohen, Brit Ne’emanei Eretz Israel (alliance of
trustees of the land of Israel). He was Israel Prize laureate.

Yitzhak Tabenkin (1887–1971) – Tabenkin began his public activities within
the ranks of Po’alei Zion and the Bund in Russia and Poland. He immigrated to
Palestine in 1912, joined the defense organization Hashomer, founded Achdut
Ha’avoda and the Histadrut. He later resigned from urban activity to join
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Trumpeldor’s Gdud Ha’avodah (Labor Battalion) and in 1921 became one of the
founding members of kibbutz Ein Harod, which later formed the main core of
the kibbutz movement Ha’kibbutz Ha’meuchad. Tabenkin firmly believed in
the kibbutz values and way of living, and supported the idea of large kibbutzim
or collective settlements open to large pluralistic membership. He became
involved in labor movement politics and was one of the founders of Mapai and
of Mapam. He was advocate of Greater Israel as of the 1930s, and opposed the
1937 Partition Plan. His support for the Greater Israel ideology following the Six
Day War was compatible with age-old ideology. Knesset member, an untiring
orator, Tabenkin, who lived in his kibbutz until his death, was a charismatic
popular leader among his followers.

Shmuel (Katznelson) Tamir (1923–1987) – Born in Jerusalem, to a family of
political activists, he joined the ETZEL, became its deputy commander in
Jerusalem (1946), was arrested twice, and deported in 1947 to Kenya. In his
detention camp he completed law studies and qualified as an attorney under the
British Mandate government. In 1948 he was one of the founders of the Herut
party, but resigned in 1952 in protest against Menachem Begin’s leadership. He
was appointed counsel for the defense in the Grunewald–Kastner trial, and
succeded in transforming what was meant to be a marginal case into a major
public, political event against the leading party Mapai. Tamir helped found
Hamishtar Ha’chadash (the new power), a political movement which sought,
among other things, to ensure human and civil rights without limitations within
a constitution, to found a federate alliance with Jordan and a confederate alliance
with Lebanon. Tamir was elected Knesset member in 1965, representing Gahal
(Gush Herut Liberalim), an alignment of Herut and the Liberal party, to become
in 1973 part of the Likud. Following public disagreements between Tamir and
Begin, Tamir was suspended from membership of Herut. In 1967 he left Herut
and founded Ha’merkaz Ha’hofshi (the free center), an independent party.
Following the Six Day War, he coined the expression ‘‘occupied territory will
not be returned.’’ He switched parties, and was appointed Minister of Justice in
Begin’s government in 1977, as representative of the newly founded centrist party
Dash. In 1978 he was one of the heads of the liberal movement.
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Glossary

Achdu t Ha’avod ah (Heb.: uni ted work ) – Zionist Sociali st Labor par ty

founded in Palest ine in 1919. The dominan t work ers’ party with the ai m

of uniting all workers in Eretz Israe l in a non-political structure. Achdut

Ha’avodah’s first leaders were David Ben-Gurion and Berl Katznelson.

The par ty publ ished a weekly newspa per by the name of Ku ntress . In 1930

it merge d with Ha’poe l Ha’ tzair and form ed Mapa i. Seceded from Ma pai

in 1944 and was reu nited in 1968 as part of the Israeli Labor p arty.

Al Hami shmar (Heb.: on guard) – A daily newspa per founde d in 1943

by the Ha’ki bbut z Ha’a rtzi m ovement, serving m ainly the ideology of left-

wing, pioneer ing Ma pam. Al Hamishm ar ’s ci rculation was limi ted to

party m embers . It was closed in 1995.

aliyah (Heb.: going up, ascent ) – A term used to denote the immig ration

of Jew s to the Land of Israel. The term is loaded with religious and

ideologic al conn otations. Aliyah is also used for ‘‘going up’’ to the altar

to read from the Tora h.

Bun d (abb. for ‘‘Allg emeiner Yiddi scher Arbeite r Bund ’’) – A Jewis h

socialist par ty founded in Ru ssia in 1897, devo ted to no n-territo rial

Jewish autonomy, secular Jewish nationalism, and sharply opposed to

Zionism. Following World War II, the Bund founded an international

organization based in the United States.

Davar (Heb.: the word) – A daily newspaper, founded in 1925 by Berl

Katznelson, serving the ideology of the Histadrut, and later Mapai. One of

Davar’s most prominent columnists was the poet Nathan Alterman.Davar

ceased to appear in 1996.

ETZEL (acronymfor IrgunZva’iLeumi –NationalMilitaryOrganization) –

An underground resistance group, split from the Haganah. It was

founded in 1931, for the purpose of driving away the British Mandate
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from Palestine and establi shing a sovereign Jew ish state. It was dis banded

in 1948 alo ng with othe r undergro und organiza tions, with the es tablish-

men t of the State of Israel.

Gus h Em unim (Heb.: bloc of faith) – An Israeli nation al-rel igious

gro up, founded in 1974, followin g the Kippur Wa r. Gush Emuni m

was the core settler s’ movem ent in the Occupi ed Terr itories, its main

tenet s being that the ‘‘G reater Land of Isra el’’ is the fulfi llment of the age-

old Jewis h-Zioni st dream and a step in the pro cess of Rede mption

(Ge’ ulah). It was opp osed to the withd rawal from an y of the territ ories

conqu ered by Israel in the Six Day Wa r (June 1967). It was form ally

repl aced by Yesha Coun cil, which is the p olitical umbrell a organizati on of

the Sett lemen ts.

Ha’ aretz (Heb.: the land) – A daily Israeli news paper, founded in 1919.

Priva tely owne d, it h as belon ged since the 1930s to the Ge rman-Jew ish

Scho cken family, and expres ses a liberal worldview . In line with the

Brit Shal om gro up, Ha’ar etz favoured a binat ional solution to the local

confl ict. Secular, liberal, plural istic, and leftis t in the context of the

Israeli–Palestinian c onflict, Ha’aretz is considered to be the Israeli

intell igentsia ’s newspaper.

Hag anah (Heb.: def ense) – The mai n par amilitary body of the Zionist

labo r movem ent, it was establishe d in Decembe r 1920, follow ing the

miserable battle of Tel-Hai (1 March 1920), and in response to the

growing security needs of the Jewish settlement in Palestine. Up to

1948 it was the main military underground organization, first linked to

the labor movement and later encompassing other political groups. The

sourc e of IDF ’s ori ginal etho s of et hical, def ensive warfare .

Ha’kibbutzHa’meuchad (Heb.: the united kibbutz) – A kibbutzmove-

ment, whose founding father was Yitzhak Tabenkin. It was founded in

1927 and merged into the United Kibbutz movement in 1980. It was the

most activist segment within the Jewish-Israeli labor movement, which

was opposed historically to the partition of Palestine into two states.

Among its second-generation prominent leaders were Yigal Alon and

Israel Galili, who were also its political representatives.

Ha’makhanot Ha’olim (Heb.: the ascending camps) – A pioneering

studying youth movement, founded in Palestine in 1926, defining

itsel f ideo logically as rel ated to Ha’ki bbut z Ha’m euchad and Ha’no ar

Ha’oved.
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Ha’noar Ha’oved (Heb.: working youth) – An Israeli youth movement,

founded in 1924 as an integral part of the Histadrut with the intention of

uniting the youth for economic and socialist national and education

purposes. Among its members were Israel Galili, Moshe Dayan, and

Shimon Peres.

Ha’poel Ha’tzair (Heb.: the young worker) – A labor party, founded in

1905 by pioneer s of the Secon d Ali yah (secon d wave of immigr ation),

stressing Jewish labor as Zionist value. First indigenous workers’ party,

whose members helped in the founding of the first collectivist communes

and settlements (kibbutzim and moshavim). In 1930 it merged with

Achdut Ha’avodah and formed Mapai.

Ha’poel Ha’tzair (Amonthly [later weekly] magazine) – First published

in 1907, it was the first and formany years central publication of the Zionist

labormovement in Palestine.Was distinguished by its literary supplement,

among whose first contributors were Yoseph Haim Brenner, Shmuel

Yoseph Agnon, and Moshe Smilansky. Politically related first to the

Ha’poel Ha’tzair party and later to Mapai, it was closed in 1970, after the

party merged with other labor groups to create the Labor party in 1968.

Ha’shomer (Heb.: the guardian) – First Jewish paramilitary organiza-

tion in Palestine, founded in 1909. It was dismantled after the founding of

the Haganah (labor-related main military organization, predecessor of

Israel’s army) in 1920.

He’chalutz (Heb.: the pioneer) – An association of Jewish youth,

founded in Russia in 1905. Its aim was to train its members to settle in

Eretz Israel. During the 1920s, branches were established in Britain and

the United States, and during the inter-war period, also in continental

Europe, Australia, South Africa, and Mediterranean countries.

Herut (Heb.: freedom) – Political movement in Israel established in

1948 by ETZEL members to continue as a par liament ary party with the

ideals of Zeev Vladimir Jabotinsky. Its political agenda was the holiness

(and wholeness) of the historic borders of Israel. Since 1955 Herut has

been the second largest party in Israel, led by Menachem Begin. In 1977

the Herut dominated Likud under Begin’s leadership, won the general

elections, and for the first time replaced the political reign of Mapai.

Herut (newspaper) – A daily newspaper, which existed between the years

1948 and 1965. Served as the organ of the Herut political party.
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His tadrut (Heb.: organizati on; abb. for Genera l Organiz ation of

Hebre w Wo rkers in the Land of Israel) – Jewis h labor federatio n founded

in 1920 in Palestine, subsequently renamed Histadrut Ha’ovdim Be’Eretz

Israel, which is a collective body of trade unions, comprising a majority of

the country’s labor force. The Union originally incorporated all laborers in

Israel with the aim of providing for social, cultural, and economic needs of

all workers in the country.

IDF (acronym for Israe l Defense Forc es, Tzaha l) – Israe l’s armed forces

(ar my, air force, and navy), form ed follow ing the foundi ng of Israe l in

1948. The pred ecessors to the IDF were the Haganah (in particul ar, its

opera tive deta chment, the Pa lmach ) and the Brit ish Jew ish armed forces,

in par ticular the Jewis h Br igade that fought during World Wa r II. After

the creation of IDF, the three Jewis h undergro und groups, Palma ch,

ETZ EL, and LE CHI (an extreme right splint er gro up), came under the

cont rol of the IDF.

Jewi sh Age ncy – Organiz ation form ed in 1929 as the form al represent a-

tive of the Jew ish comm unity vis-à -vis the British manda tory governm ent.

It gra dually acquire d the attri butes of a proto- governme nt for the Jew ish

comm unity. After the establishme nt of the State of Israel, the Jewis h

Agenc y shifte d its focus to issues commo n to the state and to the Jew ish

worl d in large .

Joint (American-Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, AJJDC) – A United

Stat es Jewish philan thropi c organiza tion, fou nded in 1914 to assi st

Jew ish needs during World War I. The non-Zioni st organ ization served

as the overse as chari table arm of the Amer ican Jew ish comm unity. It still

opera tes all over the worl d, and has a large branch in Israel.

Kne sset – The Isra eli par liament firs t asse mbled in 1949. Its nam e and

the numbe r of its members are base d on the ‘‘Kn esset Hagdola ’’ of the

early Second Temple perio d. It is compose d of 120 represent atives

of different political parties, elected in general elections for a four-year

term.

Kuntress – A weekly newspaper published by Achdut Ha’avodah. It

became the porte-parole of the labor movement in its early years.

Ma’ariv (Heb.: evening; Jewish synagogue evening prayer or service) –

A daily newspaper in Israel, founded in 1948 by Azriel Carlebach, former

editor of Yed ioth Aharon oth . Nationa list in its orien tation, Ma’ariv rapidl y
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becam e a high-circ ulation newsp aper. Populist in its journa listic

appro ach.

Mapai (acronym for Party of E retz Israe l Wo rkers) – A Z i o n i s t - s o c i a l i s t

labor party in Is rael founded in 1930 by the unio n of Achdut Ha’avodah

and Ha’poel Ha’tzair. D uring t he pre-state p eriod, Mapai played a

major role in the Yishuv (Jewish c ommunity prior to the state), laying

the foundations for a s overeign Je wi sh s tat e. In 19 48 M apa i, led b y

David Ben-Gurion, declared Israel’s independence. In 1968 Mapai

merged along w ith other labor p arties to create the Avodah p arty , and

dominated t he political arena until 1977, when the right-wing Likud

first came t o power.

Mapam (acrony m f or the Uni ted Workers party) – A left-wing labor

Zionist party in Israel, founded in 1948 when Ha’shomer Ha’tzair merged

with Achdut Ha’avodah-Po’alei Zion. Supporters of Mapam were essen-

tialy the hard-core Marxists of Ha’kibbutz Ha’artzi. In 1992 Mapam

merged with Ratz and Shinui to form Meretz.

Mossad Le’aliyah Beth (H eb.: Inst itute for Illega l Immigrat ion to

Palest ine) – A special, underground organization, founded in 1939 by

the Haganah, in order to plan and implement clandestine Jewish immigra-

tion into Palestine. This was done most often by ship, and was funded

primarily by the Joint. Between 1945 and 1948, the Mossad ships with

their Holocaust survivors, became Zionism’s main political weapon.

Neku da (H eb.: point ) – A monthl y publ ished since 1980 by Gush

Emuni m (later to become the Yesha Coun cil). Ideologic ally oriented, it

publ ishes writi ngs of settler s in the West Bank and the Gaza St rip and

voices the tenets of the ext reme right wing and Grea ter Israel.

Palm ach (abb . f or Plugoth Mach atz, striking troops) – Strike force

within the Haga nah, founded in 1941 in order to acti vate the organiza-

tion’s profile an d particip ate in the war effort against Nazi Germa ny. Was

mainly compose d of native Jew ish-Pa lestinian yout h, and thus b ecame

the symbo l of the Jewish -Zionist new type of m an/woma n. The Palmac h

was disbande d by Ben -Gurio n in 1948, with the crea tion of the IDF , in

the midst of a political storm within its own camp.

Rafi (abb. for Reshimat Poalei Israel, List of Israel’s Workers) –

A centrist laborite political party founded in 1965 by David Ben-Gurion

who left his own historical party, Mapai, together withMoshe Dayan and
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Shi mon Peres, as par t of the stru ggle against his succ essor Levi E shkol. It

was merged into the Labor par ty in 1968.

Uni t 101 – An IDF specia l infantry uni t formed in 1953. Its offensive lin e

of operati on set an exampl e for othe r comba t uni ts of the IDF. Its

comm ander was Ari el Sharo n, and it consis ted of no more than forty -

five men. The unit was responsi ble for the bloody ‘‘repri sal operati ons’’ in

the 1950s, and was criticized for its partisa n-like ways and unrest rained

vio lent cond uct.

UNS COP (acronym for Uni ted Nations Special Committee on Palest ine) –

Appoi nted in Apri l 1947 to inve stigate the situa tion in Palestine and

pro pose solutions . The m ajority of the commit tee reco mmende d the

par tition of Palest ine int o two stat es. The Arab Highe r Commi ttee

rejec ted the par tition p lan, wh ile the Jew ish Agency acc epted it.

UN SCOP reco mmenda tions were accepted by the UN Gene ral

Asse mbly on 29 Nov ember 1947.

Yedio th Ahar onoth (Heb.: late st news) – A da ily, pr ivately owned

Israeli newspaper, founded in 1939. In 1948, a group of its leading

journalists and staff members left to form another newspaper – Ma’ariv.

Both evenin g pap ers ( Yedioth and Ma’ariv ) vehicl e nation alist, populi st

attitudes, propelled also by their rivalry.
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